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1 Introduction 

1.1 The Quantity Shift in a Usage-based Perspective 

Languages change through use. The ways in which language users categorize and 

recategorize words in memory, as well as how they gradually change their articulation of 

words, determine how language changes. These are the basic assumptions of the usage-

based theory in Bybee (2001) combined with the theory of Articulatory Phonology 

(Browman & Goldstein e.g. 1992), which form the theoretical framework for this thesis. 

Since Bybee’s (2001) theory is compatible with Cognitive linguistics (cf. 1.4), I will call it a 

cognitive usage-based theory. 

Here, I will analyze the Norwegian phonological change known as the Quantity Shift, 

which has not been analyzed within a usage-based framework before (but cf. Garmann 2003 

for preliminary analyses). In this study, I will demonstrate that the methods used by Bybee 

(2001) can provide new generalizations about phonological changes that are connected to 

the Quantity Shift, and that Bybee’s (2001) usage-based theory combined with Articulatory 

Phonology are able to describe and explain these changes.  

There are other studies of Norwegian language change that use similar cognitive, usage-

based frameworks, and some are worth mentioning here: Bakken (1998) writes about the 

lexicalization of compounds Late Old Norse/ Old Norse (ON, cf. 1.3) and Wetås (2008) 

writes about morphological loss of case in Late ON/ Middle Norwegian (cf. 1.3). Additio-

nally, Torp (2003) concerns phonological reduction in frequent words since ON, and Enger 

(2007) treats morphological analogy in a type of nouns in the dialect of North Gudbrands-

dal. Moreover, Gundersen (1995) studies analogical morphological reinterpretation of 

infrequent words. Similar theories have also been used in synchronic studies of Norwegian, 

e.g. the classification of verbs in Enger (1998) and the study on verb acquisition in 

Norwegian and Icelandic (jf. Ragnarsdóttir, Simonsen & Plunkett 1999), which has a 

number of related studies in e.g. Bjerkan & Simonsen (1996), Simonsen & Bjerkan (1998), 

og Lind, Moen & Simonsen (2007). In the context of these cognitive, usage-based studies of 

Norwegian, I do find it interesting to analyze further examples of Norwegian language 

change within this framework. Most of the studies listed here concern morphology, and only 

Torp (2003) concerns basically phonological changes. This makes it even more interesting 

to study a Norwegian phonological change within this framework.  

The subject-matter of this thesis, the Quantity Shift, can be described in various ways. 

During the period between ON and Modern Norwegian (MN), some words have undergone 
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vowel lengthening, as in ON bera [2be.rA] > MN [2bQ˘.r´] (INF, ‘carry’), some have 

undergone consonant lengthening, as in ON koma [2ko.mA] > MN [2kom>.m´] (INF, 

‘come’), and some vowel shortening, as in ON rétt [1re˘t>] > MN [1ret>] (n. acc. sg. def. ON 

réttr (a.), ‘right’). These quantitative changes, which appear in accented syllables,1 have 

been seen as a complex of changes called the Quantity Shift.  

ON has three types of accented syllables: ‘short’, as in bbera [2be.rA], ‘long’, as in falla 

[2fAl>.lA] (INF, ‘fall’), and ‘overlong’, as in rétt  [1re˘t>]. The long accented syllables are of 

two subtypes: One is characterized by a long vowel, e.g. fêra [2fO˘.rA] (INF, ‘lead’), and the 

other by a short vowel followed by a semi-long consonant, e.g. falla [2fAl>.lA]. MN has 

only long accented syllables. Hence, the Quantity Shift can be seen as the change from a 

system with three syllable quantity types in accented position to a system with only one.  

The description of the Quantity Shift above, however, only gives the original forms and 

the result of the changes but says nothing about how or why this has happened. In the 

presentation of previous research (chapter 2), I will show how various studies offer 

diverging answers to these questions, partly depending on the theoretical framework they 

use. As I see it, however, the vowel and consonant lengthening in short accented syllables, 

as well as the vowel shortening in overlong accented syllables, are based on the two 

subpatterns of long accented syllables in ON represented by fêra and ffalla. From this 

perspective, the Quantity Shift in accented syllables represents an increase in the 

productivity of long accented syllables, to the extent that this syllable type has become 

generalized.  

A productive category is one that is open to new members, e.g. new constructions or 

loans, and possibly low-frequency words from other categories, and it is typically of high 

type frequency. The concept of productivity can be used to describe not only changes in a 

language but also synchronic stages of it. In MN, the two subtypes of long accented 

syllables are productive. In ON, it is less certain which syllable types were productive. Even 

if ON had short, long and overlong syllables, it is not known whether the overlong and short 

syllables were productive due to their relatively low type frequencies of 18 % and 8 % 

                                                 
1 The accented syllable is defined as the syllable in which the distinctive tone of the tone accent is located. 

Most MN dialects have two tone accents; in East Norwegian, tone accent 1 can be described as an LH melody 
(low tone followed by a high tone) and tone accent 2 as an HLH melody. The initial tone – L in accent 1 words 
and H in accent 2 words – characterize the accented syllable. In the phonetic transcriptions, the accented 
syllable is preceded by a superscripted 1 or 2, referring to the two distinctive tone accents. For more details, cf. 
section 5.7. 
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respectively (cf. 7.5). The fact that these syllable types have been lost in MN also suggests 

that their productivity in East Norwegian must have ceased at some point.  

Like ON, but unlike most other MN dialects, the East Norwegian dialect of North 

Gudbrandsdal (NG) has words with both short and long accented syllables, and my studies 

show that both categories have been productive since the ON period (cf. sections 8.4 & 8.6). 

Since Old East Norwegian and NG are considered to be pre-Quantity Shift dialects, it is 

possible that both short and long accented syllables were productive in Old East Norwegian 

as they have been in NG. Thus, if the Quantity Shift is seen as a change in the productivity 

of certain syllable types, Old East Norwegian can be described as having had two or three 

productive syllable types in accented position: short, long, and possibly overlong syllables. 

In MN, however, only the long syllable types are productive.2 

Within the usage-based framework of Bybee (2001), phonological changes are basically 

assumed to be of three types: articulatorily motivated, analogical and acoustic-perceptual. 

Within this framework, the Quantity Shift can be analyzed as an analogical change based on 

the productivity of long accented syllables. Analogical changes are typically based on a 

pattern with high type frequency, i.e. categories with many members, and affect low-

frequency words first, i.e. words that are not often used. Hence, analogical changes can be 

diagnosed through frequency studies of the pattern as well as looking at the words that are 

affected first. 

Frequency studies require relatively large data sets. The Quantity Shift will be analyzed 

as an analogical change, based on ON data excerpted from 32 charters consisting of about 

4600 tokens, of which about half were deemed to be stressed, and hence, used here (cf. 7.2.2 

& 7.3). Original ON texts that have not been normalized will not display vowel and 

consonant quantity in any consistent way. It is therefore not possible to study the lexical 

diffusion of the Quantity Shift in such ON data. In standardized ON, vowel and consonant 

quantity for all words listed in the relevant dictionaries (e.g. Norrøn ordbok (1993) and 

Fritzner [1886] 1954) have been based on dialect studies and unstandardized texts. Using 

these standardized word forms, it is possible to study the type frequency of each syllable 

quantity group in an original ON text in order to explore whether it is probable that long 

accented syllables were productive and, consequently, whether the Quantity Shift might 

have been a change based on the productivity of long accented syllables. 

                                                 
2 I do not consider e.g. superlatives like flest [1fle˘st] (mange (a.), ‘many’) to have an overlong accented 

syllable, only a long one, cf. 5.6. 
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Frequency has been assumed to play a role in the Quantity Shift by others (e.g. Larsen 

1913 (1976), Riad 1992). A type frequency analysis within the framework of Bybee (2001) 

should therefore confirm this assumption. Even so, there are three reasons to carry out this 

exercise in full. 1) I follow Bybee (2001) in the belief that languages change because the 

language users change their articulation and categorization of words over time. An analysis 

of the Quantity Shift within the framework of Bybee (2001) will relate the change to usage-

based theory. 2) Bybee (2001) accounts for various different frequency effects within the 

same model, and, when the Quantity Shift is analyzed within her exemplar network model, 

the Quantity Shift can be related to other types of phonological changes. 3) Bybee (2001) 

explains the frequency effects in analogical changes to be related to general cognitive 

processes of comparison and categorization in memory. When the Quantity Shift is analyzed 

within this usage-based theory, the characterization of the change as an analogical one 

becomes more than a descriptive label and includes assumptions about categorization 

processes in memory as well as lexical diffusion patterns. Hence, Bybee (2001) can explain 

how and why patterns of high type frequency are productive and can trigger changes, as well 

as how and why these changes spread throughout the lexicon. 

In a dialect where long accented syllables have generalized, like in most MN dialects 

except NG, it is impossible to study the lexical diffusion of the Quantity Shift because all 

words are affected by it. Therefore, the Quantity Shift will be analyzed as a lexically gradual 

change using NG data. Even though NG is considered to be a pre-Quantity Shift dialect, it 

has undergone some quantitative changes, and the study of these can determine which 

words were affected first by an increase in the productivity of long accented syllables. 

Based on these analyses and frequency studies of ON patterns, I will discuss whether similar 

developments might have occurred in other Old East Norwegian dialects too. As it is 

assumed that the Quantity Shift may have proceeded differently in East and West 

Norwegian (cf. Torp & Vikør 2003: 53, Riad 1992: 297–8, 327), I will limit the discussion 

of whether the NG results are relevant for other dialects later than ON to East Norwegian. 

I have used two main sources for NG: Storm (1920), which is a list of NG words, and 

Grøsland (1976), a Master’s thesis on nouns in NG which contains a vast number of NG 

nouns with their pronunciation and inflectional patterns. These sources have provided a 

relatively large set of data of ca. 1260 tokens that is suitable for analyses of lexical diffusion 

in NG. Additionally, I have consulted a recent description of the dialects in Lom and Skjåk 

(Dagsgard 2006), which are in North Gudbrandsdal, to get a more systematic overview of 

certain phenomena, such as the inflection of strong verbs (cf. 8.5). Comparisons of the data 
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from ca. 1885 (Storm 1920) and ca. 1976 (Grøsland 1976) indicate that the productivity of 

long accented syllables in NG has stabilized. Hence, the data sets from Storm (1920) and 

Grøsland (1976) can be analyzed together.  

Moreover, since the productivity of long accented syllables in NG seems to have 

stabilized, we do not know whether NG will ever go through a full Quantity Shift where the 

productivity of long accented syllables generalizes. Rather, the productivity of long 

accented syllables in NG seems to result in phonological changes on a smaller scale, 

whereas the Quantity Shift in MN is a general change, i.e. a change on a larger scale. The 

usage-based theory in Bybee (2001) allows for both types of change and more: changes that 

affect single words, changes that affect the majority of a category, and changes that become 

general throughout certain categories and, as in the case of the Quantity Shift, throughout 

the entire lexicon. This theory is therefore useful in the study of small-scale changes in NG 

as well as larger-scale changes between ON and MN, because changes with similar effects 

can be described and explained in the same terms even though the number of words affected 

differs.  

 If we assume that some words in NG have been affected by the productivity of long 

accented syllables, whereas all words in MN have been affected by a similar productivity, it 

is then possible to hypothesize that this productivity might have affected the same words 

first in Old East Norwegian as in NG. However, I am not able to prove that the increase in 

the productivity of long accented syllables proceeded in exactly the same way in the two 

dialects. Even so, it is interesting to see whether it is possible to find diffusion patterns in 

NG that can also be hypothesized for ON; such reliance on dialect comparisons has also 

been used in previous accounts of the Quantity Shift (e.g. Riad 1992, cf. 2.4). The fact that I 

am able to offer general phonological motivation (articulatorily and analogical, cf. chapter 

8) for some of the changes in NG supports a comparison between NG and Old East 

Norwegian on these points, and the question of comparability between Old East Norwegian 

and NG will be addressed by the end of each analysis. 

The method of analysis in Bybee (2001) is to study large data sets in order to look for 

phonological, morphological or frequency patterns. Hence, my analysis of the effects of the 

productivity of long accented syllables in NG provides generalizations that are based on 

relatively large sets of data, as opposed to individual examples. One example of  a 

generalization concerning the Quantity Shift based on just a couple of examples is found in 

Knudsen (1967: 23), who argued that two spellings in a charter from ca. 1225 

(Diplomatarium Norvegicum (DN) II 5), <tacka> for [2tA.kA] (taka (INF), ‘take’) and 
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<vinnum> for [2Vi.num] (vinum dat. pl. vinr (m.), ‘friend’), are examples of consonant 

lengthening connected to the Quantity Shift in words with a short accented syllable. In 

Garmann (2002), I argue against this position mainly because these spellings are unique to 

this charter, as I have not found similar spellings in any of the other 75 charters that I 

studied from this period.  

Another assumption based on a small set of examples is that [A, o, u] are lengthened 

before [rn] in ON in e.g. barn (n., ‘child’) > [1bo˘n] and  b†rn (n. pl. barn) > [1bu˘n] (Seip 

1955: 110–11). Riad (1992 , cf. 8.8.2) deals with this change together with other changes 

that Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951) discuss separately, and includes it within a type of 

change called ‘a-lengthenings’, i.e. lengthening of [A] and possibly [Q]/[e] in certain 

contexts. If these examples are taken together with the vowel lengthenings found in other 

ON words with a long accented syllable, a more general pattern emerges: Any accented 

vowel may lengthen in ON words with a long accented syllable that also undergoes 

consonant changes (cf. 8.8). Examples are gerningr (m., ‘deed’) > [2jQ˘.˜iN] (f.), gar�r (m., 

‘farm’) > [1gA˘}], and tylft (f., ‘dozen’) > [1ty˘t]. If the vowel is not lengthened in these 

words, the result is a short accented syllable. Hence, I suggest that these changes can be 

seen as the result of the productivity of long accented syllables, and thus related to the 

Quantity Shift, rather than as lengthening before [rn] or as examples of so-called a-lengthe-

nings.  

Exceptions to so-called a-lengthenings have also been observed. Even though short 

monosyllables with [A], i.e. words with the structure (C)CAC, seem to lengthen generally, 

past tense (PT) forms of strong verbs with this phonological structure do not (Langleite 

1974, cf. 8.4 & 8.5). Through studying relatively large data sets, I have found a similar 

pattern for present tense (PRT) forms of strong verbs with [e] (cf. 8.4.3 & 8.5.3). Hence, 

using larger data sets can help us discover new phonological patterns involved in changes. 

Within the framework of Bybee (2001), phonological changes are assumed to morpho-

logize, which means that members of a certain morphological category can undergo the 

change whereas other phonologically similar words do not (cf. 4.6). I assume that the 

opposite scenario is conceivable too: PT forms of strong verbs with [A] will resist an 

otherwise general lengthening of [A] in short monosyllables, because the original short [A] 

has become characteristic of this morphological category. A similar explanation can be 

given for the resistance to vowel lengthening in PRT forms of strong verbs with accented 
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[e]. In this way, the same theoretical framework can provide motivations underlying a 

change as well as reasons for some words resisting the same change. 

In addition to the quantitative changes in accented syllables between ON and MN, there 

have been quantitative changes in unaccented syllables as well (cf. Torp & Vikør 2003: 54). 

Whereas ON has long as well as short unaccented syllables, MN has only short ones. These 

changes will not be treated in this thesis, however, but I will comment upon them in the 

Conclusion (chapter 9).  

1.2 Syllable Quantity Types in ON and MN  

Table 1.1 illustrates the accented syllable quantity types in ON, and table 1.2 lists the 

equivalent MN words. The ON words are divided into three groups: words with a short, a 

long or an overlong accented syllable. These terms refer to the quantity of the syllable, 

which I will derive directly from vowel and consonant quantity, and the quantity is 

described from the vowel onwards (cf. 5.6). 

The quantity structure in short syllables is a short vowel (V), e.g. both syllables in ON 

lesa [2le.sA] (INF, ‘read’), or a short vowel followed by a short consonant (VC), e.g. ON  

dag [1dAg] (acc. sg. dagr (m.), ‘day’). Monosyllables with the syllable quantity structure 

VC like dag will be called ‘short monosyllables’.  

Words with a short accented syllable and accent 1 like ON daginn [1dA.gin>] (acc. sg. 

def. dagr (m.)) will be distinguished from so-called ‘level stress words’ like lesa [2le.sA] 

which have a short root syllable and accent 2, by differences in syllable prominence. Accent 

1 words like daginn will be analyzed as having a short accented syllable followed by an 

unaccented one. Accent 2 words like lesa, on the other hand, will be analyzed as having 

level stress: due to their particular tone accent synchronization, as described for NG by 

Kristoffersen (2007, cf. 5.7), such words appear to have two equally prominent syllables.  

Long syllables have a long vowel (V˘), e.g. ON fé [1fe˘] (n., ‘property’), or a short vowel 

followed by a semi-long consonant VC>, e.g. ON mann [1mAn>] (acc. sg. ma�r (m.), ‘man’). 

Finally, overlong syllables have a long vowel followed by a semi-long consonant (V˘C>), 

e.g. ON rétt [1re˘t>] (n. acc. sg. réttr (a.), ‘right’).  

Each syllable quantity structure is illustrated in table 1.1 with one or more examples, 

which are identified grammatically as well as glossed in English. The phonetic transcription 

in these tables diverges slightly from the traditional account of vowel and consonant 
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quantity in ON and MN (cf. 5.5). Following the tradition, I distinguish between short and 

long vowels. However, I also distinguish phonetically between short (C) and semi-long 

consonants (C>), drawing on measurements of the duration of vowels and consonants in e.g. 

Fintoft (1961).  

Whereas structuralistic theories in a wide sense rely on dichotic relations in language 

description of e.g. vowel and consonant quantity, the theory proposed by Bybee (2001) 

allows for more graded quantity categories. Considering that the durational differences 

between short and longer consonants are smaller than the differences between short and 

longer vowels (cf. 5.5), it may seem unfortunate to have the same quantity distinctions for 

consonants as for vowels. With the introduction of semi-long consonants, durational 

differences can be depicted in the phonetic transcriptions without giving the illusion that the 

duration of a longer consonant is twice as long as that of a short one. 

In addition, I consider the first postvocalic consonant in a consonant sequence to be 

semi-long when it follows a short accented vowel, as in ON and MN [1kAs>t] (IMP, kasta, -e 

‘throw’), based on the discussion in Papazian (1998) of measurements of duration in Jensen 

(1962). In this way, long accented syllables with a short vowel can be described as having 

the same quantitative structure, VC>, whether the vowel is followed by a single semi-long 

consonant as in falla [2fAl>.lA] (INF, ‘fall’) or a consonant cluster as in kasta 

[2kAs>.tA] (INF, ‘throw’). 

In ON, semi-long consonants may also follow long accented vowels, as in [1re˘t>] and 

[1blo˘m>str] (blómstr (m.), ‘flower’). In MN, however, a long accented vowel may not be 

followed by a semi-long consonant, and MN is not considered to have overlong accented 

syllables (cf. 5.6).  

Even though the phonetic transcripts may seem slightly unfamiliar, the division of ON 

accented syllables into short, long and overlong, and the categorization of the examples with 

respect to these syllable types, follow the traditional view.3  

 

                                                 
3 Riad (1992), however, has a slightly different grouping of syllable quantity structures, cf. 2.4.2. 
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Table 1.1 Syllable quantity types and structures  

in accented position in ON 

Syllable 

Quantity 

Type 

Structure Examples 
Grammatical 

Categorization 
English 

V 
1dA.gin> acc. sg. def. dagr (m.) ‘day’ 

 
2le.sA INF ‘read’ 

 
2ko.mA INF ‘come’ 

VC 
1dAg acc. sg. dagr (m.)  ‘day’ 

Short 

 
1kom IMP koma ‘come’ 

V˘̆  
1fe˘ n. ‘property’ 

 
2fO˘.rA INF ‘lead’ 

 
1fe˘.it nom. sg. def. fé (n.) ‘property’ 

VC>  
1mAn> acc. sg. ma�r  (m.) ‘man’ 

 
1mAn>.nin> acc. sg. def. ma�r  (m.)    “ 

 
2fAl>.lA INF ‘fall’ 

 
1kAs>t IMP kasta ‘throw’ 

Long 

 
2kAs>.tA INF     “ 

V˘C>  
1re˘t> n. acc. sg. réttr (a.) ‘right’ 

 
2re˘t>.ti m. acc. pl. réttr (a.)      “ 

 
1blo˘m>str m. ‘flower’ 

Overlong 

 
2bo˘n>.di m. ‘farmer’ 

Table 1.1 Syllable quantity types in accented position in ON with examples. 

 

Table 1.2 Syllable quantity types and structures  

in accented position in MN 

Syllable 

Quantity 

Type 

Structure Examples 
Grammatical 

Categorization 
English 

 
1dA˘.g´n def. sg. dag (m.) ‘day’ 

 
2le˘.s´ INF ‘read’ 

V˘  
1dA˘g m. ‘day’ 

 
1fe˘ n. ‘cattle’ 

 
2fO˘.R´ INF ‘lead’ 

 
1fe˘.´ def. sg. fé (n.) ‘cattle’ 

 
1mAn> m. ‘man’ 

 
1mAn>.n´n def. sg. mann  (m.)    “ 

 
2kom>.m´ INF ‘come’ 

 
1kom> IMP komme    “ 

VC>  
1kAs>t IMP kaste ‘throw’ 

 
2kAs>.t´ INF     “ 

 
1Ret> a. ‘right’ 

 
2Ret>.t´ pl. rett (a.)      “ 

 
1blom>st m. ‘flower’ 

Long 

 
2bun>.n´ m. ‘farmer’ 

Table 1.2 Syllable quantity types in accented position in MN with examples. 
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1.3 Time Period 

The Quantity Shift is traditionally considered to have taken place in the Middle Norwegian 

period between 1350 and 1550 (Torp & Vikør 2003). Indrebø (1951: 221), for example, 

assumes that the Quantity Shift occurred during the beginning of the Middle Norwegian 

period, i.e. just after 1350, even though some dialects might have gone through the change 

at an earlier stage. Seip (1955: 115) suggests that it began even earlier, during the 11th 

century, even though it had not fully developed in all dialects until after 1300, whereas Riad 

(1992: 211) dates the Shift in Scandinavia to the period between the end of the 12th century 

and 1600. These accounts show that there is some uncertainty connected to the dating of the 

Shift: The starting point is suggested as being somewhere between 1000 and 1350, and the 

change is thought to have come to completion between 1300 and 1600.  

The imprecise datings above seem to be related to the broad diachronic division of 

Norwegian into Old Norwegian/Old Norse, Middle Norwegian and Modern Norwegian. The 

label ON traditionally covers Norwegian and Icelandic during the period 750–1350 AD. The 

span of this period is somewhat disputed, the main debate concerning when it concluded. 

The main argument against a cut-off point for ON in 1350 is that there are no major 

linguistic changes connected with this date, and Rindal (1993 [1988]) has suggested that the 

linguistic evidence speaks instead in favour of a division of ON into Early (literally ‘older’) 

ON, dated 700–1250, and Late (literally ‘younger’) ON, dated 1250–1500.  

Modern Norwegian (MN) is a term covering all Norwegian dialects from about 1550 

onward. As we can see from the dating of the Shift by Seip (1955), Indrebø (1951),4 Riad 

(1992), and Torp & Vikør (2003), it is assumed that most Norwegian dialects acquired the 

syllable quantity system where nearly all of the accented syllables are long earlier than ca. 

1550. The exceptions are the dialects of North Gudbrandsdal (NG) and Tinn, Telemark, 

which still have short syllables in accented position (Christiansen 1947: 120, n.y.: 195). This 

phenomenon is apparently more prevalent in NG than in the dialect of Tinn (Christiansen 

n.y.: 195). On the other hand, the dialect of Setesdal, Aust-Agder, seems to have kept 

overlong accented syllables in some words (Torp & Vikør 2003: 53). 

As demonstrated above, the dating of the Quantity Shift is unclear and only broadly 

indicated in the literature. Knudsen (1967: 23), however, claims to present evidence from 

ON charters that may reflect the beginning of the Quantity Shift, but as already mentioned 

in 1.1, the study provides too little evidence. The two spellings from DN II 5 [ca. 1225], 

                                                 
4 When Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951) are listed in a chronological order, I list Seip before Indrebø  

because the first edition of Seip was published in 1931. 
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<tacka> for [2tA.kA] (taka (INF), ‘take’) and <vinnum> for [2Vi.num] (vinum dat. pl. vinr 

(m.), ‘friend’), are suggested as examples of consonant lengthening connected to the 

Quantity Shift in words with a short accented syllable.  

I argue against these examples as evidence for the start of the Quantity Shift in Garmann 

(2002). My main concern is that these spellings are unique to this charter, as I have not 

found similar spellings in any of the other 75 charters that I have studied from this period. 

Moreover, the word [2tA.kA] has changed into MN [tA˘], making it an unlikely candidate for 

consonant lengthening during the Quantity Shift. The orthography of <tacka> can therefore 

not be seen as representing  quantitative development in this word but must be explained 

otherwise. We are left with only one possible example, then, <vinnum>, and I find this an 

inadequate basis for providing a guideline for dating the beginning of the Quantity Shift. 

An exact dating of the Quantity Shift is thus hard to give, and the broad indications point 

towards (Late) ON/Middle Norwegian. However, since I regard the Quantity Shift as a 

gradual process rather than a sudden change, an inexact dating over an extended period of 

time is probably fairly realistic.  

1.4 Theory  

The Quantity Shift and related changes will be analyzed here on the basis of the 

phonological theory presented in Phonology and Language Use (Bybee 2001), which is 

built on a similar theory for morphology (Bybee 1985). This phonological theory is labelled 

‘usage-based functionalism’ (Bybee 2001: xvii) and can be considered to be related to 

Cognitive Linguistics. For convenience, I will refer to this theory simply as usage-based.  

Bybee’s usage-based theory shares some basic principles with Cognitive Linguistics. 

First of all, grammar is considered to be acquired bottom-up in that language users genera-

lize from tokens of language use: Words, or tokens of language use, are categorized on the 

basis of phonological and semantic similarity. Linguistic units such as sounds, phonotactic 

patterns, suffixes and stems emerge from these categories, and the language speaker 

constructs schemas related to these emergent structures at various levels of abstraction. This 

means that in phonological analyses, abstractions must be built from detailed usage events, 

i.e. real phonetic examples including predictable features.  

It is assumed that the speaker stores exemplars of tokens, i.e. words as they occur in 

speech, and that these exemplars are categorized based on phonological and/or semantic 

similarity. When phonologically similar words are stored together in a category, the speaker 

will generalize over their phonological similarities and construct sound-schemas on various 
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levels of abstractions. Some of these levels may be compared to phones or phonemes, but 

the taxonomy of sounds in an exemplar network model may be less orderly than a 

theoretical model of allophones and phonemes. 

 One reason that the taxonomy of sounds may seem less orderly is that there can be more 

than two levels of abstraction, e.g. the usual phonetic and phonemic levels. Moreover, it is 

not always important to determine which level of abstraction is under discussion, because 

schemas at all levels may be productive. Hence, whether a unit or a schema is phonetic or 

phonemic is not as important as establishing the abstracted unit or schema. 

As opposed to generative theories, it is not assumed that so-called ‘regular’ forms are 

derived by general rules in the grammar and so-called ‘irregular’ forms are listed separately 

in the lexicon. Rather, it is thought that the speaker organizes words into categories through 

phonological and semantic similarity, whether ‘regular’ or ‘irregular’ (cf. 3.2 & 3.3). 

Consequently, ‘irregular’ and ‘regular’ tokens must be accounted for along the same lines 

through categorization and schematization. Additionally, an individual’s grammar is 

dynamic, even as an adult, in that it can be modified over time due to factors like changes in 

frequency or familiarity of words and expressions, or social factors. 

Within usage-based theory, language-internal changes can be analogical, based on the 

productivity of patterns, or they may be articulatorily or acoustically motivated. Other 

phonological changes, due for instance to socio-linguistic factors and loans, are considered 

to be language-externally motivated; while these are recognized by Bybee (2001), they are 

not covered by her model in the sense that the lexical diffusion of language-externally 

motivated changes is not accounted for.5 

If the Quantity Shift is viewed as an analogical change based on the productivity of the 

subpatterns of long accented syllables, it is then language-internally motivated and can in 

principle be explained by the model in Bybee (2001). Additionally, the Quantity Shift is 

accompanied by various phonological changes that are in part articulatorily motivated, e.g. 

the so-called a-lengthenings (cf. 8.2). To understand these changes in more detail, I will also 

draw on Articulatory Phonology (Browman & Goldstein e.g. 1992). My use of Articulatory 

Phonology here is inspired by the analyses of articulatorily motivated changes in Bybee 

                                                 
5 Bybee (2000: 82, note 2, reprinted in 2007: 213, note 2) suggests that one type of phonological change is 

due to borrowing. Low token frequency words may be borrowed, and thereby have a different phonological 
structure than non-borrowed words. Hence, a change that is motivated by borrowing is assumed to affect low 
token frequency words first.  
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(2001).6 Articulatory Phonology has also been used to develop a model of the syllable 

which is helpful in describing the various quantity types (cf. chapter 5). It must be admitted, 

however, that Articulatory Phonology cannot provide a full prosodic theory. However, for 

reasons of comprehensiveness as well as my basic understanding of language change as 

partly linked to how language users gradually alter their articulation of specific words, I 

have found it valuable to analyze syllables and syllable quantity from the viewpoint of 

Articulatory Phonology. 

 The usage-based theory in Bybee (2001) in combination with Articulatory Phonology 

address the mechanisms behind phonological changes, mechanisms that are located in our 

vocal tract and in our memory. Analogical change is related to our memory and occurs 

typically in words of low token frequency7 on the basis of patterns in high type frequency 

words (cf. 4.3).8 This kind of change is often illustrated with morphological examples: e.g. 

the PT of MN bære (INF, ‘carry’) changing from the strong form bar to the weak form 

bærte. The PT form bærte belongs to the small weak verb class, which has a much higher 

type frequency than the strong subclass with PT forms with [A˘], of which bar is a member 

(cf. Endresen & Simonsen 2001). This change can therefore be described as an analogical 

change from a strong inflection to a weak inflection due to the productivity of the small 

weak verb class. Although analogical changes are well known in morphology, they are also 

relevant to phonology, and I will try to demonstrate that the Quantity Shift may represent a 

purely phonological example of analogical change.  

According to Bybee (2001), articulatorily motivated changes are considered to be the 

most common type of phonological change, and they start in words of high token frequency 

(cf. 4.4). These changes are related to our vocal tract in that they are connected to the 

neuromotoric routines of words. In Articulatory Phonology, it is assumed that articulatorily 

motivated changes are either reductions of gestures in time or magnitude or else changes in 

the timing of gestures. Gestures are abstractions over events in the vocal tract that occur 

during speech, and they may broadly be compared to vowels and consonants. When gestures 
                                                 
6 Bybee (2001) also discusses the theory of Articulatory Evolution (Pagliuca & Mowrey 1987), focusing on 

diachronic changes. However, I have chosen to base my analysis on Articulatory Phonology here because it 
seems to cover a wider range of phonological issues, including diachronic changes and synchronic variation. 
The papers that I have found most useful for this are Browman & Goldstein (1992), which is a general 
overview of the theory and concerns mainly synchronic variation; Browman & Goldstein (1991), which deals 
with diachronic changes; Browman & Goldstein (1988), which presents studies on syllable structure; and 
Browman & Goldstein (1990), which discusses the use of tiers in Articulatory Phonology. 

7 Token frequency refers to the number of times a word is used in a running text or a corpus (cf. 4.2.2). A 
word with a low token frequency is a word that is seldomly used. 

8 Type frequency refers to the number of words in a certain category that appear in a text or a corpus (cf. 
4.2.3). A word with a high type frequency belongs to a category with numerous members of similar words. 
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are reduced, they become shorter or weaken. In the change from ON dóttir [2do˘t>.tir] > NG 

[2doht>.t´r] (f., ‘daughter’), the accented vowel is shortened from [o˘] > [o]. Moreover, the 

unaccented vowel [i] is reduced in magnitude to a schwa. While the production of [i] 

requires a narrowing in the vocal tract by means of the jaw and the tongue, the [´] is produ-

ced with a neutral jaw and tongue position. When a gesture is produced with less muscular 

effort, as in the case [i] > [´], one may say that the magnitude of the gesture is reduced. 

The third type of phonological change that is treated in Bybee (2001) is acoustically 

motivated changes in words of low token frequency (cf. 4.5). This type of change is related 

to memory in that unfamiliar words may be misunderstood, and thus their pronunciation 

may be altered. Acoustically motivated changes can be illustrated with an example from 

child language. My 5-year-old son pronounces the word milkshake as [1mil>k.«Seg>]. The 

word has been borrowed from English into MN, and as my son does not recognize the word 

shake, he replaces it with the familiar and phonetically similar word skjegg (n., ‘beard’). It is 

probably not arbitrary that he is able to reproduce the accented syllable accurately but not 

the unaccented one, even though both words are unfamiliar in MN: The English word milk 

resembles MN [1mel>k] (melk (m.), ‘milk’), and it may be easier to perceive the details in 

the accented syllable for reasons of prominence. While acoustically motivated changes also 

seem to occur diachronically, they are not very common (cf. 4.5). The phonological changes 

that are dealt with in the analysis (chapters 7 & 8) will be explained as analogical changes or 

articulatorily motivated changes.  

1.5 The Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is divided into three parts. In addition to this general introduction, Part I, 

Introduction and Theoretical Prerequisites, presents in detail earlier accounts of the Quantity 

Shift, the theoretical framework that I will use here, and models of the syllable and syllable 

quantity. Part II consists of the analysis of the Quantity Shift, and Part III contains a 

summary in Norwegian, a literature list and an index. 

In Part I, chapter 2 discusses previous research on the Quantity Shift, represented by 

Árnason (1980) on Icelandic, Riad (1992) mainly on Swedish, and Torp & Vikør (1993) on 

Norwegian. Chapter 3 on theory presents the exemplar network model of phonology in 

Bybee (2001), and chapter 4 her theory of phonological change. The chapter on 

phonological change (4) includes an explanation of how diachronic changes are analyzed 

within Articulatory Phonology. Chapter 5 is devoted to syllables: how the syllable can be 
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modelled using the theories of Bybee (2001) and Articulatory Phonology as starting points, 

and how one can syllabify polysyllables. This chapter includes discussions of the different 

syllable quantity types in ON and MN, and how the Quantity Shift can be modelled within 

this syllable model.  

Part II concerns the detailed analyses of the Quantity Shift and related changes. It is 

divided into four main chapters. Following the introduction in chapter 6, chapter 7 presents 

a type frequency analysis of the Quantity Shift based on ON data, and chapter 8 analyzes the 

Quantity Shift as a lexically gradual change based on quantitative changes in NG. Both of 

these chapters include introductions to the data and methods used in the various analyses. 

The thesis is concluded in chapter 9.  

Part III contains a summary in Norwegian, a list of literature and an index. The end 

material includes an Appendix containing parts of the NG data, a key to IPA and the 

Norwegian phonetic transcription called Norvegia, as well as lists of strong verbs and so-

called telja verbs (cf. 8.5.3) in NG and ON. A list of abbreviations is given prior to the table 

of contents. 
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2 Previous Research 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter is a presentation and a discussion of four accounts of the Quantity Shift in 

Norwegian. One purpose of this chapter is to introduce the Quantity Shift in more detail. All 

of these accounts offer generalizations about the Quantity Shift and related changes, and 

some of these generalizations will be discussed in the analyses in this thesis (Part II). 

Another aim is to illustrate how different theoretical frameworks affect the answers to the 

questions of how and why the Quantity Shift proceeds.  

Due to its brevity and pedagogical clarity, I will start in 2.2 with the structuralistic 

version by Torp & Vikør (2003: 52–6, first published in 1993). This account consists of five 

pages in a basic-level textbook on Norwegian language history.  

In 2.3, I will look at the generative description of the Quantity Shift in Icelandic by 

Árnason (1980), which is relevant here because Icelandic and Norwegian have developed 

from the same ancestor: Old Norse. Moreover, Árnason (1980) discusses the development 

in Norwegian as well as in other related languages. Subsection 2.4 is a presentation and 

dicussion of the generative accounts of the Quantity Shift by Riad (1992) and Kristoffersen 

(1994). In 2.4.2 & 2.4.3, I will look at the generative approach to the Quantity Shift in 

Germanic languages by Riad (1992: chapters 5 & 6). The major part of these chapters are 

devoted to the Quantity Shift in Swedish, which may easily be extended to Norwegian, 

because East Norwegian pairs with Central Swedish to comprise the Central Nordic dialects, 

while South and South West Swedish together with West Norwegian constitute the 

Peripheral Nordic dialects (Riad 1992: 327, cf. 2.4.2).9 The discussion in Riad (1992) is the 

most thorough account of the Quantity Shift in the literature, and I use many of his phonetic 

generalizations, and some of his theoretical analyses, as starting points for my own analyses 

in Part II. Kristoffersen (1994) offers some critical remarks of Riad’s account, and these will 

be presented in 2.4.4. 

Each of the subsections below is structured in the same way: A presentation of the 

account is followed by a brief discussion. The discussion concerns questions related to the 

                                                 
9 Riad (1992) is not strictly limited to Swedish and Norwegian; the account also touches upon differences 

and similarities in parallel developments in Icelandic, Danish, and English. These topics are further developed 
in Riad (1995), which gives a typology of the Quantity Shift in Germanic languages. I will not go into this 
work here, however. 
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motivations behind the Quantity Shift, how well the data fit the descriptions, and how 

usage-based theory can relate to each of these accounts.  

2.2 Torp & Vikør (2003) 

2.2.1 Presentation 

Torp & Vikør (2003: 52–6) is a structuralistic exposition of the Quantity Shift. The Shift is 

illustrated schematically as follows: 

 

    ON MN 

Short /VC/   

Long 
/V˘C/ 
/VC˘/ 

 
 

[V˘C] 
[VC˘] 

Overlong /V˘C˘/   

Table 2.1 The Quantity Shift, adopted and translated from Torp & Vikør (2003: 53). 

Torp & Vikør (2003) distinguish between short, long and overlong stressed syllables in ON. 

Due to the Quantity Shift, the short syllables have become long in MN through vowel 

lengthening or consonant lengthening, and the overlong syllables have become long through 

vowel shortening.  

Furthermore, Torp & Vikør (2003) distinguish between phonemic syllable structure and 

phonetic syllable structure. In ON, both vowel and consonant length are considered 

phonemically distinctive, but for MN, only vowel length is phonemically distinctive, 

whereas consonant length is viewed as derived (Torp & Vikør 2003). These differences are 

displayed in table 2.1, where the ON syllable structures are depicted as phonemic, whereas 

the MN syllable structures are depicted as phonetic. The phonetic syllable structures [V˘C] 

vs. [VC˘] in MN correspond to the phonemic syllable structures /V˘C/ vs. /VC/.  

The Shift is illustrated in Torp & Vikør (2003) with monosyllabic words. Examples of 

vowel shortenings in overlong syllables are brátt (adv., ‘suddenly’), vítt (adv., ‘widely’), 

mêtt (PTC, mêta, ‘meet’) > [brot˘], [Vit˘], [møt˘] (Torp & Vikør 2003: 53, my grammatical 

identifications and translations). Vowel or consonant lengthenings in short accented 

syllables are illustrated with ON skot (n., ‘shot’), lok (n., ‘lid’), vit (n., ‘wit’) > West 

Norwegian [sko˘t], [lo˘k], [Vi˘t], East Norwegian [skot˘], [lok˘], [Vit˘] (ibid.). In West 

Norwegian, the vowel in short accented syllables has lengthened, whereas either the vowel 

or the consonant has lengthened in East Norwegian. All of the examples in this paragraph 
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show consonant lengthening in East Norwegian.10 The broken lines in table 2.1 indicate that 

the development of short accented syllables has two outcomes, depending on the dialect, 

and for East Norwegian, depending on the word.  

The change is explained in two ways (Torp & Vikør 2003: 54). One suggestion is that the 

motivation for the change is a simplification of the system: In MN, only the stressed vowel 

has distinctive quantity following the Shift, while in ON, both the vowel and the consonant 

have distinctive quantity. The authors themselves, however, reject this argument, citing 

changes in the vowel system which presumably make the entire language system more 

complex. Torp & Vikør (2003) then suggest another explanatory path that places the 

Quantity Shift as part of an ongoing process that started several centuries earlier. This is the 

process within which stressed and unstressed syllables become more different from each 

other. In MN, stressed syllables are long and unstressed syllables are short, as opposed to 

ON which has short, long and overlong stressed syllables as well as short and long 

unstressed syllables. According to Torp & Vikør (2003), then, stressed and unstressed 

syllables in ON differ mainly in stress, whereas stressed and unstressed syllables in MN 

differ in both stress and quantity. Consequently, the difference between stressed and 

unstressed syllables has become greater through the Quantity Shift.  

Following these explanations, Torp & Vikør (2003: 55–6) move on to explain why there 

still are some stressed syllables in MN that may be characterized as overlong. These 

syllables can be found in inflectional forms with a diphthong or a long vowel followed by a 

consonant cluster, e.g. svakt [1sVA˘kt] (n. sg. svak (a.), ‘weak’), and some exceptional base 

forms with a similar structure, e.g. naust [1nO¨st] (n., ‘boat house’).11 

 According to Torp & Vikør (2003), inflectional forms with a stressed overlong syllable 

have undergone vowel shortening during the Quantity Shift, as in e.g. bleytt (PTC bleyta, 

‘soak’) > [blOyt>] / [blOt>] (my transcriptions). They further assume that some of these forms 

have undergone an analogical process later by which a long vowel has been reintroduced. In 

paradigms where a diphthong was monophthongized by vowel shortening during the 

Quantity Shift, e.g. [2stei.ke] – [1stek>t] (steike – stekt (INF – PTC), ‘fry’), the participle 

                                                 
10 The example ON [dAg] > MN [dA˘g] (acc. sg. of dagr (m.), 'day') is an example of vowel lengthening in 

both West Norwegian and East Norwegian. 
11 As you may observe from my phonetic transcriptions, I do not consider either svakt or naust, or any of 

the following examples in this subsection, to have overlong accented syllables, cf. 5.6. I transcribe overlong 
accented syllables with a long vowel followed by a semi-long consonant: V˘C>, cf. 1.2, and I have not 
transcribed the postvocalic consonants as semi-long in any of the relevant examples.  
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may have changed to [1steikt] by analogy to verb paradigms where the stressed vowel has 

the same quality and quantity in the infinitive and participle forms. This process is described 

as happening only in inflectional forms ending with [t]. A similar analogical process is 

assumed to have happened in paradigms like [1Ri˘k] – [1Ri˘kt] (rik – rikt (a., m. –  n.), 

‘wealthy’, my transcriptions).   

According to Torp & Vikør (2003), these analogical forms, then, constitute a 

phonological pattern that can be followed in base forms like naust (n.) [1nO¨st] and påske 

[2po˘sk´] (m., ‘Easter’).12   

2.2.2 Discussion 

In Torp & Vikør (2003), the Quantity Shift is illustrated solely by monosyllabic words, and 

it is not indicated whether the syllable is equated with the word or whether it may be a 

smaller unit. Since they do not account for the syllable structure of short, long and overlong 

syllables in polysyllables, it is difficult to evaluate the effect of the Shift on these words. 

Hence, the account is a valuable introduction to the Quantity Shift, but it does not work as a 

complete model of the Shift. In chapter 5, I will meet this challenge by developing a syllable 

model within which I can discuss the different syllable quantity types in mono- and 

bisyllabic words in exact terms, even if the quantity structure for e.g. short accented 

syllables may differ in mono- and polysyllables (VC vs. V).  

For Torp & Vikør’s (2003) suggested motivations underlying the Quantity Shift – 

simplification of the system, and a step in the process of greater differentiation between 

syllables with and without stress – the result of the change is identical with the motivation 

behind it. This kind of explanation is called teleological. Teleological explanations are 

difficult to handle within linguistics for three reasons. First, languages are not intentional 

beings and can’t strive for anything or have goals. Second, if one believes that it is not the 

language itself but the speakers of a language that can strive for a perfect state for their 

language, it is hard to determine such a perfect state independently of the changes that 

occur. Third, teleological explanations often become theory-internal, because the idea of a 

perfect state of a language will vary according to the theory.  

The hypothesized process by which stressed and unstressed syllables become more 

different is thought to be an improvement by Torp & Vikør (2003). This is an effect of 

Structuralism, which holds that the language system consists of paired oppositions like short 
                                                 
12 This word may be syllabified [2po˘.ske], which reveals that I do not believe this word to have an 

overlong accented syllable. Cf. 5.4 for details on the syllabification of this and similar words.  
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and long segments, vowels and consonants, etc. In usage-based theory, on the other hand, 

schemas are built on similarity rather than opposition, and in that case differentiation 

between stressed and unstressed syllables is neither an improvement nor the opposite. 

At a more detailed level, teleological explanations within linguistics that refer to 

simplification are problematic because changes that may seem like simplifications from one 

angle can imply complexity from another angle, which is pointed out by Torp & Vikør 

(2003: 54) themselves.  

In this thesis, I will argue that usage-based theory can offer an explanation of the Shift 

that refers to frequency at the time of the Shift, as well as general cognitive processes like 

comparison and categorization which lead to analogical changes. Since this explanation 

refers to the situation on the outset of the change as well as general cognitive processes, 

rather than the result of the change, it is not teleological. 

It might be argued that the role of analogy in the model of Bybee (2001) can be 

compared to a language-internal drive towards simplicity in the system. However, there are 

differences between analogical changes within usage-based theory and the simplification of 

the system that is argued for in Torp & Vikør (2003). In usage-based theory, it is not 

thought that simplicity in the system per se causes changes, but rather that mechanisms 

within our memory, i.e. the ways in which language users categorize and recategorize 

words, are responsible for these changes: Words of high type frequency form productive 

patterns, which new words or words of low token frequency might follow over time. It is 

also important to remember that analogical changes in Bybee (2001) are not inevitable 

developments. If the simplification of the quantity system is thought to be the motivation 

behind the Quantity Shift, it seems as if the process is unavoidable. If the increasing 

productivity of long accented syllables is thought to be the motivation behind the change, a 

frequency situation which allows for productivity makes changes possible, but not 

inevitable. For further discussion of analogy within a usage-based framework, cf. 4.3. 

2.3 Árnason (1980) 

2.3.1 Presentation 

Árnason (1980: chapters 4 & 5) is a description of the Quantity Shift in Icelandic and an 

attempt to explain the change by early generative theory. As in Norwegian, the Icelandic 

Quantity Shift in stressed syllables was a change from three syllable types to only one. 

Árnason (1980) calls the stressed syllable types in Old Norse ‘light’, ‘heavy’ and ‘hyper-
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characterized’. These terms correspond to short, long and overlong accented syllables in my 

account, even if Árnason syllabifies according to other rules than I do (cf. 1.2 & table 1.1).  

Árnason (1980) assumes that the Shift is a set of phonetically gradual changes that has 

spread gradually through the lexicon, as well as through the community. He claims that 

there is no evidence for lexical variation in Icelandic as opposed to Norwegian, where 

dialect data suggest that short monosyllables change earlier than level stress words (cf. 8.2). 

However, Árnason (1980) uses the Norwegian evidence for gradual lexical dispersion of the 

Shift as a basis for arguing that the Quantity Shift in Icelandic also might have been a 

phonetically and lexically gradual change, which eventually has led to a unified result. 

Árnason (1980: 114–21) starts his description with the shortening of stressed vowels in 

so-called hypercharacterized syllables, i.e. overlong accented syllables. He hypothesizes that 

an underlyingly long vowel was shortened by a phonetic rule13 when it appeared before an 

underlyingly long consonant or a consonant cluster. This assumption is built on metric 

evidence, where hypercharacterized syllables are treated along with long syllables.  

According to Árnason (ibid.), Modern Icelandic forms suggest that hypercharacterized 

syllables were phonemically long even if the vowels in them were phonetically short. This 

claim rests on the assumption that most of the short vowels in 11th century Icelandic had 

corresponding long vowels, e.g. /i/ and /i:/. In Modern Icelandic, the short vowels have 

lowered and the non-high long ones have diphthongized (1980: 115). Since words with 

hypercharacterized stressed syllables in Old Icelandic have long diphthongs in Modern 

Icelandic, Árnason (1980: 119) concludes that the vowels must have been phonemically 

long even if metric evidence suggests that they were phonetically short.  

Vowel shortening is thought to have been gradual, both phonetically, leading to 

variations in degrees of length at any given time, and in the way it spread throughout the 

speaker community, conditioned by e.g. class or dialect (Árnason 1980: 179–80). It may 

also have been lexically gradual, i.e. spreading from one word in the lexicon to another 

(ibid.). It is further assumed that the gradual shortening of the vowel in stressed 

hypercharacterized syllables was interpreted phonemically with time.  

The second change in Icelandic that is treated in Árnason (1980) is the lengthening of 

short vowels in light syllables, i.e. short accented syllables. According to this description, 

vowel lengthening seems to have been the most common lengthening process in Icelandic, 

even though the consonant lengthened occasionally. The reason behind the change is 

                                                 
13 Apparently, a phonetic rule of vowel shortening may result in varying degrees of shortening, cf. the 

assumption that the Quantity Shift is phonetically gradual cited above and below. 
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assumed to be a tendency to stretch stressed vowels as a part of realizing stress, or in the 

cases of consonant lengthening a tendency to stretch the consonant or both the vowel and 

the consonant for the same purpose (Árnason 1980). According to Árnason (1980), this 

tendency to stretch a vowel or a consonant within a light (short) syllable, combined with the 

shortening of vowels in hypercharacterized syllables, shows that there was a general 

tendency to give all stressed syllables the same duration. This tendency is not thought to be 

a motivating factor behind the Quantity Shift, however, only a description of the result.  

The change is then analyzed phonologically as “basically the rise of the final-

maximalistic stressed syllable14 as a central unit in the phonology of Icelandic” (Árnason 

1980: 159, italics in original). This definition of the Quantity Shift is a phonological 

definition within which the syllable is, according to Árnason (1980: 27), a theoretical 

construct which does not need to have psychological plausibility. Hence, it is assumed that 

the Quantity Shift is (at least partly) a change in the phonological description of syllables in 

Old and Modern Icelandic, and that the syllable might be a slightly different phonological 

unit, i.e. theoretical construct, in Old Icelandic than in Modern Icelandic. 

2.3.2 Discussion 

The explanation of the change as “the rise of the final-maximalistic stressed syllable as a 

central unit in the phonology of Icelandic” (Árnason 1980: 159, italics in original) is theory 

internal because it refers to definitions of the syllable as a theoretical construct rather than a 

psychologically plausible unit. This explanation is difficult to relate to other theories since 

theoretical constructs depend on the theory. However, the explanation resembles Riad’s 

(1992) description in that syllable quantity in Early Old Swedish (and ON) is connected to 

segmental quantity, whereas syllable quantity in Modern Swedish is related to prosody (cf. 

2.4.2). On the other hand, the explanation cannot be related to usage-based theory, since all 

linguistic structures that are used within this theory must be psychologically plausible.  

If one does not share the theoretical viewpoints of Árnason (1980), one may say that the 

Quantity Shift is described but not explained, and I will claim that a usage-based approach 

may provide a better explanation of the Shift. The interpretation of the Quantity Shift as an 

analogical change due to the productivity of the most frequent syllable quantity type can, 

with references to general cognitive processes like comparison and generalization, explain 

                                                 
14 If one syllabifies final-maximalistically, the first and the second, if present, postvocalic consonants are 

assigned to the preceding syllable, as in Icelandic hest-ur  (m., ‘horse’, Árnason 1980: 38).  
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how the change happens and why the result is that all accented syllables become long 

(heavy) rather than short (light) or overlong (hypercharacterized). 

The assessment of the Quantity Shift in Árnason (1980) as a phonetically and lexically 

gradual change corresponds well with Articulatory Phonology and usage-based theory. Both 

of these theories believe phonological changes to be phonetically gradual (Browman & 

Goldstein 1992: 171–3 & Bybee 2001: 76), and Bybee (2001) builds her theory to a large 

degree on the gradual spread of changes through the lexicon depending on frequency and 

phonological similarity among other factors (cf. chapter 4). That the change may spread 

gradually with relation to class and/or dialect, too, is recognized in usage-based theory even 

if such explanations fall outside the language-internal factors that Bybee (2001) focuses on 

(cf. 1.4). However, it does not seem necessary to evoke external factors to understand the 

progression of the Quantity Shift (cf. Part II Analyses). 

Concerning the so-called hypercharacterized syllables, Árnason (1980) argues that the 

vowel is phonemically long but phonetically short. In this analysis, he assumes that 

segmental quantity on the phonemic level is independent of the phonetic level. In a usage-

based perspective, it is not possible to imagine a phonemic level that is independent of a 

phonetic level. The usage-based model assumes that the speaker has several levels of 

abstractions above the phonetic level, but that they all depend on the phonetic level (cf. 3.3. 

& 3.4). In this perspective, phonetically long vowels will be interpreted as long in all levels 

of abstraction that take quantity into account. I will therefore assume that the arguments in 

Árnason (1980) concerning so-called hypercharacterized syllables suggest that these 

syllables were overlong in ON, with phonetically long vowels followed by a semi-long 

consonant (cf. 5.6).  

2.4 Riad (1992) and Kristoffersen (1994) 

2.4.1 Introduction 

In this subsection, I will start by presenting Riad’s (1992) account of the Quantity Shift in 

Old Swedish and ON in 2.4.2. The presentation is followed by a critical discussion of the 

suggested motivations behind the Quantity Shift as they appear in Riad (1992), cf. 2.4.3. 

Kristoffersen (1994) has criticized Riad (1992), and subsection 2.4.4 is a presentation of 

how Kristoffersen suggests that the analysis in Riad (1992) can be adjusted. Finally, section 

2.4.5 is a critical discussion of the analysis in Riad (1992). 
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2.4.2 Riad (1992) 

Riad (1992) analyzes the Quantity Shift as a grammatical change in three steps. First, there 

is a change from a quantity system that is based on segment quantity to a quantity system 

based on prosody (Riad 1992: 235). Second, there is a change in the scope of the bimoraic 

condition, and third, so-called ‘balance words’ undergo a stress retraction. 

In a segmental quantity system, both vowel and consonant length is distinctive. In 

generative terms, this means that vowel and consonant length is marked in the lexicon  

(i.e. underlyingly marked) and that the length is not changed on the surface. This further 

implies that prosodic elements like stress will not influence the length of the vowels or 

consonants. However, in a prosodic quantity system, where vowel and consonant length are 

interdependent, like in Modern Swedish, Norwegian and Icelandic, stress will influence 

segmental length according to Riad (1992). From a generative viewpoint, either vowel or 

consonant length is distinctive, i.e. represented in the lexicon, in languages such as these. 

The segment that does not have distinctive length may be lengthened on the surface due to 

prosodic factors. Riad (1992) argues that consonant length is distinctive in Modern Swedish; 

hence, stress will cause vowel lengthening if the following consonant is not underlyingly 

moraic. 

According to Riad (1992, his notations), Old Swedish and ON have a segmental quantity 

system with three possible syllable types in stressed position: light Cv, heavy Cvv(C) or 

CvC(C), and syllables with true overlength; Cvv/tt/. These terms correspond roughly to 

short, long and overlong accented syllables as I have defined them here (cf. 1.2), although 

the categorization of the words varies on two points: 1) Riad (1992) considers short 

monosyllables, e.g. ON and Old Swedish skip (n., ‘ship’), to be heavy stems, whereas I 

consider them to have a short accented syllable; 2) According to Riad (1992), only words 

with a long vowel followed by [tt] can be overlong stems, e.g. ON dóttir and Old Swedish 

dootter (m., ‘daughter’), whereas I consider all words with a long vowel followed by a 

semi-long consonant, whether single or first consonant in a consonant sequence, to have an 

overlong accented syllable, including e.g. ON dêmt (PTC dêma, ‘judge’). Table 2.2, copied 

from Riad (1992: 241), gives an overview of light, heavy and overlong syllables with 

examples from Old Swedish. 
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Table 2.2 Stressed Syllable Types in Old Swedish according to Riad (1992) 

 Monosyllables Polysyllables 

Light Cv -- Cv.Cv ga.ta (street) 
vä.va (to weave) 

Heavy  Cvv(C) broo (bridge) 
trää (wood) 
book (book) 
gaas (goose) 
mooln (cloud) 

Cvv(C).Cv döö.ma (to judge) 
bryy.ta (to break) 
gaar.�er (yard) 

 CvC(C) nät (net) 
skip (boat) 
fär� (trip) 
mark (weight) 
fall (fall) 
katt (cat) 

CvC.Cv bin.da (to bind) 
fal.la (to fall) 

Overlong CvvC(C) naatt (night) 
soott (illness) 

CvvC.Cv räät.ter (right) 
doot.ter (daughter) 

Table 2.2 Stressed syllable types in Old Swedish as suggested by Riad (1992: 241). C symbolizes a 
consonant, and v a vowel. A bracketed segment need not be present. The capitalization difference between 
C and v is according to Riad (1992) used for clarity.  

Light syllables are described as having one moraic element on the surface while heavy 

syllables have two. Truly overlong syllables contain three moraic elements on the surface, 

but only words with a stressed, long vowel followed by a semi-long consonant, typically 

[tt], are thought of as having a truly overlong stressed syllable for historical reasons.15 

Words with a stressed long vowel followed by a consonant group are considered to have a 

stressed bimoraic, i.e. heavy, syllable on the surface. Even if some words are considered to 

have a truly overlong stressed syllable through trimoraicity, Riad believes that they group 

together with the bimoraic ones in the grammar, i.e. rules that apply to bimoraic stressed 

syllables also apply to trimoraic ones. 

According to Riad (1992: 283–4 & 294–7), Modern Swedish has prosodic quantity rather 

than segmental quantity. This is expressed by two principles: 1) All stressed syllables are 

bimoraic on the surface, and 2) consonant quantity is distinctive.16 When the consonant is 

underlyingly moraic, the vowel receives one mora through the process of mora insertion and 

the consonant the other on the surface. If the consonant is not underlyingly moraic, the 

                                                 
15 Riad (1992: 245, referring to Sturtevant 1932) explains the historical background for true overlength in 

the following way: Words that originally had the sequence [xt] in words like *[axta] have developed a long 
vowel and a long consonant from the same source: *axtoo > *aahta > *aatta (átta, det., 'eight'). First, the 
vowel is compensatorily lengthened when [x] is reduced to [h], and thereafter the [t] is lengthened when the 
[h] is lost. Similar vowel lengthenings assumably did not take place in words with the postvocalic 
developments  *mp > pp, *nk > kk, or *nt > tt (ibid.). 

16 Within theories that assume either consonant or vowel length is distinctive and the other derived in 
stressed position in MN and Swedish, there has of course been some discussion as to which segment should be 
considered distinctive: the vowel or the consonant. For MN, the traditional view is to count the vowel as 
distinctive, usually because vowel length is more prominent than consonant length in MN phonetics (cf. 
Papazian 1998: 176–8 & 5.5).  
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vowel receives both moras by mora insertion. Phonetically, a monomoraic vowel is short 

whereas a bimoraic is long, and a non-moraic consonant is short, whereas a moraic one is 

long. This can be illustrated in the following way: 

      μ μ        μ μ 

 

Surface:   [h A˘ t]    [h A t˘]  

 >mora insertion>           μ 

Underlying 
level:   [h A t], hat (n., ‘hate’)  [h A t], hatt (m., ‘hat’) 

Figure 2.3 Prosodic quantity in Modern Swedish according to Riad (1992: 296). Consonant length is 
distinctive and therefore represented underlyingly. All stressed syllables are bimoraic, and both moras are 
assigned to the vowel unless the following consonant is underlyingly moraic.  

The question then is how the change from the segmental quantity system to the prosodic 

came about. Riad (1992) suggests that at some point, morphological discrepancies may 

indicate to the younger generations that vowels are not underlyingly short or long, but only 

underlyingly short, and in some cases lengthened by rule. Riad (1992: 280–1) gives 

examples from Swedish (Älvdalen), e.g. [smi˘D] (m., ‘blacksmith’) vs. [smi.Dir] (pl.), to 

illustrate this point.  

According to Riad (1992: 298–300), there is another group of changes that has the same 

effect called ‘spontaneous a-lengthenings’. He assumes that Swedish dialect data suggest a 

lengthening of low vowels, [A] and possibly [Q], in stressed position prior to the Quantity 

Shift proper. These first spontaneous lengthenings of low vowels cannot, according to Riad 

(1992: 302), be captured in a rule; they occur only on the surface level. Referring to several 

studies on segment duration, Riad (1992: 303) assumes that there is a general tendency for 

low vowels to have a longer duration than higher vowels, and this relative length of low 

vowels may have inspired an interpretation where [A] and [Q] are lengthened by rule. 

Hence, at some point, phonetic lengthenings may be interpreted as phonologically 

distinctive in Riad’s view. For this to be possible the postvocalic consonant in CvC words 

has to change from moraic to non-moraic through a process of extrametricality (cf. below); 

otherwise, such words would become trimoraic on the surface in his view.  

Let us now turn to the change in the scope of the bimoraic condition. According to Riad 

(1992), the bimoraic condition is a tendency in Germanic languages to give all accented 

syllables two moras. A mora is a weight unit, and a bimoraic syllable is heavy. The 
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tendency for all accented syllables to be bimoraic, or heavy, is called Prokosch’s law (1992: 

45, cf. Prokosch 1939).  

Prior to the Shift, according to Riad’s view, the bimoraic condition was connected to the 

word. Hence, all content words have at least two moras (Riad 1992: 263–4). Then, the scope 

of the bimoraic condition changed from the word to main stress (ibid.).17  

Figure 2.4 illustrates how the bimoraic condition is connected to the word in bisyllables 

in a pre-Quantity Shift dialect: 

 

Foot     (X    . )    (X . )    (X .) 

Mora    μ   μ      μ   μ     μ      μ 

Segments  ka    s . t a        b r j  ó .   t a  f a . r a 

kasta (INF), ‘throw’ brjóta (INF), ‘break’   fara (INF), ‘go’ 

Figure 2.4 Feet and mora (μ) subsequent to syllabification in a dialect where the bimoraic condition is 
connected to the word, cf. Riad (1992: 256–61). My notation of feet and stress deviate slightly from Riad’s. 

When the bimoraic condition changes its scope from the word to the main stress, so-called 

balance dialects develop differently than so-called non-balance dialects. Balance dialects are 

defined as the dialects that developed balance prosody during Early Old Swedish, and 

include what I will call the Central Nordic dialects (East Norwegian, Central and North 

Swedish, as well as Älvdalen) whereas the non-balance dialects did not develop balance 

prosody and correspond to what I will call the Peripheral Nordic dialects (Icelandic, 

Faroese, West Norwegian, South and South West Swedish, Swedish dialects in Finland, as 

well as Danish, Riad 1992: 276–7, 327).  

Both monosyllabic CvC words and bisyllabic words with a light stressed syllable are 

affected by the change in the scope of the bimoraic condition. In balance dialects, mono-

syllables are assumed to change before bisyllables (Riad 1992: 272). In non-balance dialects 

where light stressed syllables in both mono- and bisyllabic words are lengthened (all non-

balance dialects but Danish), mono- and bisyllabic words are assumed to lengthen at the 

same time (Riad 1992: 325–6). Contrary to the chronological ordering of lengthenings in 

                                                 
17 My interpretation of the formalizations in Riad (1992) is that the bimoraic condition changes its scope to 

main stress rather than to the main stress foot, cf. the following quote: “In our analysis, many Scandinavian 
dialects instantiate an interpretation of the bimoraic condition as holding not only of the main-stress foot, but 
of main-stress as such. We express this interpretation formally by means of the unipositional foot.” As I 
understand it, a unipositional foot consists of only one prominent position, and the following notations of 
stress in Riad (1992) marks the main stress position only as ‘(X)’, i.e. as a main stress unipositional foot.  
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balance dialects, I will start by describing the changes in bisyllables before the changes in 

monosyllables, because balance prosody only occurs in some bisyllabic words.  

When only the word had to be bimoraic, there were bisyllabic words with two light 

syllables consisting of one mora each, like [2fA.RA], (ON fara (INF), ‘go’, my transcription). 

In these words, the main stress (‘X’) was placed over the first syllable. Subsequent to the 

change of the scope of the bimoraic condition, however, balance dialects developed balance 

prosody and the main stress was linked simultaneously to both of the syllables in words like 

[2fA.RA]. The main stress (‘X’) was then bimoraic, and the placement of the main stress over 

two adjacent syllables is called balance prosody. Words with balance prosody are called 

balance words. In non-balance dialects at this point in time, the main stress was still linked 

to the initial syllable, which became bimoraic when the scope of the bimoraic condition 

changed to the main stress. During this process, [2fA.RA] developed into Vigra [2fA˘.R´] 

(Venås 1967: 262). These developments are illustrated in figure 2.5. 

 

Non-balance dialects:    Balance dialects: 

 

Foot   (X    .)   (X   .)  (X    .)      (X) 

Mora    μ   μ     μμ              μ   μ    μ      μ 

Segments  fa . r a  fa:. r ´  fa .r a  f a . r a 

Figure 2.5 The development of a bisyllabic word with a light stressed syllable in non-balance and balance 
dialects according to Riad (1992: 324, 314–15). My notation of feet and stress deviate slightly from Riad’s. 

The particular prosody in balance words assures that these words do not lengthen (Riad 

1992: 300). Later, main stress is retracted in balance words to the first syllable, and the 

effect is that the bimoraic condition has to be met within the stressed syllable; The result is 

lengthening of the first syllable either by vowel lengthening as in Ringsaker [2fA˘.RA] or by 

consonant lengthening as in Horg [2fo˘R>.Ro] (Venås 1967: 262). This can be illustrated as in 

fig. 2.6: 
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Main stress positioned over two syllables: >   Main stress retraction: 

Foot   (X)          (X      .)           (X           .) 

Mora  μ   μ           μ μ  μ  μ 

Segments       [2f A . rA ]  (INF, ‘go’)         >  [2f A˘ .  rA ] /     [2f o˘  R> . Ro] 

Figure 2.6 Change of the positioning of main stress in level stress words according to Riad (1992). 

Monosyllabic CvC words are considered by Riad (1992) to be bimoraic both preceding and 

subsequent to the Shift. Since these words constitute one main stress position only, one 

could imagine that they should not be affected by the change of the scope of the bimoraic 

condition from the word to the main stress. However, according to Riad (1992), the original 

CvC stems, too, developed quantitatively along two distinct paths related to the differences 

between balance dialects and non-balance dialects.  

According to Riad (1992: 303–5, 327–8), CvC stems in non-balance dialects go through 

a nearly general extrametricality process, resulting in vowel lengthening in almost all CvC 

stems in these dialects, whereas the majority, but not all, of the CvC stems in balance 

dialects go through extrametricalization, resulting in vowel lengthening in most words and 

consonant lengthening in some others. For East Norwegian, then, the ON word dag [1dAg] > 

[1dA˘g] (m., ‘day’) has apparently undergone extrametricalization, whereas the word lok  

[1lok] > [1lok>] (n., ‘lid’, my transcriptions) apparently has not. 

2.4.3 What Motivated the Quantity Shift? 

I have now given an outline of how Riad (1992) assumes the Quantity Shift to have 

proceeded. The question that we have not yet considered is what he thinks might have 

motivated the Shift. The answer in Riad (1992: 343–6) relates to four factors. The first and 

main factor is Prokosch’s law, “Make the main-stressed syllable bimoraic” (Riad 1992: 47), 

which motivates all main-stressed syllables to become bimoraic whenever possible. The 

second factor is that heavy syllables are more frequent in stressed position than light 

syllables. Third, the quantitative system becomes simpler, and fourth, there is a tendency in 

Germanic languages to move information from the unstressed syllables to the stressed. In 

the following, I will take a critical look at each of these motivating factors. 

1) Riad argues that Prokosch’s law holds for the Germanic languages in general and that 

the introduction of the Early Old Swedish stress system with mora insertion in main stressed 

syllables is an example of Prokosch’s law being actualized. The law is characterized as a 

“synchronic tendency”, suggesting that there is a constant pull in the grammar towards 
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bimoraic stressed syllables. The nature of the law, however, is not specified, and it is 

difficult to understand what it is and how it can work on or within the grammar. When the 

drive towards bimoraic stressed syllables is given as the motivation for stressed syllables 

becoming bimoraic, the invocation of Prokosch’s law resembles a teleological explanation. 

As I have argued in 2.2.2, teleological explanations are problematic within linguistics. 

2) Frequency is put forward as a possible cause behind the Quantity Shift. Riad (1992) 

demonstrates how bimoraic stressed syllables have developed during periods of syncope and 

hence have become more frequent along the way. However, he does not explain how 

frequency can be seen as a driving force behind a change like the Quantity Shift within a 

generative framework. From a usage-based viewpoint, this path of explanation is very 

interesting, but within the framework of the account in Riad (1992), it becomes difficult to 

understand exactly how frequency can be relevant. 

3) The quantity system is supposedly simplified in various ways through the Quantity 

Shift. First, we get a common measurement of weight in stressed and unstressed syllables, 

i.e. the weight unit that is called the mora. Second, there are fewer patterns allowed within 

stressed syllables, namely only bimoraic syllables. And third, the distribution of bimoraic 

syllables is more unified in that they only occur in main stress position. This drive towards a 

simpler quantity system might in itself be a motivation behind the change because the 

language can then be handled by general rules rather than lexicalized patterns. The 

frequency situation might, according to Riad (1992), have acted together with this 

simplification process to lead the development in a certain direction.  

Arguments relying on simplification, however, are difficult to evaluate (cf. 2.2.2). Within 

a generative framework, I understand that general rules can be favoured at the expense of 

lexicalized patterns. In usage-based theory, however, simplification per se cannot motivate 

changes. Even so, the result of analogical changes through the productivity of a pattern may 

be characterized as a simplification because more words are categorized under the same 

schema. The difference, however, is that while simplification can be seen as a motivation 

behind changes in structuralistic (cf. 2.2) and generative accounts, simplification is only a 

description of the result of a change in usage-based theories. The motivation behind 

simplification in usage-based theories will be that patterns of high type frequency will be 

productive, and that words of low token frequency may come to follow productive patterns. 

4) Based on Sigurd (1962), Riad argues that there is a tendency in Germanic languages to 

move lexical information from unstressed syllables to stressed ones. The development 

moves from longer words where the same phonemes may occur both in stressed and 
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unstressed position to shorter words where a smaller number of phonemes are found in 

unstressed position than in stressed position. Originally, this argument concerns lexical 

information, but Riad (1992) points out that this may be part of a process where stress itself 

is strengthened.  

As I understand it, when the syllable in light stems, i.e. words with a short accented 

syllable, becomes lengthened, one may have more segmental variation in the syllables, e.g. 

more vowel phonemes. This variation can be exploited to express lexical information, as 

well as stress clues. On the other hand, Riad (1992) points out that as fewer syllable types 

are found in stressed position, one can no longer use as many combinations of short and 

long segments as earlier, and the possibilities of conveying lexical information might be 

looked upon as being reduced. Hence, it seems to me as if Riad (1992) argues that the Quan-

tity Shift may be motivated by the possibility of conveying stress clues in the stressed syl-

lable, but not by the possibility of expressing lexical information since the Shift may both be 

interpreted as offering more segmental variation within the stressed syllables as well as less. 

2.4.4 Kristoffersen’s (1994) Adjustment 

Kristoffersen (1994) describes the Quantity Shift through the settings in three parameters: 

the bimoraic condition, obligatory branching, and extrametricality in light CVC stems. The 

bimoraic condition is the condition that all words must be bimoraic (cf. 2.4.2), obligatory 

branching can be compared to mora insertion in Riad’s (1992) terms (cf. 2.4.2), and extra-

metricality in light CVC stems refers to the process by which the final consonant may 

become an appendix in these words (cf. 5.4).  

According to Kristoffersen (1994), Riad (1992) assumes that the bimoraic condition has 

been operational since before the Quantity Shift, whereas obligatory branching and extra-

metricality in some light CVC stems were introduced during the Shift (cf. table 2.7). 

Kristoffersen (1994), however, assumes that these parameters were set in a different 

chronological order: He suggests that the last consonant in light CVC stems has been 

extrametrical since before the Shift, and that the Quantity Shift can be described through  

the introduction of the bimoraic condition and obligatory branching (cf. table 2.8).  

The order of changes that is given in Riad (1992) is illustrated in table 2.7. Extrametri-

cality is deemed to be ‘lexicalized’, which means that some words are affected by this 
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parameter whereas others are not, and that it is not possible to write a general rule that may 

predict the words that are affected:18 

 

Table 2.7 The Quantity Shift in Riad (1992) as given in Kristoffersen (1994) 

Parameters Pre-Shift stage Post-Shift stage 

Bimoraic Condition + + 

Obligatory Branching - + 

Extrametricality  

in light CVC stems 
- lexicalized 

Table 2.7 Kristoffersen’s (1994: 224) exposition of the account of the Quantity Shift in Riad (1992). 

Kristoffersen (1994) criticizes the account in Riad (1992) on the grounds that there are no 

intrinsic connections between the obligatory branching parameter and the extrametricality 

parameter in this exposition. The extrametricality parameter seems to be evoked by neces-

sity of description only, and not because the grammar requires it. In his alternative account, 

Kristoffersen suggests that it is not the bimoraic condition that was originally present in ON, 

but rather extrametricality. This gives the following parameter settings (table 2.8): 

 

Table 2.8 The Quantity Shift in Kristoffersen (1994) 

Parameters Pre-Shift stage Post-Shift stage 

The Bimoraic Condition - + 

Extrametricality  

in light CVC-stems 
lexicalized lexicalized 

Obligatory Branching - + 

Table 2.8 The Quantity Shift according to Kristoffersen (1994: 225). 

Table 2.8 shows that the Quantity Shift is described in Kristoffersen (1994) as the intro-

duction of two new parameter settings: the bimoraic condition and obligatory branching.  

In this version, the bimoraic condition allows for the introduction of obligatory branching. 

For the CVC stems, either the obligatory branching results in vowel lengthening, or else the 

extrametricality is cancelled and the syllable-final consonant may become moraic. 

                                                 
18 Even if a general rule cannot be written, Riad (1992: 301) does propose some tendencies: “If this 

consonant is p, t, k  or s (sometimes r, also), then the preceding vowel will not lengthen.” These tendencies are 
discussed briefly in 8.7.1. 
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The relatively early lexicalization of extrametricality in CVC stems implies that these 

words are considered to have a light stressed syllable in ON, as opposed to the view in Riad 

(1992, cf. 2.4.2), who controversially places these among words with a heavy stressed 

syllable.  

Kristoffersen (1994) argues that it is hard to decide between the analysis in Riad (1992) 

and his own, but favours his own proposal because extrametricality seems to be a principle 

that can be derived from the universal onset principle, which suggests that all syllables have 

an onset if possible, and that there are good reasons to believe that final-consonant extra-

metricality is the unmarked setting of this parameter. 

2.4.5 Discussion 

The analysis in Riad (1992) succeeds in describing two paths of quantitative developments 

(balance vs. non-balance dialects) eventually leading to the same result (bimoraic stressed 

syllables) within a consistent framework that works cross-linguistically, i.e. for more than 

one language or dialect, and cross-synchronically, i.e. describing diachronic changes 

between two synchronic stages of the same language. To the degree that changes are 

phonetically motivated, such as the assumed a-lengthenings, they form interesting starting 

points for further data analyses within a usage-based framework.  

However, when the changes are seen as grammatically motivated, e.g. when vowel 

lengthening is due to change in the scope of the bimoraic condition, or the Quantity Shift is 

motivated by Prokosch’s law, the explanations become theory-internal and difficult to 

discuss from a differing theoretical viewpoint. Sometimes, it can also be difficult to evaluate 

whether the grammatical changes are constructed to fit the data or whether the phonetic data 

change due to grammatical changes as in extrametricalization in CvC words. Is the 

consonant lengthened in words where the final consonant is not extrametricalized, or is the 

consonant extrametricalized because the consonant lengthens at a later point in time? 

The disagreement between Riad (1992) and Kristoffersen (1994) concerns the order of 

grammatical changes and is therefore also theory-internal. For this reason, I do not wish to 

go into which of the two analyses is better. I will, however, consider short monosyllables 

(i.e. CvC stems) as having a short accented syllable, following Kristoffersen (1994) and 

traditional accounts in general. My argument is not that the final consonant in these 

syllables is extrametrical, however (cf. 5.4). Rather, I consider these words as having a short 

accented syllable because these syllables undergo quantitative changes during the Quantity 
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Shift that are left unexplained if they are not motivated by the same factors as other phonetic 

changes that are related to the Quantity Shift.  

Riad (1992) distinguishes between words with true and false overlength (cf. 2.4.2). In 

Riad’s view, only words with a stressed vowel followed by a semi-long [t] are underlyingly 

bimoraic, which gives a trimoraic structure on the surface. An example of a word that 

supposedly is underlyingly bimoraic is nátt (f., ‘night’). Other words with a long vowel 

followed by a semi-long consonant or a consonant cluster are considered to be only 

bimoraic on the surface. Moreover, trimoraic syllables are thought to be treated along with 

bimoraic syllables in the grammar. Hence, trimoraic syllables are accounted for as excep-

tional in the ON syllable quantity system. However, most of these words have changed 

quantitatively, both words of so-called true and false overlength (cf. 5.6). What motivated 

vowel shortening in words with false overlength if they were already bimoraic in ON?  

It is also difficult to imagine how children understand that the geminated [t˘], or single 

and semi-long [t>] in my terms, in syllables with so-called true overlength is underlyingly 

moraic, whereas other (semi-)long consonants are not. Either syllables with true overlength 

must have been pronounced differently than syllables with false overlength, i.e. the stressed 

syllable in these words is longer, or children must have learned the historical development 

of these words automatically with the word. The first explanation is not likely, since the 

Icelandic reflexes of words with true and false overlength suggest that all of them were 

pronounced with a long vowel and a (semi-)long consonant (Árnason 1980, cf. 2.3). The 

idea that children learn the historical development of a word when acquiring the word is 

also unrealistic, and so I do believe that we have to take overlong accented syllables into 

account in a more general way when dealing with the Quantity Shift. 

In 2.4.3, I argue that the motivation behind the Quantity Shift within Riad’s (1992) 

theory is difficult to grasp. The synchronic tendency in Germanic languages to make 

stressed syllables bimoraic as a motivation behind the Shift, as well as the simplification 

argument are theory-internal motivations. The frequency argument, however, is interesting 

from a usage-based viewpoint, even if it is difficult to understand how it works within a 

generative framework. If the Quantity Shift is seen as a result of the productivity of the long 

accented syllable pattern, the frequency situation can explain why this category of syllables 

has become increasingly productive, affecting words with a smaller type frequency. Hence, 

in a usage-based analysis of the Quantity Shift, the frequency situation becomes part of the 

explanation behind the Quantity Shift. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter I have shown that the Quantity Shift has been described and explained in 

various terms. Torp & Vikør (2003) describe the quantity system in ON as well as MN in 

monosyllabic words and give some examples of changes. The motivation behind the Shift is 

thought to be greater variation between stressed and unstressed syllables, a motivation that I 

have characterized as teleological. Árnason (1980) describes the Shift as a tendency to give 

all stressed syllables the same duration, but interprets it as a change in the way syllables and 

syllable quantity should be expressed theoretically in ON vs. Modern Icelandic. This is a 

highly theory-internal interpretation. Riad (1992) gives detailed information on the 

development of so-called light stems, both monosyllabic and bisyllabic, in both non-balance 

and balance dialects. The description is based on earlier generalizations on vowel and 

consonant lengthening in Germanic languages as well as dialect descriptions. To the degree 

that grammatical changes are prior to and motivate phonetic changes, the description is 

theory-internal. Riad (1992) indicates four different possible motivations behind the Shift, 

of which I find frequency as being most interesting. However, it is unclear how frequency 

can work as a motivating factor in language change within the generative framework that 

Riad (1992) depends on. 

The focus of my usage-based analysis will be on the motivation behind the Shift and the 

lexical diffusion of the first changes that are related to the Shift. First, I will try to explain 

how high type frequency can cause language change. Second, I will analyze a set of data 

from a pre-Quantity Shift dialect (NG) in various ways looking for patterns that may exist 

concerning quantitative changes in this dialect. I will also discuss the degree to which the 

findings for NG may be assumed to have occurred in ON.  
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3 Exemplar Network Model 

3.1 Introduction 

The theoretical foundation of my analyses in this thesis is the usage-based theory of 

phonological change that has been developed by Bybee (2001). Bybee’s theory is explicitly 

non-Structuralist, positioning itself as an alternative to Structuralism, Generativism and 

Optimality Theory. Bybee (2001: xvii) calls it usage-based functionalism, and it may be 

regarded as a family member of Cognitive Linguistics. Even though Bybee does not call the 

theory cognitive herself, occasional references to the founder of Cognitive Grammar, 

Langacker (1987 & 2000), show a basic, common understanding of grammar and 

grammatical terms.  

The model in Bybee (2001) is a model of phonological change that offers a set of 

principles that are assumed to govern phonological variation and phonological changes. 

This set is made of principles derived from general cognitive processes in our memories that 

are relevant to language, as well as from how our speech articulators are designed and 

function.  

Bybee’s theory was first developed within morphology (1985, cf. 2001: 16, 17), and the 

extension to phonology illustrates how phonology and morphology are interrelated: There 

are similar principles behind changes in both domains, and phonological changes tend to be 

morphologized at an early stage (Bybee 2001: 54–7, cf. 3.3 & 4.6).  

The phonological model in Bybee (2001) is a frequency-sensitive exemplar model with 

an internal prototype structure. In short, this means that we store every word we use every 

time we use or hear it, and the stored exemplars of these words are organized into cate-

gories. The categorization is done on the basis of phonological and semantic similarity, and 

the speaker forms generalizations, so-called schemas, over exemplars in a category based on 

these similarities. The categories have an internal prototype structure, which means that 

some stored exemplars of words are considered as better exemplars of a category than 

others. Hence, language use is reflected in the way we store and generalize over words in 

our memory. This exemplar network model is the subject of this chapter.  

Bybee (2001) presents an exemplar model where all the words we produce and perceive 

are stored in memory in so-called associative networks (Bybee 2001: 23):  

The phonological shape of all words and frequent phrases that a person uses are stored in 
memory along with information about their meaning and contexts of use, both linguistic and non-
linguistic. The storage is not a simple list, but entails a network of connections to related items 
that makes storage more efficient. (Bybee 2001: 29) 
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The quote actualizes questions such as: What is a word? What is a frequent phrase? What is 

the phonological shape of a word or a phrase? What kinds of contexts of use are relevant in 

mental representations? What is a network of connections? Subsection 3.2 will address the 

nature of the exemplars, i.e. the words and frequent phrases that are represented in memory. 

Subsection 3.3 will elaborate on the organization of exemplars in networks that form 

categories, which in turn are the bases for schemas, which will be the topic in 3.4.  

The model is frequency-sensitive. Words of high token frequency are more entrenched in 

memory than words of low token frequency, and words of high type frequency form more 

entrenched schemas than words of low type frequency. These factors determine the way in 

which phonological changes occur. High token frequency words, i.e. words that are 

frequently used, undergo more articulatorily motivated changes, partly because of the 

automatization of articulatory routines. On the other hand, they resist analogical leveling 

because they are well known, as well as being considered less closely connected to schemas 

than words of lower token frequency. Words of high type frequency, i.e. words that belong 

to a numerous category, form schemas that may be productive and, hence, may serve as the 

foundation for analogically motivated changes. These kinds of frequency effects relate to 

three different types of phonological change: articulatorily motivated changes, analogical 

changes by productivity, and acoustic/perceptually motivated changes. Frequency effects as 

well as phonological changes will be discussed in chapter 4. 

3.2 Words as Exemplars 

Exemplar models can be used to model e.g. colour samples (Nosofsky 1988), the sounds 

from musical instruments (Fujinaga et. al. 1999) or wine samples (Latorre et. al. 1994) as 

well as words.19 In the linguistic model in Bybee (2001), the exemplars are representations 

of actually produced words.  

A word is “a unit of usage that is both phonologically and pragmatically appropriate in 

isolation (Bybee 2001: 30).” This means that a word has a phonological expression and a 

semantic content, and that a sound sequence is a word if it can be pronounced in isolation 

and at the same time be meaningful in itself.20  

                                                 
19 More examples can be found in Fujinaga et. al. (1999: Introduction). 
20 This definition of a word does not include minimality, i.e. the idea that a word cannot be divided into 

smaller parts that also are meaningful in isolation. On the contrary, phrases that consist of more than one 
‘minimal’ word, can be considered to constitute one word, cf. I don’t know and vær så snill (adv., ‘please’) 
discussed below. Hence, compounds may also be considered to be one word in the theory of Bybee (2001). 
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This definition of a word typically covers units that appear as words in writing. As an 

example, bound morphemes are probably not words, as they do not appear in isolation in 

regular utterances. They can therefore also not be units that are stored in isolation. On the 

other hand, bigger units like frequent phrases containing more than one word, orthographi-

cally speaking, can be stored as single units. This suggests that the category ‘word’ 

represents a continuum in which similar stretches of speech sometimes can be considered 

several words and at other times as only one word. The phrase I don’t know can be viewed 

as one word when used pragmatically, e.g. as a time-stretcher while starting an utterance, 

but it can also be considered as up to three words when at least one of the words carries 

stress (Bybee 2001: 30–1).  

In MN, the three-word phrase vær så snill (literally ‘be-IMP so-ADV kind-A’) is often 

used as one word [1vQ˘.So.snil] to denote ‘please’ as in Kan du sende saltet, vær så snill? 

‘Can you pass the salt, please?’ The one-word interpretation is particularly prominent when 

children say things like Kan jeg vær så snill å få en is? ‘May I be so kind and (i.e. please) 

have an ice cream?’ The phrase can also be considered to be three words, however, because 

the verb can appear in e.g. the infinitive rather than the imperative, as in Kan du være så 

snill å sende saltet? ‘Can you be-INF so kind and pass me the salt?’ 

The phonological shape of a lexical unit is the articulatory and acoustic substance of the 

word. We store the neuromotoric routines of words we pronounce as well as acoustic 

representations of words we hear, and the articulatory and perceptual representations are 

closely connected (Bybee 2001: 64). This means that frequency effects concerning mental 

storage and phonological change rely both on the words or patterns that we articulate as well 

as the ones that we hear.  

The phonological representation of a lexical unit is based on actual instances of use  

(Bybee 2001: 7, 37–49). This means that we only know words that we have heard or 

spoken, and that the stored abstractions of the words reflect their exact pronunciation. The 

exemplars are thus units containing information of phonetic detail, and not abstract under-

lying forms as assumed by generative theories. Hence, as opposed to e.g. generative or 

structuralist phonemic representations, the stored exemplars in usage-based theory contain 

predictable (or rule-derived) as well as unpredictable characteristics, and they are directly 

pronounceable.  

According to Bybee (2001: 43–6), measurements of vowel length in English and child 

language evidence on vowel nasalization in English suggest that vowel length, as well as 
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vowel nasalization, is stored in the representations of these words in memory, even if one 

may describe them as rule-derived.  

Within generative and structuralist analyses, vowel length is not phonemic in English; 

i.e., vowel length is traditionally considered to be rule-derived rather than part of the stored 

lexical information. In English monosyllables, the vowel is shorter before an unvoiced 

consonant than before a voiced consonant; i.e., the vowel is short before [t] in [bEt] (bet) 

and long before [d] in [bE˘d] (bed) (Bybee 2001: 43–4). Hence, vowel length is dependent 

on the voicing of the following consonant and may be considered predictable. However, 

according to Bybee (2001: 44) measurements of vowel duration in English by Zimmerman 

& Sapon (1958) show that long vowels may be up to four times as long as short vowels, 

which is much more than the length differences in languages where vowel length is 

considered to be phonemic. In MN, where vowel length traditionally is considered 

distinctive, a long vowel normally is only 1.6–1.9 times as long as a short vowel (Fintoft 

1961, cf. 5.5). Because Bybee (2001) assumes that predictable characteristics of sounds may 

be represented in the stored representations in memory, the durational differences between a 

short and a long vowel in English suggest that vowel length should be seen as stored 

information, even if it can be described as rule-derived. 

According to Bybee (2001: 45), evidence from child language shows that children 

learning English as their first language treat nasalized vowels as phonemic rather than rule-

derived from a following nasal. Bybee (ibid.) reports the pronunciations [kQt] can’t and 

[dEks] drinks from her son. At the time he uttered these, the boy knew how to pronounce a 

nasal, because he had the words [fun] spoon and [ham] home. According to Bybee (ibid.), 

the pronunciations [kQt] can’t and [dEks] drinks seem to imply that her son analyzed these 

words as having a nasalized vowel followed by a voiceless consonant as opposed to a vowel 

followed by a nasal and a plosive. If one assumes that nasalized vowels are acquired later 

than nasals, it might be that this boy analyzed these vowels as nasalized acoustically even if 

he could not yet produce them himself. This suggests to Bybee (ibid.) that vowel 

nasalization can be considered as part of the stored representations of nasalized vowels 

rather than being rule-derived.21  

The phonological shape of a word is stored together with information about the meaning 

of the word, i.e. semantic information. Some semantic information is connected to the word 

                                                 
21 Nasalized vowels may be considered phonemic in the sense that they are stored as such. 
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itself. But some of the semantic information is dependent on the constructions the relevant 

word appears in. And some parts of a word’s meaning are connected to information that is 

less purely linguistic, like stylistic information, information about whether it is a technical 

word, or information about the social contexts in which it appears. To illustrate how much 

information we actually can store with a word, one experiment by Johnson (1997, referred 

to in Bybee 2001: 51) suggests that we might even store the voice of the speaker. 

The assumption that we store all the words we use and hear and these representations are 

affected every time we use a word,22 implies that base forms as well as inflectional forms 

are assumed to be stored. However, the exemplars are not stored in isolation. Identical 

words are stored on top of each other, and similar words overlap (Bybee 2001: 29–30). In 

this way, morphologically related words may overlap to the degree that their forms are 

phonologically similar. It is further assumed that all words, i.e. ‘regular’ forms or ‘irregular’ 

forms, are stored in the same way (Bybee 2001: 109–13, Bybee 1995), but if there is only 

one or two words that follow the same pattern, their forms may be stored in isolation rather 

than being associated with the one or two similarly inflected words (Bybee 2001: 136). 

Although, the model assumes that memory is vast, the idea of structured storage makes 

memory size more conceivable.  

3.3 Networks and Categories  

The storage of words is organized in networks that form categories. The categories are 

formed by associative connections between the words, which are either phonologically 

based, semantically based or both. Morphological categories consist of words that are 

associated both phonologically and semantically.  

The assumption that morphological associations are not a third type of association but 

rather a derivative of phonological and semantic associations is based on a study by 

Gonnerman (1999), reported in Bybee (2001: 23-6). This study shows that similar words 

that do not belong to the same morphological paradigm, like jubilant and jubilee, and trivial 

and trifle, show priming effects23 in the same way as paradigmatically related words like 

teach and teacher. This means that speakers associate words phonologically and 

semantically but do not distinguish between paradigmatically morphological relations 

                                                 
22 The fact that the stored representations of words are affected by each token that we experience is not 

directly discussed in the paragraphs referred to in Bybee (2001), but this is a necessary premise for the 
frequency effects presented in 4.2. 

23 Priming effects between the words teach and teacher, means that teacher is more quickly recognized in 
an experiment when the subject is primed with, i.e. presented with, the word teach prior to teacher, than when 
the subject is primed with other, unrelated words.  
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between words and other morphological connections, defined as combined phonological and 

semantic relations.  

The associations between words are often termed ‘lexical connections’ to express the 

idea that these associations exist between words; other labels refer to the quality of the 

associations, i.e. ‘phonological’ or ‘semantic’. I believe that the term ‘lexical connections’ 

might be misleading because it can signal associations to word forms that belong to the 

same lexeme. Hence, I will speak of associations or connections between words as 

phonological, semantic or both. Occasionally, they may also be referred to simply as 

associations or connections between words if the quality of the associations is irrelevant or 

unknown. 

Phonological connections between words are illustrated in figure 3.1, which is copied 

from Bybee (2001: 23, figure 3.2): 

 b i˘  

  b E t 

   b e˘ d 

    b Q˘ d 

     b Q) ˘ n 

      b I)̆  n 

Figure 3.1 Phonological connections relating to the word-initial [b] in bee, bet, bed, bad, ban, bin. ([ )] 
symbolizes nasality) according to Bybee (2001: 23, fig. 3.2). 

The phonological and semantic connections between exemplars in memory establish 

networks that form categories, which in turn give rise to schemas that generalize over the 

associations between the words. The schema that generalizes over the connections in figure 

3.1 is "[b] is a possible syllable onset (in effect, [b] is a phoneme): [$b_] (Bybee 2001: 22)."  

In Bybee’s theory, phonemes, syllables and other phonological units, as well as 

morphological units such as morphemes, are assumed to be emergent (Bybee 2001: 31, 23–

6). From the connections between words that have phonological and/or semantic 

similarities, phonological and morphological units will start to emerge. The illustration in 

figure 3.1 of the schematization of [b] as a phoneme in English is also an illustration of [b] 

as an emergent unit within a grammar of English phonology. 

The term ‘phoneme’ in the quote above may be read as nearly synonymous with the 

terms ‘sound’ or ‘consonant’. In contrast to structuralist theories in a wide sence, phones 

and phonemes are abstracted from categories of exemplars that are connected by 

similarities, rather than opposition in Bybee’s (2001) theory.  
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The levels of abstraction may be more (or less) than the three structuralistic ones, 

phonetic, allophonic and phonemic, as suggested in e.g. Taylor (2002: 153) where a 

schematic nasal [�] is assumed to be placed on a level that is superior to the phonemes [m, 

n, N]. As opposed to the view in Taylor (2002), however, I do not think that the level of 

analysis is always crucial, at least in analyses of language change, since categories at all 

levels may be productive. What is important is to recognize the exemplars and the 

categories from which the sound emerge.  

In the type frequency count of strong verbs in NG in section 8.5, the question of whether 

[A] and [ai] in PT forms like [1lAs] (PT lesa, ‘read’) and [1fain>] (PT finna, ‘find’) are 

instances of the same phoneme or separate phonemes comes up. Some words are reported 

with alternates with both vowels, like [1fain>] (Dagsgard 2006: 86) and [1fAn>] (Storm 1920: 

68), which suggests that the vowels may be instances of the same phoneme. However, the 

phone [ai] is only found in front of [n>] and [l>] (cf. 8.5.2.2). In the analysis in 8.5, I am 

interested in finding the type frequency of verbs with PT forms with [A]. For my purposes, 

then, it is important to distinguish the two groups, PT forms with [A] and PT forms with [ai], 

to clarify that there are two possibilties; either these words are categorized together or they 

are categorized in two separate categories. However, it is not necessary for my purposes to 

determine which of the two possibilites is more likely. In cases such as this, the theory does 

not force me to make a decision because it is possible to imagine a phonetic schema of PT 

forms with [A], another with [ai], and possibly, a third more abstract (phonemic) schema of 

PT forms with /A/. All of these three schemas may be productive, phonetic and phonemic 

schemas the like. 

In Bybee (2001), linguistic categories are assumed to have a prototype structure, just like 

other categories seem to be organized prototypically in memory. A prototype structure 

means that some exemplars of a category are judged as better exemplars than others (cf. 

Rosch 1975 & 1978). Bybee (2001) assumes that frequency and similarity are factors that 

influence the judgment of an exemplar as better than others (cf. Nosofsky 1988). More 

frequent exemplars will be judged as better exemplars, and exemplars that are similar to the 

more frequent exemplars will also be judged as better exemplars even if they are not 

particularly frequent themselves. This implies that the prototype structure of a category is 

frequency sensitive and dynamic since the exemplar that is judged as better than others may 

change over time.  
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The prototype structure is also thought to be context sensitive (Bybee 2001: 51). Bybee 

(2001: 138–43) gives an example from various Spanish dialects where word-final [s] tends 

to be reduced to [h] or be deleted altogether. In any position of a word, [s] before a 

consonant may be reduced or deleted. For example, the PRT form es (‘is’) is pronounced 

[es] before vowels and [eh] before consonants. This shows that the best exemplars of es vary 

depending on the phonetic context. 

Returning to PT forms in NG, if the PT forms with [A] and [ai] are stored together in one 

category, the exemplars with the vowel [A] may be more prototypical than those with [ai]. 

For the subcategory of PT forms that end in -[n>] or -[l>], however, the exemplars with the 

vowel [ai] may be more prototypical. 

Semantic associations between words seem to be more accessible to the speaker than 

phonological ones (Bybee 2001: 97–109, 136). This is shown in an experiment by Bybee & 

Pardo (1981, cf. Bybee 2001: 98–100) where Spanish-speaking subjects were asked to 

conjugate nonce probe verbs that were similar to those of a verb class which takes g-

insertion in front of inflectional endings that start with a back, low vowel for 1. person 

present indicative and all forms in present subjunctive. The question, then, is whether g-

insertion in nonce probe verbs was carried out according to a phonological analysis, i.e. 

before endings with a back, low vowel, or according to a morphological analysis, i.e. in 

front of endings that signal present subjunctive as well as 1. person present indicative. 

Bybee & Pardo (1981) did not find any patterns that would suggest that the speakers relied 

on a phonological analysis, but they did find tendencies that suggest they had a 

morphological analysis of g-insertion, i.e. the subjects inserted a [g] in the subjunctive 

rather than before inflectional endings starting with an [o] or [A]. Hence, speakers associate 

phonological characteristics with morphological categories rather than phonological 

categories when possible.  

3.4 Schemas 

Along with Cognitive Grammar (Langacker 2000: 96), Bybee (2001: 22), shares the view 

that schemas are dependent on and immanent in the categories and its members. As opposed 

to the traditional concept of a rule, then, schemas cannot exist independently of exemplars 

in memory. 

Moreover, speakers know more grammatical schemas than they are able to report. 

According to Bybee (2001: 40), knowledge of language is procedural rather than 
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propositional: Even if we can produce a correct past tense form of a strong verb, we may not 

be able to account for the whole paradigm of that verb class and are even less able to list the 

members of the relevant verb class. This is taken as evidence for the lack of formulaic 

representations of linguistic generalizations in memory. 

As already mentioned, there are schemas of different levels of generality from more local 

to more general (Bybee 2001: 31–3). The fact that a linguistic unit is categorized under a 

more local schema does not exclude the possibility that it might also be categorized under 

more general schemas. The example given in Bybee (ibid.) is the word [send] (send (INF)), 

for which the most local schema is [send], a somewhat less local schema is one for the 

syllable nucleus and following consonants [-end$], even less local is the schema for syllable 

nucleus and following consonants [-Vnd$], even more general is the schema [-vowel-nasal-

voiced stop$], and most general: [-vowel-sonorant-stop$].24  

Because the perspective on grammar is bottom-up rather than top-down, there may be 

more than one level of abstraction, and the existence of a general schema does not have to 

imply that all logically possible subschemas need to exist. A general schema CVC in 

English can co-exist with local schemas like [NVC] (N= nasal), [SVN] (S = sonorant), 

[SVS], [pVC], and [NVt] without implying that there have to be schemas like [CVh] or 

[NVC], which are not found in English (Langacker 2000: 129–30).  

In Cognitive Grammar, it is assumed that lower-lever schemas are more important than 

high-level ones (Langacker 2000: 118). I.e., local schemas are assumed to be more 

accessible to the language user than more abstract ones, and less abstract schemas will be 

more productive than more abstract ones. When several local schemas are established, and 

these schemas may be generalized over in more abstract terms, one question is whether the 

more abstract schema really exists within the speakers’ memories, or whether the speakers 

operate only with the less abstract ones. It is possible that the likelihood of the existence of 

an abstract schema increases with its type frequency. Hence, if a lot of words conforms to 

the same abstract pattern, it is more likely that the language user constructs an abstract 

schema over their commonalities. 

                                                 
24 Bybee (2001) cites schemas sometimes in italics, at other times within square brackets as is common 

among Cognitive Grammarians, e.g. [-vowel-sonorant-stop$]. The brackets have the advantage of isolating the 
schemas from the running text. A smaller disadvantage however, particularly in phonological analyses, is that 
square brackets normally signal phonetic transcriptions of linguistic units. In spite of this fact, I will continue 
the practice of using square brackets for both schemas and phonetic transcriptions, relying on the context to 
clarify which is which. 
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The illustrations of exemplars, categories and schemas in Bybee (2001) diverge 

somewhat from the traditional illustrations of schemas and instances (exemplars) in 

Cognitive Grammar (cf. fig. 3.2). In the illustrations in Bybee (2001), only the exemplars 

are represented, and the schemas are articulated below the illustration or in the surrounding 

text (cf. fig. 3.1). In Cognitive Grammar, the schema is articulated within the illustration, 

and there are arrows pointing from the schemas to the instances. Moreover, the illustration 

in fig. 3.2. show how instances that are similar but somewhat different to the previous ones 

in the category can be compared to the original instances of the schema and be included in 

the category as extensions (Langacker 2000: 99–103). Whereas the illustrations in Bybee 

(2001) focus on the relations between words, and the categories they form, the traditional 

illustrations in Cognitive Grammar focus on the schemas and how instances are produced by 

use of the schema.  

 

    [SCHEMA] 

 

 

  

 instance     instance      extension 

Figure 3.2 Schema, instances and extensions in Cognitive Grammar (cf. Taylor 2002: 124, 465). 

When we use well-known words or constructions, Bybee (2001: e.g. 113) suggests that we 

pick them directly from memory without consulting the relevant schemas. For infrequently 

used words or constructions, however, we consult schemas to a larger degree. Even if we do 

pick a word directly from memory, however, the relevant schema is activated each time, 

unless the word is extremely frequent and thus autonomous and unrelated to other words 

(Bybee 2001: 124–6). The illustrations in Bybee (2001) seem to capture how the speaker 

searches for words, not schemas, when speaking, and how related words and schemas may 

be activated in this process. The illustrations within Cognitive Grammar, on the other hand, 

are useful to illustrate specific schemas and their related instances, as well as extensions. 

Even if most words are stored as exemplars in memory, whether ‘regular’ or ‘irregular’ 

(cf. 3.2), less frequent exemplars are not. In the cases where the speaker wants to use an 

infrequent word, the speaker needs to consult the relevant schemas to produce a word form. 

For each lexeme where more than one phonological similar inflectional form is stored, 

stems and inflectional morphemes will emerge. When these verb forms become associated 
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with other verb forms, schemas over stems and inflectional morphemes will become 

stronger, and subsequently productive. As such, productive schemas may form the basis of 

morphologically derived forms of new or infrequently used verbs that are produced online, 

rather than picked directly from memory. Rather than a distinction between regular and 

irregular words, usage-based theory may distinguish between frequently used words and 

phrases that are stored as units and infrequently used words and phrases that are produced 

online, e.g. morphologically derived forms. 
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4 Phonological Change 

4.1 Introduction 

Bybee (2001) treats three types of phonological change: articulatory, acoustic-perceptual 

and analogical. Articulatory changes affect words of high token frequency first and can be 

understood as an effect of an automated neuromotoric process. Bybee (2001: 94–5) assumes 

that the prototypical phonological change is articulatorily motivated. If a change does not 

affect high-frequency words first, other explanations must be called for, like analogical or 

acoustically motivated changes. Analogical changes affect words of low token frequency 

first and are the result of the productivity of phonological patterns of high type frequency. 

Acoustic-perceptual changes are phonological changes that occur because listeners 

misinterpret what they hear. This kind of change is assumed to affect words of low token 

frequency first, because we normally do not misunderstand familiar words.  

Bybee (2001) is not the only linguist who has developed a theory about frequency effects 

and phonological change. Phillips (2006), too, discusses this topic, and she provides a 

number of examples of the lexical diffusion of phonological changes (cf. 4.3). Although 

there are similarities between the two theories, there are also some differences in their 

interpretation of the motivation behind phonological changes. 

Phillips (2006) argues that changes which start in high-frequency words occur due to 

physiological factors, i.e. the speakers’ articulatory devices, whereas changes that start in 

low-frequency words are due to motivations that require more analysis by the speaker. The 

first type of change is similar to what Bybee (2001) calls articulatorily motivated changes. 

Both Bybee (2001) and Phillips (2006) use the exemplar network model to account for these 

changes. Those that start in low-frequency words, however, include analogical changes as 

well as other kinds of changes with various types of motivation, such as conforming to 

stress patterns and phonological constraints. Phillips analyzes these changes within various 

theories, e.g. Generative Grammar and Optimality Theory. Bybee (2001), on the other hand, 

would assume changes in low-frequency words to be analogically or acoustically motivated, 

and thus explained through the exemplar network model. 

Changes that affect words of low token frequency first and that are referred to in Phillips 

(2006) will be interpreted as analogically motivated here. This will have the fortunate out-

come of a unified way of interpreting phonological changes: If the exemplar network model 

is regarded as a way of understanding the motivation behind changes that affect words of 
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high token frequency first as well as those that affect words of low token frequency first, all 

kinds of internal phonological changes can be explained on the same basis. 

In this chapter on phonological change, I will start by introducing the basic frequency 

effects within the theory of Bybee (2001) in section 4.2. I will then move on to discuss the 

three types of phonological change one by one. As I believe the Quantity Shift to be an 

analogical change due to the productivity of long accented syllables, the main part of this 

section will be a discussion on analogical changes (4.3). The Quantity Shift is accompanied 

by articulatorily motivated changes, and I will treat articulatory changes in 4.4. In Bybee 

(2001), articulatorily motivated changes are analyzed by means of Articulatory Phonology 

(Browman & Goldstein 1990, 1992, 1995) and Articulatory Evolution (Pagliuca & Mowrey 

1987 & Mowrey & Pagliuca 1995). I will use Articulatory Phonology in this thesis, and 4.4 

is mainly a presentation of Browman & Goldstein’s (1991) article on diachronic changes 

within Articulatory Phonology. In 4.5, I will briefly discuss acoustically motivated changes. 

These seem to be rare, and none of the changes that I analyze in chapters 7 or 8 will be 

analyzed as acoustically motivated. Section 4.6. is a discussion of how phonological 

changes may become morphologized. The chapter on phonological changes is concluded in 

section 4.7. 

4.2 Frequency Effects 

4.2.1 Introduction 

The frequency-sensitive exemplar network model assumes that phonological changes 

disperse through the lexicon gradually. If phonological change is seen as a rule change, all 

the relevant words will change simultaneously as the new rule is introduced. Lexical studies 

of phonological changes, however, show that some words change before others. More 

specifically, words of high token frequency are among the first to undergo articulatorily 

motivated changes, such as retiming of gestures and decrease in gestural magnitude (cf. 

4.4), whereas other types of language-internal phonological changes appear first in low-

frequency words (cf. 4.3. and 4.5).  

The frequency-sensitive exemplar network model is highly dynamic. As mentioned 

earlier (cf. 3.2), the basic idea is that identical exemplars are stored on top of each other and 

similar exemplars overlap (Bybee 2001: 29–30, 52). In this way, frequent exemplars have a 

stronger representation in memory than less frequent exemplars (Bybee 2001: 52). Another 

way of characterizing high-frequency exemplars is to say that they become more entrenched 

(Langacker 1987: 59–60). The least frequent exemplars are less entrenched in memory, and 
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they may even fade out over time (Bybee 2001: 52). In this way, memory is dynamic over 

time, as are individual grammars. 

There are two types of frequencies that are relevant to language change: token and type 

frequency. The following paragraphs treat each of these frequency types.  

4.2.2 Token Frequency  

Token frequency refers to the number of times a word is used in a running text or a corpus 

(Bybee 2001: 10). Whereas ‘tokens’ are instances of use, the term ‘exemplars’ refers to the 

stored representations of the tokens in memory (Bybee 2006: 716).  

As an example of token frequency, the word af  (prep., ‘of’) appears 813 times in 

Barlaam and Josaphats saga compared with andlit (n., ‘face’), which has a token frequency 

of only 25 (including all inflectional forms, Rindal & Solevåg 1976). Thus, the preposition 

appears about 32 times as often as the noun in the same text, and the token frequency count 

has provided information on the relative frequency between two specific words. 

Words of high token frequency, that is words that are frequently used, will be highly 

entrenched in memory and as such easily accessed when we speak or try to understand 

something we hear. Hence, words of high token frequency tend to be autonomous and 

immune to changes based on frequent patterns (Bybee 2001: 12). This is why in the MN 

paradigm for ‘little’, liten (a. sg.) – små (a. pl.), små has not been replaced by *litene on 

analogy with adjectives like stor – store (a. sg. & pl. ‘big’), because små is frequent. On the 

other hand, high-frequency words tend to be short and undergo reduction because we tend to 

automatize neuromotoric routines and make them as short as possible (Bybee 2001: 11–12).  

Words of low token frequency, however, may be more difficult to access, both for the 

speaker and the listener. This may lead to changes based on more frequent phonological or 

morphological patterns. One example from MN is the pronunciation [le.gi.mi.1te˘.Re] for 

legitimere (INF, ‘prove one’s identity’). This word is infrequent, and Gundersen (1995:  

76–7) argues that this mistaken pronunciation may be caused by the fact that there are four 

times as many words that end in -tere than in -mere in Norwegian.  

4.2.3 Type Frequency   

Type frequency refers to the number of words in a certain category that appear in a text or a 

corpus (Bybee 2001: 10–11). In the previous example, the number of words in Norwegian 

that end in -tere vs. -mere would be type frequency numbers. Type frequency is also called 

dictionary frequency (Bybee 2001: 10), because dictionaries may be used as a basis for type 
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frequency numbers. One might for instance look up the number of verbs within a certain 

verb class, the number of words beginning with a certain sound, or the number of words 

containing a specific phonotactic pattern, like -tere and -mere.  

Dictionaries, however, are not the only relevant sources to form bases for type frequency 

counts; running texts or other types of corpora might be useful. One of the functions of a 

dictionary is to provide information on rarely used words, like out-dated words or techno-

logical terms. A type frequency based on running texts may therefore reflect language use 

better than type frequencies based on entries in a dictionary where all kinds of words may 

be listed. However, the choice of running texts vs. dictionaries depends on the type and 

length of the running text that is available, as well as the subject of the study. Also, newer 

dictionaries are often built on corpora, which may reduce the difference between 

dictionaries and running texts. 

A type frequency count of words by syllable quantity may be carried out on a relatively 

small text, because all stressed words have an accented syllable. The type of text is not 

really relevant, because syllable quantity is not linked to any particular morphological 

category, like noun or pronoun, or semantic field, like law or daily life. A type frequency 

count of verbs by verb class, however, requires a more extensive running text with a greater 

variety of themes. If the same verbs are used again and again because the different parts of 

the text concern similar topics, like inheritance and gifts, the text cannot provide a solid 

basis for a verb frequency count. For studies like these, dictionaries might be just as useful. 

Words of high type frequency may form highly entrenched schemas, which may serve as 

bases for analogical changes by productivity in words of low token frequency (Bybee 2001:  

10–11). This is the case in the legitimere example in the previous subsection (4.2.2), where 

the pattern -tere has high type frequency and seems to serve as a basis for the change 

legitimere > legimitere for this word of low token frequency. The basis of my interpretation 

of the Quantity Shift as an analogical change based on the productivity of long accented 

syllables is the hypothesis that high type frequency patterns are highly entrenched, and thus 

productive (cf. chapter 7). 

In the analyses chapters 7 and 8, I have used both running texts and dictionaries 

supplemented with word lists in various type frequency counts. I discuss the choice of texts 

in more detail in 7.2, 8.3, as well as 8.5.2.2 & 8.5.2.3. Also, frequency counts in running 

historical texts present certain challenges, and I discuss how these are met in 7.2.3.  
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4.3 Analogical Changes  

Analogical changes are characterized as changes in words of low token frequency based on 

the productivity of a frequent pattern. Analogical changes, then, raise questions related to 

the pattern as well as the words that are affected by the change: How frequent is a 

productive pattern? Can other factors make a pattern productive or add to its productivity? 

Are only low-frequency words affected by analogical changes, or can high-frequency words 

be affected too? Whereas Bybee (2001) seems to stress the importance of the productivity of 

the pattern, and the fact that words of high token frequency resist analogical levelling 

because they are highly entrenched and autonomous, Phillips (2006), on the other hand, is 

more concerned with the fact that this type of change starts in words of low token 

frequency. In the following, I will look into these questions in some detail. 

Bybee (2001: 93–4) presents two purely phonological changes that may be explained as 

cases of analogical leveling. The first example is reported from Morin et. al. (1990) and 

concerns the tendency in French to tense a word-final [ç] to [o], as in the alternations sotte 

[sçt] vs. sot [so] (f. & m. ‘stupid’). The productivity of this change is displayed in word 

formations as when métr[ç]politain (m., ‘subway’) is shortened to métr[o] and vél[ç]ciped 

(m., ‘bicycle’) to vel[o]. According to Bybee (ibid.), this [ç]-tensing affected nouns and 

verbs before adverbs, and the last word to change was the high-frequency adverb trop (‘too 

much, too many’). Because high-frequent words seem to be the last that were affected by 

this change, Bybee (ibid.) interprets [ç]-tensing as a kind of analogical change, assuming 

that there were more French words that end in [o] than [ç], and that the exceptions to the 

frequent pattern were eliminated one by one.  

The second example is the adaptation of certain English loan words in some Spanish 

dialects. The consonant clusters [ps] and [pt] are changed to [ks] and [kt] in words like 

pepsi and concept, which are pronounced pe[ks]i and conce[kt]. Bybee (2001: 94) refers to 

an analysis done by Brown (1999) showing that within a conversation corpus of 40,000 

words, only 13 different words have the combinations [ps] or [pt], but as many as 89 words 

have the combinations [ks] or [kt]. The phonotactic patterns with [k] are thus much more 

entrenched in Spanish than the combinations with [p] and may therefore serve as a basis for 

analogical leveling.  

From these two examples, we may deduce that analogical change needs a pattern of high 

type frequency as a basis for the change. In the French example, words of low token 
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frequency change before words of high token frequency. While we do not know the token 

frequency figures for the Spanish study, we do know that the words that changed were of a 

low type frequency.  

Phillips (2006) provides at least three examples of changes that appear in low-frequency 

words first, which may be interpreted as analogical changes. The first example is so-called 

diatone formation in English (Phillips 2006: 34–9). This term refers to stress changes in 

bisyllabic nouns that originally pair with identical verbs with final stress, e.g. suppl� 

(noun/verb, the accent symbolizes stress). Some nouns of this type develop stress on the 

first syllable, making the verb and the noun no longer strictly homophonic, e.g. cónvict 

(noun) vs. convíct (verb). As quite a few Latinate verb and noun pairs in English are 

homophonous, they form a schema based on final stress. English bisyllabic verbs and nouns 

in general, however, differ in stress placement. Verbs typically have final stress, whereas 

nouns typically have initial stress. Hence, the change in bisyllabic nouns from final stress to 

initial stress is explained as an analogical change due to the productivity of the general 

stress pattern for English bisyllabic nouns. As expected, it is nouns of low token frequency 

that change first. Bisyllabic nouns of high token frequency with final stress seem to be 

entrenched to such a degree that they resist this type of analogical change.  

The second change that affects words of low token frequency first is the so-called glide 

deletion in Southern American English (Phillips 2006: 76–81). Words that begin in [dju-, 

tju-, nju-] lose the glide and start with [du-, tu-, nu-], e.g. [djuk] > [duk] duke (noun), [tjun] 

> [tun] tune (noun), and [njuz] > [nuz] news (noun, pl.). Since this change begins in words 

of low rather than high token frequency, it is not seen as an articulatorily motivated change. 

Rather, Phillips (ibid.) views it as a change that behaves as an analogical change due to the 

high type frequency of word-initial [d-, t-, n-] as compared to the low type frequency of 

word-initial [dj-, tj-, nj-].  

The third change that affects words of low token frequency first is the unrounding of 

[ø(˘)] <eo> > [e(˘)] <e> in a Middle English manuscript from the 1200’s called Ormulum 

(Phillips 2006: 84–7). Low token frequency nouns and verbs get an unrounded vowel, like 

the infrequent verb cneoloenn (‘kneel’) which almost only appears with an unrounded 

vowel: cnelenn. Frequent verbs like beon (‘be’), however, mostly appear with the rounded 

vowel [ø˘]. This change is, among other factors, connected to the high type frequency of 

[e(˘)] as compared to the low type frequency of [ø(˘)]. As a consequence of the high type 
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frequency of [e(˘)], I suggest that this change may be interpreted as an analogical change 

due to the productivity of the more frequent pattern.  

However, this particular change may be interpreted in other ways. Bybee (2001: 81–3, cf. 

4.5) suggests that the unrounding in these nouns and verbs may be basically acoustically 

motivated. She argues that studies have shown that children may have difficulties acquiring 

the rounded vowel [ø(˘)] compared to other vowels in languages where [ø(˘)] is a common 

sound, and that this difficulty may be connected to difficulties in perceiving this sound 

(Bybee 2001: 82 refers to a study in French by Gilbert & Wyman 1975; for Nordic 

languages, cf. Linell & Jennische 1980: 47). As for Middle English, this vowel is 

characterized as exceptional in English at the time (Phillips 2001: 86) because it is the only 

rounded front vowel. As such, it may be uncommon and unexpected in perception, and 

perhaps difficult to acquire (Bybee 2001: 82–3). This vowel, then, is assumed to be difficult 

to acquire in general, and even more so in Middle English. 

Even if the vowel [ø(˘)] is difficult to acquire, children that speak a language with this 

sound normally acquire the vowel as they grow up. Perhaps, then, this change does not have 

to be analyzed as acoustically motivated. Rather, analogy seems to be a possible motivation 

because [e(˘)] is more frequent than [ø(˘)]. However, we may witness a combination of 

factors coming into play in this change, such that possible perception or acquisition 

problems may work together with analogy. (Intriguingly, this change may also be connected 

to a phonetically identical, but possibly articulatorily motivated, change in other word 

classes that contain mostly unstressed words, cf. 4.4.8). 

The three examples from Phillips (2006) that I have discussed here are all changes that 

affect words of low token frequency first. Moreover, the changes are connected to patterns 

of high type frequency. One problem, however, is that even if the low token frequency of 

the affected words seems well documented in each case, the high type frequency of the 

relevant patterns is not documented, only assumed, with one exception: the frequencies of 

initial stress in English bisyllabic nouns vs. final stress in bisyllabic verbs. While the high 

type frequency of the pattern is documented in the Spanish example in Bybee (2001) 

discussed here, the French example, too, relies on an assumed high type frequency of the 

relevant pattern. 

Words of high type frequency, however, can be documented as forming productive 

patterns in analogical changes that are morphophonemic. An ongoing change in some MN 

dialects involves a change from originally strong PT forms skar and bar to weak PT forms 
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skjærte and bærte  (PT of skjære, ‘cut’, and bære, ‘carry’). The so-called small weak class, 

which is the basis for this change, consists of 1900 verbs, while the relevant strong class has 

only nine members, including bære and skjære (Endresen & Simonsen 2001). This example 

shows how large categories can attract words that belong to smaller ones. 

Bybee (2001: 120) gives two reasons why patterns of high type frequency may form the 

basis of analogy. First, a pattern of high type frequency is more analyzable than a pattern of 

low frequency. In the high type frequency patterns, the affixes emerge as such, and not as an 

unanalyzable part of a word. Second, a pattern of high type frequency is more entrenched 

than a pattern of low type frequency, and as such it is more accessible to the speaker. Hence, 

when the speaker is in doubt concerning a certain word and consults relevant schemas rather 

than the exemplar, the more accessible schemas will be used before less accessible schemas.  

Interestingly, words of high token frequency do not form bases for analogically 

motivated changes. In one of the experiments in a study of English by Wang & Derwing 

(1994), the subjects were asked to create irregular past tense forms, i.e. involving a vowel 

change, of nonce probe infinitives. As expected, the test subjects came up with past tense 

forms analogous to the patterns of higher type frequency. When the results were checked for 

token frequency, however, they found that high token frequency words did not form bases 

for productivity. High token frequency is therefore ruled out as a factor influencing the 

productivity of a pattern. Bybee (2001: 136) assumes that words of low and medium token 

frequency strengthen the schematic representation of their category whereas words of high 

token frequency are stored in isolation and reinforce only themselves. 

However, patterns of lower type frequency may be productive, provided that other 

requirements are met. When a small number of exemplars in a category are connected not 

only phonologically but also semantically, forming a morphological category, these so-

called ‘gangs’ can be productive. In English, the strong verb class exemplified by swim-

swam-swum and ring-rang-rung (Bybee 2001: 126–7, 130–1) consisted of 15 words in Old 

English according to Bybee (2001: 127, table 5.3). Nowadays, it has up to 27 words 

including dialectal forms, according to her list. This study shows that originally weak verbs 

in Old English have changed analogically to conform to the strong verb pattern of past tense 

forms with [�] as seen in dig-dug, strike-struck, and sting-stung.  

Although the category cannot be characterized as having a high type frequency, there are 

nevertheless a number of verbs that follow the same inflectional pattern, and the class is 

considered to be productive to some degree (Bybee 2001: 131). This is due to two factors 

(ibid.): 1) Many of the members of the class have low token frequency, and as such each use 
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of a verb in this class reinforces their common schema rather than the particular forms of 

each individual verb, and 2) The morphological class has some special phonological 

characteristics – all verbs in this class end in a nasal [m, n], a dorsal [k, g] or a nasal dorsal 

[N, Nk], and many of them start with a consonant cluster that often contains [s], e.g. spring, 

shrink, spin, cling, sting, shake, and drag. 

Even smaller categories may also be productive if the words in such a category are 

phonologically coherent and the other classes are closed to the relevant word due to 

phonological dissimilarity. In one study of Spanish verb forms, Bybee & Pardo (1981) 

found that a verb class of only six words shows some productivity. This is assumed to be 

due to the fact that this class is the only one containing verbs with stems that end in a vowel. 

When the subjects in the experiment were given nonce probe forms with a stem ending in a 

vowel, they preferred to inflect them like this low-frequency class of verb stems that end in 

a vowel rather than like the higher frequency classes of verb stems that end in a consonant 

(cf. Bybee 2001: 121–4).  

When smaller and phonological coherent classes show productivity, the classes are called 

‘gangs’, and their productivity is called a ‘gang effect’. In the Spanish experiment by Bybee 

& Pardo (1981), classes of two or three words did not show a gang effect, whereas a class of 

six words did. The lower limit to a gang is therefore assumed to be between three and six 

words (Bybee 2001: 124).  

In NG, some neuters that end in a vowel have got a definite ending –de, e.g. [2Qp>.}e.d´]  

< ON eplit (def. sg. epli (n.), ‘apple’) which cannot be explained phonologically, because 

the [d] cannot have derived from the ON form. Enger (2007) analyzes these forms as results 

of analogy from a small group of neuters in which this ending can be explained phonologi-

cally as deriving from the ON form: [2h¨.g¨.d´] < ON h†fu�it (def. sg. h†fu� (n.), ‘head’). 

According to Enger (2007), the analogy is not due to high type frequency, but may be 

triggered by a common phonological characteristic within a morphological class: All neuters 

that end in an unstressed vowel in the indefinite get this suffix in the definite, e.g. [2h¨.g¨], 

[2Qp>.}´], and [2ju˘.}´] (MN jorde (n.), ‘field’).25 Hence, the gang of [2h¨.g¨]-neuters has 

shown some productivity in NG. 

Experimental studies on past tense formation in MN (Simonsen 2001, Ragnarsdóttir, 

Simonsen & Plunkett 1999, Simonsen & Bjerkan 1998, Bjerkan & Simonsen 1996) confirm 

                                                 
25 I have changed the transcriptions in Enger (2007) somewhat to fit with the conventions that I use here.  
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that high frequency, phonological openness26 and phonological similarity are factors that 

affect verb class productivity. When children and adults produce incorrect past tense forms, 

the majority of mistakes seem to be overgeneralizations. Hence, a schema for how to 

produce a past tense form is applied to a word that is normally inflected otherwise. 

However, the bases for the overgeneralizations seem to vary between adults and children: 

MN has one large weak class of verbs and one small weak class, as well as at least three 

strong subclasses and a number of verbs with inflection patterns of low type frequency (1–

14, cf. Endresen & Simonsen 2001: fig. 1 p. 85, 89–90). Children favour generalizations to 

the large weak class, which has phonological openness together with high type frequency, 

whereas adults favour generalizations to the small weak class and some of the strong 

subclasses, which show phonological coherence. 

Though words of low token frequency seem to be the first that are affected by analogical 

changes, long-standing analogical changes will eventually affect words of medium 

frequency and maybe even words of high or extremely high frequency. This is shown by the 

example of vowel raising in French from [ç] > [o] (cf. earlier in this section), where the 

change affected words of low token frequency first, but where the pattern eventually 

became general, even including the extremely frequent adjective trop.  

Analogical changes, then, may be diagnosed by a high type frequency pattern with low 

token frequency words being affected first. Patterns of lower type frequency may also be 

productive, however, provided that there are other factors that come into play, such as 

semantic similarity as in morphological conditioning, phonological coherence within a 

morphological class, and phonological openness in a class. If a change has become general, 

it may be difficult to decide which words were affected first. If all or most of the relevant 

words have changed, an analogical change will have affected words of medium and high 

token frequency, too, and a pattern of high type frequency may be the only characteristic of 

the analogical change that can be attested.  

This discussion of analogical changes shows that this type of change is typically gradual 

in that some words are affected by the productivity of a pattern before others. Moreover, a 

pattern is not either productive or not, rather, it can have various degrees of productivity, 

and one pattern may be more productive than another. As I see it, the Quantity Shift 

becomes more plausible when it is interpreted as a result of the increased productivity of a 

                                                 
26 A phonological open class have members that vary phonologically to a great degree. According to 

Endresen & Simonsen (2001: 91), the large weak class of MN verbs is a phonologically open class. 
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pattern, namely long accented syllables, than if it is regarded as some kind of rule change 

which affects all relevant words at the same time.  

4.4 Articulatorily Motivated Changes 

4.4.1 Articulatory Phonology  

I will use Articulatory Phonology in my phonological analyses of articulatorily motivated 

changes, a theory which is used by Bybee (2001) as well. The model in Bybee (2001) 

assumes that we store in memory the phonetic shape, or more precisely the neuromotoric 

routines, of the words we pronounce (cf. 3.2). Hence, words are analyzed into muscular 

activity or gestures rather than traditional phonological segments like phones and phonemes. 

In Bybee (2001), these analyses are based on theories like Articulatory Phonology (cf. 4.1). 

Articulatory Phonology offers a theory of synchronic phonological alternations (Browman 

& Goldstein 1992) and diachronic changes (Browman & Goldstein 1991) that can help us 

understand the changes that we find in the NG data, as well as a theory of phonological 

alternations and changes in relation to syllable position (Browman & Goldstein 1990) and 

measurements of how gestures overlap within a syllable (Browman & Goldstein 1988, cf. 

5.3) which are useful in the development of a model of the syllable.  

Articulatory Phonology focuses on articulatory processes behind synchronic variation, 

processes that also may cause diachronic change. Even if the focus is on synchronic 

variation, Articulatory Phonology claims that gradual and variable synchronic processes 

eventually may cause categorical diachronic changes, and that synchronic variation and 

diachronic changes may be described in the same terms: essentially reduction and retiming 

of gestures. The articulatory processes behind synchronic variation and diachronic changes 

are considered to be cross-linguistic principles due to the design and function of our speech 

articulators.  

One effect of the focus on synchronic variation and articulatory processes is that the 

difference between phonetics and phonology becomes less interesting. Phonetic changes are 

interesting in themselves, and whether the changes also affect higher levels of abstraction is 

interesting but not crucial to determine whether a change has taken place. Moreover, the 

detailed phonetic analyses of all changes are useful in understanding how phonological 

changes come about and develop. Where structuralist terms like ‘inserted’ segments or 

‘dissimilations’ may leave phonological changes unmotivated and arbitrary, phonetic 

analyses in gestures may show how retiming of gestures that are already present may cause 

apparent insertions or dissimilations (cf. 4.4.5).  
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In short, diachronic changes are described as the reduction of gestures in time or 

magnitude, or as the retiming of gestures, i.e. in relation to other gestures. I will therefore 

continue in 4.4.2 by discussing the concept of gestures and how they are organized. In 4.4.3, 

I will introduce the different types of diachronic changes that are treated by Articulatory 

Phonology, and in 4.4.4–4.4.6, I will present these changes in more detail. Subsection 4.4.7 

is a discussion and summary of the types of changes in Articulatory Phonology, and 4.4.8 

deals with frequency effects in articulatorily motivated changes. 

4.4.2 Gestures 

Within Articulatory Phonology, utterances are analyzed in terms of gestures. Gestures are 

defined as “characterizations of discrete, physically real events that unfold during the speech 

production process” (Browman & Goldstein 1992: 156). A gestural analysis of an utterance 

describes the events in the vocal tract that are formed by the speech articulators during 

speech. These articulatory events, the formation and release of constrictions in the vocal 

tract, constitute gestures.  

One gesture can differ from another gesture in four ways: a) the articulators involved, b) 

the movement towards a constriction target, c) the degree of constriction at the target point, 

and d) the movement away from the constriction target.  

Gestures belong to different tiers depending on the active articulator of the gesture: the 

velic, the glottal and the oral tiers. The velic tier corresponds to nasalization, the glottal to 

voicing, and the oral tier to the place of articulation. The oral tier may be divided into three 

separate subtiers: the tongue body, the tongue tip and the lips (Browman & Goldstein 1991: 

315; the illustration is based on Moen 2006: 412).  

 

   GLOTTAL (glottal aperture) 

 

SKELETAL  VELIC  (velic aperture) 

 

   ORAL  LIPS (lip protrusion) (lip aperture) 

 

     TONGUE TIP (tongue tip constriction location) 

       (tongue tip constriction degree) 

     TONGUE BODY(tongue body constriction location) 

       (tongue body constriction degree) 

Figure 4.1 Articulatory tiers according to Browman & Goldstein (1991: 315) & Moen (2006: 412)  
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Additionally, the gestures belong to a consonant or vowel tier (Browman & Goldstein 1990: 

352). The gestures that are involved in producing consonants have typically a greater degree 

of constriction in the vocal tract than the gestures that produce vowels. Moreover, the period 

of time when the gestures are coordinated is shorter for consonants than for vowels 

(Browman & Goldstein 1992: 164). The vowel with the least vocal constriction is [A], and 

the consonants with greatest vocal constriction are plosives. In effect, the degree of vocal 

constriction corresponds largely to the sonority of sounds in that more sonorous sounds have 

less vocal constriction than less sonorous sounds. 

The broad organization of gestures into consonant and vowel tiers captures the 

assumption that speech basically consists of consonantal gestures that are superimposed on 

a fairly continuous articulation of vowels, which, however, do not overlap (Browman & 

Goldstein 1990: 352). Hence, a narrow glottal aperture is interrupted by widening, a narrow 

velic aperture is interrupted by widening when the velum is lowered, and a neutral state of 

the jaw and the tongue is interrupted by constriction of the tongue tip and/or tongue body 

and/or lip apertures. 

Vowels are produced by tongue-body gestures, and apparently, tongue-body gestures are 

fairly independent of tongue-tip gestures, which can be read from the gestural scores in 

Browman & Goldstein (1990). When a vowel is surrounded by apicals or laminals, as well 

as labials, the consonants seem to be superimposed on a continuous vowel articulation as 

expected by Articulatory Phonology (ibid.). However, when a consonant and an adjacent 

vowel both belong to the tongue-body tier, the vowel production is no longer continuous but 

interrupted. According to Browman & Goldstein (1990: 363), X-rays of the vocal tract 

during the articulation of vowel sequences interrupted by an apical in /idi/, /udu/, and /ada/ 

by Öhman (1967) show consonants that are superimposed on continuous vowel articulation, 

and the articulation place of the consonant is not affected by the quality of the vowel. For 

consonants that belong to the tongue-body tier, like /g/ in /igi/, and /ugu/, however, the 

vowel articulation is interrupted by the consonants and also, the vowel articulation seems to 

affect the consonant articulation in that dorsal consonants are fronted when followed by a 

front vowel in what Browman & Goldstein (ibid.) call ‘gestural blending’ (cf. 4.4.6). 

Norwegian examples confirm that a front vowel may front the articulation of a preceding 

dorsal consonant as in ON [2ken.>nA] > MN [2Cen>.n´] (kenna (INF), ‘know’), and ON 

[2ge.rA] > MN [2jO˘.r´] (gera (INF), ‘do’, cf. Torp & Vikør 2003: 73–4, Dagsgard 2006: 

142–6). 
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Gestures are events in time, and they follow each other and overlap. Such subsequent and 

overlapping gestural events that occur during speech may be displayed in so-called gestural 

scores, which are illustrated in figure 4.2. Notice that these gestural scores are under-

specified “in that not every tract variable is specified at every point in time” (Browman & 

Goldstein 1992: 162).  

 

VEL          

 

TB  wide pharyngeal               wide pharyngeal 

                  clo           clo 
TT                alveolar        alveolar 

LIPS       clo labial 

 

GLO                         

 

   (a) add     (c) bad 

 

VEL         wide 

 

TB  wide pharyngeal               wide pharyngeal 

                  clo           clo 
TT                alveolar        alveolar 

LIPS            clo labial     clo labial 

 

GLO          wide                    wide 

 

   (d) pad     (f) pan 

Figure 4.2 Gestural scores adapted from Browman & Goldstein (1992: 158, fig. a, c, d & f). 
VEL = velum, TB = tongue body, TT = tongue tip, GLO= glottis, clo = closed. 

Utterances may contrast in (1) the presence and absence of certain gestures, (2) so-called 

parameter differences among gestures, and (3) differences in the organization of gestures 

(Browman & Goldstein 1992: 157). Let us look at each of these concepts in turn. 

In articulatory terms, the pair pad and bad contrasts in the presence of a wide glottis in 

the beginning of pad as opposed to bad. In traditional terms, the alternates in this minimal 

pair differ in the feature [±voice] in their first segment. Normally it is not difficult to specify 

the gesture that is present. By the end of pad and bad, e.g., the tongue-tip aperture is closed. 
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For voicing, however, the question seems more difficult. Is it the narrowing or the widening 

of the glottal aperture that constitutes the gesture? 

Voicing is achieved by a narrowing of the glottis so that the vocal folds vibrate during 

speech. During the production of a voiceless sound, the glottis is open to such an extent that 

the vocal folds do not vibrate. Articulatory Phonology assumes that a narrow glottis, i.e. 

vibration in the vocal folds, is the neutral state for the glottal aperture during speech. Hence, 

it is the widening of the glottis that is specified, constituting the presence of a gesture, and 

all speech sounds are expected to be voiced unless otherwise specified (cf. the claim on 

underspecification in the previous paragraph).  

Gestures sometimes correspond to segments, other times to features (Browman & 

Goldstein 1992: 156). The presence of a wide glottal aperture at the beginning of pad as 

opposed to its absence in bad corresponds to the feature [±voice], but the presence of lip 

closure at the beginning of bad as opposed to add corresponds to a segment.27  

More than one gesture may occur at the same time. The production of [n], for instance, is 

a combination of an oral tongue-tip gesture as well as a velic gesture, which makes the 

sound nasal. In the same way that a feature can be part of each of two adjacent segments, 

one gesture can cover more than one other gesture. One example is the velic gesture that 

covers both the tongue-body gesture, i.e. the vowel, and the postvocalic tongue-tip gesture 

in pan (cf. fig. 4.2), making both the vowel and the consonant nasal.  

Parameter differences among gestures are concerned with the way the articulators move 

in time and space, e.g. the position of the tongue relative to the palate at the target point (e.g. 

full closure vs. narrowing), or whether the tongue is in contact with the palate for some time 

or merely hits the palate in passing (eg. plosives vs. flaps). The most relevant parameter 

difference here is the degree of closure or openness of a certain tract variable. As an 

example, the plosive [t] and the fricative [s] vary in the degree of constriction of the tongue 

tip against the palate. The plosive is the result of a maximum constriction of the tongue tip 

against the palate, i.e. a total closure in the vocal tract, whereas the fricative is the result of a 

lesser degree of constriction in the same location. In Browman & Goldstein (1990: 344), a 

lesser degree of constriction, which has the effect of turbulence (cf. Browman & Goldstein 

1992: 159), is called a ‘near-closing’ constriction.  

                                                 
27 Notice how the use of underspecification colours the description. In traditional terms, a [b] is a labial, 

voiced plosive. In this articulatory description, only the closing of the lip aperture, i.e. the labiality, is 
considered relevant. 
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Differences in the organization28 of gestures refers to three types of overlap between 

gestures: minimal, partial or complete overlap. The differences between an unaspirated, 

preaspirated and a postaspirated [p], for instance, can be described as differences in the 

organization of a wide glottis and closed lips. An unaspirated [p] is the result of complete 

overlap between the gestures of lip closure and glottal widening. If the lip closing is 

released prior to the widening of the glottal opening, the result is a post-aspirated [ph], as in 

MN [1phQjs] (m., ‘fireplace’). If the lip closing begins later than the widening of the glottis, 

the result is a pre-aspirated [hp], as in NG [1knAhp>] (m., ‘button’, cf. Grøsland 1976: 115).  

 

ORAL lips      bilabial         bilabial   bilabial 
   closure         closure   closure 

 
 

GLOTTAL       glottal           glottal           glottal 
   widening       widening          widening 
      

    [p  h]  [p]  [h    p>] 

    post-aspiration  non-aspiration  pre-aspiration 

Fig 4.3 Hypothesized gestural scores for postaspirated, non-aspirated, and preaspirated [p]. 

The gestural scores in Browman & Goldstein (1992: 158) are based on X-rays and may 

reveal some details in the articulation of a word that are not obvious from a segmental 

analysis based on the linguist’s intuition. At the very beginning of the scores for pad and 

pan, for instance (cf. fig. 4.2), it is shown that the lips close before the glottis is widened. 

This suggests that the consonant has a voiced approach, even if the target and the release are 

unvoiced.29 Less surprisingly, the score for pan shows that the velum is open during the 

production of the last part of the duration of the vowel, confirming that the vowel is 

nasalized.  

Even though the use of Articulatory Phonology ideally would convert all phonetic 

descriptions from segments and features to gestures through gestural scores, this is not done 

in practice. Gestural scores are arrived at on the basis of X-rays during speech events, which 

                                                 
28 Differences in organization of gestures may also be described as differences in timing of gestures.  
29 The terms ‘approach’, and ‘release’ are borrowed from Ball & Rahilly (1999). Browman & Goldstein 

(1990 & 1992) use the terms ‘onset’, and ‘offset’, where the first of these may be confused with the term 
‘syllable onset’. However, I have kept the term ‘target’ from Browman & Goldstein (1990 & 1992) rather than 
replacing it with ‘closure’ from Ball & Rahilly (1999) because ‘target’ seems to capture the dynamic nature of 
gestural analysis better than ‘closure’, which seems to imply a more static condition.  
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demands huge resources. Moreover, gestural scores of languages from the past cannot be 

provided. However, I have construed hypothetical gestural scores based on ON and NG data 

as well as phonetic descriptions like Ball & Rahilly (1999) to illustrate some of my 

examples as well as articulatory analyses using segmental transcriptions and/or descriptions 

of the gestures involved. It is also possible to use the terms for the effects of the 

involvement of gestures like ‘voicing’ instead of a ‘narrowing of the glottis’ without 

deviating from the perspective of Articulatory Phonology.  

Contrary to scores that are based on X-rays, hypothetical gestural scores cannot provide 

surprises as mentioned above. Even so, this method forces the linguist to consider all 

gestures involved in the production of a certain sound, which can provide new insights. 

When I developed a score for ON [1hwi˘tr] > dialectal [1kVi˘t] (ON hwitr (a.), ‘white’) in 

4.4.6, the tongue-body gesture in the labio-dorsal [w] came up as the key to understanding 

of how [hw] could change into [kv]; the tongue body raising in [w] has increased to a full 

closure producing [k]. 

4.4.3 Phonological Changes in Articulatory Phonology 

Synchronic variation may eventually lead to diachronic changes. In the terms of Browman 

& Goldstein (1991: 325), speakers may become attuned to new alternations, gradually 

shifting their representations of the relevant word in the direction of the new alternation. In 

Bybee’s (2001: 142) terms, alternations in casual speech may for some reason become more 

frequent and eventually turn into more prototypical alternations.  

Browman & Goldstein (1992: 173) claim that fluent speech alternations are of two types: 

“(a) increase in overlap and (b) decrease in gesture magnitude.” Moreover, they assume that 

“[g]estures are never changed into other gestures, nor are gestures added.” In Browman & 

Goldstein (1991), they make similar claims for diachronic changes: Historical changes are 

due to “reduction and increase in overlap” (Browman & Goldstein 1991: 324), and gestures 

are never added, but gestural parameters may be adjusted (Browman & Goldstein 1991: 

331). Bybee (2001: 77) interprets decrease in gesture magnitude to include not only the 

reduction of constriction degree, but also reduction in time.  

Even if Browman & Goldstein (1991 & 1992) state that gestures when retimed increase 

in overlap, their examples show altered organization in other ways: In an experiment with 

the tongue twister ‘Bob flew by Bligh Bay’ by Mowrey & MacKay (1990, referred to in 

Browman & Goldstein 1992: 171–2), the [l]’s were moved around in relation to the other 

gestures resulting in e.g. ‘Blob’ for ‘Bob’, and ‘few’ for ‘flew’. This is an example of 
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altered organization of gestures that are already present, but which do not necessarily 

increase in overlap. Changes such as Old English Tymle to Modern English thimble are 

explained not as increase in overlap of gestures but as ”drift in the gestural organization to a 

different stable pattern of overlap” (Browman & Goldstein 1991: 327, cf. the discussion of 

altered organization of gestures in 4.4.5). A term that may cover all of these examples is 

’retiming of gestures’ (cf. the term ”adjustments in relative timing of gestures” in Bybee 

2001: 78). 

These examples show that apparently inserted, or added, gestures, may be interpreted as 

retiming of gestures where e.g. the nasalization in [m] in Tymle is retimed in relation to the 

labial gesture, whereby a [b] is appearing in thimble. This can also be an example of how 

one consonant does not turn into two (i.e., gestures do not turn into other gestures), but that 

it is the retiming of the velic gesture and the labial gesture that has this apparent result.  

If gestures can only be reduced (Browman & Goldstein 1991 & 1992), this would seem 

to imply that gestures can never be lengthened in time or strengthened in magnitude. I will 

argue that gestural lengthening may be seen as a kind of retiming of gestures that need to be 

included in the theory (cf. 4.4.5). Moreover, Bybee (2001: 79–81) demonstrates that 

strengthenings do occur, and I agree with her that these must be accounted for within a 

complete theory of articulatory changes (cf. 4.4.7). I will argue that when combinations of 

gestures change, they may involve strengthening because a combination of more constriced 

gestures may be more common in a language than a combination of less constricted ones. 

When speakers have neuromotoric routines for sounds that are already in the language, they 

are more likely to use these than invent completely new routines. This is probably the 

explanation why the labiodental [v] strengthens to a bilabial nasal in ON nafn [1nAV>n] (n., 

‘name’) > South East Norwegian namn [1nAm>n] when the velar gesture, i.e. the nasality, is 

extended in time (cf. 4.4.5).  

The two main types of phonological change that are recognized by Articulatory Phono-

logy, then, can be phrased as reduction in time or magnitude of gestures, and retiming of 

gestures. Reduction in time and magnitude of gestures are typically deletions and lenitions 

(Browman & Goldstein 1991: 324–5). Retiming of gestures typically involves increased 

overlap of gestures that cause gestural blending (Browman & Goldstein 1991: 325–6) or 

gestural hiding (Browman & Goldstein 1991: 326–7). Such changes resemble assimilations 

within traditional phonology (Browman & Goldstein 1991: 325–7). Altered organization or 
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decreased overlap of gestures may lead to apparent insertions (Browman & Goldstein 1991: 

327).  

Diachronically, there are two other types of change that are related to overlap of gestures, 

but which do not correspond to any processes in synchronic variation: reassignment of 

gestural attributes (Browman & Goldstein 1991: 328–31) and gestural misparsing 

(Browman & Goldstein 1991: 331–3). These cover a variety of changes. Some have not 

been categorized within traditional accounts of phonological changes in Norwegian, e.g. ON 

[1gA˘rD] (gar� acc. sg. gar�r (m.), ‘farm’) > NG [1gA˘}] (cf. 4.4.6). Others have been 

characterized as differentiations or dissimilations, e.g. ON [1hwi˘tr] (hwitr (a.), ‘white’) > 

dialectal [1kVi˘t] (cf. 4.4.6).  

The distinctions between the different types of change are not always clear-cut, and it 

may be difficult to categorize a certain change. However, the idea of organizing diachronic 

phonological changes into smaller groups is useful and may provide further insight into each 

of these processes. I will therefore use the following paragraphs to give my interpretations 

of the various types of change, discuss them, and illustrate them with examples from 

Norwegian. Subsection 4.4.4 concerns reduction of gestures in time and magnitude, 

subsection 4.4.5 discusses retiming of gestures as in lengthening of a gesture, as well as 

shortening or altered (delayed) timing of a gesture. In 4.4.6, I will move on to present more 

complex processes of increased overlap of gestures that may cause gestural blending, 

gestural hiding, reassignment of gestural attributes or gestural misparsing. These changes 

will be discussed and summarized in 4.4.7. 

4.4.4 Reduction of Gestures in Time and Magnitude 

Some examples of reduction in gestural magnitude can be found in the changes in vowels in 

unaccented syllables from ON to MN. The vowels [A, i, u] have become schwas in many 

MN dialects: [2hA.mAr] (hamar, acc. sg. hamarr (m.), ‘hammer’) > [2hAm>.m´r], 

[2do˘t>.tir] (dóttir (f.), ‘daughter’) > NG [2doht>.t´R], ON [2sç.ƒu] (s†gu, obl. sg. saga (f.), 

‘tale’) > Nynorsk30 [2so˘.g´].31 The schwa is the result of a narrow glottis, i.e. vibration in 

the vocal folds, and a neutral jaw and tongue position. During the production of [A, i, u], 

                                                 
30 Nynorsk is one of two main written standards of Norwegian. The other one is called Bokmål. 
31 The consonant lengthening in ON [2hA.mAr] > MN [2hAm>.m´r] and the vowel shortening in ON 

[2do˘t>.tir] > NG [2doht>.t´R] in the accented syllables are probably due to the Quantity Shift. In addition to the 
vowel lengthening due to the Quantity Shift, the example ON [2sç.ƒu] > Nynorsk [2so˘.g´] also displays a 
strengthening from the near-closure in [ƒ] to full closure in [g], cf. 4.4.7. 
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the jaw or the tongue body moves away from this neutral position, and these movements 

need to be specified in a gestural score. When these vowels turn into schwa, they are 

reduced in the sense that less effort is required to produce the sound.  

Gestures may also be reduced in time. In the unaccented syllable of ON [1mAn>.nin>] 

(manninn, acc. def. sg. ma�r (m.)) > MN [1mAn>.n`̀], the consonant is reduced in time from 

semi-long to short. Deletions, such as ON [2tA.kA] (taka, (INF), ‘take’) > MN [1tA˘] where 

[kA] is lost, are probably the result of reduction in time.32 However, reduction in magnitude 

may also eventually lead to deletion, and it may be difficult to decide whether cases of dele-

tion are due to the reduction of gestures in time or magnitude, or a combination of the two.  

Reduction of gestures in time may occur gradually, both lexically and phonetically. This 

is shown in a study of -[t]/-[d] deletion in English (Bybee 2000, cf. 4.4.8), which concerns 

the reduction of word-final [t] and [d]. The study shows that -[t]/-[d] deletion is lexically 

gradual because more high-frequency words have deleted word-final [t] or [d] than low-

frequency words. Moreover, the reduction of word-final [t] and [d] is a phonetically gradual 

process because, if the [t] or [d] is present, the high-frequency words have a shorter word-

final [t] and [d] than low-frequency words.  

4.4.5 Retiming of Gestures: Lengthening, Shortening and Altered Organization  

Retiming of gestures can result in assimilation, as well as segmentation or what may seem 

like the insertion of a segment. The change from ON nafn [1nAV>n] (n., ‘name’) > South 

East Norwegian namn [1nAm>n]33 is an example of retiming of gestures across tiers, where 

the velar gesture in [n] is lengthened and starts earlier than before, and consequently over-

laps with the closing of the lip aperture which is involved in the production of [v] (cf. fig. 

4.4). Additionally, the labial narrowing in [v] is strengthened to a bilabial closure [m]. This 

strengthening as well as the changing in the constellations of the lips can be explained by 

[m] being a sound in MN whereas the labiodental nasal fricative, i.e. nasal [B], is not. As 

articulation is seen as an automatization process of muscular activity, it can be expected that 

                                                 
32 This word has not only undergone deletion but also vowel lengthening of the accented [A]. This vowel 

lengthening is probably due to the Quantity Shift interpreted as the productivity of long accented syllables. 
(This productivity is assumed to affect words with a short accented syllable as well as words that undergo 
changes which in isolation would result in words with a short accented syllable.) 

33 Example from Torp & Vikør (2003: 74), with the modification that I have given a more phonetic 
transcription. 
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a combination of gestures when changed may be adjusted to a similar and already frequent 

combination. 

 

VELIC            wide          wide              wide  wide 
 

ORAL tongue body  back     back 
     low     low 
 
  tongue tip laminal         laminal  laminal         laminal 
    cl.           cl.   cl.           cl. 
 

  lips              labial               bilabial 
               narrowing               closure 
 
 
    [1n A v> n]  [1n A m> n] 

Figure 4.4 Hypothesized gestural score for the retiming of gestures in [1nAV>n] > namn, [1nAm>n] (n., 
‘name’). The relevant gestures have a thicker frame. 

In the Southwestern parts of Norway, the ON verb kalla (INF, ‘call’) is pronounced 

[2kAd>.lA].34 The lateral [l] is produced by a combination of gestures that belong to three 

different tiers: a full tongue-tip (apical) closure, and a retraction of the tongue body which 

lets air out on the side(s) of the tongue, and finally, narrowing of the glottal aperture 

resulting in voicing. In this case, the retraction of the tongue body which produces the 

lateralization of [l] is delayed and shortened, and the result is a voiced apical plosive before 

the [l]. In traditional terms, this change is called a segmentation of sounds because one 

(long) sound is divided into two (short ones, cf. Torp & Vikør 2003: 74–5). In a gestural 

approach to phonological changes, however, this change can be included in the definition of 

retiming of gestures. As can be seen in fig. 4.5, no new gestures are added and no gestures 

change into other gestures in the example [2kAl>.lA] > [2kAd>.lA]. It is simply a case of 

retimed lateralization:  

 

 

                                                 
34 Example from Torp & Vikør (2003: 74), with the modification that I have given a more phonetic 

transcription. 
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ORAL TB      dorsal  back    lateral       back      dorsal  back         lateral back 
   cl.       open   opening     open       cl.   open      opening  open 
   

  TT        laminal    laminal 
            closure    closure 
 

GLOTTAL  wide          wide 

 

   [2k     A     l>            A]       [2k     A      d>     l      A] 

Figure 4.5. Hypothesized scores for ON [2kAl>.lA] > South West Norwegian [2kAd>.lA] (kalla (INF) 
‘name’). The relevant gestures have a thicker frame. TB is short for tongue body, and TT for tongue tip.  

The advantages of treating both [v>n] > [m>n] and [l>] > [d>l] as cases of gestural retiming 

are that the term reveals that they are caused by the same articulatory mechanism, and that 

the outcome is restricted in some ways. Both of the examples illustrate the retiming of one 

gesture, the difference between them being whether the target point of the relevant gestures 

is extended or delayed in relation to the other gestures. Moreover, the definition of retiming 

of gestures claims some degree of predictability; this cannot be met by the concept of 

segmentation, which only implies that one sound becomes two. In theory, therefore, the [l>] 

could develop into e.g. [k>l] or [p>l], but only [d>l] occurs in Norwegian. The term ‘retiming 

of gestures’, however, uncovers what is actually going on: If the lateralization is left out of 

[l], the result is [d]. 

The change from ON [ç˘kr] > MN [1o˘.k´R] has traditionally been analyzed as the 

insertion of a gesture, but from an articulatory point of view, this change can also be seen as 

a case of retiming of gestures, or more precisely, the delay of the apical tap-gesture. The 

schwa that appears between the [k] and the [R] is the result of a decreased degree of overlap 

between the tongue body gesture in [k] and the tongue tip gesture in [R] caused by the delay 

of the tongue tip gesture in [R] (cf. fig. 4.6). As Articulatory Phonology considers 

consonantal gestures to be superimposed on a continuous stream of vowel gestures (cf. 

4.4.2), the schwa can be analyzed as the appearance of an already existing, but originally 

hidden, gesture (cf. Bradley 2002: 47):  
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ORAL tongue body  back    back 
     open    open 
 

  tongue tip          apical          apical 
       iterative           tap- 
       closure            cl. 
    

  lips   rounded    rounded 

 

GLOTTAL               wide             wide 
                   
     [1ç˘ k r]  [1o˘ k ´ R] 

Figure 4.6 Hypothesized gestural scores for the retiming of gestures in ON [1ç˘kr] > MN [1o˘.k´R] (ákr 
(m.), ‘field’). The relevant gestures have a thicker frame. 

The NG data show epenthetic vowels in the change from ON -[Cr] to NG -[C´R] and ON  

-[Cl] to NG -[C´}], e.g. ON [1ç˘kr] > MN [1o˘.k´R] (ákr (m.), ‘field’) and ON [1hAg>l] > 

MN [1hA˘.g´}] (hagl (n.), ‘hail’, cf. 8.8.3.6). Additionally, MN show epenthetic vowels in 

words like ON [1vç˘pn] > MN [1vo˘.p´n] (ON vápn, n. ‘firearm’). These words must have 

been monosyllabic at the time where the tone accent became lexicalized, i.e. part of the 

stored representations, because these words have accent 1 which is assumed to have been 

assigned to monosyllables. With time, the final consonants in these words might have been 

syllabic at some point (cf. Riad 1998: 65) prior to the reorganization of the final gestures 

that result in an epethentic vowel. However, it is currently unknown when and why the final 

consonant may have become syllabic.   

4.4.6 Increased Overlap of Gestures: Gestural Blending, Gestural Hiding, 

Reassignment of a Gestural Attribute and Gestural Misparsing 

Gestural blending is the process in which two subsequent gestures on the same tier start to 

overlap more. The result of such increased gestural overlap may be compared to 

assimilation (Molde 2005: 67). Apicalizations in Norwegian are typical examples of 

gestural blending: In the changes [r>] + [t, d, n, l, s] > [ˇ, Í, ˜, Ò, S], the sounds [r, t, d, n, l, 

s] belong to the tongue-tip tier, and the apicality of the tap is blended with the following 

gesture, resulting in apicals (cf. Kristoffersen 2000: 96). This kind of change has happened 

in e.g. ON [1çr>n] (†rn (m.), ‘eagle’) > MN [1O˘˜] and ON [1svAr>tr] (svartr (a.), ‘black’) > 

MN [1sVAˇ>] (cf. fig. 4.7). In the change ON [1svAr>tr] ) > MN [1sVAˇ>], the fricative [v] 
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(labio-dental near-closure) is additionally reduced in magnitude to an approximant (labio-

dental narrowing, cf. 4.4.4): 

 

ORAL TB  back     back 
    open     open 
 

TT      lamino-                    apico- lamino- apico-     lamino-   apico-  
alveolar     alveolar  alveolar alveolar alveolar  alveolar 
 near-cl.             trill      cl.  trill   near-cl.       closure 

 

  lips         labio-dental     labio-dental 
              near-cl.     narrowing 
 

GLOTTAL   wide       wide              wide   wide 

 

           [1 s v A      r>     t       r]  [1 s   V  A     ˇ> ] 

Figure 4.7 Hypothesized gestural score of ON [1svAr>tr] (svartr (a.), ‘black’)  > MN [1sVAˇ>]. The relevant 
gestures have a thicker frame. TB is short for ‘tongue body’ and TT is short for ‘tongue tip’. 

Gestural hiding is when the production of one gesture is overlapped by the production of 

another gesture with the result that one gesture is hidden by the other and thus is not 

audible. It seems as if this change is relevant only to gestures on different tiers, because 

gestures that are produced simultaneously necessarily need to belong to different tiers. 

Browman & Goldstein (1990) only provide examples where gestures that belong to the 

tongue-tip tier are hidden by labial gestures, which may indicate that this is a typical 

constellation for gestural hiding.  

In MN, the word flatbrød (n., ‘thin, crisp bread’) is often pronounced [1f}Ab>.«brO]. In 

this case, the tongue-tip gesture involved in the production of [t] may overlap with the lip 

gesture involved in the production of [b] and become hidden (cf. fig. 4.8). Browman & 

Goldstein (1990: 363–5) explored gestural overlap in the phrase perfect memory in 

American English and discovered that the tongue-tip gesture in the [t] is still present even 

though the gestures in [m] overlap to the extent that the [t] is not audible. With time, such a 

hidden gesture may be lost (Browman & Goldstein 1991: 326).  
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ORAL tongue body  back    front 
     open    close-mid  

    
  tongue tip        apical         laminal      apical 
           flap                closure        tap 
 

  lips            labio-dental     bilabial       rounding 
              near-closure     closure        

 

GLOTTAL               wide            wide 

 

      [1f     }   A   t>    «b      R     O] 

 

 

ORAL tongue body  back    front 
     open    close-mid  

    
  tongue tip           apical               laminal               apical 
                flap  closure                tap 
 

  lips              labio-dental                   bilabial   rounding 
              near-closure                   closure                
 

GLOTTAL                 wide            

 

      [1f   }  A   «b>    R O] 

Figure 4.8 Hypothesized gestural scores for gestural hiding in [1f}At>.«brO] > [1f}Ab>.«brO] flatbrød (n., 
‘thin, crisp bread’). The relevant gestures have a thicker frame. 

This MN example of gestural hiding might also be characterized as lengthening of a gesture. 

There is a difference between the gestural lengthening in [1nAV>n] > [1nAm>n] and gestural 

hiding in [1f}At>.«brO] > [1f}Ab>.«brO], however. In the first example, the overlapped (labial) 

gesture is still audible after the change, whereas in [1f}Ab>.«brO] the overlapped (apical) 

gesture is no longer audible.  

Reassignment of gestural attributes refers to changes where gestural parameters, e.g. the 

degree of gestural constriction, are reassigned from one overlapping gesture to another. One 

example from Browman & Goldstein (1991: 328–9) is the change from a dorsal fricative [x] 
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to a labial fricative [f] in words like cough [kowx] > [kçf] and tough [towx] > [tçf].35 Over 

time, the near-closure of the vocal tract is transferred from the tongue-body gesture in [x] to 

the labial gesture in [w], resulting in an [f].  

It has been difficult to find Norwegian examples of this type of change, probably because 

such examples may be regarded as ‘inexplicable’ and therefore not described or organized 

as a group. One example, however, may be the change from ON húsfrú (f., ‘(house)wife’) to 

ON hústrú and MN hustru.36 Assuming that the change from [f] to [t] is a purely 

phonological change in this word, it may be interpreted as the attribute of near-closure on 

the labial tier being moved to the tongue tip tier, to which the surrounding gestures belong, 

and simultaneously being strengthened to a full closure (cf. fig. 4.9, strengthenings are 

discussed below). 

In addition to reassignment of gestural attributes with strengthening, the word húsfrú has 

also undergone other phonological changes: The first syllable has undergone vowel 

shortening, probably as a consequence of the Quantity Shift,37 and the vowels are fronted 

due to the Quality Shift (8.2.2). 

                                                 
35 The IPA transcripts are only approximations. The transcripts given in Browman & Goldstein (1991: 

328–9) vary as when the final fricative in the Modern English forms is noted as [f] and [�] and the older 
diphthongs as [oU] and [ow]. 

36 According to Svenska akademiens ordbok on the internet, http://g3.spraakdata.gu.se/saob/, the sequence 
[stR] for [sfr] is a pure phonological change, hence the word hústrú was not originally a separate word from 
húsfrú which could mean 'true to the house (home)', even though it may later have been interpreted as such. 
Terje Spurkland has pointed out to me that a similar phonological change is found in Ásfri�{r}>Astrid (female 
name, Norrøn ordbok). 

37 I assume that the first syllable [2hu˘s>] is overlong. Otherwise it is difficult to explain the vowel 

shortening (and a possible consonant lengthening) in ON [2hu˘s>.fru˘] > MN [2h¨s>.tR¨], and not ON 

*[2hu˘s.fru˘] > MN [2h¨s>.tR¨]. 
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ORAL   tongue body  back       
     close    

        tongue tip         laminal        apical     
       near-cl.          trill     

    
  lips            rounded    dental    rounded   
        near-closure 

 
GLOTTAL               wide              
 

    [1h  u˘      s>        «f         r     u˘            ]    

 

ORAL   tongue body  central       
     close    

        tongue tip         laminal  laminal  apical     
       near-cl.  closure   tap     
    

  lips            rounded     rounded   
       
GLOTTAL               wide            

 

    [ 2h  ¨   s>       «t         R      ¨>        ] 

Figure 4.9 Hypothesized gestural scores for the reassignment of gestural attributes in ON [2hu˘s>.«fru˘] > 
MN [2h¨s>.«tR¨] hustru (f., ‘(house)wife’). The relevant gestures have a thicker frame.  

Reassignment of gestural attributes may be compared to gestural blending. The blending of 

[r>t] > [ˇ>] might be analyzed as a reassignment of the closure in [t] to the apical gesture in 

[r>]. The difference between the blending of gestures in svart and reassignment of gestures 

in húsfrú, however, is that the blending consonants in svart belong to the same tier (tongue 

tip), whereas the consonants [f] and [s] in the reassignment example belong to different tiers 

(lips and tongue tip).  

Gestural misparsing happens when a non-discrete gesture is reinterpreted as being 

discrete. Browman & Goldstein (1991: 331–2) illustrate this with the nasalization of the 

vowel [A] in Hindi even in non-nasal environments, as in Sanskrit sarpa > Hindi [sA)p] 

(‘snake’). Apparently, the velum is relatively low during the production of low vowels 

compared to high vowels, which again are produced with a relatively lower velum than 

fricatives and plosives. The lowering of the velum during the production of low vowels is, 

however, a non-discrete gesture. In the case of Sanskrit sarpa > Hindi [sA)p], it is assumed 
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that the non-discrete lowering of the velum is interpreted as discrete, resulting in a nasal 

vowel.  

For Norwegian, the change [rD] > [}] in e.g. ON [1gA˘rD] (gar�, acc. sg. gar�r (m.), 

‘farm’) > NG [1gA˘}] may be an example of this type of change. When the tongue tip moves 

from hitting the alveoli while producing [r] to almost touching the teeth in [D], the forward 

movement of the tongue resembles the movement that is required to make the flap [}]. 

Hence, the change can be explained articulatorily as a result of the forward movement of the 

tongue tip in the transition between [r] and [D] (Kristoffersen 2000: 24, Molde 2005: 49). 

This was originally only a transitional movement from one discrete tongue position, i.e. one 

target, to another. At some point, however, this movement is reinterpreted as being discrete, 

i.e. a target in itself. At the time of the reinterpretation, the phonological change of flapping 

has taken place. Additionally, the flap is only apico-alveolar, and the apico-dental part of the 

sound sequence [rD] is no longer produced. The change is illustrated in figure 4.10: 

 

ORAL tongue body      dorsal back    dorsal back 
         cl. open    cl. open 
 

tongue tip              apico- apico-           apico-  
                     alveolar dental          alveolar 
                iterative  near-           flap 
      cl. cl.           
 

    [1g A r D]  [1g A˘  }] 

Figure 4.10 Hypothesized gestural score for the gestural misparsing in ON [1gA˘rD] > NG [1gA˘}] (m., 
‘farm’). The relevant gestures have a thicker frame. 

Another example of gestural misparsing can be found in the change of ON [1hw] > Nynorsk 

[1kV] in e.g. [1hwi˘tr] (hwítr (a.) ‘white’) > [1kVi˘t] (kvit), which traditionally has been 

labelled a dissimilation and/or strengthening (cf. Torp & Vikør 2003: 74–5). In this change, 

the non-discrete dorsal rise in [w] is timed earlier to be associated with the [h] rather than 

the [w]. At the same time the dorsal rise becomes discrete and increased in strength, 

resulting in [k].  
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ORAL TB         dorsal front      dorsal  front 
    rise close   closure  close 
 
  TT                laminal apical                laminal 
                  closure trill                closure 
 
  lips            bilabial     labial 
             rounding                narrowing 
 
GLOTTAL                 wide                wide     wide                wide 
               

 
    [1h w i˘   t      r] [1k  V   i˘  t] 

Figure 4.11 Hypothesized gestural score for the reattribution of gestural attributes in ON [1hwi˘tr] > 
Nynorsk [1kvi˘t] (a., ‘white’). The relevant gestures have a thicker frame. TB is short for tongue body, and 
TT is short for tongue tip. 

In [hwi:tr], the [h] is produced by breathing through a wide glottis, i.e. the vocal folds do not 

vibrate. During the production of [w], the tongue body is raised towards the velum while the 

lip aperture is slightly closed by lip rounding (Ball & Rahilly 1999: 57), with the vocal folds 

vibrating. In the sequence [kV], the tongue body rises towards the velum from the beginning 

of the word, after which the vocal folds start vibrating and the lip aperture is narrowed to 

[V]. Hence, the secondary tongue-body raising in [w] is timed earlier and linked to the pre-

ceding wide glottis in [h] rather than the original [w], and the degree of tongue-body raising 

is also increased from being a narrowing to becoming a full closure. This results in a [k].  

The change from [w] > [V] involves a strengthening and is difficult to motivate 

articulatorily, because the MN word might just as well have been *[1kwi˘t]. Traditionally, 

however, it is assumed that all ON [w]s eventually turned into [V] in MN (cf. Spurkland 

1989: 25).  

The gestural misparsing in [1hwi˘tr] > [1kVi˘t] resembles changes due to altered organi-

zation of gestures: the tongue-body gesture in [w] is timed earlier than before, and displaced 

from the labial gesture. In the hwítr-example, a secondary gesture becomes discrete, and in 

examples of altered organization of gestures like [1ç˘kr] > [1o˘.k´R] (ON ákr (m.),’ field’, cf. 

4.4.5) a hidden vowel gesture becomes discrete. One small difference may be that the hwítr-

example involves strengthening understood as the increase of the magnitude of a gesture, 
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which is not found in the ákr-example. However, these examples show that it may be 

difficult to make clear-cut distinctions between the different types of changes, and that the 

labelling of the change is not as important as the possibility of describing the changes as 

articulatorily motivated. 

4.4.7 Discussion and Summary 

As I understand it, gestural misparsing seems to involve a strengthening of a gesture. When 

a gesture turns from non-discrete to discrete, it seems that the degree of constriction is 

increased, too: In Sanskrit sarpa > Hindi [sA)p], the velum is lowered beyond a critical 

point, making an oral vowel nasal. Similarly, it seems that the degree of constriction in the 

original transitional movement must increase when the non-discrete movement from [r] to 

[D] turns into a discrete flap [}]. The change from [hw] to [kV] also involves strengthening 

of a secondary gesture once it becomes discrete. This suggests that strengthening, i.e. an 

increase in the degree of gestural constriction, has to be reckoned with in phonological 

changes. In my view, they can be accounted for by Articulatory Phonology in the sense that 

the process involves the exaggeration of gestures that are already present. None of these 

changes involves the insertion of new gestures, and thus they do not violate the assumption 

in Articulatory Phonology that new gestures are never introduced in phonological changes. 

However, Browman & Goldstein (1991) do not address the question of strengthening 

directly, and the inclusion of strengthening in the theory is only given implicitly in the 

analysis of Sanskrit sarpa > Hindi [sA)p]. Bybee (2001: 79–81), on the other hand, insists 

that strengthening is an occurring phenomenon that we need to include in our analyses.  

Strengthening can be found in other types of phonological change too: Changes that 

involve reassignment of a gestural attribute may also include strengthening, cf. ON húsfrú 

(f., ‘(house)wife’) to ON hústrú and MN hustru. Strengthening may also occur at the 

beginning of a word: The changes ON [TAk] > MN [tA˘k] (�ak (n.), ‘roof’’), and ON [Tu˘] 

> MN [d¨˘] (�ú (pron.), ‘you’) are examples of syllable-initial strengthening: In the case of 

[T] > [t], there is an increase in gestural magnitude from a near-closure to a full constriction. 

In the case of [T] > [d], there is an increase in gestural magnitude combined with voicing of 

the consonant, which we may analyze as strengthening plus a retiming of gestures in that the 

voicing of the vowel [¨˘] starts earlier in [d¨˘] than in [Tu˘]. Strengthening can also be 

syllable-initial within a word, like in the ON alternates húsfreyja > húspreyja (f., 
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‘(house)wife’), where the syllable-initial labial fricative gestures in [f] is increased to a full 

closure in [p].  

Browman & Goldstein (1992, 1995, cf. 5.3, Bybee 2001: 86–8) have found that the 

gestures in syllable-initial position are better coordinated in time than gestures in syllable-

final position, which tend to distribute themselves over a longer time span. This would 

suggest that we are more likely to find strengthenings in syllable-initial position than in 

syllable-final position. Quite a few of the examples above ([2hu˘s>.fru˘] > [2h¨s>.tr¨], 

[2hu˘s>.freyjA] > [2hu˘s>.preyjA], [1hwi:tr] > [1kvi:t], [TAk] > [tA˘k], and [Tu˘] > [d¨˘]) 

conform to this hypothesis. The nasalization of the vowel in sarpa, and the strengthening of 

the transitionary movement in gar�, however, are examples of strengthenings in the middle 

and the end of a syllable.  

I will therefore suggest that among the diachronic changes that can be analyzed using 

Articulatory Phonology, we need to include strengthening in syllable-initial position and in 

combination with other changes, like when a gesture is lengthened, or in the reassignment of 

gestural attributes and gestural misparsings.  

The various types of diachronic changes that have been treated in subsections 4.4.4 –

4.4.6 are summarized in table 4.12 below: 

 

Table 4.12 Diachronic changes according to Articulatory Phonology 

Type of change Characteristics Examples 

Retiming of gestures Lengthened gesture 
Shortened gesture 
Altered organization, 
may involve strengthening 

ON [1nAV>n] > SEN [1nAm>n] 
ON [2kAl>.lA] > SWN [2kAd>.lA].  
ON [1ç˘kr] > MN [1o˘.k´R] 

Gestural blending Overlap of gestures on same tier ON [1svArtr] > MN [1sVAˇ>] 

Gestural hiding Overlap of gestures on different tiers MN [1f}At>.brO]> [1f}Ab>.brO] 

Reassignment of 

gestural attributes 

A gestural attribute is moved  
from one gesture to another, 
may involve strengthening 

ON [2hu˘s>.fru˘] > MN [2h¨s>.tr¨] 

Gestural misparsing A non-discrete gesture becomes 
discrete: secondary gesture or 
transitionary movement 
undergoes strengthening  

ON [1gA˘rD] > NG [1gA˘}] 
ON [1hwi˘tr] > NN [1kvi˘t] 

Table 4.12 Diachronic phonological changes, cf.  Browman & Goldstein (1915). SEN stands for South 
East Norwegian and SWN for South West Norwegian. NN means Nynorsk. 

Even if Articulatory Phonology can account for a large number of diachronic phonological 

changes, it cannot yet account for all kinds of phonological changes. For instance, the flap 
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[}] in some MN words is not only derived from the combination [rD], which I have shown 

can be accounted for in Articulatory Phonology as gestural misparsing, but also from ON 

[l], in e.g. ON kol [kol] > kol/kull MN [kO˘}] (n., ‘coal’). The characteristic of this change is 

that it is a lexically diffused and nearly regular change where one sound is replaced with 

another without any clear phonological conditioning (cf. e.g. Jahr 1981). Even if the flap 

never appears in some environments, like alone word-initially or following the vowels [i, y, 

e] (cf. Kristoffersen 2000: 34, 90–1,38 Molde 2005: 54–5 & Jahr 198139), there does not 

seem to be any environments where the flap is obligatory (cf. ibid.). Moreover, the 

replacement does not seem to involve a reduction (or increase) of gestural magnitude. 40 

Articulatory Phonology assumes that new gestures are never introduced in the course of a 

phonological change and thus cannot explain this type of change where there are no clear 

phonological conditioning involved. I have not yet found a satisfactory way to treat such 

changes within this theory, and it might be worth exploring whether there may be some 

frequency effects or other not purely phonological patterns involved in this change, but such 

a study will have to wait until another time.   

Other examples, like ON [2hA.ƒi] (hagi (m.), ‘garden’) and [2mA.ƒi] (magi (m.), 

‘stomach’) > South Norwegian (and Danish) [2hA˘.V´] and [2mA˘.V´], do also seem to be 

difficult to analyze by means of Articulatory Phonology. The change from a dorsal fricative 

to a labiodental approximant is difficult to explain articulatorily. In [2mA.ƒi] > [2mA˘.V´], 

one may argue that the labial gesture in [m] is repeated in the second consonant, but no such 

assimilatory processes may be hypthesized for [2hA.ƒi] > [2hA˘.V´].  

                                                 
38 According to Molde (2005: 54), Kristoffersen (2000) assumes that [}] cannot follow a short accented 

vowel in Urban East Norwegian (� MN). This is true for MN, but not for NG, e.g. [1ho}] (hol n., ‘hole’) 
(Grøsland 1976: 137).  

39 Jahr (1981) does not discuss that [}] does not appear following [i, y, e].  
40 This change cannot be explained as a reduction in gestural time or magnitude unless the ON lateral was 

apical [Ò] in which case the flap [}] may be considered a reduction in time. There has been much speculation 
concerning the quality of the lateral in ON (cf. Molde 2005: 44–8), and the question is still unsettled. East 
Norwegian has both the laminal [l] and the apical [Ò], and the apical alternate is quite widespread 
(Kristoffersen 2000: 25). This is normally interpreted as a change from [l] > [Ò]. However, it might be that ON 
actually had apical [Ò] and that it is the emergence of the laminal [l] that needs to be explained. We do not 
know about this, however. In any case, the reduction hypothesis of [Ò] > flap [}] remains uncertain.  

Even if the flap [}] is regarded as a lateral (which is an unusual interpretation), the replacement of one 
lateral by another without any clear phonological conditioning cannot be explained articulatorily. It may 
however be an analogically motivated change provided that the flap [}] derived from [rD] has higher type 
frequency than the laminal lateral [l]. 
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4.4.8 Frequency Effects in Articulatorily Motivated Changes 

Articulatorily motivated changes are changes that are linked to how we produce sounds and 

words. As I have shown in 4.4.3, articulatorily motivated changes typically concern the 

reduction or deletion of sounds. These changes appear first in words of high token 

frequency. In a study of schwa reduction in English three-syllable words, e.g. every, family, 

and evening, Bybee, under the name of Hooper, (1976, cf. Bybee 2001: 40–2), found that 

schwa reduction occurred more often in words of high token frequency. Moreover, she 

found that even the degree of the reduction depended on token frequency. 

This reduction was already known to be phonetically conditioned: In three-syllable 

words, where the first syllable is stressed, a post-stressed schwa may be deleted before /r/, 

/l/, and /n/. The reduction is most common before /r/, second most common before /l/ and 

least common before /n/. But Bybee (Hooper 1976) also found obvious frequency effects: 

The medial vowel is reduced more often, and to a greater degree, in words of high 

frequency like memory and every than in words of low frequency, e.g. mammary and celery. 

In high-frequency words, the schwa is deleted altogether, and words like every now have 

two syllables: [»Ev.®i].41 Words with medium frequency, such as memory, contain a syllabic 

[®̀]: [»mE.m®̀.i], and low-frequency words retain the schwa, as in mammary: [»mQ.m´.®i].  

Similarly, the reduction and eventual deletion of word-final -[t]/-[d] following a 

consonant in English happens to a greater degree and more often in forms with high token 

frequency (Bybee 2000, cf. 4.4.4). This study shows that the words that have deleted -[t] or 

-[d] most often are and, just and went, all of which exhibit extremely high frequency (Bybee 

2000: 70). Among irregular past tense forms, of which almost all have relatively high 

frequency, high-frequency words like told show a higher rate of -/d/ deletion than lower 

frequency forms like found (Bybee 2000: 79–80).  

There are three reasons why high-frequency words change first (Bybee 2001: 58–9). 

First, the neuromotoric routines for producing highly frequent words are more automatic 

than the routines for less frequent words. Speakers tend to economize neuromotoric 

routines, and highly frequent words will therefore become more reduced. Second, words 

tend to become shorter when they are repeated in discourse. This suggests that careful 

articulation will decline the more familiar the word is to the listener or the higher the 

probability is for it to appear in the context. The reduced form of a word can even be used to 

                                                 
41 Neither Bybee (Hooper 1976) nor Bybee (2001) provide phonetic transcriptions of the relevant words. 

My transcriptions here are given for illustrative reasons and should be seen as broad and general. 
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signal that it is a recurrent word. Third, high-frequency words tend to be used in familiar 

social settings, in which there are fewer restrictions about reductions compared to more 

formal settings.  

Articulatorily motivated changes may also be accompanied by other types of changes. In 

the manuscript Ormulum, Phillips (1984: 326–32, 2006: 84–7) found that in content words 

(nouns and verbs), the vowel [ø(˘)] changed to [e(˘)] in low-frequency words first (cf. 4.3). 

For function words, however, she found that high-frequency words changed first. Bybee 

(2001: 81–3) connects the vowel changes to changes in stressed position (content words) as 

opposed to unstressed position (function words). In stressed position, Bybee (ibid.) suggests 

that this vowel change is acoustically motivated, but I have interpreted it as an analogical 

change based on the productivity of the more familiar vowel (cf. 4.3 & 4.5). In unstressed 

position, Bybee (2001: 82) suggests that the change is an articulatorily motivated case of 

vowel reduction (loss of lip rounding) where high-frequency words are affected first. In this 

manuscript, then, an articulatorily motivated change is accompanied by an acoustically or 

analogically motivated change with the same phonetic result. 

4.5 Acoustic Changes 

Since we store the words we hear as well as those we use (Bybee 2001: 64), and speakers 

have to accept what they hear to reproduce the perceived form, all phonological changes 

have an acoustic side. Even so, mainly acoustically motivated changes seem to be relatively 

rare. This section is a discussion of possibly acoustically motivated changes. 

Browman & Goldstein (1995: 25–6) claim [l] may be pronounced [w] in American 

English child language in words like castle.42 They suggest that this may be due to the delay 

of syllable-final tongue-tip gestures in the production of [l], where the tongue body gesture 

of letting the air out on the side(s) of the tongue precedes the apico-alveolar tongue-tip 

gesture. Sometimes, it appears as if the tongue-tip gesture is pronounced subsequently to the 

end of the glottal gesture producing voicing (ibid.). If so, the tongue-tip gesture will not be 

audible, and the [l] may be perceived as [w] according to Browman & Goldstein (ibid.), and 

the change may be acoustically motivated. However, the change may also be due to 

articulatory reduction, because it seems as if syllable-final tongue-tip gestures in addition to 

being delayed also may be reduced in magnitude (ibid.).  
                                                 
42 This change is examplified in Browman & Goldstein (1995: 25–6) with a Dutch example from Fikkert 

(1992) where /kas»tel/ is reported to be pronounced as [tas»te˘u]. It is unfortunate that Browman & Goldstein 
(1995) do not provide an American English example, and it is unclear whether the [u] in the Dutch one is 
supposed to be syllabic as opposed to syllable-final [w]s in American English child language.   
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In MN, younger people seem to merge [C] and [S]. Simonsen & Moen (2000) argue that 

language acquisition in children depends on auditive impression, and that the child when 

speaking tries to produce sounds that are auditively acceptable. Their studies of the 

articulation of [C] and [S] show that one of the two test subjects in the study had only small 

articulatory differences between the two sounds. This suggests that the sounds may be 

relatively difficult to acquire. Moreover, there were large individual differences in the 

articulation of the relevant sounds between the two test subjects, which suggests that a 

variety of articulations may give an acceptable auditive result. Hence, sound changes may 

come about as a result of a nearly acceptable auditive result combined with difficulty in the 

adjustment of the articulation. The merger of [C] and [S] is becoming accepted among 

groups of young people today and will probably turn into a diachronic phonological change 

rather than only a synchronic variation in child language. 

Bybee (2001: 81–3, cf. 4.3 & 4.4.8) suggests the change from [ø(˘)] > [e(˘)] in stressed 

position (nouns and verbs) in the Middle English manuscript Ormulum is acoustically 

motivated based on the assumption that the vowel [ø(˘)] was new to the speakers at this 

time. This new vowel might have been difficult to perceive and acquire, a view that is 

supported by child language studies which show that for languages with the vowel [ø(˘)], 

children acquire this late (ibid.). Even if this might be an example of an acoustically 

motivated change, I have argued in 4.3. that the change from [ø(˘)] > [e(˘)] may also be 

interpreted as an analogically motivated change. 

Hence, basically acoustically motivated changes are found in child language variation 

and possibly diachronic changes. However, some of these changes may also have at least 

partly articulatory (as in the castle-example) or analogical motivation (as in Ormulum). 

Since the Quantity Shift and related changes may be analyzed as analogically or 

articulatorily motivated, I have not analyzed any of the changes that are related to the 

Quantity Shift as acoustically motivated. 

The idea that articulatory motivation is prior to acoustical motivation in language change 

can be supported by the fact that speakers seem to produce inaudible gestures: Even when 

the syllable-final [t] in perfect memory is not audible, it is still produced (Browman & 

Goldstein 1990: 365), and even if the syllable-final tongue-tip gestures in [l] and [n] may 

not be audible because the vocalization has ceased when the gesture is produced, they are 

still produced (Browman & Goldstein 1995). Hence, even if the listener does not hear a 

particular gesture, he will not necessarily immediately change his pronunciation. Since all 
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varying exemplars of words are stored, the speaker may use a prototypical form of perfect 

including the syllable-final [t] when he speaks, rather than the more peripheral alternations 

without [t]. But if the speaker uses a word frequently, he may automate the articulation and 

thereby reduce and/or delete gestures (cf. Bybee 2000:73 & 2001: 76). 

4.6 Morphologization of Phonological Changes 

As mentioned in 3.3, semantic associations between words seem to be more accessible than 

phonological associations. Bybee (2001: 55–6) discusses that the German fricative [x] is 

palatalized to [C] following front vowels or the consonants [r, l, n], but that the diminutive 

affix –chen always has a palatal consonant even if it follows a back vowel, as in the noun 

Tuachen ‘small rope’. The form of the diminutive was originally –ichiin, where the initial 

front vowel favoured the palatal fricative. This phonological shape of the diminutive must 

have been connected to the morpheme before the initial [i] was deleted, so that it kept its 

phonological form even when the phonological conditioning disappeared. Hence, the 

fricative has become a fixed part of the morpheme, and one may say that the sound is 

morphologized in this affix.  

The deletion of intervocalic [d] and [D] in Spanish seems to be progressing faster in two 

past participle morphemes than in other morphemes, as well as more rapidly in the past 

participle of the first conjugation (-ado) than the second and third conjugation (–ido) (Bybee 

2001: 57, 148–53). This is an example of how a general phonological process is morpholo-

gized in that deletion is morphologically conditioned as well as being phonologically 

conditioned, as detailed below.  

The deletion rate for so-called ‘medial d’ in Spanish is higher in high-frequency words 

than low-frequency words when past participle forms are omitted from the count (Bybee 

2001: 149). Hence, the deletion process is probably articulatorily motivated, i.e. phonologi-

cally conditioned. Additionally, the deletion rates for the past participle forms –ado and  

–ido are higher than for all instances of [d] following [a] or [i] respectively (Bybee 2001: 

150–1). This suggests that the deletion process is also morphologically conditioned (ibid.). 

Moreover, the deletion rate is higher in words with the –ado suffix than with the –ido suffix, 

which suggests further morphological conditioning (Bybee 2001: 150). There are also 

indications, although not statistically significant results, that suggest that the deletion rate is 

higher in words of high token frequency with –ado than in low-frequency words with this 

suffix (Bybee 2001: 152). Hence, each use of a word with–ado favours deletion in this 
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particular word as well as in the suffix in general due to the phonological and semantic (i.e. 

morphological) connections between words with this suffix (Bybee 2001: 152–3). It is also 

possible that the suffix –ado is connected to the suffix –ido in the lexicon, favouring 

deletion in the suffix –ido over other instances of [d] following [i]. The deletion of [d] in the 

suffixes –ado and –ido may thus provide an example of how articulatorily motivated 

changes progress faster in some morphological contexts than others, i.e. how a phonological 

change is morphologizing. 

There is another way in which phonological changes may morphologize, or rather, how 

some morphological categories seem to be resistant to otherwise general phonological 

changes based on analogy. In these cases, a certain phonological characteristic seems to 

become associated with a morphological category, and since the category has high type 

frequency, the phonological characteristic is less likely to change. This is probably the case 

when PT forms of strong verbs with the accented vowel [A] in NG, e.g. [1bAR] (ON bar, PT 

bera INF, ‘carry’), and possibly PRT forms of strong verbs with accented [e] or [Q] from 

ON [e] in e.g. [1bQr] (ON berr, PRT bera), resist an otherwise general vowel lengthening in 

ON monosyllables with a short accented syllable due to the Quantity Shift, e.g. [1dA˘g] (ON 

dag acc. sg. dagr (m.), ‘day’, cf. 8.5). 

Morphologized changes seem to show the same frequency effects as other phonological 

changes. As already mentioned, articulatorily motivated changes occur first in high-

frequency words. Additionally, they may be speeded up in high-frequency words within a 

particular morphological class. Analogically motivated phonological changes, on the other 

hand, are based on high type frequency and affect first low-frequency words. When they 

become morphologically conditioned, they will not affect morphological categories of high 

type frequency, because these morphological categories provide a strong morphophono-

logical pattern. 

4.7 Conclusion  

The exemplar network model in Bybee (2001) provides guidelines about how to carry out 

linguistic analyses. Firstly, analyses have to rely on a certain amount of data rather than 

individual examples of an assumed phenomenon. If not, it is not possible to discover 

phonological, morphological or frequency patterns. Secondly, according to the model, a 

frequency analysis of data can reveal something about the motivation behind and the 

spreading of a change through the lexicon. The theory distinguishes between analogically 
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motivated, articulatorily motivated and acoustically motivated changes, the last of which 

seems to be peripheral. Analogically motivated changes are related to the productivity of 

schemas, and schemas with higher type frequency are expected to be more productive than 

schemas with lower type frequency. Other factors that may influence the productivity of a 

schema are phonological coherence within a morphological category, the phonological 

openness of a category, and the failure of competing categories to fit a specific exemplar. 

Analogically motivated changes affect words of low token frequency first but may extend to 

words of higher token frequency until it becomes general. Articulatorily motivated changes 

occur in words of high token frequency first and mostly concern reduction of gestures in 

time and magnitude or retiming of gestures.  

The previous studies of the Quantity Shift reported in chapter 2 rely on earlier 

assumptions about so-called ‘spontaneous’ vowel lengthenings that are thought to occur 

prior to the Quantity Shift (cf. 8.2), as well as assumptions about the proceeding of the Shift 

itself. A frequency analysis based on the model in Bybee (2001) forces me to look at the 

data with fresh eyes, leaving earlier categorizations and generalizations behind.  

The possibility of uncovering the motivations behind and the spreading of this change 

through frequency analyses, as well as considering variation in the data, allow me to draw 

psychologically reliable generalizations about the Quantity Shift for the first time. Rather 

than assuming that the Quantity Shift is a rule that affected the lexicon (or individual or 

collective grammars) in one sweep, the hypothesis that the Quantity Shift is the result of 

productivity of a schema which has high type frequency, productivity that can grow over 

time and gradually extend its territory, provides a probable path to explore for the 

motivation and spread of this language change.  

As Bybee (2001) accepts that there is more than one type of phonological change, the 

details within the Quantity Shift that cannot be fully understood as analogical changes based 

on the productivity of long accented syllables will be approached through the concept of 

articulatorily motivated changes. The use of the combination of Bybee (2001) and 

Articulatory Phonology is relevant in analyses of changes that are connected to the Quantity 

Shift (cf. 8.8), as well as the development of a syllable model from a usage-based viewpoint 

(cf. 5). This combination of theories gives me the opportunity to attempt at a completely 

usage-based analysis of the Quantity Shift.  
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5 The Syllable  

5.1 Introduction 

In this section I will look at how syllables and syllable quantity can be modelled within the 

phonological frameworks of Articulatory Phonology and Bybee (2001). Syllables will be 

considered as psychologically plausible phonotactic patterns with certain characteristics: 

containing a vowel, and possibly syllable-initial and /or syllable-final consonants. Genera-

tive syllable theories seem to consider the syllable as a theoretical construct that is useful for 

linguistic description (cf. e.g. Árnason 1980: 27 (cf. 2.3.1),  Kristoffersen 2000: 123). If 

syllables are not psychologically plausible units, however, but only theoretical constructs, 

the Quantity Shift cannot be assumed to be an analogical change based on the productivity 

of long accented syllables, because within usage-based theory, the productive patterns need 

to be represented in memory, not solely in linguistic descriptions.  

Within usage-based theory, phonotactical patterns are emergent units, and I assume here 

that syllables constitute a particular set of phonotactical patterns. Given, then, that the 

syllable is an emergent unit, I will show that each syllable is a variable unit. First, the 

emergent unit can vary in size, depending on the categories the syllable emerges from. For 

example, the word kasta can be syllabified as kas + ta or kast + a, depending on whether it 

is categorized together with words that start with kas or kast, which would include various 

abstractions such as [Cas], [Cast], [CVC] and [CVCC]. Similarly, the word lese can be 

divided into either le + se or les + e. Second, the number of syllables in a word may vary in 

different usage events depending on factors like style, stress, word familiarity in context, 

and speech rate. As an example, Bybee has shown how words like memory can vary as to 

whether they are bisyllabic, as in [»mEm.®i], or trisyllabic, as in [»mE.m®̀.i] (Hooper 1976).43  

The syllable is not defined within Articulatory Phonology because there is not yet any 

articulatory evidence that the syllable is an articulatory unit on a par with gestures (cf. 

Browman & Goldstein 1992: 162). There is, however, evidence that the syllable-initial oral 

consonantal gestures, i.e. the syllable onset,44 are an articulatory unit, because they overlap 

with each other and the following vowel in a certain way (ibid. & Browman & Goldstein 

1988). Browman & Goldstein (1988) also claim that the syllable onset together with the 

                                                 
43 Neither Bybee (Hooper 1976) nor (2001) provide phonetic transcriptions of the relevant words. My 

transcriptions are given for illustrative reasons and should be seen as broad and general. 
44 This terminology deviates from that in Browman & Goldstein (1988: 150), where they use ‘the onset of 

the syllable’ to refer to the beginning of the first syllable-initial consonantal gesture. 
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following vowel is a time unit, and I will argue that, as such, it can be considered an 

articulatory unit. This unit will be referred to as the ‘syllable-initial group’.  

Syllable-finally, the first postvocalic consonant is articulatorily phased with the vowel to 

a limited degree, whereas any following consonant is not phased with the vowel at all 

(Browman & Goldstein 1988). Moreover, syllable-final consonantal gestures are organized 

according to degree of constriction: Less constricted gestures are followed by more 

constricted gestures (Browman & Goldstein 1995). In combination with the generalizations 

about syllable-initial consonants just mentioned, this implies that syllables have a vowel, or 

a syllable nucleus, which may be preceded by an onset and succeeded by syllable-final 

consonantal gestures that become more constricted towards the edge of the syllable.  

The studies of syllable structure by Browman & Goldstein (1988, 1995) were based on 

monosyllabic words. The authors are therefore cautious about claiming that they have truly 

studied phenomena that are related to the syllable rather than e.g. the word or the phrase 

(e.g. 1988: 147, 150 and 1995: 32). Another effect of the fact that they only looked at 

monosyllabic words is that the location of the syllable boundary in polysyllabic words is not 

discussed. As Browman & Goldstein (1988) argue that the syllable-initial consonants are 

phased in a particular way that can be measured, it should be possible to locate syllable 

boundaries indirectly by the identification of syllable-initial consonants through studies of 

articulatory phasing. However, clear identification of syllable-initial consonants requires 

measurement of the syntagmatic associations between the gestures in all words that are to be 

syllabified, which is not possible within the limits of this project. Hence, syllable boundaries 

must be based here on hypotheses rather than measurements.  

As I have indicated, usage-based theory and Articulatory Phonology give only vague 

clues as to the syllabification of specific words. But in order to categorize all ON words as 

having either a short, a long or an overlong accented syllable so as to determine the type 

frequency of each group, I need to syllabify ON words in a consistent way (cf. chapter 7). I 

also need to categorize NG data by syllable type for other analytic purposes (cf. chapter 8). 

This can be achieved by help of the syllabification of Urban East Norwegian (� MN) in 

Kristoffersen (2000). 

Kristoffersen (2000) analyzes Norwegian phonology, including syllabification of 

Norwegian words, using Lexical Phonology, which is a generative theory. As opposed to 

usage-based theory and Articulatory Phonology, generative syllable theory as it appears in 

Kristoffersen (2000) is able to provide a set of principles concerning the syllabification of 

words in Urban East Norwegian, a standardized MN dialect which may be compared to MN 
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here. It is also conceivable that this type of theory could be used to analyze ON words. 

However, generative theory is not optimal in combination with usage-based theory as well 

as Articulatory Phonology for four reasons:  

1) As already mentioned, it is assumed within generative theory that the syllable is a 

theoretical construct, whereas if the syllable is to be a unit within a usage-based model, it 

has to be psycholgically plausible. 

2) The syllabification of MN in Kristoffersen (2000) is partly built on sonority, which is 

explicitly defined as a theoretical construct rather than being phonetically based (cf. 

Kristoffersen 2000: 123). It would be better if it is possible to base the syllabification on 

phonetically based properties, and I will try to see how the degree of gestural constriction 

may contribute to syllabification in ON, NG and MN (cf. 5.4).  

3) Generative syllable theory divides the syllable into onset + rhyme, and the rhyme 

consists of a nucleus + coda. This division indicates that there is a closer association 

between the nucleus and the coda than between the onset and the nucleus. This is 

incompatible with the findings in Browman & Goldstein (1988) which show that the 

syllable onset is more closely associated articulatorily with the nucleus than the postvocalic 

consonant is. 

4) Generative syllable theory can provide consistent syllabification of mono- and 

bisyllabic word forms of the same lexeme due to the use of ‘appendices’. An appendix is 

defined as the onset to a following syllable if one is added, and it is invisible to prosodic 

processes. Even though Browman & Goldstein’s (1988) measurements of syntagmatic 

associations of consonants and vowels in syllables show that the second postvocalic 

consonant may be less closely associated articulatorily with the vowel than the preceding 

consonant, and as such appended, usage-based theory cannot include elements that are 

invisible to prosodic processes. Articulatorily appended consonants can therefore not be 

‘appendices’ as they are in generative syllable theory.  

In sum, then, it is not optimal to base syllabification on generative theory because the 

theory differs from Articulatory Phonology and Bybee (2001) concerning what kind of unit 

the syllable is, its structure and in the syllabification of words. On the other hand, 

Articulatory Phonology and usage-based theory cannot provide clear-cut definitions of 

syllables or rules for syllabification, which are necessary here in order to carry out the 

analyses in chapters 7 and 8. I have therefore compiled a set of rules for the syllabification 

of ON words for practical reasons. This rule set draws on insights from Articulatory 

Phonology as well as on the syllabification of MN words in Kristoffersen (2000). Even if 
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the theoretical framework that is used in Kristoffersen (2000) is incompatible with usage-

based theory, the analysis nevertheless provides useful phonetic (or phonological) insights 

concerning syllable structure in MN. 

Figure 5.1 (a) depicts syllable structure in generative syllable theories as it appears in e.g. 

Kristoffersen (2000). In (b), I have made a model of how the syllable may be understood 

within usage-based theory in combination with Articulatory Phonology. The model in (b) 

distinguishes between units in articulation, which are italicized, and descriptive units which 

are not. Whereas the figure in (a) displays neat relations between the syllable and its 

constituents, the figure in (b) has less orderly relations. The crossing lines in figure (b) are 

reflections of how abstractions concerning the size of the syllable as well as its constituents 

vary depending on the syllables and words the syllabified word is categorized with: 

 

a)      b) 

 syllable      appendix    syllable 

          syll.final C 

 

  rhyme    syllable-initial group? 

 

onset nucleus coda   onset nucleus      syll.-final C        appended C 

[1k     A    s>  t ] [ 1k     A     s>  t  ]  

Figure 5.1 The syllable within generative theory (a) and usage-based theory (b). In (b), the articulatory 
onset unit and the postulated syllable-initial group are italicized to distinguish them from descriptive units. 
All of the units in (b) can be considered as emergent phonotactic patterns. 

In 5.2, I will discuss in more detail how the syllable can be considered an emergent unit. 

Then I will present the assumptions about the syllable found in Articulatory Phonology 

(5.3). In 5.4, I will outline the practical rules for syllabification of ON and MN words that 

are followed in my type frequency analysis, as well as in the categorization of the NG data. 

Section 5.5 deals with vowel and consonant quantity; syllable quantity is derived directly 

from vowel and consonant quantity and is modelled in 5.6. In 5.7, I will discuss how promi-

nence and pitch accent can be depicted in a usage-based and articulatorily based syllable 

model, and how this is represented in ON and MN. In the final section of this chapter (5.8), 

I model ON words with a short accented syllable, including level stress words, and words 

with an overlong accented syllable, as well as their MN equivalents with a long accented 

syllable, i.e. the complex of quantitative changes that can be called the Quantity Shift. 
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5.2 Syllables as Emergent Units 

Bybee (2001) considers phonological and morphological units like phonemes and mor-

phemes, to be emergent (cf. 3.3). Connections between words that are based on phono-

logical and/or semantic similarity form the basis of schemas for sounds, morphemes or 

words. Phonotactic patterns are also considered to be emergent structures that are based on 

phonological similarity, or phonological and semantic similarity in the case of morphemes 

and words (Bybee 2001: 89–93). Given these assumptions, I regard the syllable as a 

particular kind of emergent phonotactic pattern based solely on phonological similarity.  

It contains certain structural characteristics: a syllable nucleus, and possibly one or more 

syllable-initial consonants and/or a postvocalic consonant and/or appended consonants. 

The way in which syllables are emergent phonotactic structures can be portrayed in an 

exemplar network model, as in figure 5.2: 

      1b A˘ 

 
1f A l> 1b A l>     1b A˘ l     1m A˘ l  1h A˘ l 

 

 2f A l> - l ´             2b A˘ - l ´ 

 
1k A s> - t 1m A s>- t  1r A˘ s           1m A˘ s 1C A˘ s 
 

 2k A s> - t ´              2m A˘ - st ´ 

 

 Figure 5.2 Syllables as emergent units. The syllables that are illustrated here are: [fAl>, bAl>, kAs>, mAs>, 

bA˘, bA˘l, mA˘l, hA˘l, mA˘, mA˘s, rA˘s, CA˘s].45 Full, broken and dotted lines symbolize different degrees 
of connection between the circled syllables due to differences in phonological similarity. Syllable bounda-
ries and associations between a gesture and a following appended consonant are both represented with 
hyphens. Not all possible phonological associations between the words are depicted.  

The figure shows that the syllables which show up as emergent units have slightly different 

structures. For syllables with appended consonants, e.g. kast, two different syllabifications 

appear in the network: one with the appended consonant and one without, i.e. [1kAs>] and 

[1kAs>(-)t]. Hence, syllable boundaries seem to be somewhat fluent. Other types of changing 

syllabification can be found in e.g. MN begynne (‘start’), where one may find variation 

                                                 
45 Glosses: [fAl>] fall (n.), 'fall', [fAl>.l´] falle (INF), 'fall', [bAl>] ball (m.), 'ball', [kAs>t] kast (n.), 'throw', 

[kAs>.t´] kaste (INF), 'throw', [mAs>t] mast (f.), 'mast', [bA˘] ba (PT. be), 'pray, ask, invite', [bA˘l] bal (n.), 
'toil', [bA˘l´] bale (INF), 'toil', [mA˘l] mal (IMP, male), 'paint', [hA˘l] hal (IMP hale), 'pull', [mA˘s] mas (n.), 
'hassle', [rA˘s] ras (n.), 'landslide', [CA˘s] kjas (n.), 'fuss'. 
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between [b´.1jyn>.n´] and [1by˘.n´] as in Jeg [b´.1jyn>.n´R] (PRT) i den nye jobben i 

morgen. (‘I will start in my new position tomorrow.’), and  Ja, jeg skal [1by˘.n´] (INF) 

straks. (‘Yes, I’ll start any minute now.’)  

The idea of slightly fluent syllable boundaries, or at least shifting boundaries, can be 

supported by studies which show that the pronunciation of a word varies with word 

frequency and speech rate, and that the same word may be syllabified differently in different 

usage events. Bybee, writing under the name of Hooper (1976 & referred to in Bybee 2001: 

40–3, cf. 4.4.8) studied post-stress schwa-deletion in American English three-syllable 

words, and she showed that the degree of reduction of the schwa varies depending on the 

frequency of the word. A high-frequency word like every does not normally have a second 

syllable with a schwa but is almost always pronounced as a bisyllable [»Ev.®i].46 A low-

frequency word like mammary is almost always pronounced as a trisyllabic word with a 

schwa in the second syllable: [»mQ.m´.®i]. However, medium-frequency words, e.g. 

memory, salary, summary, are pronounced more variably, sometimes with two syllables, 

like every, and other times with three syllables where the second syllable has a syllabic [®̀]: 

[»mE.m®̀.i].  

In the study by Bybee (Hooper 1976), each subject was asked to decide whether they 

usually, sometimes or rarely pronounced the word without a schwa in the second syllable. 

Hence, individual variation with respect to the syllabification of each word was expected. 

Moreover, the results show that the subjects in this study accepted this assumption, because 

quite a few words were placed in the ‘sometimes’ category.  

There are other studies which confirm that a word may have varying syllabification 

patterns in different usage events. Browman & Goldstein (1992: 175 referring to Dalby 

1984) report that the word beret may be pronounced with two syllables or one, and that the 

reduction of the first syllable is graded: b[´r]et, b[®̀]et, b[®]et, “depending on a number of 

contextual factors”.  

If syllables are emergent units with a particular structure, Bybee (2001) can account for 

the variety of phonetic structures that may be called syllables within a network of words, but 

she cannot account for syllable boundaries or give definitions of the building blocks within 

                                                 
46 Neither Bybee (Hooper 1976) nor Bybee (2001) provide phonetic transcriptions of the relevant words. 

My transcriptions are given for illustrative reasons and should be seen as broad and general. 
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a syllable, like onset and nucleus. Articulatory Phonology, however, may provide some 

more detailed clues to the structure of syllables.  

5.3 Syllables as Associations between Gestures 

Browman & Goldstein (1988, 1990, 1992) assume that syllables are syntagmatic 

associations among gestures which determine how gestures are phased with each other in 

time. However, they have not (yet) found that the gestures within a syllable are associated in 

a particular way as a whole, which implies that the syllable is not an articulatory unit on a 

par with gestures. Hence, Articulatory Phonology cannot (yet) provide a clear-cut definition 

of the syllable.  

Browman & Goldstein (1988) provide articulatory evidence of one hierarchical unit that 

covers more than one gesture, namely the syllable-initial oral consonantal gestures, which 

can be compared to the syllable onset. Despite the categorical statement that there is 

evidence only for the onset as a hierarchical unit, I will discuss whether the onset and the 

nucleus also may be considered as forming a hierarchical unit called the ‘syllable-initial 

group’.  

Browman & Goldstein (1988) claim that syllable-initial consonants are aligned around a 

C-centre, which is the articulatory centre point of these consonant gestures and which is 

timed in relation to the following vowel as well as the first postvocalic consonant. The 

syllable-initial oral consonantal gestures overlap with each other47 and almost totally with 

the following vowel, and this syntagmatic association is assumed to be a language universal 

(Browman & Goldstein 1988: 152). The articulatory timing of the C-centre to the first 

postvocalic consonant has also been confirmed by acoustic evidence (Fowler & Tassinary 

1981, Fowler 1983, Morton et. al. 1976 & Marcus 1981, all referred to in Browman & 

Goldstein 1988: 150–1). 

It might be the case that velic and glottal gestures, i.e. nasalization and voicing, are 

independent of the unit of syllable-initial consonantal gestures, in view of the fact that 

Browman & Goldstein (1992: 162) only count syllable-initial oral gestures as being 

coordinated. I will nevertheless refer to syllable-initial consonants, including the velic and 

glottal gestures, for convenience. 

                                                 
47 In Browman & Goldstein (2000: 29), they specify that even if the syllable-initial consonants are phased 

with the vowel as a unit, the syllable-initial consonants are phased with each other, too, so that they appear one 
by one. If the consonants in a syllable-initial cluster were not phased in relation to each other, all these 
gestures would occur at the same time, making it impossible to distinguish each consonant in the cluster. 
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Also, the overlapping syllable-initial consonants and the following vowel are articulated 

within the same time frame (Browman & Goldstein 1988: 152). This suggests to me that the 

syllable-initial consonants and the following vowel may form a time unit. According to 

Browman & Goldstein (1988: 150), the smaller elements in a possible syllable-initial group, 

i.e. the syllable-initial oral consonantal gestures and the following vowel, are adjusted 

durationally in relation to each other, whereas this is not the case to the same degree for the 

vowel and the postvocalic consonant(s). Even if the duration of the syllable is assumed to 

increase when consonants are added to the onset cluster (ibid.) so that the duration of e.g. 

[splA] is longer than [pA], it is also assumed that the duration of the vowel decreases to 

some extent when consonants are added (ibid.). This means that the duration of [A] is 

presumably longer in [pA] than in [splA]. If the gestures in the syllable-initial group can be 

considered a time unit, I believe that they can also be considered an articulatory – or at least 

a psychologically plausible emergent – unit. 

The syllable-initial group can correspond to a syllable in numerous cases, e.g. in ON and 

MN words with one or more consonants followed by a long vowel: ON [1fe˘] (ON fé (n.), 

‘property’) or MN [1hA˘] (ha (INF), ‘have’). The vowel may also be short, as in the second 

syllable in bisyllabic words with a long accented syllable, like ON [2fO˘.rrA] (f�ra (INF), 

‘lead’, syllable-initial group in bold), or in both syllables in ON level stress words, like ON 

[2ko.mA] (koma (INF), ‘come’).  

According to Browman & Goldstein (1988: 152), the syllable-initial consonants and the 

vowel can be regarded as a weight unit. They state that the results of their measurements 

support the hypothesis in Hyman (1985) that syllable-initial consonants in isolation do not 

contribute to syllable quantity in any language. Rather, syllable-initial consonants and the 

following vowel contribute to syllable quantity together as one unit in all languages (ibid.). 

This is yet another argument in favour of the syllable-initial group as an articulatory unit. 

Syllable-final consonants are not aligned around a C-centre, as is the case with syllable-

initial consonants; rather they are phased one by one, and only the first postvocalic 

consonant may to some degree overlap with the vowel (Browman & Goldstein 1988).48 

                                                 
48 Browman & Goldstein (1988: 153) suggest that the postvocalic consonant gesture may occasionally 

overlap with parts of the preceding vowel. In these cases, a lost (deleted) consonant gesture will reveal the 
vowel gesture, and this may explain so-called compensatory lengthening in some languages. Even though this 
argument seems plausible, this phenomenon has not yet been measured for English, or for any other language. 

In Norwegian, it is also possible that compensatory lengthening may be an effect of the productivity of 
long accented syllables in words like ON hafa [2hA.vA] > MN ha [1hA˘] (INF, ‘have’). 
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Moreover, syllable-final consonantal gestures seem to be less coordinated and more spread 

out than syllable-initial consonants in that less constricted gestures precede more constricted 

ones (Browman & Goldstein 1992 & 1995). Studies by Krakow (1989) and Sproat & 

Fujimora (1993, referred to in Browman & Goldstein 1992 & 1995) have shown that for 

example the velic gesture in [n] precedes its apical gesture, and the tongue-body gesture in 

[l] precedes its apical gesture syllable-finally. Syllable-final consonantal gestures also seem 

to be reduced or deleted more often than initial ones (Browman & Goldstein 1995). This can 

be connected to what is assumed to be reduced speech effort during the articulation of a 

word or a phrase (Browman & Goldstein 1995: 26).  

This lack of coordination of gestures in combination with reduction can be used to 

describe the phonetic processes involved in vowel nasalization followed by nasal deletion 

(Browman & Goldstein 1995: 25): in e.g. French [bon] > [bo)] (bon, a., ‘good’): The velic 

gesture in [n] precedes the apical gesture as well as overlapping with the vowel. 

Subsequently the apical gesture may be reduced in time and magnitude and eventually 

become deleted altogether, resulting in a nasalized vowel only. 

According to Browman & Goldstein (1988: 152), the lack of overlap between succeeding 

postvocalic consonants supports the assumption in Hyman (1985) that only the first 

postvocalic consonant may contribute to syllable quantity, and that the question of whether 

(and in which cases) it does is language-specific. Hence, one, but not more, syllable-final 

consonant may be a weight unit.  

The syllable-final consonants that do not contribute to syllable quantity are considered to 

be appended, and appended consonants are compared to extrasyllabic units in Hyman (1985, 

Browman & Goldstein 1988: 152). Hence, syllable-final consonants do not form a unit 

either in generative syllable theory or in Articulatory Phonology. But whereas generative 

syllable theory holds that more than one extrasyllabic consonant can form a descriptive unit 

of an appendix, more than one appended consonant will not form an articulatory unit. 

Rather, they will be described as gestures within a syllable that follow each other in time.  

Even though Articulatory Phonology gives evidence for one or two articulatory units 

within the syllable – the syllable onset, and possibly the syllable-initial group – and may 

provide generalizations about syllable-initial and syllable-final consonantal gestures as well 

as whether and how these consonants contribute to syllable quantity, this theory has at least 

three shortcomings: 1) So far, this theory can only indirectly point to syllable boundaries 

through the identification of the syllable onset. However, this identification requires 

measurements based on e.g. X-rays during speech production for each word that is to be 
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syllabified. 2) As the syllable is not (yet) defined as an articulatory unit, this theory cannot 

serve as the only basis for a syllable model. In combination with the assumption that 

syllables are emergent units (Bybee 2001), however, syllables can be described as units in 

memory that have certain articulatory characteristics. 3) The generalizations concerning the 

syllable have been drawn from work on monosyllabic words, which raises doubts about 

whether they are truly related to the syllable or instead are related to the word (or the 

phrase).  

Moreover, the measurements of syntagmatic associations were taken for English data 

only. It would be interesting to see whether the same associations are found in MN, but this 

is a topic for future research. Even so, the knowledge we have on syntagmatic associations 

between gestures can be used for a preliminary sketch of syllables in MN, and I will start by 

modelling the syntagmatic associations between vowels and consonants in four MN words: 

[1spil>] (spill (n.), ‘game’) and [2spil>.l´] (spille (INF), ‘play’), [1kAs>t] and [2kAs>.t´], (kast, 

kaste (n. & INF), ‘throw’).  

In the illustrations, which are based on Browman & Goldstein (1990), vowels and 

consonants are represented on different tiers. The use of tiers is not exclusive to Articulatory 

Phonology but is also found in other phonetic, as well as autosegmental, models, cf. 

references to Venneman & Ladefoged (1973), Halle (1982), Ladefoged & Maddieson 

(1986), Clements (1980, 1985), Goldsmith (1976), Thrainsson (1978) in Browman & 

Goldstein 1990: 346).  

The type of illustration used here (cf. figure 5.3) is meant to capture how the articulation 

of vowels can be continuous but not overlapping, and how the articulation of consonants is 

superimposed on the vowels and thus overlaps with the articulation of vowels (Browman & 

Goldstein 1990: 352). In Browman & Goldstein (1990), the gestures on the consonant tier 

refer to constrictions in the oral tier (tongue body, tongue tip or lips), and the gestures are 

symbolized with Greek letters. I use IPA symbols for the consonants and vowels. This 

means that the gestures are represented only indirectly, and that velic and glottal gestures 

(i.e. nasalization and voicing) are included in addition to the oral, and hopefully this should 

make the diagrams more accessible to the reader.  

The diagrams show that gestures are events in time in that consonants and vowels that 

co-occur are aligned vertically, whereas those that follow each other are placed from left to 

right (Browman & Goldstein 1990). The articulatory unit of the syllable onset is depicted as 

consonants written together without spaces, and looser articulatory associations are depicted 
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with lines.49 The consonants and vowels that constitute the syllable-initial group are 

encircled. The line running from the middle of the syllable-initial group to the vowel 

symbolizes the fact that the consonants are uttered before the vowel, and that it is the centre 

point of the syllable-initial consonant or consonant cluster that is phased with the vowel. 

Single semi-long consonants are represented as being syllable-final in one syllable and 

syllable-initial in the next, as in [2spil>.l´] (spille (INF), ‘play’, cf. 5.4). In the diagrams, this 

type of consonant is signalled by a hyphen between the two consonant symbols. This 

formalization is meant to illustrate a prolonged gesture that belongs to two different 

syllables. The total duration of the consonant is assumed to be only semi-long (cf. 5.5) and 

not double the length or more. However, the consonant is written twice to show that it is 

attached to two syllables at the same time. 

The association between a gesture and a following appended consonant is denoted by a 

hyphen within parentheses (-), indicating an adjacent but minimally overlapping relation. A 

hyphen within parentheses will also be used between a syllable-final consonant and the 

following syllable-initial consonant, because the relation between these is similar to that 

between two syllable-final consonants. 

 

      
Vowels   i     A   
 
Consonants     sp  l>   k  s> (–) t 

 

       a) [1spil>] (spill (n.), ‘game’)     b) [1kAs>t] (kast (n.), ‘throw’) 

 

 
 
Vowels   i          ´   A            ´ 
 
Consonants  sp  l>-l   k  s> (–) t 
 

 
      c) [2spil>.l´] (spille (INF), ‘play’)   d) [2kas>.t´], (kaste (INF), ‘throw’) 

Figure 5.3 Hypothesized syntagmatic associations between consonants and vowels in four MN words 
based on Articulatory Phonology. 

                                                 
49 Browman & Goldstein (1990) use hyphens between associated consonants, but they do not distinguish 

between hyphens for consonants that are associated with each other one by one (syllable-finally), and 
consonants that are associated with the vowel as a group (syllable-initially).   
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5.4 Syllable Boundaries 

In 5.2 and 5.3, I have argued that the syllable can be seen as an emergent phonotactic unit 

represented in memory which has certain articulatory characteristics: a nucleus, an onset 

(which together may form a syllable-initial group), and any syllable-final consonants. 

However, the model of the syllable as an emergent unit yields alternative syllable bounda-

ries, and the model of the syllable as syntagmatic associations between gestures can only 

provide syllable boundaries indirectly.  

 I am nevertheless forced to provide clear-cut rules on syllabification of ON for practical 

reasons. This section is devoted to the development of a set of syllabification rules for ON, 

NG and MN based on degree of gestural constriction, the syllabification for MN as 

proposed by Kristoffersen (2000), and on NG data. 

Even though I have already argued that generative syllable theory in some ways is 

incompatible with usage-based theory and Articulatory Phonology, the measurements of 

syntagmatic associations between gestures have confirmed some of the principles in genera-

tive theory, such as how syllable-initial consonants and the syllable nucleus contribute to 

syllable quantity as one unit. I will draw on some of Kristoffersen’s (2000) generalizations 

about syllabifying MN words in the development of my own practical syllabification rules, 

because he provides valuable structural insights about syllabification of MN words. 

In Kristoffersen (2000: 115), the syllable is considered to have an onset and a rhyme, and 

the rhyme can be divided into a nucleus and a coda (cf. fig. 5.1 in subsection 5.1). The 

structure-building approach that Kristoffersen (2000) uses bases syllabification on three 

rules which refer to syllable elements and sonority: 

 

1) The vowels are identified and assigned as nuclei.  

2) Preceding segments (consonants) are assigned as onsets in decreasing degree of 

sonority from the nucleus to the beginning of the syllable.   

3) The following segments are assigned to the coda in decreasing degree of sonority 

from the nuclei to the end of the syllable. 

 

In some cases, segments other than vowels can be nuclei. For example, the place-name 

Lyngen is a bisyllabic root with only one vowel: [1lyN>.Nǹ] (Kristoffersen 2000: 132, my 

transcription). In this word, the final /n/ will be marked as [syllabic] in the lexicon.  

The syllabification rules above rest on a sonority hierarchy which is based on its ability 

to account for cross-linguistic generalizations rather than on phonetics: obstruents < nasals 
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< liquids < glides (Clements 1990: 291, quoted in Kristoffersen 2000: 121), with obstruents 

being the least sonorous segments.  

The three rules apply in the order given above, making the onset rule privileged 

compared to the coda rule. Also, without further constraints, the onset rule will form the 

basis of an onset maximization principle which assigns as many segments to the onset as 

possible. The onset maximization principle, however, cannot violate the moraic minimum 

requirement of Urban East Norwegian syllables (two moras in stressed syllables).  

These general rules are accompanied by two language-specific rules: 

 

4) Appendix formation, which turns segments at the end of words into appendices if 

they fall outside the preceding syllable and can form an onset for a potential new 

following syllable (Kristoffersen 2000: 130–1, 137) 

5) /s/ incorporation, which assigns /s/s that have not been incorporated in a syllable by 

the previous rules to the following syllable or the appendix (Kristoffersen 2000: 

137–8). 

 

The argument for appendix formation is that the final consonant will form an onset if 

another syllable is added, as in /slan(k)/ (a., ‘slim’) and /slan.ke/ (pl., Kristoffersen 2000: 

130–1). The potential onset formation status of the /k/ in slank makes it an appendix.  

The examples in Kristoffersen (2000) of words that require /s/ incorporation are stall (m. 

‘stable’), hanske (m., ‘glove’) and falsk (a., ‘false’). Following the sonority principle, the 

words should be syllabified as */s.tal/, */hans.ke/ and */fals(k)/, which is problematic 

because the first syllable in stall does not seem to have a nucleus, and the syllables */hans/ 

and */fals/ contain more than two moraic elements. The /s/ incorporation rule solves these 

problems by incorporating the /s/ into the following syllable (or appendix), giving the 

syllabifications /stal/, /han.ske/ and /fal(sk)/.  

This syllabification rubric generates bimoraic stressed syllables, i.e. long accented 

syllables. Since ON and NG have words with short accented syllables and level stress 

words, these syllabification rules need modification. I will also opt for a syllabification 

system that does not include appendices or rely on sonority.  

The exclusion of appendices has two consequences: For monosyllabic words, the entire 

word is considered to be one syllable. For words with more than one syllable, all word-final 

non-syllabic consonants will be assigned as syllable-final to the preceding nucleus. 
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The second syllabification principle in Kristoffersen (2000) is that all consonant seg-

ments preceding a vowel are onsets to the vowel to the degree that they fall in sonority 

towards the beginning of the syllable. The articulatory counterpart to sonority is degree of 

gestural constriction: If the segments in a syllable fall in sonority towards the edges, the 

articulatorily parallel assumption is that the gestures become more constricted towards the 

edges of the syllable. This assumption is confirmed for syllable- (or word-) final gestures in 

English words with consonant clusters involving only two gestures, where the less 

constricted gesture precedes a more constricted one (Browman & Goldstein 1995, cf. 5.3).  

In combination with the /s/ incorporation rule, one result of the assignment of consonants 

to the onset of the syllable as long as they fall in sonority towards the beginning of the 

syllable in Kristoffersen (2000), is that all word-initial consonants are assigned as onset to 

the following nucleus. In order to avoid complex discussions concerning gestural 

constriction degree in the beginning of words, I will assign all word-initial consonants to the 

following vowel regardless of constriction degree. 

So far, the discussion has determined how I will treat word-initial and word-final 

consonants. The following paragraphs will concern how to syllabify polysyllabic words, or 

more precisely: where to place the syllable boundary between two syllables within the same 

word. I will start this discussion by trying to determine which consonants are more 

constricted than others.  

If the constriction degree refers to the oral gestures, plosives and nasals will be equally 

constricted because they require a full oral closure. These oral gestures will be more 

constricted than fricatives, glides and vowels, where the tongue is not in full contact with 

the passive articulators.  

One question is where the liquids, i.e. the laterals ON [l] and MN [l, Ò], the trill/tap (ON 

[r] and MN [R]),  as well as the MN flap [}], should be placed within the grouping of more 

constricted plosives and nasals vs. less constricted fricatives, glides and vowels. The laterals 

require a full apical or laminal closure, but has a lateral opening on the tongue body tier. 

Even if it is generally assumed that the non-prolongable tap and flap require a full closure 

on the tongue body tier as well as on the tongue tip, this is currently unknown (Knutsen 

2006: 52). If the sides of the tongue body are in contact with the palate or teeth during the 

production of the trill/tap and the flap, they can be compared to plosives concerning oral 

contriction degree. If one or both of the sides of the tongue body are not in contact with the 

palate or the teeth during the production of the trill/tap and/or the flap, they can be 

compared to the lateral concerning oral constriction degree. For practical syllabification of 
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ON, NG and MN words, it does not seem necessary to distinguish between plosives and 

nasals on the one hand, and laterals, the trill/tap and the flap on the other. I will therefore 

place all of these sounds in the same constriction degree group here. 

Assuming that syllable-initial consonant gestures become more constricted towards the 

edge, the syllable boundary will be located just before the postvocalic consonant in words 

with a vowel followed by a single short consonant: [2le.sA] (ON lesa INF, ‘read’), [2fO˘.rA] 

(ON f�ra INF, ‘lead’). Where this vowel is long, as in f�ra, the result of the syllabification 

is similar to that in Kristoffersen (2000). (Words with a short accented syllable, or level 

stress words, are not dealt with in Kristoffersen (2000) because they do not exist in MN.)  

According to the principle of placing the syllable boundary in front of the more 

constricted gesture, words with a vowel followed by a single semi-long consonant, e.g. ON 

falla (INF, ‘fall’) and dóttir (f., ‘daughter’), would be syllabified *[2fA.l>A] and *[2do˘.t>ir] 

with a short and a long accented syllable respectively. This syllabification would be 

controversial, and Kristoffersen (2000) would syllabify the MN equivalents of both of these 

words as having a long accented syllable, i.e. [2fAl>.l´] and Nynorsk [2dot>.t´r].  

First of all, there is no reason to believe that the word falla has undergone any 

quantitative changes, and this word should therefore be syllabified as having a long 

accented syllable in ON and MN: ON [2fAl>.lA] > MN [2fAl>.l´]. There is, however, reason 

to believe that dóttir has undergone vowel shortening since ON and that this may be 

motivated by the Quantity Shift, i.e., this word had probably an overlong accented syllable 

in ON, but only a long one in MN: ON [2do˘t>.tir] > MN [2dot>.t´r]. 

Another argument in favour of syllabifying ON falla as having a long rather than a short 

accented syllable is that this word has a reduced vowel in NG ([2fail>.l´], Dagsgard 2006: 

228). Infinitives that end in non-reduced vowels like –[A] and –[o] in NG had a short 

accented syllable in ON, whereas infinitives that end in –[´] had a long one, e.g. [2lQ.sA] 

(ON lesa, ‘read’, Dagsgard 2006: 329) vs. [2fail>.l´].  

To conclude, I will follow Kristoffersen (2000) in the syllabification of words with a 

vowel followed by a single semi-long consonant, and place the syllable boundary in the 

middle of the consonant like in [2fAl>.l´] and [2dot>.t´r]. Since I also syllabify words in ON, 

which contrary to MN had words with an overlong accented syllable, this rule is followed 

whether the single semi-long consonant follows a short or a long vowel, as in ON [2fAl>.lA] 

and [2do˘t>.tir]. 
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In the syllabification of polysyllables with word-medial consonant clusters, the practical 

outcomes of including consonants to the onset as long as they become more constricted 

towards the edge, are that the syllable boundary is placed between two equally constricted 

consonants or before the most constricted one. Words that contain consonant clusters with 

equally constricted consonants will be syllabified as ON senda (INF, ‘send’) [2sen>.dA], and 

haf�i (3rd p. sg. PT hafa, ‘have’) [2hav>.Di]. Words that contain a consonant cluster with a 

less constricted consonant followed by a more constricted consonant, will be syllabified as 

MN hevde (INF, ‘claim’) [2hev>.de] and riften (rifta) (def. sg. rift (m. (f.)), ‘tear’) [1rif>.tǹ]. 

According to the principle of consonants becoming more constricted towards the edges 

of the syllable, ON words with a short vowel followed by a consonant cluster within which 

the first consonant is the most constricted one, like ON hugsar (PRT hugsa, ‘think’) and  

ON erfingi (m., ‘heir’), ought to be syllabified as having a short accented syllable, 

*[2hu.gsAr] and *[2e.rviN.gi]. As with words like falla, there is no evidence that this type 

of words has changed quantitatively, however, and this syllabification would be contrary to 

the syllabification in Kristoffersen (2000) in which the bimoraic requirement would result in 

the syllabifications of Nynorsk [2hug>.sAR] (PRT hugsa, ‘remember’) and MN [2aR>.viNg]. 

Hence, the principle of syllabifying words with the result that the consonants become more 

constricted towards the edges seems to need to be combined with a principle of syllabifying 

words to have a long accented syllable if possible.  

It is unfortunate that I have not achieved to make a set of syllabification rules that does 

not refer to syllable quantity since my main analysis (chapter 7) is a type frequency count of 

the various syllable quantity types, where a big group of words with a long accented syllable 

supports my argument. Even so, this method of syllabification seems to be true to the data in 

a way that the principle of syllabifying words with the result that the consonants become 

more constricted towards the edges is not. Broadly speaking, only words with a short vowel 

followed by short consonant and words with a long vowel followed by a single semi-long 

consonant or a consonant cluster are the ones that have changed quantitatively since ON. 

Words with a short vowel followed by a consonant cluster are not assumed to have 

undergone any general vowel or consonant lengthening due to the Quantity Shift. 

Syllabification based on the principle of syllabifying words with the result that the 

consonants become more constricted towards the edges in combination with a principle of 

syllabifying words to have a long accented syllable if possible will generate some 

problematic results: Words like ON krefja and NG krevja (INF, ‘demand’) will be 
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syllabified as having a long accented syllable, ON [2krev>.jA], even if the NG data (e.g. 

[2krQ.vjA], Dagsgard 2006: 81) indicate that infinitives which end in –[jA] had a short 

accented syllable in ON, just like lesa (cf. above). In the case of words that end in –[jV], 

these words will be syllabified as having a short accented syllable regardless of the gestural 

constriction degree of the intervocalic consonants. 

Moreover, NG nysta *[2nys>.tA] (n., ‘ball of yarn’) will, according to the princples laid 

out this far, be syllabified as having a long accented syllable. However, indefinite forms of 

nouns, like infinitives, are expected to have a reduced unaccented vowel if the first syllable 

is long in NG. This word should therefore probably be syllabified as [2ny.stA]. This can be 

achieved by syllabifying each word with a consonant cluster containing [s] individually. 

The /s/ incorporation rule in Kristoffersen (2000) is a reflex of the fact that this sound 

behaves in ways that are difficult to generalize in terms of sonority, and I consider this to be 

an argument in favour of individual syllabification of words with word-medial consonant 

clusters containing [s]. 

To summarize, the syllabification rules that I will follow are: 

 

1. The entire monosyllabic word is equivalent to one syllable. 

2. In bisyllabic words with a vowel followed by a short single consonant, the syllable 

boundary is located just before the postvocalic consonant: [2le.sA], [2fO˘.rA]. 

3. In bisyllabic words with a vowel followed by a single semi-long consonant, the 

syllable boundary is located in the middle of the consonant: [2fAl>.lA], [2do˘t>.tir].  

4. In bisyllabic words with a vowel followed by a consonant cluster, the accented syllable 

is considered to be long, which in many cases will correspond to the syllable-initial 

consonants becoming more constricted towards the edge (except in words like erfingi and 

hugsar). If the NG data indicate that the word has level stress in NG or ON, like in NG 

[2kre.VjA] and [2ny.stA], the word will be syllabified as such. 
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Syllable boundaries will be depicted by a vertical line in the syllable model as in figure 5.4:  

 

      
Vowels   i     A   
 
Consonants     sp  l>   k  s> (–) t 

 

       a) [1spil>] (spill (n.), ‘game’)     b) [1kAs>t] (kast (n.), ‘throw’) 

 

 
 
Vowels   i          ´   A            ´ 
 
Consonants  sp  l>-l   k  s> (–) t 
 

 
      c) [2spil>.l´] (spille (INF), ‘play’)   d) [2kAs>.t´], (kaste (INF), ‘throw’) 

Figure 5.4 Syllable boundaries and hypothesized syntagmatic associations among consonants and vowels 
in four MN words. 

5.5 Vowel and Consonant Quantity 

Vowels in accented position in MN are normally considered to be either short or long, 

whereas the depiction of the quantity of postvocalic consonants varies, partly depending on 

whether the representation is considered to be phonetic or phonemic. Moreover, consonant 

and vowel quantity are closely related to syllable quantity, since I derive syllable quantity 

directly from vowel and consonant quantity; syllable quantity is treated in 5.6.  

Fintoft (1961) has measured the duration of accented vowels and their following 

consonant in MN nonsense words. If the accented vowel is not preceded by any consonant, 

in e.g. ala [1A˘.lA] & alla [1Al>.lA],50 the duration of a long vowel is 1.9 times the duration of 

a short one (Fintoft 1961: 24). If the accented vowel is preceded by a consonant, as in e.g. 

lal [1lA˘l] & lall [1lAl>], the duration of a long vowel is 1.6 times that of a short vowel 

(Fintoft 1961: 26). A word-final consonant following a short accented vowel, in e.g. lall 

[1lAl>], is 1.1–1.2 times the duration of a final consonant following a long accented vowel, in 

e.g. lal [1lA˘l] (Fintoft 1961: 27). Word-medially, the duration of a relatively longer 

                                                 
50 All the test words were pronounced with tone accent 1 (Fintoft 1961: 23). All phonetic transcriptions in 

this paragraph are mine.  
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consonant, in e.g. alla [1Al>.lA], is 1.2–1.4 times that of a short consonant following a long 

accented vowel, in e.g. ala [1A˘.lA] (Fintoft 1961: 28).  

These measurements suggest that there is a relative durational difference between a 

shorter and a longer vowel that can be expressed as the ratio 1: 1.6–1.9, whereas this ratio 

for consonants is 1: 1.1–1.4. Usage-based theory allows for graded generalizations, in 

contrast to the dichotomies found in e.g. Structuralism. Consequently, I will describe vowels 

as either short or long, symbolized V and V˘, and consonants as either short or semi-long, 

symbolized C and C>. The term ‘long vowel’ covers a vowel that is more than one and a half 

times as long as a short vowel, and ‘semi-long consonant’ is used for a consonant that is not 

more than one and a half times longer that a short consonant.  

The division of vowels into short and long follows tradition (e.g. Torp & Vikør 2003, 

Kristoffersen 1992, 2000, Papazian 1998), but the division of consonants into short and 

semi-long is unusual, but cf. the view in Árnason (1980: 36). Kristoffersen (1992: 191) 

stresses the small durational differences between shorter and longer consonants, whereas 

others highlight the oppositional relationship between shorter and longer consonants and 

express longer ones as long (C˘), at least phonetically (e.g. Papazian 1998 and Torp & Vikør 

2003).  

Semi-long consonants in MN typically follow short accented vowels in words like 

[2spil>.l´] (spille (INF), ‘play’), but I will also consider the first consonant in a consonant 

cluster following a short accented vowel to be semi-long. This is based on the discussion in 

Papazian (1998: 184–5) of measurements in Jensen (1962). Although Jensen (1962) came to 

the conclusion that the first consonant in a cluster is short, this has been widely debated, and 

I follow his opponents.  

Jensen (1962) reports that the first consonant in a cluster following a short vowel has a 

longer duration than the first consonant in a cluster following a long accented vowel, 

although the durational difference between them is not as great as between a single 

intervocalic consonant following a short or a long accented vowel. According to his 

measurements, the ratio between a short and a longer single intervocalic consonant in words 

like vise [2Vi˘.s´] (INF, ‘show’) and visse [2Vis>.s´] (det. ‘some’) is approximately 1: 1.4, 

whereas the ratio of a short and a longer consonant before another consonant in words like 

viste [2Vi˘.st´] (PT vise,‘show’) and visste [2Vis>.t´] (PT vite, ‘know’, my transcriptions) is 

about 1: 1.2. 
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Jensen (1962) also measures the durational difference between a single intervocalic 

consonant following a short vowel in words like visse [2Vis>.s´] vs. the first consonant in a 

consonant cluster following a short vowel like in visste [2Vis>.t´] and finds that the duration 

of [s] in visste is only 72 % of its duration in visse. This leads him to conclude that the first 

consonant in a cluster following a short accented syllable cannot be considered long, but is 

short.  

The measurements in Jensen (1962) have been interpreted otherwise, and I follow 

Eliasson & La Pelle (1973: 141) and Papazian (1998) in that the relative difference between 

the [s]s in viste vs. visste (1: 1.4) suggests that the [s] in visste should be considered longer 

than in viste. This difference will be assumed to be a difference between a short and a semi-

long consonant, similarly to the difference between a short and a semi-long consonant in 

vise vs. visse.  

5.6 Syllable Quantity 

Syllable quantity will be derived from vowel and consonant quantity, and described from 

the vowel onwards. The measurements of vowel and consonant duration in Fintoft (1961) 

and Jensen (1962) reported in 5.5 support a scale of syllable quantity in accented position 

that can be listed as follows: overlong V˘C> > long V˘,VC> > short VC, V (cf. table 1.1). 

Syllable quantity will be expressed in the figures below as the relative distance between the 

syllable boundaries, symbolized by vertical lines. In fig. 5.5, the first syllable is longer than 

the second syllable. For clarity, the syllable-initial group is not encircled.  

 

 

Vowels        A            ´ 
 
Consonants   k        s> (–) t 

 

       

        [2kAs>.t´] (kaste (INF), ‘throw’) 

Figure 5.5 Durational differences between two syllables are depicted as the relative difference in distance 
between two syllable boundaries, which are symbolized with vertical lines. 

As mentioned earlier, it is assumed that MN has only long accented syllables, whereas NG 

has short and long syllables, and ON has short, long and overlong. Short and long syllables 

can have more than one quantity structure; V or VC (short) and V˘ or VC> (long), but 
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overlong syllables always have the quantity structure V˘C>. In this section, I will discuss 

how these syllable types may be modelled within the usage-based and articulatory model of 

the syllable that I develop here. For clarity, the figures in this section do not pick out the 

syllable-initial group. 

ON has short accented syllables in words like ON [1dAg] (dag acc. sg. dagr (m.), ‘day’), 

[1dA.ƒin>] (daginn def. acc. sg. dagr (m.)), [2le.sA] (lesa (INF), ‘read’), and [2kre.vjA] 

(krefja (INF), ‘demand’). NG has similar types of short accented syllables in words like 

[1Sep] (skip (n.), ‘ship’), [1Se.p´] (skipet, def. sg. skip (n.)), [2le.sA], and [2kre.VjA]. 

 

 
Vowels       A          A       i   
 
Consonants     d  g     d   ƒ   n> 

 

 [1dAg] (dag acc. sg. dagr (m.), ‘day’)        [1dA.ƒin>] (daginn def. acc. sg. dagr (m.))  

  

 
Vowels   e       A           e      A   
 
Consonants        l         s      kr  Vj   

 

  [2le.sA] (lesa (INF), ‘read’)  [2kre.vjA] (krefja (INF), ‘demand’) 

Figure 5.6 ON words with short accented syllables. 

ON has long accented syllables in words like [1fe˘] (fé (n.), ‘property’), [1fe˘.it] (féit sg. def. 

fé (n.)), [1man>] (mann acc. sg. ma�r (m.), ‘man’)) and [2fAl>.lA] (falla (INF), ‘fall’), as well 

as [1kAs>t] (kast (n.), ‘throw’) and [2kAs>.tA], (kasta (INF), ‘throw’). MN and NG have long 

accented syllables in equivalents of these words: MN/NG [1fe˘] (fe (n.), ‘cattle’), [1fe˘.´] 

(feet sg. def. fe (n.)), [1mAn>] / [1main>] (mann (m.)) and [2fAl>.l´] / [2fail>.l´] (falle, INF), 

as well as [1kAs>t] (n.) and [2kAs>.t´], (kaste (INF)). 
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Vowels      e˘         e˘        i   
 
Consonants      f      f     t 

 

  [1fe˘] (fé (n.), ‘property’)   [1fe˘.it] (féit sg. def. fé (n.)) 

 

 
Vowels       A            A        A   
 
Consonants     m   n>     f    l> - l   

 

  [1mAn>] (mann acc. sg. ma�r (m.), ‘man’) [2fAl>.lA] (falla (INF), ‘fall’) 

 

 
Vowels       A            A        A   
 
Consonants     k   s> (-) t    k   s>(-) t   

 

  [1kAs>t] (kast acc. sg. ma�r (m.), ‘man’) [2kAs>.tA] (kasta (INF), ‘throw’) 

Figure 5.7 ON words with long accented syllables. 

There has been some debate as to whether ON has overlong syllables (cf. Riad 1992, section 

2.4.2, and Árnason 1980, section 2.3). However, it has been generally assumed that MN 

only has long accented syllables, but that some accented syllables may be characterized as 

being exceptionally overlong (e.g. Torp & Vikør 2003: 55–6, Kristoffersen 2000: 139).  

There are three questions that can help us determine whether ON and MN have overlong 

accented syllables: Have there been phonological changes between ON and MN, and is 

there more morphological and/or phonological variation in the ON words which may have 

an overlong accented syllable than in similar MN words?  

To check whether there have been any quantitative changes in ON words with a possible 

overlong syllable, I have organized my database of ON words according to two factors:  

whether they have MN equivalents; and for those that have, whether they have changed 

quantitatively, and if so, how. Table 5.8 contains the words of this type that have MN 

equivalents, and table 5.9 contains the words that do not. 
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In table 5.8, several related ON words may correspond to a single MN word. An example 

is the ON word rétt (n. acc. sg. réttr (a.), ‘right’), with the inflectional forms réttr, rétti, and 

rétts (m. nom. sg, m. acc. pl., m. gen. sg. réttr (a.)). All of these forms constitute ON types, 

but they correspond to only one MN type and are therefore listed together in the table.  

 
Table 5.8 ON words with a long accented vowel followed by  

a consonant cluster or a single semi-long consonant with MN equivalents 

Changes Word type Grammatical categorization MN English 

át.tan.da n. acc. sg. áttandi (a.) åttende ‘eight’ 

át.ti PT 3rd p. sg. eiga  åtte ‘own’ 

át.tu PT 3rd p. pl. eiga   

dêm.�a PT 1st p. sg., dêma dømte ‘sentence’ 

dêm.�um PT 1st p. pl. dêma   

dêmt PTC, dêma dømt ‘sentence’ 

dómr m.  dom ‘sentence’ 

dóms gen. sg. dómr (m.)   

gó�s acc. sg. gó�s (n.) gods ‘goods’ 

gó�.si dat. sg. gó�s (n.)   

hæt.ti51 dat. sg. háttr (m.)/ n. hått  ‘kind’/’behaviour’ 

keyp.tist SUBJ 3rd p. pl., kaupast kjøpte ‘buy’ 

léns.ma�r CP (m.), léns gen. sg. lén (n.)  lensmann ‘vassal’ 

réttr a. rett ‘right’ 

rétt n. acc. sg. réttr (a.)   

rétts m. gen. sg. réttr (a.)   

rét.ti m. acc. pl. réttr (a.)   

r�kta INF røkte ‘look after’ 

sókn dat. sg. sókn (f.) sogn ‘area’ 

s�n.sta m. dat. sg. s�nstr (a.) synste ‘southern’ 

�ór�r m. Tord male name 

�ór.�i  dat. sg. �ór�r (m.)   

�ór�s gen. sg. �ór�r (m.)   

títt.nefn.dan CP (a.), títt adv. titt (*tittnevnt) ‘often (mentioned)‘ 

títt.nefn.di “   

 

Short V  

Túns.ber.gi CP, túns gen. sg. tún (n.) Tønsberg place name 

 túns.berg.hú.si  Tønsberg(shus) ‘house of Tønsberg’  

 

                                                 
51 The symbol <æ> denotes a long vowel [Q˘]. In standardized ON, long vowels are marked with an accute 

accent, e.g. <á>, but as there is not assumed to be any short [Q] in ON, the long [Q˘] is not marked with any 
accent. 
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Table 5.8 ctd. ON words with a long accented vowel followed by  

a consonant cluster or a single semi-long consonant with MN equivalents 

Changes Word type Grammatical categorization MN English 

Bár.�ar.son CP (m.), Bár�ar gen. sg. Bár�r (m.) Bårdsen surname 

Bár�r m.  Bård male name 

Bár.�ri dat. sg. Bár�r (m.)   

heyr.�um PT 1st p. pl. heyra hørte ‘hear’ 

heyrt PTC, heyra hørt ‘hear’ 

kórs.bró.�ir CP (m.), kórs gen. sg. kór korbror ‘monk’ 

kórs.bró.�ur “   

kórs.br�.�ra “   

kórs.br�.�rum “   

kórs.br��r “   

kær.�i  PT 3rd p. sg. kæra kjærte ‘appeal’ 

lág.�u PT 3rd p. pl. leggja  la ‘lay’ 

Rau�s.nes CP (n.), rau�s gen. sg. rau�r Rødenes place name 

�órs.da.ginn CP (m.), �órs gen. sg. �órr torsdag ‘Thursday’ 

Conso- 

nant 

changes
52

 

 

ær.ligs gen. sg., ærligr (a.) ærlig ‘honest’ 

 ær.li.gan acc. sg. ærligr (a.)   

fæst PRT 3rd p. sg. fást fåast ‘exist’, ‘get’ 

hei�r m. heider/heder ‘honour’ 

heitr PRT 3rd p. sg. heita heiter53 ‘be called’ 

Pétrs.kir.kju CP (m.), Pétrs gen. sg. Pétr (m.) Peterskirken ‘Church of St. Peter’ 

Resyl-

labifica-

tion  

Pétrs.va.ku   “ Petersvåke ‘Wake of St. Peter’ 

NC/ eign dat. sg. eign (f.) eign ‘possession’ 

(Cons. máls.menn CP (m.), máls gen. sg. mál (n.) målsmenn ‘representative’ 

red.) prófs gen. sg. próf (n.) provs  ‘proof’ 

 s�n.ti PT, 3rd p. sg. s�na synte  ‘show’ 

Table 5.8 ON words with long accented vowel followed by a consonant cluster. CP means compound, and 
DER means derivative. NC means no change. 

                                                 
52 Deletion is found in eign > [1Qin], lág.�u, and possibly Bár�r > [1bo˘R], otherwise the examples show 

apicalization (cf. 4.4.6), including Bár�r > [1bo˘Í]. 
53 The form heiter may also be a synchronic morphological derivation appearing later than ON because one 

would expect a monosyllabic form *heit in PRT of strong verbs in Nynorsk.  
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Table 5.9 ON words with a long accented vowel followed by  

a consonant cluster or a single semi-long consonant with no MN equivalent 

Word type GC MN  English 

á�r.nefn.da CP (a.). á�r (adverb) NE ‘earlier mentioned’ 

á�r.nefn.dar “   

á�r.nefn.dri “   

á�r.nefn.dum “   

á�r.nefndr “   

á�r.nefnds “   

á�r.nefnt “   

Eind.ri.�r [´in.1dri.de], Eindride Change of accent? male name 

laups.lan.dit CP (n.) laups gen. sg. laupr (m.) NE ‘piece of land’ 

laups.lan.d “   

lú�r acc. sg. lú�r  (m.) NE ‘(bridal) chest’ 

�rátt.nefndr CP (a.), �rátt (adverb) NE ‘often mentioned’ 

�rátt.nefnd “   

�rátt.nefnds “   

�ór.�a.son CP (m.), �ór�ar gen. sg. �ór�r (m.) NE surname 

sát.tan m. acc. sg. sáttan (a.)  NE ‘settled’ 

sátt.má.la CP (n.), sátt (f.)  NE ‘settlement’ 

sveins.son CP, sveins gen. sg. sveinn (m.) NE (Danish?) surname (Svensen?) 

vát.ta.�i PT 3rd p. sg. vátta NE ‘witness’ 

vát.tan.di a. (PRT participle)   

vát.tar PRT 3rd p. sg. vátta   

Table 5.9 ON words with long accented vowel followed by a consonant cluster that have no MN 
equivalents. CP means compound, and DER means derivative.  

In table 5.8, which lists the ON words with a possible overlong accented syllable which 

have MN equivalents, there are 16 types where the vowel has been shortened in MN, 10 

types where the postvocalic consonants have been assimilated or deleted, and 4 types which 

have been resyllabified. In addition to these 30 types, it is unclear whether 4 types have 

changed quantitatively since ON. Table 5.9 lists 10 types which do not have MN 

equivalents, including one where the accent may have moved from the first to the second 

syllable (Eindri�r).54  

Almost all of the ON words with a long vowel followed by a single semi-long consonant 

or a consonant cluster in table 5.8 have undergone quantitative changes. In most of these 

words, the vowel has shortened and the MN equivalent has a long accented syllable. This 

                                                 
54 Some ON names that have MN equivalents have not been in continuous use. Hence, the accent may not 

actually have moved from one syllable to another, rather, the MN version may be a modern reinterpretation of 
an old name that has not been in use for many generations. 
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suggests that these words had overlong accented syllables in ON that have changed into 

long ones in MN, or else the vowel shortening has no motivation. If the phonotactic patterns 

and grammatical categories represented are of a wide range in ON but not in MN, this will 

support this hypothesis. Before I turn to these questions, I will briefly discuss the changes 

that are represented in table 5.8. 

Changes to postvocalic consonants include the deletion of one or more consonants, as in 

[2lA˘g>.Du] > [1lA˘] (lag�u > la, PT 3rd p. pl. leggja, ‘lay’) and gestural blending (cf. 4.4.6) as 

in [2Qr>.ligr] > [2Q˘.Òi] (ærligr > ærlig (a.), ‘honest’). Some words have been resyllabified 

through an altered organization of gestures that result in an epenthetic vowel (cf. 4.4.5), as 

in [1hei�r] > Nynorsk [1hei.d´R] (hei�r > heider,  m., ‘honour’).  

Assuming that the words in tables 5.8 & 5.9 had overlong accented syllables in ON, the 

vowel shortenings as well as the changes to the postvocalic consonants can all be related to 

the Quantity Shift as an analogical change based on the productivity of long accented 

syllables. While the vowel shortenings can be considered a direct result of the Shift, the 

changes in the postvocalic consonants are due to articulatory factors unconnected to the 

Shift.  

There is a final group of words for which it is unclear whether the accented syllable has 

changed quantitatively, consisting of one past tense form (s�nti), one compound where the 

first part is a genitive form (málsmenn), one dative (eign) and one genitive form of a noun 

(prófs). I will come back to these four words at the end of the discussion of overlong 

accented syllables in ON and MN.  

Examples of MN words that may be characterized as having an overlong accented 

syllable are listed in table 5.10. These are monosyllabic words with a long vowel before a 

consonant cluster that is listed as an acceptable MN cluster in Kristoffersen (2000: 54–68). 

If we add an -[e] to the participles in this list, they become bisyllabic past tense forms with a 

possible overlong accented syllable, e.g. pekt (PTC) and pekte (PT peke ‘point’). Some 

bisyllabic examples of this kind are included in the list to illustrate this general principle. 

The choice of words within these directions is otherwise arbitrary. 
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Table 5.10 MN words with a long vowel followed by a consonant cluster 

CC Examples GC Glosses 

[llt] 

[dA˘lt], dalt  
[dA˘l.t´], dalte 

[he˘lt], helt 
[de˘lt], delt 
[Vi˘lt], hvilt 
[su˘lt], solt 
[g¨˘lt], gult 
[Cy˘lt], kylt 

PTC, dale 
PT, dale 
n. sg., hel (a.) 
PTC, dele 
PTC, hvile 
PTC, sole 
n. sg., gul (a.) 
PTC, kyle 

‘fall (slowly)’ 
     “ 
‘whole’ 
‘part’ 
‘rest’ 
‘sunbathe’ 
‘yellow’ 
‘thrust’ 

[ls] 

[de˘ls], (til) dels 
[po˘ls], Påls 
[bi˘ls], bils 

gen. sg., del (m.) 
gen., male name 
gen. sg., bil (m.) 

‘part(ly)’ 
‘Pål’ 
‘car’ 

[nt] 

[se˘nt], sent 
[Re˘nt], rent 
[ty˘nt], tynt 
[ty˘n.t´], tynte 
[by˘nt], begynt 

n. sg., sen (a.) 
n. sg., ren (a.) 
PTC, tyne 
PT, tyne 
PTC, begynne 

‘late’ 
‘clean’ 
‘squeeze’ 
     “ 
‘start’ 

[ns] [lo˘ns], (til) låns gen. sg., lån (n.) ‘(for) loan’ 

[pt] 

[s¨˘pt], supt 
[sle˘pt], slept 
[sle˘p.t´], slepte 
[RA˘pt], rapt 

PTC, supe 
PTC, slepe 
PT, slepe 
PTC, rape 

‘drink’ 
‘drag’ 
   “ 
‘burp’ 

[ps] [do˘ps], dåps gen. sg., dåp (m.) ‘Christening’ 

[ft] 
[Se˘ft], skjevt 
[slO˘ft], sløvt 

n. sg., skjev (a.) 
n. sg., sløv (a.) 

‘crooked’ 
‘blunt’ 

[fs] [lo˘fs], lovs gen. sg., lov (m.) ‘legal act’ 

[kt] 

[VA˘kt], vagt 
[SlA˘kt], slakt 
[pe˘kt], pekt 
[pe˘k.t´], pekte 

[le˘kt], lekt 
[l¨˘kt], lukt 
[sO˘kt], søkt 

n. sg., vag (a.) 
n. sg., slak (a.) 
PTC, peke 
PT, peke 
PTC, leke 
PTC, luke 
PTC, søke 

‘vague’ 
‘gradual’ 
‘point’ 
    “ 
‘play’ 
‘weed’ 
‘apply’ 

[ks] 
[sA˘ks], saks 
[bu˘ks], boks 

gen. sg., sak (m.) 
gen. sg., bok (m.) 

‘case’ 
‘book’ 

[st] 

[fle˘st], flest 
[le˘st], lest 
[lO˘st], løst 
[R¨˘st], rust 
[mA˘st], mast 

sup., mange (a.) 
PTC, lese 
PTC, løse 
PTC, ruse 
PTC, mase 

‘more’ 
‘read’ 
‘solve’ 
‘rev up’ 
‘nag’ 

Table 5.10 Examples of MN words with a long accented vowel followed by a consonant cluster. CC means 
consonant cluster, and GC grammatical categorization. 

The consonant clusters that are represented in table 5.10 are limited to the patterns [Cs] or 

[Ct]. Table 5.11 lists the consonant clusters that appear in tables 5.8 and 5.9 of ON words 

with a possible overlong accented syllable. For compounds, I will consider as relevant only 

the consonants that belong to the first part of the compound (i.e. the accented syllable), i.e. 
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for málsmenn the relevant cluster is [l>s] and not [l>sm]. I have shaded the columns that 

contain [Cs]  and [Ct] clusters which are found in MN as well. 

 

Table 5.11 Consonant clusters that occur after a long vowel in ON  

(cf. tables 5.8 & 5.9) 

  D l n r s t 

D>    D>r D>s  

f>     f>s  

g> g>D      

k>   k>n    

l>     l>s  

m> m>D   m>r m>s m>t 
n>     n>s n>st, n>t 

p>     p>s p>t 

r> r>D r>l  r>Dr r>Ds, r>s r>t 
t>    t>r t>rs  

Table 5.11 Consonant clusters that follow a long accented vowel or diphthong in ON words in the 
database, organized according to their first and last consonant. The clusters that end in [s] or [t] are 
shaded. 

Table 5.11 shows that there is a wider range of consonant clusters in ON than in MN. Tables 

5.8 and 5.9 also include words with a long accented vowel followed by a single semi-long 

[t], a word type which does not occur in MN. The differing range of phonotactical patterns 

in ON and MN in words with a possible overlong accented syllable indicates that this word 

type exists in ON but not in MN. It is also interesting that the consonant clusters we do find 

in this environment in MN are the most frequent ones in ON. 

Table 5.12 compares the morphological categories that are represented in the ON 

examples of words with a possible overlong accented syllable (cf. tables 5.8 and 5.9) with 

those for MN words of this type in table 5.10:  
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Table 5.12 Comparison of grammatical categories represented  

in words with a possible overlong accented syllable in ON and MN 

Grammatical Category  ON MN 

Nominative forms of nouns �  
Accusative forms of nouns � Category does not exist 
Dative forms of nouns � Category does not exist 
Genitive forms of nouns � � 
Nominative, m. forms of adjectives �  
Nominative, n. forms of adjectives Occur, but not in my database55 � 
Accusative, m. forms of adjectives � Category does not exist 
Dative, m. forms of adjectives � Category does not exist 
Genitive forms of adjectives � Category does not exist 
Superlative forms of adjectives Occur, but not in my database56 � 
Present tense forms �  
Past tense forms � � 
Participles � � 
Subjunctive forms � Category does not exist 
Adverbs �  

Table 5.12 Grammatical categories represented in ON and MN words with a possible overlong accented 
syllable. The check mark � means that the category is represented in the tables 5.8, 5.9 or 5.10 of words 
with a possible overlong accented syllable. Blank fields means that I have not been able to come up with 
examples of this category that may be characterized as having an overlong accented syllable in MN. 

The most prevalent morphological indication that overlong accented syllables may exist in 

ON but not in MN is that there are base forms of this type in ON but not in MN, i.e. 

nominative forms of nouns and adjectives, and adverbs. It is also possible to read from the 

table that quite a few of the morpholoigcal categories that contained words with an overlong 

accented syllable in ON no longer exist, e.g. dative forms of nouns, and genitive forms of 

adjectives.  

The assumption that ON had words with an accented overlong syllable, but not MN, 

based on the quantitative changes in this word type between ON and MN, is supported by 

the comparisons of morphological and phonotactic patterns in this type of word in ON and 

MN. Moreover, measurements of MN data like viste  [2Vi˘.ste] (PT vise, ‘show’) in Jensen 

(1962, cf. 5.5) indicate that MN does not have this accented overlong syllable type. 

As syllable quantity is derived directly from consonant and vowel quantity, overlong 

syllables have to be distinct from long V˘ and V>C syllables. If we assume that an overlong 

accented syllable has a long vowel followed by a semi-long consonant (either a single semi-

long consonant or a semi-long consonant that is the first in a consonant cluster), then the 

structure of overlong accented syllables can be depicted as V˘C>. Words with an overlong 

accented syllable can be modelled as in figure 5.13. 
                                                 
55 E.g. ON heilt (n. nom. sg. heill (a.), ‘whole’), ON vænt (n. nom. sg. vænn (a.), ‘well’, cf. Spurkland 

1989: 68). 
56 E.g. ON vænst (sup. vænn (a.), cf. Spurkland 1989: 68). 
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Vowels      ç˘    ç˘           A 
 
Consonants  n         t>            t> - t  

 

  [1nç˘t>] (nátt (n.). night, ‘natt’) [2ç˘t>.tA] (átta (det.), ‘eight’) 

 
Vowels      o˘    Q˘       i 
 
Consonants  s  k> (–) n         r>(–)l     g (-) r 

 

  [1so˘k>n] (sókn (f.), ‘parish’)  [2Q˘r>.ligr] (ærligr (a.), ‘honest’) 

Figure 5.13 ON words with an overlong accented syllable. 

Words with a possible overlong accented syllable in MN will be considered to have only a 

long accented syllable, with the structure V˘. Consequently, the postvocalic consonant in 

these words is hypothesized to be articulatorily appended rather than syntagmatically 

associated with the vowel. The words can be modelled as in figure 5.14: 

 

 
Vowels      A˘           A˘       ´ 
 
Consonants  d  l (–) t     d       l(–)t      

 

  [1dA˘lt] (dalt PTC dale, ‘fall slowly’) [2dA˘l.t´] (dalte PT dale) 

Figure 5.14 MN words with a long accented vowel followed by a consonant cluster. 

Now that I have argued that ON has words with an overlong accented syllable, but MN does 

not, I will return to the ON words eign, s�nti, málsmenn, and prófs, which I have described 

in table 5.8 as being ON words with a long accented vowel followed by a consonant cluster 

which have either not undergone quantitative changes or have shortened the consonant. 

These words will be considered to have an overlong accented syllable in ON but a long one 

in MN, and can be transcribed as follows: ON [1eig>n] > East Norwegian [1QiNn] (f., 

‘possession’), ON [2sy˘n>.ti] > MN [2sy˘n.t´] (3rd p. sg. PT s�na/ -e, ‘show’), ON 

[1mç˘l>s.«men>] > MN [1mo˘ls.«men>] ((nom., acc.) pl. málsma�r/ målsmann (m.), 
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‘representative’), and ON [1pro˘v>s] > MN[1pru˘Vs] (gen. sg. próf/ prov (n.), ‘proof’). This 

means that I consider these words to have undergone consonant shortening from ON to MN. 

5.7 Rhythm, Pitch and Prominence 

So far, the syllable model that is being developed here can distinguish between short, long 

and overlong syllables, which is needed in the analysis of the Quantity Shift as an analogical 

change based on the productivity of long accented syllables (chapter 7). However, I have 

not yet discussed accent, which is the characteristic that defines the syllables studied here.  

A word that can be stressed in a sentence will have one syllable which carries primary 

stress and possibly one or more unstressed syllables and/or syllables with secondary stress. 

In Norwegian, each potentially stressed word is realized with one of two distinct tone 

accents, tone accent 1 or 2. Near homonyms where the only difference is the tone accent 

have different meanings, so tone accent can be characterized as distinctive. A standard 

example is [1bOn>.n´R] (bønder, indef. pl. bonde (m.), ‘farmer’) vs. [2bOn>.n´R] (bønner, 

indef. pl. bønne (m.), ‘bean’).  

The tone accent curves are different in ‘low-tone dialects’ (East Norwegian) vs. ‘high-

tone dialects’ (West Norwegian). For East Norwegian, which I will concentrate upon here 

since NG is an East Norwegian dialect, the tone accent melodies can be described as LH (a 

low tone followed by a high tone) for tone accent 1 and HLH for tone accent 2,57 and the 

syllable with primary stress will be coordinated with the first part of the tone accent, i.e. L 

or H in these abstractions (Kristoffersen 2007: 205–6). Due to the correlation between 

primary stress and accent, the syllable with primary stress can be called the accented 

syllable. Hence, unaccented syllables may have secondary stress, but they will (normally) 

not be coordinated with the distinctive part of the tone accent 1or 2. 

Copies of the two tone accent curves in East Norwegian from Kristoffersen 2000: 242) 

are given in figure 5.15. F0 refers to fundamental frequency which derives from the rate of 

vibration in the vocal folds, i.e., the glottal tier (cf. Ball & Rahilly 1999: 157).

                                                 
57 Kristoffersen (2007: 205–6) offers more detailed versions of these melodies: L*-H and H-L*-H, where 

the L has a star because it is related to so-called ‘metrical prominence’.  
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Tone accent 1     Tone accent 2 

Figure 5.15 Tone accent 1 and 2 in East Norwegian illustrated with the words målet [1mo˘.l´] (def. sg. 
mål (n.), ‘goal’) and male [2mA˘.l´] (INF) copied from Kristoffersen (2000: 242). F0 is fundamental 
frequency. The thick lines correspond to the vowels and the thin to the consonants.  

The next question then is how stress and/or accent can be represented in a usage-based and 

articulatory syllable model. Browman & Goldstein (1990: 351) suggest that there is a 

rhythmic tier in addition to the consonant and vowel tiers. The rhythmic tier shows the 

stress pattern, and the gestures that fall under the stress pattern are considered to be affected 

by the stress node. One of the ways in which gestures can be affected by stress is that they 

reach their target faster than gestures that are not stressed (Browman & Goldstein 1990: 

357–8). Even though the results of stress can be described articulatorily, the phonetic 

correlation of stress itself is not yet known, but Browman & Goldstein (1990: 351) suggest 

that stress may be the result of particular, but as yet unspecified, movements of the jaw. 

They also assume that pitch accent is a separate phenomenon with a separate tier, although 

they claim it is related to stress and the rhythmic tier (Browman & Goldstein 1990: 351). 

They do not give a notation for pitch accent, either, but since the tonal curves of the tone 

accents in East Norwegian are known, it is possible to model them on a separate tier. 

If stress is a separate phenomenon, it should be represented on a separate articulatory tier, 

but if it is a property related to phonetic factors that are represented on other tiers, it is a 

schematic abstraction which should not be represented on a separate phonetic tier. 

Kristoffersen (2000: 141 & 2007: 193) assumes that stress is derived from several phonetic 

factors in Norwegian, such as syllable quantity (including vowel duration and consonant 
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gemination), tone accent, and vowel quality.58 This indicates that stress is not a separate 

articulatory phenomenon in MN and should be represented through schematic abstractions.   

Factors like loudness (discussed in Kristoffersen 2007: 192–3) and air pressure (cf. K. E. 

Kristoffersen et al. 2005: 190) in addition to (movements of) the jaw (Browman & 

Goldstein 1990: 351) have been suggested as possible phonetic correlates to stress, but there 

is no evidence that any of these factors can be seen as the sole phonetic correlate. Hence, 

stress has not yet been shown to be a separate phonetic phenomenon, to my knowledge.  

I will therefore consider stress to be an abstract schematic phenomenon based on the 

view in Kristoffersen (2007), and I will refer to this schematic phenomenon as relative 

‘prominence’. There is another argument in favour of separating stress and relative 

prominence in a usage-based and articulatory model. If stress turns out to be truly phonetic, 

as indicated by Browman & Goldstein (1990), it will be possible to add a rhythmic tier to 

the model later without further changes. Accented syllables will then be stressed syllables 

which are coordinated with the distinctive tone in the tone accent melody and have a 

specified quantity, whereas syllables with secondary stress will have stress and quantity but 

not the tone accent synchronization.  

Kristoffersen (2007: 220) assumes that a long syllable with the correct synchronization of 

one of the tone accent melodies is perceived as stressed. Correct synchronization of the tone 

accent melodies means that in accent 1 words, the L is realized on the last part of the 

accented vowel in a word with a long accented vowel, or with the postvocalic consonant in a 

word with a short vowel, and in accent 2 words the falling tone after the H is realized 

similarly (cf. Kristoffersen 2000: 243–4).59 Note that in this analysis (Kristoffersen 2007), it 

is not the L and the H as points in time that contribute to the perception of stress. Rather, it 

is tones that are extended in time, a so-called ‘low-tone plateau’60 as well as the falling tone 

after the H that give the impression of stress. The illustration of the ‘low-tone plateau’ in 

Kristoffersen (2007: 214) is given in figure 5.16. For convenience, I will refer to these 

extended tones as L and H in the following.  

                                                 
58 Kristoffersen (2000: 141) includes only syllable weight (quantity) and tone accent as phonetic correlates 

of stress in MN. The accounts in Kristoffersen (2000) and (2007) should not be seen as conflicting, but the 
inclusion of vowel quality in the 2007 paper is a result of it being a discussion of stress in NG, which might 
differ from stress in MN.  

59 Kristoffersen (2000: 243–4) claims that the L in accent 1 words is linked to the second mora in the 
accented syllable, and the H in accent 2 words to the first mora in the accented syllable. The phonetic result 
will be that the L in accent 1 words coincides with the last part of a long vowel or the consonant following a 
short vowel, and that the falling tone following the H in accent 2 words is realized similarly. 

60 The absolute low tone for each word was identified, whereby 8 % of this F0-value was added. This gave 
a line that crossed the curve twice in a L-init(ial point) and a L-fin(al point). The length in milliseconds 
between L-init and L-fini is called the low-tone plateau (Kristoffersen 2007: 213–14).   
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Figure 5.16 The low-tone plateau copied from Kristoffersen (2007: 214). L-init refers to the initial point of 
the low-tone plateau, and L-fin to the final one.  

Bisyllabic words with a long accented syllable can be modelled as in fig. 4.15. In these 

figures, the initial H when present marks the start of the distinctive falling tone of the tone 

accent 2 melody, and the L marks the start of the low-tone plateau, but the marking of L and 

H is not meant to be exact, only tentative. Prominent syllables are symbolized with an 

asterix *, and non-prominent with a small circle °. 

 

Schematic level: 

Prominence         *    °          *    ° 

 

Phonetic level: 

Pitch     L  H         H    L H 
 
Vowels       u˘   ´          ai        ´   
 
Consonants      S        g      n    f    l> - l   

 

 [1Su˘.g´n] (snøen def. sg. snø, ‘snow’)  [2fail>.l´] (falle (INF), ‘fall’)  

Figure 5.17 Bisyllabic words with a long accented syllable.  

NG has not only words with a long accented syllable, with prominence now accounted for, 

but also words with a short accented syllable and accent 1, as well as level stress words with 

a short root syllable and accent 2. How can these be modelled within this usage-based and 

articulatory model of syllabification and prominence? 

In dialects with level stress words like NG, a syllable that is not long can still be 

perceived as prominent, or be associated with a prominent syllable, due to factors that are 

related to the coordination of the tone accent curve with the syllables. For words with a 
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short accented syllable and tone accent 1, like NG [1Ru.gø˘n] (rugen, def. sg. rug (m.), 

‘rye’), the synchronization of the tone accent with the root syllable will give the impression 

that this syllable is prominent even if it is not long (Kristoffersen 2007: 220). For level 

stress words like NG [2lQ.sA] (lesa (INF), ‘read’), however, the perception of prominence is 

more complicated: sometimes the first syllable is perceived as more prominent, other times 

the second, and yet again both syllables may be perceived as equally prominent (cf. citations 

from Storm (1884b), Horne (1917) and Ekre (1960) in Kristoffersen 2007: 188–9). 

Kristoffersen (2007) assumes that both of the syllables in level stress words in NG have 

characteristics of prominent as well as non-prominent syllables. This is partly due to the 

particular synchronization of the tone accent 2 melody in level stress words. In words with  

a long accented syllable and tone accent 2, both the distinctive H and the start of the 

following L are coordinated with the initial syllable. In level stress words, however, the 

initial syllable is coordinated with the distinctive H of the tone accent 2 melody, and the 

second syllable is coordinated with the following L in a similar way to an accented syllable 

with accent 1.  

How does this affect the impression of prominence in level stress words according to 

Kristoffersen (2007)? First, both syllables in a level stress word are short, which makes it 

unclear whether they are prominent or not (Kristoffersen 2007: 220). However, the 

synchronization of the tone accent so that the H is coordinated with the syllable-initial group 

in the initial syllable, and the L starts with the syllable-initial group in the second, suggests 

that both syllables may be prominent: the initial syllable has similarities with other 

prominent syllables in words with accent 2, and the second with prominent syllables with 

accent 1 (Kristoffersen 2007: 222).  

The initial syllable in level stress words is, additionally, a root syllable,61 and 

associations with long root syllables in other words may give the impression that the initial 

syllable is more prominent than the second (Kristoffersen 2007: 220). In contrast, the initial 

syllable may be perceived as non-prominent because it is short with H preceding a syllable 

with accent 1 synchronization of the L, which may create associations with unstressed 

prefixes in words like benåd [b´.1no˘d] (IMP benåde, ‘pardon’). Such prefixes are also 

coordinated with an H (Kristoffersen 2007: 221–2). In addition to being associated with 

long root syllables with accent 1 due to common tone accent synchronization (Kristoffersen 

                                                 
61 A root syllable is a syllable in which the root starts, because a root may be longer than one syllable, e.g. 

the root LES in ON/MN lesa/lese [2le.sA] (INF, ‘read’) and MANGO in MN [1mAN>.gu] (m., ‘mango’). 
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2007: 220), the second syllable will have a lengthened vowel in utterance-final position, 

which may add to the perception that this syllable is prominent (Kristoffersen 2007: 224).  

Vowel lengthening in utterance-final position is found in level stress words as well as 

words with a long accented syllable (Kristoffersen 2007: 198–9). The vowel duration in 

these words with accent 2 is measured at 1.1 to 1.5 times that of a short vowel (Kristoffersen 

2007: 198–9). Kristoffersen (2007: 200) assumes that it is the relative durational difference 

between the vowel in the second and the first syllable that may contribute to the impression 

of stress on the second syllable.  

In level stress words, then, according to Kristoffersen (2007: 223–4) prominence is 

perceived through tonal characteristics of the syllables, combined with vowel lengthening in 

the case of utterance-final vowels. In bisyllabic words with a short accented syllable and 

accent 1, the synchronization of the L to the root syllable will give the impression that this 

syllable is accented. In level stress words, each syllable can be perceived as prominent due 

to the synchronization of the H and the following L to the different syllables, and whether 

the initial or the second syllable comes out as most prominent may vary for each usage 

event. This can be modelled as in figure 5.16. The two potentially equally prominent 

syllables in level stress words are marked with a parenthesized asterix (*). 

 

Schematic level: 

Prominence      (*)       (*)          *         ˚ 

 

Phonetic level: 

Pitch       H L      H          L  H 
 

Vowels      Q        A           u     ø˘   
 
Consonants      l   s     R      g             n 

 

   

NG [2lQ.sA] (lesa (INF), ‘read’) NG [1Ru.gø˘n] (rugen def. sg. rug (m.), ‘rye’) 

Figure 5.18 One level stress word and one word with a short accented syllable and accent 1. 

Is the modelling of level stress words in NG based on Kristoffersen’s (2007) account also 

valid for ON? It is assumed that distinctive tone accents developed in ON and Old Swedish 

after the colonization of Iceland ca. 870–930, because Icelandic does not have distinctive 
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tone accents (cf. Riad 1998: 65–6 & e.g. Elstad 1980: 69). On the other hand, they must 

have developed earlier than cliticization of the determiner (mann inn > manninn , acc. sg. 

def. det. ma�r, ‘mann’), which is dated to ca. 1000, and the introduction of epenthetic 

vowels in words like ON ákr > MN [1o˘.k´R] (m., ‘field’, cf.  4.4.5) dated ca. 1200 (cf. Riad 

1998: 65–6 & e.g. Elstad 1980: 62–3). Hence, tone accent was distinctive earlier than or 

simultaneously with the start of the Quantity Shift, which is dated ca. 1000–1350 (cf. 1.3).  

In addition, Riad (1992) assumes that Central Nordic dialects, i.e. Central Swedish and 

Old East Norwegian, had level stress words, in contrast to Peripheral dialects like Old West 

Norwegian and Icelandic. In subsection 2.4.2, I presented an illustration of Riad’s (1992) 

general depiction of balance prosody, which assumes that both syllables share the main 

stress, i.e. one main stress position is assigned to two syllables:  

 

Foot        X 

Mora   μ      μ 

Segments  fa . r a   

Figure 5.19 Balance prosody, or level stress, as illustrated by Riad (1992: 315, cf. fig. 2.5 subsection 
2.4.2).  

However, the phonetic implications of balance prosody, or level stress, as illustrated by 

Riad (1992), are unclear. Kristoffersen (2007) has accounted for this in a clearer way for 

level stress words in the low-tone dialect of NG (cf. above). But was Old East Norwegian a 

low-tone dialect? This question is difficult to answer, but there are some arguments in 

favour of this view. 

First of all, today, East Norwegian is a low-tone dialect, whereas West Norwegian is a 

high-tone dialect with different tone accent melodies. I would assume that it is more likely 

that the melodies have remained the same since ON than that they have changed, and that 

Old East Norwegian might have been a low-tone dialect. 

Second, the low-tone dialects correspond to the dialects with traces of level stress (Elstad 

1980: 65, Torp 1997), and I have not come across reports of level stress in high-tone 

dialects. Moreover, Kristoffersen (2007) has accounted for the perception of level stress in 

NG as a consequence of a particular tone accent synchronization. This suggests that level 

stress may be connected to the tone accent melodies in low-tone dialects (cf. Torp 1997), 

and accordingly, that Old East Norwegian was a low-tone dialect. 
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Third, Riad (1998) assumes that the two-peaked accent 2 melody in the Stockholm area 

was the original one. This accent melody is not identical with accent 2 in East Norwegian, 

but it has a similar structure with two high tones, as in East Norwegian HLH. This suggests 

that the tone melodies in East Norwegian may have been (almost) the same since ON.  

These three arguments point in the direction of Old East Norwegian as a low-tone 

dialect, and I will model it as such. Yet another question is whether level stress can be 

accounted for in the same way in all low-tone dialects, i.e. whether the account of level 

stress in Kristoffersen (2007) for NG can be transposed to Old East Norwegian provided 

that it is a low-tone dialect. This question cannot be answered, but there are no reasons to 

assume that level stress was different in Old East Norwegian than in NG.  

5.8 Modelling the Quantity Shift 

In this section, I will model the quantitative changes that have occurred during the Quantity 

Shift. The illustrations of ON words are based on the assumption that Old East Norwegian 

was a low-tone dialect with level stress words (cf. 5.7). In the short accented syllables, the 

accented vowel has become long, or the following consonant has become semi-long. 

Similarly, in level stress words, the root vowel or the following consonant has lengthened. 

The overlong accented syllables have also become long through various processes, among 

them vowel shortening and consonant changes. Note that the models in themselves do not 

say anything about why or how the Quantity Shift took place; they are merely descriptions 

of the starting point in ON and the result in MN. The quantitative changes during the 

Quantity Shift in words with a short accented syllable and level stress words can now be 

illustrated as in figure 5.20: 

     

Schematic level: 

Prominence          *            *    

Phonetic level: 

Pitch   L H     L H  
Vowels        A            A˘         
 
Consonants     d   g     d       g   

 

 ON [1dAg] (dag acc. sg. dagr (m.), ‘day’)  >  MN [1dA˘g]   
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Schematic level: 

Prominence     (*)          (*)          *  °  

Phonetic level: 

Pitch    H L H   H        L   H 
Vowels        A          A          A˘          ´   

 

Consonants     f   r     f         r   

 

  ON [2fA.rA] (fara (INF), ‘go’) > MN [2fA˘.R´]   

 

Schematic level: 

Prominence          *            *    

Phonetic level: 

Pitch    L H       L H 
Vowels       o           o         
 
Consonants     k   m      k       m>   

 

 ON [1kom] (kom (IMP) koma, ‘come’) >   MN [1kom>]   

  

Schematic level: 

Prominence       (*)        (*)        *  °  

Phonetic level: 

Pitch   H L     H      H L H 
Vowels      o        A         o            ´   
 
Consonants     k   m     k   m>-m   

  

  ON [2ko.mA] (koma (INF), ‘come’)   >  MN [2kom>.m´]   

Figure 5.20 Quantitative development for ON words with a short accented syllable and level stress words.  
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The quantitative changes in ON overlong accented syllables can be illustrated as in figure 

5.21:  

 

 Schematic level: 

Prominence          *            *    

Phonetic level: 

Pitch    L    H       L  H 
Vowels         ç˘          o          
 
Consonants  n      t>     n   t>  

 

      ON [1nç˘t>] (nátt (n.), ‘night’) >  MN [1not>] (f.) 

 

Schematic level: 

Prominence          *  °     *  °  

Phonetic level: 

Pitch  H L   H   H L      H 
Vowels  ç˘             A   o         ´ 
 
Consonants       t>- t      t>- t  

 

  ON [2ç˘t>.tA] (átta (det.), ‘eight’) > MN [2ot>.t´]  

 

 Schematic level: 

Prominence          *            *     

Phonetic level: 

Pitch    L    H      L H         
Vowels         ey         O˘          
 
Consonants  h        r> (–) t   h        ˇ 

 

 ON [1heyr>t] (heyrt, PTC heyra, ‘hear’) >  MN [1hO˘ˇ]  
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Schematic level: 

Prominence          *         °         *  ° 

Phonetic level: 

Pitch   H L        H     H   L   H 
Vowels          Q˘         i          Q˘            ´  
 
Consonants     k     r> (–) D     C         ˇ   

 

ON [1kQ˘r>.Di] (kær�i PT 3rd p. kæra, ‘appeal’) >  MN [1CQ˘.ˇ´] 

Figure 5.21 Quantitative development for ON words with an overlong accented syllable.  
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6 Introduction  
Part II of this thesis consists of analyses of the Quantity Shift. Chapter 7 is an analysis of the 

Quantity Shift as an analogical change based on the productivity of long accented syllables. 

Analogical changes are assumed to start in words of low token frequency on the basis of a 

pattern of high type frequency (Bybee 2001: 12–13, cf. 4.3). As the productivity of long 

accented syllables have generalized in MN, and ON texts do not indicate consonant and 

vowel quantity in any systematic way, MN or ON data cannot provide bases for studies of 

the lexical diffusion of the Shift. The analysis of the Quantity Shift as an analogical change 

therefore involves a type frequency count of short, long and overlong accented syllables to 

see whether long accented syllables, which is assumed to be the productive pattern for the 

Quantity Shift, is also the most frequent category.  

Chapter 8 consists of analyses of the Quantity Shift as a lexically gradual change. Here,  

I will analyze NG data to see what kind of quantitative changes occur in a dialect that has 

not yet gone through a general Quantity Shift. The thesis is summarized and concluded in 

chapter 9. 

As already mentioned in 1.1, Amund B. Larsen (1913 [1976]: 340) proposed almost 100 

years ago that the Quantity Shift may have involved a more frequent group of words with a 

long accented syllable attracting words from the less frequent group with a short accented 

syllable. Riad (1992: 334, cf. 2.4.3) also considers frequency to be part of the motivation of 

the Quantity Shift. The idea of the Quantity Shift as an analogical change, then, is not new. 

Here, however, I will carry out a systematic analysis of the Quantity Shift as an analogical 

change that will relate this to other types of language change within a certain general 

phonological theory of change: Usage-based theory.  

Riad (1992) assumes that long syllables are preferred in accented position in Germanic 

languages, referring to Prokosch’s law (Prokosch 1939, cf. Riad 1992: 45 & section 2.4.3). 

He suggests that this may be the reason why long accented syllables are the more frequent 

syllable type in ON. According to Riad (1992), it may also explain why long accented 

syllables have become the general syllable type in e.g. MN. However, usage-based theory 

cannot draw on preferred structures. Rather, it relates to frequency effects: Less frequent 

structures may change on the basis of more frequent structures. This said, a frequency-based 

analysis of syllable quantity does not have to conflict with a preferred structure analysis: 

When Riad (1992) assumes that the high frequency of long accented syllables can be (part 
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of) the motivation behind the Quantity Shift, this indicates that frequency and so-called 

preferred structures can be interrelated in generative theory. 

In the analysis of the Quantity Shift as a lexically gradual change in chapter 8, I start  

by presenting earlier hypotheses about vowel lengthenings that are assumed to precede  

the Shift, the so-called a-lengthenings. These lengthenings are described as spontaneous,  

i.e. unmotivated, and occur in a variety of specific phonological environments. Moreover, 

there is a wide-spread assumption that one may date earlier and later lengthenings of [A]  

in relation to the Quality Shift (cf. 8.2.2): Words that lengthened the vowel early will have a 

back rounded vowel in MN because the vowel changed qualitatively during the Quality 

Shift, ON akr > MN [1o˘.k´R] (m., ‘field’), whereas words that lengthened the vowel later 

will have a long [A˘] that has not been affected by the Quality Shift, ON [1mAt] > MN 

[1mA˘t] (m., ‘food’). If this assumption holds, it will be possible to distinguish between 

earlier and later a-lengthenings.  

However, establishing the chronology of earlier and later vowel lengthening rests on the 

interpretation of the Quality Shift and the Quantity Shift as rule changes that worked 

generally within a limited period of time. An attempt to study the development of ON words 

in which the [A] has lengthened in MN, did not provide any definitive results. This suggests 

that the Quality Shift and the Quantity Shift are not rule changes, but instead that they may 

be lexically gradual changes that work over an extended period of time.  

If the Quantity Shift is an analogical change based on the productivity of long accented 

syllables, and if this is a lexically gradual change where the productivity of long accented 

syllables gradually increases, earlier and later quantitative changes that result in long accen-

ted syllables may be related to the Quantity Shift rather than having unclear or apparently 

non-existent motivation. Subsections 8.4–8.9 provide systematic studies of NG equivalents 

of ON words with short, long and overlong syllables based on the assumptions that the 

Quantity Shift is a lexically gradual change and that the increased productivity of long 

accented syllables in the beginning had similar effects in Old East Norwegian as in NG. 

These sections are summarized in 8.10. 
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7 The Quantity Shift as an Analogical Change 

7.1 Introduction 

If the Quantity Shift is an analogical change based on the productivity of the more frequent 

syllable quantity pattern in accented position, we expect the type frequency of long accented 

syllables to be higher than that of both short and overlong accented syllables. If this is the 

case, the schema for long syllables may have become increasingly productive until it 

became (nearly) general. Hence, this schema may have been applied to not only new and 

unknown words but also to more familiar words with a short or an overlong accented 

syllable. 

This section presents a type frequency count where word types in a selection of charters 

are categorized as having a short, long or overlong accented syllable. Drawing the database 

from charters rather than a dictionary has the advantage that the data list consists of words 

that were in use in ON. A dictionary count might have included seldom-used words as well 

as more frequently used words. However, the charters are restricted in content, and the use 

of charters as basis for frequency counts will be discussed. 

The frequency count is a type frequency count because it is believed that the entrench-

ment of the schema of long accented syllables depends on the number of exemplars that can 

be connected to the schema, and not to the number of times a token of each exemplar with 

long accented syllable appears in a text (cf. 4.2 & Wang & Derwing 1994 referred to in 4.3). 

In 7.2, I will introduce the texts that form the basis of the type frequency count of the 

Quantity Shift as an analogical change. The section includes a brief discussion of how 

written texts, particularly charters, can be sources for frequency studies of phonological 

changes. 7.3 is a presentation of how data are excerpted from the charters, and 7.4 contains 

information on the syllabification of the data as well as their categorization according to 

syllable quantity. The results of the study are given in 7.5, and the discussion of the 

Quantity Shift as an analogical change is concluded in 7.6.  

7.2 Texts 

7.2.1 Introduction 

In this subsection, I will present the charters that are the basis for my frequency analysis of 

the Quantity Shift (7.2.2). Then I will discuss the general questions of how well frequency 

counts in written texts reflect frequency in speech, and whether the relationship between 
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frequencies in written texts and spoken language is different in historical documents and 

more modern documents (7.2.3). 

7.2.2 Charters 

The frequency analysis of the Quantity Shift is based on charters (MN ‘diplom’) from 1390 

that were issued in eastern Norway and written in Norwegian. An extensive number of 

charters from the Middle Ages were written in Latin. By the 14th century, quite a few 

charters were written in Danish, the official written language after the union of Denmark 

and Norway. Some charters were also written in Swedish or other languages. 

The versions that have been used are digitised pencil-and-paper copies of the original 

parchment charters. The pencil-and-paper copies were made according to ‘diplomatarian 

rules’ and are more detailed in the reproduction of certain characters than the printed 

versions in the Diplomatarium Norvegicum. Some words were only abbreviated in the 

original charters, and a valuable characteristic of the pencil-and-paper copies is that when 

original abbreviations are expanded, this is marked in a specific way, which makes it 

possible to revert to the original word forms in the data. This type of detail is in itself not of 

importance in this analysis, but it may have implications in other analyses of the texts. 

The pencil-and-paper copies were made in the 1960s and ’70s and are held by The 

Dictionary of Old Norwegian (Gammalnorsk ordboksverk) and The Unit for Digital 

Documentation (Enhet for digital dokumentasjon) at the Faculty of Humanities, University 

of Oslo. The selection of charters in the collection of the Dictionary of Old Norwegian 

depends on what the copiers assumed to be in the “Norwegian language”, and not Danish or 

Swedish, and I follow their evaluations.  

There are 32 charters from 1390 in the archives of the Dictionary of Old Norwegian, of 

which 25 certainly or almost certainly were written in eastern Norway. These 25 charters 

form the basis of my frequency analysis, and consist of approximately 4600 tokens. The 

other seven charters from 1390 were written in western Norway or in Sweden, or the place 

of issue is unknown. An overview of the charters, including those left out of the analysis, is 

given in the Appendix: A1. 

The choice of 1390 as the year of issue is not crucial to the purposes of this study.62 I 

have organized and categorized the words in the charters with respect to syllable quantity 

                                                 
62 Originally, I was looking for data on the Quantity Shift that might convey quantitative vowel or 

consonant changes, and started to investigate the latest charters that had been digitised. However, the charters 
do not as a rule indicate vowel or consonant lengthening, hence, they do not systematically reveal any 
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based on their normalized word forms as they appear in Norrøn ordbok (1993) and Fritzner 

(1886). Hence, the exact choice of charters with respect to date of issue is less significant. 

What is needed for this type frequency count is a text from the approximate time in question 

that can provide a reasonable amount of data which reflects the relative numbers of words 

with short, long and overlong accented syllables in a running ON text, but which at the same 

time is short enough to handle within the limits of the project.   

7.2.3 Charters as Basis for Frequency Counts   

The next question, then, is how well charters can serve as a basis for frequency counts. Do 

they reflect the language of one individual or that of the larger community? Moreover, since 

phonological changes are phenomena of spoken language, how well can written texts work 

as a basis for studies of phonological phenomena? 

One advantage of charters is that one can select texts written by different people, which 

may reflect language change in the wider society rather than just in one individual. When 

Bybee (e.g. 2001) studies language change, she looks at the development in a language 

community through texts that are spoken or written by more than one person or carries out 

experiments that involve more than one subject. The charters that are used here were 

probably written by ca. 20 different people (cf. Vågslid 1989 & Appendix: A1)63 and may 

therefore be said to represent a language community, rather than just a couple of 

individuals. 

When it comes to using frequency counts based on written texts to study changes in 

spoken language, Bybee states in Hooper (1976: 98) that “frequent words in written 

language will be even more frequent in spoken language, while infrequent words in written 

language will be even more infrequent or totally non-existent in spoken language.” In 

addition to comparative dialect studies, written texts are the only sources for historical 

phonological changes. The general assumption, then, is that they show the same frequency 

patterns as an oral text would do, only to a lesser degree. However, I believe that genre, 

style and theme may affect the comparability of written texts and spoken everyday 

                                                                                                                                                      

quantitative changes in the vowels or consonants. When I started to look at the question of the Quantity Shift 
from other perspectives, however, the 1390-data were already at hand and proved useful.  

63 Vågslid (1989) organizes ON charters according to writers. Even though Vågslid (1989) has been 
criticized for occasionally attributing too many letters to one writer or particularly for having missed the fact 
that two letters may have been written with the same hand, cf. e.g. Simensen (2002: 13) and Bakken (1997: 4), 
his notations can be taken as a useful point of departure. For my purposes, knowing the specific writer of each 
charter, or the exact number of writers that are represented in the database, is not crucial. However, it is 
important that the selected charters were written by more than one person. 
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language. The greater variation there is within a text corpus concerning style, genre and 

theme, the more likely it is that the written text is comparable to spoken language.  

The charters that I use as a basis for my frequency analysis here are mostly of a legal 

character, concerning testaments, gifts and sales. In these charters, the vocabulary might be 

skewed due to formal conventions and legal content which may have an impact on the token 

frequency of particular words like kve�ju (acc. kve�ja (f.), ‘greeting’) and vátta�i (PT 3rd p. 

sg. vátta, ‘witness’). However, in this study, the impact of the legal characteristics of the 

texts as well as standardized and repeated formulas on the frequency count is limited since 

this is a type frequency count of syllable quantity rather than a token frequency count. 

The question of how comparable written texts are to spoken language depends not only 

on the type of text that is used but also on the type of linguistic phenomenon that is studied. 

Generally speaking, counts of general phenomena that are frequent, like phonemes and verb 

classes, depend less on the type and length of the text than studies of a particular word or an 

infrequent construction. Syllable quantity, which is the subject here, is a general phenome-

non that is relevant to all accented words. It is not assumed that any semantic field, like law 

or daily life, contain a relatively higher number of words with any particular syllable 

quantity type. I.e., it is not assumed that legal texts contain a relatively high amount of e.g. 

words with an overlong accented syllable. Hence, a study of syllable quantity can be carried 

out on a relatively small text sample and the type of text will probably have minimal, if any, 

effect on the frequency count. The only exception here might be poetry, where rhythm is 

connected to syllable quantity and hence might direct the choice of words to some extent. 

Even though there may be some problems connected to the comparability of these 

charters to everyday spoken language, I do believe that frequency studies carried out on less 

than optimal data are better than no frequency studies. Also, the subject of study, syllable 

quantity in accented syllables, is such a frequent phenomenon that the imperfect nature of 

the texts is less problematic for this study than it might be for other phonological studies.  

7.3 Excerption 

The type frequency analysis of ON data concerns the syllable types in accented position, 

and I have therefore only included words that can carry stress in a sentence and thus have an 

accented syllable. Nouns, verbs and adjectives are considered to carry stress, whereas I have 

excluded words like pronouns, determiners and prepositions because whether or not they 
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carry stress in a sentence is more uncertain.64 As for compounds, more than one syllable 

may carry stress, but only one will be accented. Thus, a compound will be counted as one 

word, e.g. l†gma�r (m., ‘lawyer’), and the initial syllable will be taken to be the accented 

one.  

Moreover, I have omitted Latin words like anno and domini because this is a study of 

ON. I have also omitted a few words that are difficult to identify, and words which 

according to Norrøn ordbok (1993) or Fritzner ([1886] 1954) may vary in quantity, e.g. the 

male name Jón/Jónn. Proper names of Latin origin are left out because it can be difficult to 

determine which is the accented syllable, and hence the quantity of it. On the other hand, it 

is not difficult to determine the accented syllable in native proper names, and they are kept.  

To group the relevant words, i.e., nouns, verbs and adjectives, according to syllable 

quantity, I have used a concordance program that is called Conc 1.76. The program lists the 

words in the texts, alphabetizes them and indicates how many times each word appears in 

the text. From this list, I have removed words that probably do not carry accent. The 

remainder were organized so that different orthographical representations of the same word 

were grouped together.  

The program does have some small problems, however. It counts anything between two 

spaces as a word, so when a word is broken over two lines, the separated parts is counted as 

two words. Moreover, when each element of a compound is written separately rather than 

together, each is counted as one separate word which is problematic to me because I assume 

that each compound has only one accented syllable. This demands some editing of the texts 

before they are run through the program: I have removed line breaks within a word, spaces 

between elements of compounds, and italics which mark the expansion of an original 

abbreviation.  

The program does not read graphs such as <æ>, <ø> and <�>, and these are usually 

marked with slashes in the concordance lists, e.g. the digraph <æ> becomes </ae/>. When 

the words in the concordance lists are indexed, the program removes these markers, thus 

</ae/> is read as two graphs, <ae>. In the index and concordance lists, then, the original 

sequences <ae> and <æ> are merged. These imperfections are not problematic for this 

quantity analysis, because I categorize words according to their normalized spelling in ON, 

                                                 
64 The selection of word types that can carry stress may be compared to ‘content words’ in Riad (1992: 31), 

even though he only considers ‘minimal words’, i.e. non-compounds. In the analyses of NG data, I have made 
a similar selection of data, cf. 8.3.3.3. 
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but other types of phonological or graphical analyses, e.g. a study of the notation for u-

umlaut, might need further editing of the data.  

7.4 Syllabification and Categorization 

I have syllabified the ON words in the data lists according to the rules laid out in subsection 

5.4 and have categorized them according to their syllable quantity type in accented position 

– short, long or overlong – as described in subsection 5.6. A summary of the categorization 

rubric is given in table 1.1. Since I have grouped the words according to quantity for 

standard ON as given in Norrøn ordbok and Fritzner ([1886] 1954, cf. 7.2.2), the figures 

will reflect the type frequencies of short, long and overlong accented syllables in ON prior 

to the Quantity Shift.  

In most cases, the syllabification given in 4.4 resolves questions about how to syllabify 

the data. The syllabification of compounds, derivations and compounded names require 

some extra rules: Compounds and derivations are categorized with respect to their first part, 

i.e. the compound l†gmann (acc. sg. l†gma�r (m.), ‘lawyer’) and the derivation l†gligr (a., 

‘legal’) are categorized as having a short accented syllable along with the noun l†g [1lçg] 

(n.pl., ‘law’).  

Concerning compounded names, I follow Bakken (1998: 163–4, 246–7) in regarding 

patronyms to be compounds with recognizable stems, whereas first names that look like 

compounds are considered to be simplexes. The reasons are that the patronyms functioned 

as compounds in ON; they were created for each individual according to certain principles, 

and each stem kept its lexical meaning. Hence, Kolssonr means Kols + sonr ‘son of Kol’65, 

and is categorized as a word with a long accented syllable on the basis of the first part: Kols. 

Compounded first names, however, became simplexes once the stems were put together; the 

man’s name Gu�brandr does not mean two men ’Gu�’ + ‘Brandr’, and even less ‘god’ + 

‘fire’. This word is therefore categorized as having a long accented syllable as in 

[1guD>.«brAn>dr] even if the simplex gu� has a short one: [1guD]. 

7.5 Results 

Table 7.1 shows the distribution of the tokens in the charters that can carry stress in a 

sentence, by number of word types and percentages.  

                                                 
65 I do not have any examples in my database of a patronym where the first part in isolation is a short 

monosyllable. 
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Table 7.1 Words with short, long and overlong  

accented syllables in numbers and percentages 

Syllable Quantity Type Number Percent 

Short VC, V 173 173   18   18 

V˘ 273  29 
Long 

VC> 
696 

423 
  74 

 45 

Overlong V˘ C>   73   73    8    8 

Total  942 942 100 100 

Table 7.1 Words with short, long and overlong accented syllables – number of types and percentages 

Table 7.1 shows that 74% of the words in the charters that can take stress have a long 

accented syllable, 18% have a short accented syllable, and 8% have an overlong accented 

syllable.66 These numbers suggest that the Quantity Shift could have been an analogical 

change based on the productivity of long syllables in accented position. 

7.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have shown that the pattern of long accented syllables, which is the general 

syllable quantity pattern in MN, had high type frequency in ON. Changes that are based on 

high type frequency patterns, are assumed to be analogical changes within the framework of 

Bybee (2001). Contrary, articulatorily motivated changes affect high-frequency words first 

and are caused by neuromotorical processes rather than patterns in memory. Acoustically 

motivated changes, which is the third type of change that is reckoned by Bybee (2001), 

affect low-frequency words first and they do not have to be based on any pattern of high 

type frequency, but also of individual words.  

In section 4.3, I referred to some cases of phonological change that may be analyzed as 

analogical changes based on the productivity of a more frequent pattern. In general, 

however, such changes seem to be more well-attested in morphology than in phonology.  

It is therefore interesting that the Quantity Shift seems to be another case of phonological 

analogical change, indicating that phonological patterns may behave in a very similar way 

to morphological patterns, and that our memories, to a certain extent, may treat 

phonological and morphological schemas in similar ways.  

                                                 
66 If we limit the group of words with an overlong accented syllable to only those with a long accented 

vowel followed by a single or semi-long [t>] as in Riad (1992, cf. 2.4.2), only 2% of the words in my data have 
an overlong accented syllable, and 80% have a long accented syllable. 
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8 The Quantity Shift as a Lexically Gradual Change 

8.1. Introduction 

In chapter 7, I argued that the Quantity Shift in Norwegian is an analogical change based on 

the productivity of long accented syllables, which is the most frequent syllable quantity type 

in ON. According to usage-based theory, analogical processes are not expected to happen in 

a single stage; rather, they are expected to proceed by gradual lexical diffusion. It would 

therefore be interesting to discover how the change proceeds: Which words are affected 

first? Will some words never be affected, or be affected particularly late?  

ON data cannot provide information on the lexical diffusion of the Quantity Shift 

because vowel and consonant quantity is not marked in any consistent way in non-

standardized texts, which are the only direct sources for phonological changes in ON. For 

the analysis of the Quantity Shift as a lexically gradual change, then, I will rely on NG data. 

NG has not gone through a general Quantity Shift, but even so, there have been some 

quantitative changes in this dialect since ON. A study of these changes can tell us something 

about the lexical diffusion of early quantitative changes in this dialect. Moreover, if these 

changes can be related to the productivity of long accented syllables, rather than being 

sporadic and without any common characteristics, they may disclose a path of spread, which 

might be similar to how the Quantity Shift proceeded in other East Norwegian dialects 

following the ON period. 

Before I turn to a systematic study of NG data, I will discuss the assumptions underlying 

analyses of pre-Quantity Shift vowel lengthenings in ON and Early Old Swedish in 8.2. 

Section 8.3 is an introduction to the NG data and describes how they are organized in the 

database, and how the relevant NG data are presented in the Appendix. The analyses of the 

NG data are organized as follows: section 8.4 discusses vowel lengthening in ON short 

monosyllables; 8.5 deals with the relative chronology of lengthenings in short 

monosyllables vs. level stress words; 8.6 looks at the productivity of short accented 

syllables in NG; 8.7 concerns vowel lengthenings in ON long accented syllables; and 8.8 

deals with the changes in ON overlong accented syllables. The analyses of NG are 

summarized in 8.8.  
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8.2 AA-lengthenings  

8.2.1 Introduction 

This section concerns so-called ‘spontaneous a-lengthenings’ (Riad 1992: 298) that are 

supposed to have occurred prior to and independent of the Quantity Shift. The term ‘a-

lengthenings’ in Riad (1992) covers the lengthening of [A], and possibly [Q], in short 

monosyllables and [A, o, Q] in certain Early Old Swedish words with a long accented 

syllable. Riad (1992) considers all of these words to have heavy stems, i.e., long accented 

syllables (cf. 2.4.2), and these lengthenings are thought to have occurred earlier than the 

Quantity Shift proper. Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951) hold similar though not identical 

assumptions concerning early vowel lengthening of [A, o, ç] in ON. As opposed to the a-

lengthenings in Riad (1992), the similar assumptions in Seip (1955) and (1951) are listed as 

unconnected changes.   

In these accounts, the Quantity Shift is described as the introduction of a rule that 

changes all short accented and overlong syllables to long ones. Thus, a-lengthenings are 

assumed to have operated prior to and independent of the Quantity Shift for two reasons:  

1) A-lengthenings occur not only in words with a short accented syllable but also in those 

with a long accented syllable, which is unexpected for the Quantity Shift. 2) A-lengthenings 

are restricted to certain vowels, i.e. not all short monosyllables change, which would be the 

expected outcome if a-lengthenings were part of a rule-governed Quantity Shift.  

If the Quantity Shift is interpreted as a lexically gradual change based on the productivity 

of a schema rather than a rule change, a-lengthenings cannot be distinguished from the 

Quantity Shift that easily: 1) If the Quantity Shift is described as in terms of the productivity 

of a schema, words with a long accented syllable may also be affected as long as the result 

is the same quantity type – a word with a long accented syllable. 2) If the Quantity Shift is 

lexically gradual, it may affect words with certain accented vowels earlier than words with 

other vowels, but still in principle be ‘the same change’.  

Even though the concept of a-lengthenings seems to depend on an interpretation of the 

Quantity Shift as a rule rather than a lexically gradual change, the accounts on a-

lengthenings may disclose which words were affected first by the Quantity Shift. It is 

therefore relevant to examine what the generalizations on a-lengthenings are. I will 

therefore continue by giving a critical presentation of the generalizations about the assumed 

pre-Quantity Shift vowel lengthenings in ON as they are presented by Seip (1955) and 

Indrebø (1951) in 8.2.2. This is followed by a critical presentation of a-lengthenings in 
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Early Old Swedish as they appear in Riad (1992) in 8.2.3. The discussion of so-called a-

lengthenings is summarized in 8.2.4.  

8.2.2 Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951) 

Textbooks on ON report lengthenings of back vowels, [A, ç, o, u], preceding the Quantity 

Shift, some dated as early as before 1200, (Seip 1955: 109–12, Indrebø 1951: 116–17). In 

East Norwegian, however, it seems that such lengthening is restricted to [A, o, ç]. Even 

though Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951) treat these as sporadic and unconnected pre-

Quantity Shift lengthenings, I will use the somewhat imprecise term ‘a-lengthenings’ from 

Riad (1992) for all of these lengthenings for the sake of simplicity.  

Tables 7.2.1–7.2.4 give examples of a-lengthenings from Seip (1955: 110, 111, 112) and 

Indrebø (1951: 116–17) that are presented clearly as East Norwegian. Since quite a few of 

the examples from Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951) are from West Norwegian or Icelandic, 

and these are not included here, the account of a-lengthenings in East Norwegian may seem 

limited compared to how an account for both East and West Norwegian would have been.  

Some of the examples in the tables may be difficult to recognize as examples of a-

lengthenings, e.g. akr > [1o˘.k´R] (m., ‘field’). This is due to two factors. First, short [A]’s 

that lengthened were also rounded to [ç˘]: [1Ak>r] > *[1ç˘.k´R]. Second, a-lengthenings were 

followed by a chain shift where the back rounded vowels raise, the so-called Quality Shift. 

In Torp & Vikør (2003: 62) the Quality Shift is described as a chain shift of long, back 

vowels: [ç˘] > [o˘] > [u˘] > [¨˘]. The effect of the Quality Shift on akr was the development 

*[1ç˘.k´R] > [1o˘.k´R]. Due to the Quality Shift, words with accented [A] that lengthened 

prior to the Quality Shift are expected to have a back rounded vowel rather than an [A˘] in 

ON. Later, however, [A]s that lengthen do not also become rounded, and the result is [A˘], 

like in ON [1mAt] > MN [1mA˘t] (acc. sg. matr (m.), ’food’). These [A˘]s were not affected 

by the Quality Shift. 

The tables are organized according to the different types of environments within which 

Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951) claim that a-lengthenings have occurred: There is 

lengthening of accented back vowels at the beginning of words, before [r>n] and [r>D], as 

well as in the second syllable in level stress words. Furthermore, the word séa > sjá (INF, 

‘see’) is supposed to be an example of a-lengthening. As this word cannot be grouped with 

any of the other words, I will not include it in the following discussion. 
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The lengthening generalizations can be formalized in the following way (# symbolizes a 

word boundary): 

 

1. Beginning of words:  [»A] > [»ç˘], [»o] > [»o˘]  /  # _ ... 

2. Before [r>n]:  [»A] > [»ç˘], [»ç] > [»ç˘]  /  _ r>n ... 

3. Before [r>D]:  [»A]  > [»ç˘], [»ç] > [»ç˘] /  _ r>D ... 

4. Level stress words: [A]  > [ç˘]   /  2(C)V.C_ (...)# 

 

The first three generalizations are based on listed examples, whereas the fourth generali-

zation is claimed to be of a more general kind. The vowel lengthening in the second (and 

unaccented) syllable of level stress words in words like ON fara > NG [2fo.Ro˘] (INF, ‘go’) 

and ON gamall > NG [2go.mo˘l] (a., ‘old’, phonetic transcriptions are from Storm (1920) 

and transposed into IPA) may be the effect of utterance-final lengthening that is common in 

level stress words in NG, as well as in accent 2-words with a long accented syllable (cf. 5.7 

& Kristoffersen 2007: 197–8). If so, the assumed vowel lengthening in unaccented position 

in level stress words is not a separate form of pre-Quantity Shift a-lengthening. Neither is it 

part of the Quantity Shift, since lengthening of syllables in relation to the Shift is linked to 

accented, not unaccented, syllables. Rather, it is a prosodic lengthening that appears to be 

particularly salient in the second syllable of level stress words since this vowel is often 

transcribed as long. 

In tables 7.2.1–7.2.3, I have listed all of the examples from Seip (1955) and Indrebø 

(1951) that are used to document generalizations 1–3, all of which concern accented 

syllables. Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951) sometimes give their examples using the phonetic 

transcription called Norvegia and sometimes using ordinary letters. I have transcribed the 

examples into IPA when their pronunciation can be interpreted, following my length 

markings (cf. 5.5); those that can’t be are listed in their ordinary written forms, in italics. 

Moreover, the examples are given sometimes in ON and sometimes in MN dialect forms. 

Hence, the columns that reproduce the examples from Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951) are 

labelled ON/East Norwegian because it may contain either ON words or East Norwegian 

dialect words. The examples are also given in standardized ON and are glossed in English 

so that they are more easily identified. In the tables, I have also included NG forms from 

Storm (1920), Grøsland (1976) and Dagsgard (2006) to show whether there has been any 

vowel lengthening in these examples in NG.  
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Table 8.2.1 Examples of aa-lengthening: beginning of words 

ON ON/ East Norwegian NG English 
 Seip 

(1955) 

Indrebø (1951) Storm (1920) Grøsland 

(1976) 

Dagsgard 

(2006) 

 

akr, ákr (m.) [1o˘.keR] [1o˘.keR] [1o˘.k´R] [1o˘.k´R] [1o˘.k´R] ‘field’ 

at, át (prep.)  [1o˘t]  [1o˘t]  [1o˘t]  [1ot] ‘to’ 

at (prep.) [1o˘]   [1o]  [1o] INF mark 

af (prep.) [1o˘V]  [1o˘V]   [1o˘V] ‘of’ 

otr (m.)  otr     ‘otter’ 

ostr (m.)  ostr [1ust]   [1ust] ‘cheese’ 

opinn (a.)  opinn [2u˘.pe˘n, 2u˘.pe, 

 2u˘.pe˘, 2u˘.pi˘n] 
 [2u˘.pen] ‘open’ 

Table 8.2.1 Examples of a-lengthening at the beginning of words.  

Table 8.2.1 shows lengthening of the accented back vowel in a variety of words. The ON 

words akr (m., ‘field’) and otr (m., ‘otter’; EN [1u˘.t´R]) have undergone an alteration in the 

organization of gestures that has resulted in an epenthetic vowel as well as resyllabification 

(cf. 4.4.5). The vowel lengthening in these words may be related to the Quantity Shift:  

If the vowel had not lengthened, these words would have had a short accented syllable 

following the reorganization of the final consonantal gestures. The first syllables in these 

words may therefore have become long due to the productivity of long accented syllables, 

i.e. the Quantity Shift. 

The vowel lengthening in opinn (a., ‘open’) can also be seen as a result of the Quantity 

Shift, i.e. as the lengthening of the accented vowel in ON level stress words. Similarly, the 

vowel lengthening in the prepositions at and af when they are accented in a sentence may be 

regarded as a regular result of the Quantity Shift.  

A possible vowel lengthening in ost is difficult to evaluate. Indrebø (1951) groups this 

word with otr and opinn, which I assume have undergone regular quantitative changes due 

to the productivity of long accented syllables. The word ost, however, does not have a long 

vowel in NG. The quality of the vowel [u] in these three words, however, is assumed by 

Indrebø (1951: 117) to be the result of a vowel lengthening followed by a raising caused by 

the Quality Shift (which only affected long vowels, cf. above), which again is followed by a 

vowel shortening. Since the word ost does not have a long vowel in NG (or any other East 

Norwegian dialects, this path of development is uncertain for NG (and East Norwegian in 

general), and I will not assume that this word had a lengthened vowel.  

All of the words in table 8.2.1 (except ost) can be seen as examples of vowel lengthening 

due to the productivity of long accented syllables. However, they might be early examples 
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of this type of vowel lengthening. If the Quantity Shift is seen as a rule change, they may 

have preceded such a change and thereby be unmotivated by the Shift. If the Quantity Shift 

is interpreted as a lexically gradual change, however, the words in table 8.2.1 (except ost) 

may be (early) examples of a regular Quantity Shift.  

Tables 8.2.2 and 8.2.3 present data on possible a-lengthening before [r>n] and [r>D]: 

 

Table 8.2.2 Examples of aa-lengthening: before [r>n] 

ON/East Norwegian NG 
ON 

Seip (1955) 
Indrebø 

(1951) 

Storm 

(1920) 

Grøsland 

(1976) 

Dagsgard 

(2006) 

English 

barn (n.) [1bo˘n]  [1bo˘n] [1bo˘n] [1bo˘n] ‘child’ 

b†rn (n. pl.) [1bu˘n]  [1bu˘n] [1bo˘n, 1bu˘n] [1bu˘n] ‘child’ 

Table 8.2.2 Examples of a-lengthening before [r>n]. 

Table 8.2.3 Examples of a-lengthening: before [r>�] 

ON ON/ East Norwegian NG English 
 Seip 

(1955) 

Indrebø 

(1951) 

Storm 

(1920) 

Grøsland 

(1976) 

Dagsgard 

(2006) 

 

skar� (n.) skar  [1skAr>D] [1skA˘}] [1skA˘}]  [1skA˘}] ‘cleft’  
gar�r (m.) gard [1go˘}] [1gAr>Dr] [1gA˘}] [1gA˘}] [1gA˘}] ‘farm’ 

har�r (a.) hard [1hAr>Dr] [1hA˘},1hA˘l]  [1hA˘}] ‘solid’ 
or� (n.)  ord   [1u˘}] [1u˘}] ‘word’ 
bor� (n.) bord   [1bu˘}]  ‘board’ 

Table 8.2.3 Examples of a-lengthening before [r�>D]. 

All of the examples of a-lengthening in tables 8.2.2 and 8.2.3 have not only undergone 

vowel lengthening, but also changes in the postvocalic consonants. In table 8.2.2, the [r>] in 

[r>n] is deleted (cf. 4.4.4), and in table 8.2.3 the [r>D] has undergone gestural misparsing into 

[}] (cf. 4.4.6). If the Quantity Shift is considered to be a rule that changes words with short 

accented vowels, the vowel lengthenings in these tables cannot be part of the Shift. If the 

Quantity Shift is seen instead as the increased productivity of long accented syllables, the 

vowel lengthenings in these examples may be considered as results of the Shift; if the 

vowels were not lengthened, these words would have had short accented syllables, e.g. 

*[1bon] (barn (n.), ‘child’) and *[1gA}] (gar� acc. sg. gar�r (m.), ‘farm’).  

In this subsection, I have argued against the examples in Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951) 

of early vowel lengthenings as indicating sporadic lengthening of back vowels preceding the 

Quantity Shift. Rather, the vowel lengthenings are seen as the result of the productivity of 

long accented syllables, i.e. the Quantity Shift as a lexically gradual change, or they can be 
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interpreted as examples of prosodic lengthening, as in the utterance-final lengthening of 

unaccented vowels in level stress words. 

8.2.3 Riad (1992) 

Riad (1992: 298–305) suggests that Swedish underwent spontaneous a-lengthenings earlier 

than the Quantity Shift proper. The assumption is based on modern dialectal forms in 

Swedish dialects in Finland and some Early Old Swedish data (1000–1300). The term ‘a-

lengthenings’ in Riad (1992) includes the lengthenings of non-high vowels, namely <ä> 

which I denote as [Q], and <o> which I denote as [o]. The reason why the a-lengthenings 

are called ‘spontaneous’ is that they are independent of syllable quantity; they occur in 

heavy, i.e. long accented, syllables.67 According to Riad (1992: 303), it is not coincidental 

that this vowel lengthening happens to low vowels, because the phonetic literature suggests 

that there is a general tendency for low vowels to have a longer duration than high vowels. 

The lengthening is related to four specific environments. In so-called ‘CvC words’, i.e. 

short monosyllables here, the lengthening of [A] is expected to be general and prior to the 

lengthening of other vowels in this type of words. Some words with [Q] in this word group 

lengthen, too, e.g. [vQgh] > [vQ˘gh] (‘road’, Riad 1992: 298, my transcription).68 However, 

it is unclear whether this is considered to be an example of vowel lengthening in a ‘CvC 

word’ or in a ‘CvCC word’, which would instead be covered by the following 

generalization.  

In a ‘CvCC word’, i.e. a long monosyllable here, [A, Q, o] is lengthened before a 

consonant cluster in which the first consonant is a ‘sonorant’, e.g. [bArn] > [bA˘rn] (‘child’), 

[fQrD] > [fQ˘rD] (‘trip’), and [orD] > [o˘rD] (‘word’). All of the examples have consonant 

clusters that start with an [r], which may indicate that the term ‘sonorant’ is too wide.  

In bisyllabic words with a long accented syllable, two different tendencies are noted: 

Some dialects lengthen [A] before [rD], e.g. [gAr.Der] > [gA˘rDer] (‘farm’), while others 

lengthen [A] before a ‘stop’ followed by a ‘liquid’, e.g. [VAk.ran] > [VA˘kran] (‘beautiful’), 

and  [nAg.lar] >  [nA˘glar] (‘nail’, pl.).69 

                                                 
67 Riad (1992) analyzes a-lengthening as only occurring in ‘heavy’, i.e. long accented syllables. This is 

because he includes ‘CvC words’, i.e. short monosyllables, in the group of words with ‘heavy’ syllables (cf. 
2.4.2). 

68 Riad (1992) does not indicate the accent in the examples. He does not assume that the first consonant in 
a cluster is long, and the transcriptions follow his evaluation on this point.  

69 Where Riad (1992) does not give syllable boundaries in his examples, I do not either.  
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Riad (1992: 301) also claims that there has been a-lengthening in [fAsnA] > [fA˘snA] 

(INF ‘stick’). This is a bisyllabic word with a consonant cluster that consists of a fricative 

followed by a nasal. It appears to be an exceptional word and difficult to categorize follo-

wing Riad’s generalizations. If the category of bisyllabic words with a postvocalic ‘stop’ 

followed by a ‘liquid’ is extended to words with a postvocalic ‘obstruent’ followed by a 

‘sonorant’, then, [fAsnA] can be categorized with [VAk.ran] and [nAg.lar].  

The a-lengthenings that I have just described are assumed to be followed by general 

vowel lengthening in CvC stems (short monosyllables here) except if the vowel is followed 

by [p, t, k, s, (r)] (Riad 1992: 301). In these cases, the consonant is assumed to lengthen.  

The generalizations on a-lengthening in Early Old Swedish in Riad (1992) can be forma-

lized in the following way (# symbolizes a word boundary, S symbolizes a sonorant, P a 

plosive, L a liquid, and O an obstruent): 

 

1.  [‘A] >[‘A˘] (, [‘Q] > [‘Q˘])   / C _ C# 

2.  [‘A] > [‘A˘], [‘Q] > [‘Q˘], [‘o] > [‘o˘]  /  _ SC# /  _[r]C# 

3a.  [‘A] > [‘A˘]     /  _ r.DV... 

3b.  [‘A] > [‘A˘]     /  _ P.LV...   /  _ O.SV... 

 

A-lengthenings in ON involve lengthening of the vowels [A, ç, o] (cf. 8.2.2). For Swedish, 

however, a-lengthenings apply to [A, Q, o]. The ON equivalents of the Swedish examples 

in Riad (1992: 298–299) with accented [Q] have accented [e]. Hence, it might be the case 

that a lengthening of [e] should be included among possible a-lengthenings in Norwegian.  

This will be discussed in 8.4. 

In contrast to the generalizations in Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951, cf. 8.2.2), all of the 

generalizations in Riad (1992) discussed here concern lengthening of the accented vowel. 

Generalization 1, which says that short monosyllables with accented [A] (and possibly [Q]) 

lengthen the vowel earlier than other vowels, is not captured by Seip (1955) and Indrebø 

(1951, cf. 8.2.2) but is mentioned in dialect descriptions of NG (Langleite 1974: 79).  

Generalizations 2 and 3a can be compared to the generalizations about vowel lengthening 

in words with postvocalic [r>n] and [r>D] in Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951, cf. 8.2.2.). These 

consonant clusters have undergone gestural blending (apicalization) / deletion and gestural 

misparsing (cf. 4.4.6) respectively in Swedish (Wessén 1965 I: 164–5, 166), as in 
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Norwegian, and the vowel lengthenings may be an effect of the productivity of long 

accented syllables because the changes in the postvocalic consonants otherwise would have 

resulted in words with a short accented syllable (cf. 8.2.2).70 

If the Quantity Shift is seen as a rule change applying to short accented syllables, the 

lengthening covered by generalization 3b, e.g. [VAk.rAn] > [VA˘krAn] (‘beautiful’) cannot 

be part of the Shift because these words have long accented syllables in Old Swedish. 

However, if the Quantity Shift is seen as being based on the productivity of long accented 

syllables, the important factor is not the syllable quantity types that are affected by the 

change but rather the resulting long accented syllable. If the words in this group are 

syllabified as [nA˘.glAr] (‘nail’, pl.), rather than [nA˘g.lAr] as suggested by Riad (1992: 

299), they have a long accented syllable. In this case, the result of the vowel lengthening 

does not have to be in conflict with the Shift.  

To conclude, then, the changes that are considered to be pre-Quantity Shift  

a-lengthenings in Riad (1992) may be part of the Quantity Shift interpreted as a lexically 

gradual change based on the productivity of long accented syllables, where short 

monosyllables with certain vowels change earlier than short monosyllables with other 

vowels. The changes in Early Old Swedish words with long accented syllables may also be 

related to the Quantity Shift, seen as based on the productivity of long accented syllables, 

since all of the words with a long accented syllable that are affected by lengthening also 

have long accented syllables in Modern Swedish. 

8.2.4 Conclusion  

The literature gives a patchwork picture of the early a-lengthenings; many vowels are 

involved, there are fairly detailed phonological conditionings concerning the lengthenings, 

and the examples are scattered. The lengthenings are described as unmotivated by Seip 

(1955) and Indrebø (1951), but Riad (1992) suggests that they may be due to the fact that 

low vowels are intrinsically longer than high vowels. Even so, the vowel lengthenings that 

are covered by the term a-lengthenings resemble the (later) vowel lengthenings that are 

connected to the Quantity Shift, and it would be interesting to see whether a-lengthenings 

may be (early) results of the Quantity Shift rather than a separate type of vowel lengthening.  

                                                 
70 Wessén (1965) dates the gestural misparsing of [rD] > [}] and the blending of [rn] > [˜] to later than 

1600. If this is correct, a-lengthening before [rD] and [rn] occurred earlier than the consonant change, and the 
vowel lengthening cannot be related to the Quantity Shift.  
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The accounts in Riad (1992), and to some extent Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951), 

highlight two interesting phenomena. Short monosyllables with accented [A], and possibly 

[e] (Early Old Swedish [Q],) seem to lengthen earlier than short monosyllables with other 

accented vowels. Why? Moreover, certain words with a long, accented syllable seem to 

lengthen the vowel even if the syllable is already long. What are the patterns of these 

words? It seems that some of these vowel lengthenings may be motivated by the Quantity 

Shift if it is interpreted as being based on the productivity of long accented syllables. Is this 

a coincidence for these specific examples or is this a general pattern?  

To investigate these phenomena, I will take a systematic look at the NG equivalents of 

ON words with a short (8.4 & 8.5), long (8.8) or overlong (8.9) accented syllable to see 

what quantitative changes have occurred, and if possible, to give these changes a more 

general description and motivation.  

8.3 Description of the NG Data 

8.3.1 Introduction 

There are three sources of data from NG that are useful in the study of the Quantity Shift as 

a lexically gradual change. The first is a dialect description published in 1920 in which the 

data are from 1885 (Storm 1920). Storm (1920: 50–6) reports from four different areas:  

1) Lesja (and Dovre), 2) Lom (and Skjåk), 3) Vågå, and 4) Sel. These areas may be regarded 

as one dialect area with respect to syllable quantity. The data from these areas are therefore 

combined in the database. The data in Storm (1920) display a lot of variation because they 

are reports from four dialect areas, which are contrasted to some degree, they are transcribed 

with fine phonetic detail, and they may have been compiled by more than one person. An 

example of the variation that is captured by these data, is the word kvikr (a., ‘well’) which is 

listed with five alternates: [1kvE˘k, 1kvQ˘k, 1kve˘k, 1kvEk, 1kviHk>]. I have edited these 

data as little as possible because I am interested in variation. Any possibly unexpected forms 

may therefore be the result of the variation that is found in Storm (1920). 

The second source is a description of noun inflection in the dialect of Vågå, one of the 

villages in North Gudbrandsdalen, and the data are from the 1970s (Grøsland 1976: 113–

42). Grøsland (1976) contains only nouns, whereas Storm (1920) reports on all kinds of 

words. These data are transcribed in a coherent way, and do not display much variation. The 

data from Storm (1920) and Grøsland (1976) form the bases of my analyses of NG.  
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The third source is Dagsgard (2006) which is a grammar and a word list of the dialect in 

Lom and Skjåk as spoken by people born before 1955. This book was published subsequent 

to the construction of my database, but I have used it as a supplementary source e.g. in the 

type frequency counts of strong and telja verbs in NG. His data are also transcribed 

consistently, and are particularly useful when the focus is on patterns rather than on 

variation. 

I will start by presenting how I have organized the NG data in my database (8.3.2) before 

I move on to give a few notes on the transcriptions of data and the exclusion of compounds 

(8.3.3). 

8.3.2 Organization of the NG Data 

The data from Storm (1920) and Grøsland (1976) are listed separately in the database and 

organized according to the categories listed in table 8.3.1: 
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Table 8.3.1 Organization of the NG data in database:  

equivalents of ON words with a short accented syllable 

No. Summarized description Description Examples 

a) monosyllables bar > [1bAR] 
(PT bera, 
‘carry’) 

b) level stress 
words 

vera > 
[2ve.RA]  
(INF, ‘be’) 

c) accent 1 
polysyllables 

skipit > 
[1Se.p´] (def. 
sg. skip (n.), 
’ship’) 

1 Short > 
Short: 
No change 

VC# > VC# 
 
 
 
V.C... > V.C... 
 
 
 
V.C... > V.C... 
 
 
V.C... > V# d) level stress 

words > 
monosyllables 

NG words with a short 
accented syllable that have 
ON words with a short 
accented syllable as their 
equivalents. These words 
have not undergone any 
quantitative changes in the 
accented syllable, although 
some level stress words have 
reduced to monosyllables 
(tables 1d & 1d’). hafa > [1hA] 

(INF, ‘have’) 

a) monosyllables bak > [1bA˘k] 
 

b) level stress 
words 

eta > [2e˘.tA] 
(INF, ‘eat’) 

c) accent 1 
polysyllables 

veginn > 
[1VEI˘.g´n] 
(def. acc. sg. 
veg (m.), 
‘road’) 

2 Short > 
Long: 
Vowel 
lengthening 

VC# > V˘# 
 
V.C... > V˘.C... 
 
 
V.C... > V˘.C... 
 
 
 
 
V.C... > V˘(C)# 

d) level stress 
words > 
monosyllables 

NG words with a long 
accented syllable charac-
terized by a long vowel that 
have ON words with a short 
accented syllable as their 
equivalents. These words 
have undergone vowel 
lengthening in the accented 
syllable. Additionally, some 
level stress words have 
reduced to monosyllables 
(tables 2d & 2d’). 

taka > [1to˘] 
(INF, ‘take’) 

a) monosyllables tamr > [1tAm>] 
(a., ‘tame’) 

b) level stress 
words 

sumir > 
[2s¨m>.m´] 
(pl. sumr 
(pron.),  
‘some’) 

c) accent 1 
polysyllables 

gr†nina > 
[1gron>.de] 
(def. acc. sg. 
gr†n (f.), 
‘spruce tree’) 

3 Short > 
Long: 
Consonant 
lengthening 

VC > VC> 

 
 
V.C... > 
VC>.C... 
 
 
 
V.C... > 
VC>.C... 
 
 
 
V.C... > VC># 

d) level stress 
words > 
monosyllables 

NG words with a long 
accented syllable charac-
terized by a semi-long 
consonant following the 
accented vowel that have 
ON words with a short 
accented syllable as their 
equivalents. These words 
have undergone consonant 
lengthening in the accented 
syllable. Additionally, some 
level stress words have 
reduced to monosyllables 
(tables 3d & 3d’). 

granar > 
[1grQn>] 
(pl. gr†n (f.)) 

Table 8.3.1 Organization of NG data in the tables in the database: NG equivalents of ON words with a 
short accented syllable. 
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Table 8.3.2 Organization of the NG data in the tables in the database:  

equivalents of ON words with a long accented syllable 

No. Summarized description Description Examples 

4 Long > Long: 
Vowel 
lengthening 
Consonant 
shortening 

VC> > V˘ 

VC>.C...> V˘.C... 
 NG words with a long accented 

syllable characterized by a long 
vowel that have ON equivalents 
with a long accented syllable 
characterized by a semi-long 
consonant. These words have 
undergone vowel lengthening  
and various other changes, e.g. 
resyllabification or consonant 
assimilation, including consonant 
deletion. 

barn > [1bo˘n] 
(n., ‘child’) 

5 Long > Long: 
Vowel shortening 
Consonant 
lengthening 

V˘# > VC># 
V˘.C... > VC>.C... 

 NG words with a long accented 
syllable characterized by a semi-
long consonant that have ON 
equivalents with a long accented 
syllable characterized by a long 
vowel. 

hósti > 
[1hus>.te] 
(m., ‘cough’) 

6 Long > Long: 
No change 

V˘# > V˘#  
V˘. ... > V˘. ... 

 NG words with a long accented 
syllable characterized by a long 
vowel with ON equivalents of the 
same type. 

tré > [1tRe˘] 
(n., ‘tree’) 

7 Long > Long: 
No change 

VC># > VC># 
VC>.C ... > VC>.C ... 

 NG words with a long accented 
syllable characterized by a semi-
long consonant with ON 
equivalents of the same type. 

datt > [1dAHt>] 
(PT detta, 
‘fall’) 

8 Long > Short: 
Vowel or 
consonant 
shortening 

V˘# > V# 
V˘C# > VC# 
V˘. ... > V. ... 
VC>.C ...  > V.C ... 

 NG words with a short accented 
syllable that have ON equivalents 
with a long accented syllable. 

bréf > [1bRev] 
(n., ‘letter’) 

Table 8.3.2 Organization of NG data in the tables in the database: NG equivalents of ON words with  
a long accented syllable. 

Table 8.3.3 Organization of the NG data in the tables in the database:  

equivalents of ON words with an overlong accented syllable 

No. Summarized description Description Examples 

9 Overlong > 
Overlong: 
No Change 

V˘C># > V˘C># 
V˘C>.C ... > V˘C>.C ... 
 

 NG words with an overlong 
accented syllable with ON 
equivalents of the same type. 

svártr > 
[1svQ˘ˇ>] 
(a., ‘big’) 

10 Overlong > Long: 
Vowel or 
consonant 
shortening 

V˘C># > VC># 

V˘C># > V˘C# 
V˘C># > V˘.C ... 

V˘C>. ... > V˘.C ... 

 NG words with a long accented 
syllable with ON equivalents with 
an overlong accented syllable. 

réttr > [1reht>] 
(a., ‘right’) 

11 Overlong > Short: 
Vowel and 
consonant 
shortening 

V˘C> > VC 
 

 NG words with a short accented 
syllable with ON equivalents with 
an overlong accented syllable. 

hrátt > [1Rot] 
(n. sg. hrár  
(a.), ‘raw’) 

Table 8.3.3 Organization of NG data in the tables in the database: NG equivalents of ON words with an 
overlong accented syllable. 
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Table 8.3.4 Organization of the NG data in the tables in the database:  

 not categorized 

No. Summarized description Description Examples 

12 Not categorized NG words without ON 
equivalents, which cannot 
be identified gramma-
tically, or which are 
compounds (cf. 8.3.3.6). 

[fis.k´.1vQ˘R] 
(n., ‘fishing village’) 

Table 8.3.4 Organization of NG data in the tables in the database: words that are not categorized. 

8.3.3 Transcription and Categorization of Data 

8.3.3.1 Introduction 

This subsection concerns the transcription of data from Storm (1920) and Grøsland (1976). 

Both Storm (1920) and Grøsland (1976) use the phonetic transcription called Norvegia, and 

I have converted these transcriptions into IPA. As already mentioned, Storm (1920) shows 

more variation and detail in the transcription of data than Grøsland (1976), and much of the 

discussion here concerns how this has been dealt with in the database. The challenges that 

have come up during the conversion process are discussed in 8.3.3.2. I comment upon the 

categorization of data in the database compared with the categorization in Storm (1920) in 

8.3.3.3. Subsequently, I look at some questions related to how gestural duration and accents 

are marked in Storm (1920) in 8.3.3.4, and how the ON equivalents of the NG data were 

found in 8.3.3.5. Finally, I have excluded compounds from the analyses, and this choice will 

be discussed in 8.3.3.6.  

8.3.3.2 Norvegia and IPA 

Storm (1920) gives the words in the Norvegia phonetic transcription, a particular phonetic 

notation used for Norwegian that was developed prior to the introduction of IPA, and I have 

converted this to IPA using a slightly broader transcription than Storm (1920). I have used 

my own length marking conventions as presented in section 5.5. A bidirectional key to the 

correspondences between IPA and the Norvegia phonetic transcription can be found in the 

Appendix: A6.  

The data in Storm (1920) is based on a standard list of words in Storm (n.y. /1884a) that 

was used in collecting comparable data from different dialects. One of the challenges when 

reading Storm (1920), however, is that the standard list was not always followed; sometimes 

words were added, other times subtracted from the list.  

When words were added to the list, the lexical and grammatical identification of the 

word might be difficult. In these cases, the identification has been done on basis of qualified 

guessing. If the same word in Storm (1920) appears as a noun in Grøsland (1976), I have 
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chosen to identify it as the same noun unless that seems unreasonable. I have also chosen to 

interpret words as having ON equivalents rather than not: The word [1slAHp>] is therefore 

interpreted as the past tense of sleppa (‘let go’) rather than the adjective that means ‘loose’, 

‘feeble’ and which does not exist in ON.  

Grøsland (1976) also uses the Norvegia phonetic transcription, and for reason of 

comparison, these data are also converted into IPA. The identification of the words in 

Grøsland (1976) is facilitated by a nearly complete index of normalized Nynorsk forms that 

is supplied at the end (1976: 157–71), and also by a phonological description of the 

transcription symbols used (1976: 27, 36).  

8.3.3.3 Retracing the Words in Storm (1920) 

The words in Storm (1920: 50–6) are organized according to the accented vowel in the 

Nynorsk standard at the time (Storm [n.y./1884a]: 1), and these particular pages in Storm 

(1920) concern the monophthongs. The vowels that Storm considers are [A] <a>, [o] <aa>,  

[e] <e>, [i] <i>, [u] <o>, [¨] <u>, [y] <y>, [Q] <æ>, and [ø] <ö> (the IPA symbols are 

followed by the symbols that are given as subheadings in Storm 1920). Since the vowels in 

the subheadings refer to the Nynorsk standard, they may be different in the NG, as well as 

the ON, equivalent. Hence, a word that is placed under one vowel in Storm (1920) may be 

categorized with respect to an other one in my database. One example is the word [2be.tA˘] 

(NN bete, ON biti (m.), ‘bite’), which is placed under <e> in Storm (1920: 52) but which 

appears under [i] in table 1b (NG level stress words that have not changed quantitatively 

since ON) in the database according to the accented vowel in the ON equivalent: biti. 

Most of the time, the organization of the data in Storm (1920) reflects the accented 

vowels, but sometimes words are organized according to an unaccented vowel, typically to 

illustrate the pronunciation of particular inflectional suffixes. One example is the word 

[2tu˘.RI] (�órir (m.), male name Tore) under the heading <e> in Storm (n.y./1884a: 53). In 

the database, these words will be categorized with respect to their accented vowel in the ON 

equivalent, which is [o˘] in �órir.  

Some of Storm’s examples do not illustrate the relevant vowel but appear as part of an 

idiom or to clarify the meaning of a word. One example is <dö ha gått gått> (Storm (1920: 

51), det har gått godt, ‘everything went well’), which is found under the heading <aa>, i.e. 

[ç]. In this case the two last words are the example words, whereas the two first function as 

supporting words. The supporting words are included in the database along with the 
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intended example words, and they are categorized individually according to the vowel that 

can carry accent in each word.  

However, even though a wide range of words is included in the database, the analyses in 

sections 8.4–8.9 rest exclusively on nouns, adjectives and verbs. There are three reasons for 

the omission of words such as prepositions, determiners and pronouns in the analyses:  

1) Pronouns, adverbs, conjunctions and determiners, etc., may or may not be accented in a 

sentence, whereas nouns, adjectives and verbs normally have an accented syllable. Hence, 

these words are more relevant to a study of phenomena related to prominence and accent 

than pronouns, etc. (cf. 7.3). 2) Quite a few of the omitted words serve as supporting words 

in idioms and the like rather than as example words in Storm’s list. Vowel length and other 

pronunciation details seem to be less accurately marked in these words than in the example 

words. 3) Nouns, adjectives and verbs seem to provide more comparable material to the 

nouns in Grøsland (1976) than the other word types. 

8.3.3.4 Consonant and Vowel Length, Accents 

One problem with the Storm (1920) transcriptions is that vowel and consonant length, 

which is crucial in studies of the Quantity Shift, is not always indicated. As I discuss in 

section 5.5, vowels in NG can be either short or long, and consonants can be short or semi-

long. In Storm (1920), which follows the Norvegia phonetic transcription, short vowels are 

marked with a superscripted upturned curve (breve): <a77>, and long vowels with a line 

(macron): <a‚>. Short consonants are written as a single consonant, <t>, semi-long conso-

nants are written as double consonants: <tt>. Since vowel and consonant length are conside-

red to be complementary, vowels are not marked as short when they are followed by a semi-

long consonant or a consonant cluster: <tamm> (a. ‘tame’), <kaqv> (m., ‘calf’, Storm 1920: 

50). However, when vowel lengthening is not marked before a single short consonant, it is 

difficult to know whether it is short or long in NG since both of these combinations are 

possible. In notations such as <såkå> (Storm 1920: 52, ON sakar pl. s†k (f.), ‘thing’) where 

neither vowel length nor accent are marked to indicate the quantity of the accented vowel, I 

have chosen to interpret the gestural duration as being the same in NG as in ON: [2so.ko]. 

Pitch accent is also given only occasionally, either by special accents following the 

accented syllable or by length marking of an unaccented vowel. The acute accent symbol 

<«> is used for accent 1, and the grave accent symbol <`> for accent 2. The grave accent 

symbol may be replaced with a length mark on the second vowel: <ukse‚> (ON uxi, MN 
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okse (m.), ‘ox’), indicating that the word has accent 2. If the pitch accent is not given in any 

of these ways, I have assigned accent 1 to words with ON monosyllabic equivalents and 

accent 2 to words with ON bisyllabic equivalents. There is one exception to this rule: 

Definite forms of monosyllabic nouns are considered to have accent 1 even though they 

necessarily are bisyllabic, also in ON. Hence, ON hestinn (acc. def. sg. of hestr (m.), 

‘horse’) is considered as having accent 1 even though it is bisyllabic. This assignment of 

accents corresponds to the traditional view (cf. Torp & Vikør 2003: 50–1). 

8.3.3.5 ON Equivalents 

To determine whether there have been any quantitative changes in a word from ON to NG, 

the NG word has to be compared to an ON word form or stem. Most previous accounts of 

the Quantity Shift have looked at a limited number of examples and have not found it 

necessary to discuss in any general way the question of the nature of the ON data that the 

MN data are compared to. Since I want to look at the Quantity Shift based on a larger 

quantity of data, however, the question of comparison is more essential: for each NG 

descendant, I have to determine a probable ON ancestor. If, for example, I assume that NG 

[1dA˘g] descends from the accusative word form (or stem) ON [1dAg] (or [1dAg-]), it follows 

that there has been vowel lengthening in an ON word with a short accented syllable. On the 

other hand, if I assume that NG [1dA˘g] descends from ON [1dAg>r] (m. sg. nom., ‘day’), it 

follows that there has been consonant deletion and vowel lengthening in an ON word with a 

long accented syllable.  

In usage-based theory, it is assumed that speakers store exemplars of words, and it is 

probable that stems may be schematizised from these words (cf. 3.2 & 3. 3). Hence, both 

individual word forms as well as stems in ON can be ancestors of NG word forms. In this 

connection, a stem is defined as the phonological form that is common to one or more word 

forms within a paradigm. This means that inflectional affixes will not be part of the stem 

schema, because they will belong to separate affix schemas, and word forms within the 

same paradigm with e.g. different accented vowels will not be part of the same stem 

schema. According to this definition, the lexeme dagr (m., ‘day’) has two stems in the 

singular: dag- (common to dagr (nom.), dag (acc.) and dags (gen.)), and deg- (represented 

in degi (dat.)).  

When a word form exists in ON as well as in NG, the most probable ON ancestor is the 

same grammatical word form. I will therefore assume that e.g. ON ek is the ancestor of NG 

[1e, 1e˘], since both are 1st person singular nominative pronouns. Sometimes, however, the 
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NG word form does not correspond clearly to only one ON word form, or ON may have 

more grammatical categories than NG. The difficulty in determining the ON ancestor for a 

particular NG word form has been particularly prevalent for three types of words: non-

dative singular masculines, m. sg. of adjectives and PRT forms of strong verbs. All of these 

word forms have an inflectional ending -r in ON that is not reflected in their NG 

equivalents: ON [1dAg>r] > NG [1dA˘g] (m., ‘day’), ON [1tAm>r] > NG [1tAm], [1tAm>] (a., 

‘tame’), ON [1dreg>r] > NG [1dRQ˘g] (PRT 3rd person sg. draga, ‘go’).  

I assume that these NG forms are equivalents of ON stems. The stem in ON masculines 

corresponds to the accusative form, and one may discuss whether their NG equivalents are 

ON stems or singular accusative forms. Since accusative forms of masculines probably were 

frequent, these are possible ancestors of NG nouns. However, since the result will be the 

same with respect to the quantitative changes in non-dative singular masculines, the exact 

nature of the ON ancestors of NG non-dative singular masculines is not important here.  

Even though NG non-dative singular masculines, PRT forms of strong verbs and m. sg. 

forms of adjectives probably derive from stems (or possibly for masculine forms: the 

accusative) without the suffix -r, I have listed the nominative singular form of nouns, the 

masculine, nominative singular form of adjectives, and the 3rd person PRT forms of strong 

verbs as ON ancestors in the data lists because these forms are the ones that are listed in the 

dictionaries.  

Unlike the listing of the indefinite forms, definite forms of nouns are listed in their 

accusative forms. The definite forms are either (older or newer) morphological derivations 

or they descend from the accusative forms. Moreover, definite forms are not given in the 

dictionary; hence there is no reason to list these forms in the nominative.  

Some feminines are listed among the words with accented [A] even if the standardized 

ON nominative form has accented [ç], written <†>. This is the case for e.g. s†k (f., ‘thing’). 

Most likely, these words have never had u-umlaut in NG, 71 which was more common in 

West Norwegian. Alternatively, these words may have descended from the stem with [A].  

8.3.3.6 Compounds 

Compounds are not included in the data for two reasons: 1) Even if each part of the 

compound has an ON equivalent, we may not always know whether they occurred together 
                                                 
71 U-umlaut is the term for a vowel assimilation in accented syllables, more precisely the rounding of [A] in 

words that have (or have had) inflectional suffixes with [u]. The rounded vowel [ç] is written <†> in 
standardized ON. 
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as a compound in ON; 2) For reasons of stress placement, it may be difficult to determine in 

which syllable a possible quantitative development may have occurred. 

As an example of the first problem, the compound [«gro˘n.1bA˘r, 2gro˘n.«bA˘r] (n., ‘sprigs 

of spruce’) has identifiable elements in ON: gr†n (f., ‘spruce’) and barr (n., ‘sprigs’). It is 

not listed as a compound in Norrøn ordbok or Fritzner ([1886] 1954), however, and the 

question then is whether it is correct to say that this word has an ON equivalent. A safe 

position to take is to say that each of the parts of the compound has an ON equivalent, but 

not the compound as a whole. I.e., we cannot say much about the quantitative development 

in this compound, and the compound has been left out of the data tables. 

As for the second issue, normally, the accent in an MN word with an ON equivalent is 

placed on the initial syllable. In NG, however, compounds may have stress on the second 

part of the compound,72 and the first example illustrates how stress placement in compounds 

may vary even within NG. Another example of stress on the second part of the compound in 

NG is the word [«fis.k´.1VQ˘R] (n., ‘fishing village’), for which most MN dialects have the 

accent on [1fis>]-. This compound has an ON equivalent in fiskiver (n.). The question, then, 

is whether this is truly a quantitative change from ON -[«Ver] > -[1VQ˘R], or whether we 

have a more complicated development of [2fis>.ki.«Ver] > [«fis.k´.1VQ˘R]. If the second 

alternative is the more likely development, it is difficult to categorize it under any of the 

headings presented in table 8.3.1. 

To avoid these difficulties, I have placed all the compounds with the words that are not 

categorized according to their quantitative changes. 

8.3.4 Summary 

In the database, I have organized NG data from Storm (1920) and Grøsland (1976) 

according to the quantitative changes in the accented syllable from ON to NG in each word. 

Within the different categories, the words are organized with respect to the accented vowel 

in ON and alphabetized within each vowel category. Storm (1920) contains words from all 

word classes whereas Grøsland (1976) contains only nouns. Because the subject matter here 

is the analyses of gestural changes in accented syllables and for reasons of comparison, the 

analyses are carried out on nouns, adjectives and verbs only. Hence, words from other word 

classes, like prepositions, pronouns, and determiners have been omitted from the data that 

are analyzed. 

                                                 
72 So-called ‘etterleddstrykk’ in Norwegian. 
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8.4 Vowel Lengthening in Short Monosyllables 

8.4.1 Introduction 

In this section, I will analyze vowel lengthening in NG equivalents of ON short mono-

syllables. Since NG syllable quantity is comparable to that in ON and Early Old Swedish, 

quantitative changes in NG may be similar to the first changes in Middle Norwegian (Late 

ON, cf. 1.3) and Late Old Swedish. Riad (1992, cf. 8.2.3) assumes that in Late Old Swedish, 

monosyllables with a short accented [A] or possibly [Q] lengthened the vowel, whereas 

monosyllables with other short vowels were not affected by any quantitative changes. This 

is one of the so-called a-lengthenings.  

My analyses of NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables start with a presentation of 

the NG data in 8.4.2. The analyses in this subsection reveal that there are some interesting 

patterns concerning lengthening of accented [A] and [e] in NG equivalents of ON short 

monosyllables, which are further analysed in section 8.5.  

8.4.2 Data 

In table 8.4.1 below, I have organized the NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables with 

respect to the vowel quality in their ON equivalents, and counted the number of examples of 

no lengthening vs. vowel lengthening in NG for each of the vowels. The data can be found 

in tables A7: 1a & 2a & A8: 1a’ & 2a’ in the Appendix, but note that only nouns, adjectives 

and verbs are counted in the analysis here (cf. 8.3.3.3). 

 

Table 8.4.1 Vowel lengthening in NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables 
Storm (1920) Grøsland (1976) ON 

vowel  V˘̆   V  Total V˘̆  V Total 

[AA] 34 13 45 19  19 

[ee]  11 23 32 3 6 9 

[ii]  4 11 14  6 6 

[oo]  4 12 12 2 5 7 

[çç]  6 5 9 5  5 

[y] 7 5 7 2 1 3 
[uu]  3 3 4    

[OO]  1 2 2    

Table 8.4.1 Number of ON short monosyllables that have lengthened the vowel in NG, and those that have 
not, as recorded by Storm (1920) and Grøsland (1976). V stands for a short vowel, and V˘ a lengthened 
vowel. The rows with the vowels that have the largest number of examples, [A] and [e], are shaded.  

The total number of examples for each vowel in table 8.4.1 may be smaller than the sum of 

the V and V˘ columns. The reason for this is that the same word may be listed both with and 
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without vowel lengthening, although it only counts as one word in the total. As an example, 

the word for ‘law’ appears in Storm (1920) with and without a lengthened vowel: [lo˘V] and 

[loV] (MN lov (m.), ON l†g (n. pl.)). In the total for ON words with [ç], however, it only 

counts as one.  

The figures in table 8.4.1 show that there is substantial variation as to how many 

examples we find for each vowel; Storm (1920) has 45 examples of NG equivalents of ON 

short monosyllables with [A], but only 2 examples with [O], and Grøsland (1976) has 19 

examples with [A], 3 with [y] and none with [u, O]. These figures seem to reflect relative 

differences between ON nouns with various vowels, and because of this imbalance in the 

data, I will only study the words with [A] or [e] in detail. The data on the vowels [i, o, u, y, 

O, ç] are either too sparse to serve as a basis for generalizations or they give no indications 

of patterns regarding lengthening. They will not be discussed any further but are listed in the 

Appendix: A9.  

As already mentioned (cf. 8.2.3), Riad (1992) assumes that there was a general lengthe-

ning of [A] and possibly [Q] in Late Old Swedish short monosyllables prior to a lengthening 

of other vowels in the same position. The figures in table 8.4.1 show that there are many 

examples of lengthening of [A] and [e] in NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables, but 

that this lengthening is neither exclusive nor general: There are instances of lengthening of 

six other vowels, and not all NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables with [A] or [e] are 

lengthened. If the situation in Late Old Swedish was similar to what we see in NG, the 

assumption about a-lengthenings in ON short monosyllables may be grounded on the 

relatively large number of examples of words with accented [A(˘)] and [e(˘)], rather than a 

vowel lengthening process that is particular to these two vowels.   

However, not only do short monosyllables with a wide range of vowels show vowel 

lengthening, according to the Storm (1920) data in table 7.4.1, but for nearly all vowels, 

there is also a lot of variation; they have examples of words with a short vowel and of words 

with a lengthened vowel. This suggests that the figures reflect the beginning of an extensive 

vowel lengthening process in NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables due to the 

Quantity Shift interpreted as the productivity of long accented syllables.  

The interesting question is therefore not whether some vowels tend to lengthen earlier 

than others in NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables, but whether there are any 
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common phonological or morphological characteristics among the NG short monosyllables 

with accented [A] and [e] that do not lengthen the vowel. 

8.4.3 Lengthening of [AA] and [e] 

To find possible patterns for resistance to vowel lengthening in these types of words, I will 

look at vowel lengthening vs. no vowel lengthening in NG equivalents of ON short 

monosyllables with accented [A] and [e]. Thus far, I have treated the data from Storm 

(1920) and Grøsland (1976) separately. From now on, I will treat these two data sets 

together. As we can see from table 8.4.1, the tendencies toward vowel lengthening in Storm 

(1920) and Grøsland (1976) are somewhat similar, although they are not directly 

comparable as Storm (1920) contains verbs and adjectives in addition to nouns, whereas 

Grøsland (1976) only has nouns. I have not found any major differences between vowel 

lengthening in NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables in ca. 1885 (Storm 1920) and 

1976 (Grøsland 1976), which indicates that there has not been much quantitative changes in 

this 100-years’ period. Below, however, I will show that the differences in the data sets 

concerning word classes are relevant to the analyses. 

Tables 8.4.2–8.4.5 list the words in the data set with no quantitative changes or vowel 

lengthening for NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables with accented [A] or [e]. I have 

omitted forms of the verbs vera (INF, ‘be’) and skulu (INF, ‘will/shall’) from table 8.4.2 

because they are assumed to have extremely high token frequency, and it is further assumed 

that high-frequency words are autonomous and may change in ways which are not followed 

by other verbs (cf. 4.3). I have also omitted ON tra� (PT, tro�a, ‘tread’) > NG [1tRu] 

because the vowel change makes it unlikely that this PT form is associated with the other 

short monosyllables with [A] in NG. From table 8.4.3, I have omitted NG [1sVA˘] because its 

ancestor (ON sva� (n.), ‘slippery rock’) is uncertain. For English glosses, cf. the Appendix: 

A7: 1a & 2a & A8: 1a’ & 2a’. 
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Table 8.4.2 No vowel lengthening  

in ON short monosyllables with [AA] 

NG ON GC 
1bAr  bar PT, bera 
1drAg drag IMP, draga 
1drAp drap PT, drepa 
1gAt gat PT, geta 
1lAs las PT, lesa 
1sAt sat PT, sitja 
1skAr skar PT, skera 
1stA}, 1stA˘} stal PT, stela 
1tA}, 1tA˘} tal n. 
1tAm, 1tAm> tamr a. 

 Table 8.4.2 ON short monosyllables with 
accented [A] that have not lengthened the 
vowel in NG. Verb forms are shaded. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Table 8.4.3 Vowel lengthening 

in ON short monosyllables with [A] 

NG ON GC 
1bA˘ ba� PT, bi�ja 
1bA˘ bad n. 
1bA˘k bak n. 
1b}A˘ bla� n. 
1brA˘k brak n. 
1dA˘g dagr m. 
1dA˘}  dalr m.  
1fA˘t fat n. 
1f}A˘t flatr a. 
1gA˘(V) gaf PT, gefa 
1gA˘p gap n. 
1g}A˘ gla�r a. 
1grA˘s gras n. 
1grA˘V gr†f f. 
1hA˘V haf n. 
1hA˘t hatr n. 
1kA˘V kaf n. 
1lA˘ lad n. 
1lA˘g lag n. 
1lA˘t latr a. 
1mA˘t matr m. 
1nA˘V n†f (f.) n. 
1rA˘ r†� f 
1rA˘k rakr a. 
1sA˘l salr m. 
1sA˘g  s†g f.  
1sA˘k s†k f. 
1skVA˘} skval n. 
1slA˘g slag n. 
1smA˘l smalr a 
1snA˘r snarr a. 
1spA˘k spakr a. 
1ste˘ sta�r (m.) n.  
1stA˘V stafr m. 
1stA˘}, 1stA} stal PT, stela 
1sVA˘r svar n. 
1tA˘k tak n.  
1tA˘}, 1tA} tal n. 
1tA˘k �ak n. 
1VA˘ va� n. 
1VA˘r varr a. 

Table 8.4.3 ON short monosyllables with 
accented [A] that have lengthened the vowel in 
NG. Verb forms are shaded. 
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Table 8.4.4 No vowel lengthening 

in ON short monosyllables with [ee] 

NG ON GC 
1bQr berr PRT, bera 
1b}Ek blek n. 
1drEp, 1drQp drepr PRT, drepa 
1føt fet n.  
1jE gefr PRT, gefa 
1greV gref n.  
1gren gren n. 
1hes hes f. 
1lQk lekr PRT, leka  
1lEs, 1lQs lesr PRT, lesa 
1nes nes n. 
1net  net n.  
1rQV, 1røV, 1rQ˘V refr m. 
1sel Sel? Place name 
1sQ} selr PRT, selja 
1sQt   set IMP, setja 
1sEt, 1sQt   setr PRT, setja 
1SQr skerr PRT, skera 
1skreV skref n.  
1stQ} stelr PRT, stela 
1treV �ref n. 
1VeV, 1VQV vefr PRT, vefa 
1VEg vegr PRT, vega 

Table 8.4.4 ON short monosyllables with 
accented [e] that have not lengthened the 
vowel in NG. Verb forms are shaded. 

 

Table 8.4.5 Vowel lengthening 

in ON short monosyllables with [e] 

NG ON GC 
1bQ˘r ber n.  
1drQ˘g dregr PRT, draga 
1frQ˘k frekr a. 
1CQ˘r ker n.  
1rQ˘V , 1rQV, 1røV, 1rO˘V refr m. 
1sEIg seg IMP, segja 
1sQ˘} sel n. 
1tQ˘V �efr m. 
1VQ˘r ve�r n.  
1VE˘V, 1VQ˘V vefr m.  
1VQIg, 1VaIg, 1VEIg vegr m. 
1VQ˘} velr PRT, velja 

Table 8.4.5 ON short monosyllables with 
accented [e] that have lengthened the vowel. 
Verb forms are shaded. 

Tables 8.4.2 and 8.4.3 show that there are more verb forms among the NG short mono-

syllables with short [A] than with a lengthened vowel. Of 10 words with short [A], there are 

8 verb forms: 7 PT forms and 1 imperative. Of 41 words with lengthened [A˘], there are only 

3 verb forms, all PT forms.  

Tables 8.4.4 and 8.4.5 show that for NG equivalents of ON words with an accented [e], 

there are also more verb forms among the words that have kept a short vowel than among 

those which have a lengthened vowel. More than half of the NG words with a short accented 

[e] are verb forms: There are 11 PRT forms and 1 imperative among 23 words in total. 

However, there are only 3 verb forms among 12 NG words with a lengthened accented [e˘]: 

2 PRT forms and 1 imperative. 

The patterns of vowel lengthening in NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables suggest 

that there might be some morphological connections between PT forms with short [A] on the 

one hand and PRT forms with short [e] on the other hand that make these words resistant to 
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lengthening. In 4.6, I discussed how semantic associations between words in memory seem 

to be stronger than phonological, and that for this reason, phonological changes may 

morphologize. This implies that either phonological change can affect one morphological 

category and not others, or a morphological category can be resistant to an otherwise 

(nearly) general phonological change. The latter scenario is the one that is relevant here. 

Resistance to change may be more probable if the morphological categories that are not 

affected by the change are of high type frequency, because the phonological and semantic 

associations between words in a category of high type frequency are considered to be 

strong, enforcing their common schema (cf. 4.3).  

Tables 8.4.2 and 8.4.3 show that there are exceptions to the general observation that the 

ON monosyllabic nouns with a short accented syllable and [A] have lengthened the vowel in 

NG whereas the PT forms of verbs with the same structure have not: Some PT forms have 

lengthened the vowel: [1bA˘] (ON ba�, PT bi�ja, ‘ask’), and [1gA˘(v)] (ON gaf, PT gefa, 

‘give’), while one other type of words has kept a short accented [A]: the imperative [1dRAg] 

(drag, IMP draga, ‘pull’). Additionally, three words have alternates with short and long 

vowel [1stA}, 1stA˘}] (PT stæla, ‘steal’), [1tAm, 1tAm>] (ON tamr, tame), [1tA}, 1tA˘}] (ON 

tal (n.), number).  

As with the patterns for resistance to lengthening of [A] (cf. 8.5.2), the resistance to leng-

thening of [e] is not without exceptions: One PRT of the telja class and one PRT from ON/ 

NG subclass 4 of strong verbs have a lengthened vowel as opposed to the other PRT forms 

with short [e]/[Q]: [1VQ˘}] (vel, (PRT velja, ‘choose’), [1dRQ˘g] (dreg, PRT draga, ‘go’).  

Even though there are some exceptions, the general pattern is that PT forms of strong 

verbs with [A] and PRT forms with [e]/[Q] seem to resist vowel lengthening. I will therefore 

turn to the question of why these groups of words may be resistant to an otherwise extensive 

vowel lengthening process due to the Quantity Shift, seen as the increased productivity of 

long accented syllables.  

8.5 Resistance to Vowel Lengthening in ON Short Monosyllables 

8.5.1 Introduction 

This section has two main parts: 8.5.1 deals with resistance to vowel lengthening in NG 

equivalents of ON short monosyllables with [A], and 8.5.2 with the similar resistance that is 

found in the same type of words with [e]. 
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8.5.2 Resistance to Vowel Lengthening in Short Monosyllables with [AA] 

8.5.2.1 Introduction 

In this subsection, I will discuss why PT forms of strong verbs with [A] seem to be resistant 

to vowel lengthening in NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables. According to the 

traditional classification of strong verbs in ON (e.g. Venås 1967, Spurkland 1989), the verbs 

that are represented in table 8.4.2 (ON short monosyllables with accented [A] that have not 

lengthened the vowel in NG) belong to the subclasses 4 and 5: Bera, skera and stela are 

class 4 verbs and drepa, geta, lesa, sitja and vera belong to class 5. These two classes are 

very similar in their inflection, and both have [A] in the PT. Class 4 and 5 differ only in the 

participle forms, where the accented vowel is [o] or [u] in class 4, e.g. bera – borit, and [e] 

in class 5, e.g. drepa – drepit.  

Verbs in ON and MN may be divided into weak and strong verbs. Weak verbs have PT 

forms with a syllabic affix: ON kasta (INF) – kastar (PRT)– kasta (PT) – kastit (PTC, 

‘throw’). Strong verbs have monosyllabic PT forms, i.e., without a syllabic affix: ON bera 

(INF)– berr (PRT) – bar (PT) – borit (PTC, ‘carry’, cf. Endresen & Simonsen 2001: 85). 

Additionally, weak verbs normally do not have a stem vowel change, whereas strong verbs 

normally do (Endresen & Simonsen 2001: 87), which is illustrated by the paradigms here. 

Also, in ON and Nynorsk, strong verbs have monosyllabic PRT forms with accent 1 (berr), 

whereas weak verbs have bisyllabic PRT forms with accent 2 (kastar, cf. ibid.).73  

In the type frequency count of strong verbs in Endresen & Simonsen (2001), strong verbs 

are divided into subclasses based on the vowel in the PT form. In Bokmål, the subclass of 

strong verbs with PT forms with short [A] has the highest type frequency of the strong verb 

classes (Endresen & Simonsen 2001: 89). If there is a high type frequency of strong PT 

forms with short [A] in NG, too, this might contribute to their resistance to an otherwise 

extensive vowel lengthening process in equivalents of ON short monosyllables due to the 

productivity of long accented syllables. The short [A] may have become linked to the cate-

gory of PT forms of strong verbs, which may enforce the schema of having [A] in PT forms 

in subclass 1 of strong verbs and reduce the associations between PT forms and other words 

                                                 
73 In Bokmål, both weak and strong verbs have bisyllabic PRT forms (bærer & kaster). Similarly to 

Nynorsk, PRT forms of strong verbs in Bokmål have accent 1 whereas PRT forms of weak verbs have accent 2 
(Endresen & Simonsen 2001: 87). 
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with [A]. Vowel lengthening due to the productivity of long accented syllables, then, may 

affect words that are not morphologically connected in the same way as the PT forms are. 

The question is, though, how to make such a type frequency count for NG. In the type 

frequency count for Bokmål by Endresen & Simonsen (2001), the subclasses of strong verbs 

are defined according to the vowel in the PT form. These are called product-oriented 

subclasses since the criterion for the division is the phonological shape of the inflectional 

form rather than the infinitive. It is assumed that verb classes based on PT vowels may be 

psychologically plausible, and that the plausibility of a class rests on its type frequency and 

phonological coherence (Endresen & Simonsen 2001: 90). The psychological plausibility of 

classes with 14 members or less, which in addition are not particularly phonologically 

coherent, is questioned (ibid.). 

One of the classes in the type frequency count for Bokmål is not based on a product-

oriented feature like the other classes, but rather on a partly source-oriented feature. All of 

these verbs have the same vowel in the infinitive as in the PT, and the class is therefore 

called ‘No Stem Change’ (ibid.). It might be that the PT form is derived for each usage of 

these verbs rather than stored as a unit in memory. Some verbs cannot be placed in any of 

the product-oriented classes or the NSC class. These are placed in a category labelled ‘The 

Rest’, and are not considered to form one or more psychologically plausible classes, but 

assumed to be stored individually.  

8.5.2.2 North Gudbrandsdal 

Type frequency counts for dialects present different challenges than counts for written 

standards: Overall, the dialect descriptions of NG list much more variation than descriptions 

of Bokmål and Nynorsk. Some variation is due to dialectal differences within the area of 

North Gudbrandsdal, while others reflect ongoing phonological processes like vowel 

lengthening or vowel shortening. I will therefore start this section by commenting upon the 

data sources for strong verbs in NG before I present the type frequency count.  

The type frequency count of subclasses of strong verbs in NG is based on Venås (1967), 

Dagsgard (2006) and Storm (1920: 68–71). Venås (1967) lists nearly all the verbs that can 

be inflected as strong verbs in ON as well as in Norwegian dialects that are close to 

Nynorsk, among them NG. Dagsgard (2006: 85–8) lists all common strong verbs in the 

dialects of Lom and Skjåk (parts of NG) with their inflections elicited from speakers born 

prior to 1955.  
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Since Venås (1967) aims to give a broad overview of the verb inflection of all strong 

verbs in all Norwegian dialects, the list also includes obscure verbs and verbs that are rarely 

used. A type frequency that is solely based on Venås (1967) might therefore produce figures 

which are too high. Verbs from Venås (1967) that were not found among the strong verbs in 

Storm (1920) or Dagsgard (2006) have therefore been removed. 

 Also, the lists in Venås (1967) can be unclear concerning the exact pronunciation or 

inflection of a verb in a particular dialect because dialects are treated in groups, and the 

inflection is sometimes given in the Norvegia phonetic transcription and other times in 

standard Nynorsk. This may result in some inaccuracies in the classification of strong verbs 

in NG. Dagsgard (2006) uses a partly self-constructed phonetic transcription system built on 

Norvegia (cf. 8.3.3.2) that seems to be used in a consistent way. Therefore, I have cate-

gorized each verb according to the PT vowel given in Dagsgard (2006) if he lists the verb. 

I have not included verbs that are listed as strong verbs if they have a syllabic affix in the 

PT (løpe-løpte, ‘run’), since in my definition of strong verbs PT forms are monosyllabic. 

Some verbs that traditionally are considered to be telja verbs (cf. 8.5.3) but have developed 

a monosyllabic PT form (leggja-la, ‘lay’) are strong verbs in my classification for the same 

reason.   

The verbs væra (INF, ‘be’) and bli (INF, ‘become’) are not counted due to their high 

token frequency.74 It is expected that forms of verbs with extremely high type frequency are 

autonomous and not associated to any verb class in memory (cf. Bybee 2001: 136 & section 

4.3).  

In contrast to the classification of Bokmål in Endresen & Simonsen (2001), the type 

frequency count of strong verbs in NG rests exclusively on product-oriented classes, except 

for a group labelled The Rest. There are three to four verbs that may be classified as NSC 

verbs: kåmå (‘come’), sjå (‘see’), læst (‘pretend’) and possibly læ (‘let’), but this group is so 

small that these verbs have been placed in The Rest-group. In these product-oriented 

classes, the class divisions rest solely on vowel quality and quantity. Hence, class 1 (a) 

contains short as well as long monosyllabic PT forms with short [A], e.g. the long mono-

syllable [1dAt>] (PT dætte, ‘fall’) and the short monosyllable [1lAs] (PT læsa, ‘read’). 

Table 8.5.1 shows the type frequency count of strong verbs for NG.  The classification of 

strong verbs in NG is given in the Appendix: A2. The lists are no given in IPA but reflect 

                                                 
74 This is particularly important since both of these verbs have [a] in PT (væra – var, bli – vart), and 

structurally belong to class 1(a) which I am constructing my argument on. 
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the notations in Venås (1967), Storm (1920) and Dagsgard (2006). In table 8.5.1, however, I 

have converted the examples into IPA. 

 

Table 8.5.1 Type frequency of strong verbs in NG  

Class PTV TF Examples 

1a [A] 28 dQt>.te�dAt> 

1b [ai] 10 fi¯>.¯e�fai¯> 

2 [Ai] 38 bi˘.te�bAit 

3 [Au] 29 f}u˘.te�f}Aut 

4 [u˘] 7 dRo.go�dRu˘g 

5 [u] 18 gno.go�gnug 

6 [o] 10 Sloy>N.je�SloN> 

The Rest  17 Q˘tA–o˘t 

Total  157  

Table 8.5.1 Type frequency of strong verbs in NG based on Venås (1967), Dagsgard (2006) and Storm 
(1920). PTV means past tense vowel. TF stands for type frequency. 

I have posited six verb classes for NG plus one The Rest-group. The classes are organized 

according to type frequency, except classes 4, 5 & 6. The verbs in class 4 and 5 mostly 

belonged to the same class in ON (class 4), having PT forms with [o˘], cf. 8.5.2.3. For 

reason of comparison, I have chosen to label these classes 4 and 5 even if the type frequency 

of class 4 is lower than the ones for classes 5 and 6 respectively.  

Class 1, which can be compared to ON class 1, is divided into class 1(a) with the PT 

vowel [A], and class 1(b) with the PT vowel [ai] or a similar short diphthong. This division 

is tentative for the data in Venås (1967) and Storm (1920), because some of their verbs have 

alternate forms, e.g. finne (‘find’) is cited with the alternate PT forms [fA˜>, faI˜>, fEI˜>] in 

Storm (1920: 68, 69). In Dagsgard (2006), however, PT forms that end in -[n>] ([¯>]) or -[l>] 

([¥>])75 have a preceding short diphthong noted as <ai>, whereas the other PT forms in this 

class are listed with a short <a> = [A].  

There is a small chance that class 1(a) and 1(b) verbs can be categorized together rather 

than in two different subclasses. The fact that some verbs seem to have PT forms with a 

monophthong as well as a diphthong suggests that this may be the case. However, since a 

high type frequency number for class 1(a) will support my argument here, I choose to treat 

these as separate subclasses.   

                                                 
75 Dagsgard (2006:134) assumes that these consonants have been more palatalized earlier than today in 

Lom and Skjåk. 
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Table 8.5.1 shows that subclass 1(a) is of high type frequency, and 28 verbs belong to 

this subclass. This suggests that PT forms of strong verbs with [A] in NG may be resistant to 

vowel lengthening in NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables due to the strong 

association of short [A] with this subclass. 

In addition to confirming the assumption that PT forms of strong verbs with [A] have 

high type frequency, the count shows another interesting phenomenon connected to PT 

forms with a short vowel. In the classification of strong verbs in NG here, class 4 has PT 

forms with [u˘], whereas class 5 has PT forms with a short [u] or alternating [u, u˘]. Most of 

these verbs belonged to ON class 4 with [o˘] in PT, but some of them have shortened the 

vowel and formed a separate class 5 in NG. This vowel shortening may be connected to the 

productivity of short accented syllables in NG, and this will be discussed further in 8.6. 

8.5.2.3 Old Norse 

Even if there are arguments in favour of the retention of short [A] in PT forms of strong 

verbs in NG, there is still a question whether there might have been similar type frequency 

effects for ON. A type frequency count for strong verbs in ON is presented in table 8.5.2. 

This was carried out manually by extracting the verbs from Spurkland (1989) and Venås 

(1967), supplemented by Norrøn ordbok (1993). The verbs are listed and categorized in the 

Appendix: A3, but I have not included the verbs vera (INF, ‘be’) or ver�a (INF ‘become’) 

due to their high type frequency (cf. 8.5.2.2). The class numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to 

the ones for NG, the Rest b) can be compared to NG 6, and there is a key comparing the 

traditional classes for strong verbs in ON with the classes that emerge from the past tense 

vowels in the Appendix: A3. Only two verbs (sjá – sá (‘see’) and koma – kom (‘come’)) 

may be considered to be no stem change verbs. These verbs are probably so frequent that 

they do not belong to any class, however, and I have placed them in The Rest c) and e) 

respectively rather than setting up an NSC class. 
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Table 8.5.2 Type frequency of strong verbs in ON 

Class PTV TF Examples 

1 [A] 53 det>.tA�dAt> 

2 [ei] 29 bi˘.tA�beit 

3 [au] 31 fljo˘.tA�flAut 

4 [o˘] 35 dRA.gA�dRo˘g 

a) [e˘] 10 hei.tA�he˘t 

b) [ç] 9 sOk>.kvA�sçk> 

c) [ç˘] 6  lig>.gjA>�lç˘g 

d) [e] 6 gAN>.gA�gek> 

The Rest 

e) [o]  1  

32 

ko.mA�kom 

Total   180  

Table 8.5.2 Type frequency count of strong verbs in ON. PTV means past tense vowel and TF stands for 
type frequency. 

ON has only four ordinary verb classes, as opposed to five in NG, as well as one fairly large 

The Rest-group which can be further divided into subclasses with between 1 and 10 

members. Similarly to NG, the subclass with the highest type frequency is Class 1, PT 

forms with a short accented [A].76 It is therefore possible that the PT forms of class 1 verbs 

in all East Norwegian dialects after the ON period were able to resist an otherwise general 

vowel lengthening process in ON short monosyllables due to the strong association of short 

[A] with this morphological category.   

8.5.3 Resistance to Vowel Lengthening in Words with [ee] 

Tables 8.4.4 and 8.4.5 (cf. 8.4.3) show that the majority of the PRT forms with short 

accented [e] in ON have not lengthened the vowel in NG, whereas about half of the nouns 

and adjectives have. The question, then, is whether there may be a morphologically 

conditioned resistance to vowel lengthening in PRT forms with [e] like the one I have 

shown for PT forms with [A] (cf. 8.5.2).  

If there is a morphologically conditioned resistance to vowel lengthening in NG PRT 

forms with [e], these PRT forms have to belong to one or more morphological categories 

with relatively high type frequency. If high type frequency morphological categories of this 

type can be established for NG, the resistance to vowel lengthening is explained for NG. To 

know whether a similar development may have occurred in other East Norwegian dialects 

                                                 
76 Similarly to NG, this class contains both short and long monosyllabic PT forms. 
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following the period of ON, similar morphological categories with high type frequencies 

have to be established for ON, too.  

The verb forms that have not lengthened [e] (table 8.4.4) belong to either ON subclass 1 

of strong verbs, the Rest group of strong verbs, or the telja class.77  In NG, they belong to 

either subclasses 1a and 5 of strong verbs, the Rest group of strong verbs, or the telja 

class.78 Hence, the PRT forms that resist vowel lengthening in NG belong to a limited 

number of morphological categories in NG as well as in ON, which means that the 

resistance may be morphologically conditioned.  

However, morphologically based resistance to vowel lengthening is more probable if 

these limited morphological categories also are of high type frequency. In the following, I 

will therefore make a type frequency count of PRT vowels in subclass 1 of strong verbs in 

ON (table 8.5.3), and a similar count for subclasses 1 and 5 in NG (table 8.5.4). I have not 

included a type frequency of PRT forms in The Rest group, because I do not consider them 

to represent one morphological class. 

The focus of interest is PRT forms in ON with short [e], and PRT forms in NG with short 

[e] or [Q], because NG equivalents of ON PRT forms with [e] may have short [e] or [Q], 

among other vowels. Both of these vowels in NG PRT forms, then, indicate that there have 

not been any quantitative changes from ON to NG.  

 

Table 8.5.3 Type frequency of strong verbs in ON 

Class/PTV PRTV TF Examples 

1 [A] [e]   38 det>.tA � det>r 

 [i]   13 brin>.nA � brin>r 

 [e/O]     2 so.vA � sevr/sOvr 

Total   53  

Table 8.5.3 Type frequency of present tense forms of strong verbs class 1 in ON. PTV means past tense 
vowel, and PRTV means present tense vowel. TF stands for type frequency. The grey area highlights the 
PRT forms with [e]. 

                                                 
77 ON verbs in table 8.4.4 according to class: Strong 1: bera, drepa, gefa, leka, lesa, skera, stela, vefa; 

Rest: vega; Telja class: selja, setja. 
78 NG verbs in table 8.4.4 according to class: 1a: bæra, dræpa, læka, læsa, skjæra, stæla; 5: væva, væga; 

Rest: je(va) (gefa); Telja class: sælja, sæta. 
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Table 8.5.4 Type frequency of strong verbs in NG 

Class/PTV PRTV TF Examples 

1a [A] [Q] 18 dQt>.te � dQt>h 

 [i]    8 dRik>.ke � dRik> h 

 [e]    1 je.tA � jet 

  [ai]    1 jail>.de � jail>(d) 

5 [u] [Q]  17 mo.}o � mQ} 

 [O]    1 so.Vo � sOV 

Total       46  

Table 8.5.4 Type frequency of present tense forms of strong verbs classes 1a and 5 in NG. PTV means past 
tense vowel, and PRTV means present tense vowel. TF stands for type frequency. The grey areas highlight 
the PRT forms with [e] or [Q]. 

Table 8.5.4 shows that the type frequencies of PRT forms with [Q] or [e] in subclasses 1a 

and 5 of strong verbs in NG are high (19 and 17). These PRT forms may therefore be 

morphologically resistant to vowel lengthening. Similarly, table 8.5.3 shows that subclass 1 

of strong verbs in ON have high type frequency figures for PRT forms with [e] (38). This 

indicates that East Norwegian dialects other than NG might have been resistant to vowel 

lengthening, too, following the ON period.  

Two PRT forms of verbs in the telja class have also kept a short [e] in NG. Telja verbs 

are traditionally considered to comprise a weak class, but they have also been called an in-

between-class (Enger 1998: 168–170). Even if the PT forms have a syllabic affix, like weak 

verbs, the inflectional paradigm has a stem vowel change, like strong verbs, of [e-A] or [y-

u] in ON, [Q-A] or [O-u] in NG (Dagsgard 2006: 80–4): ON telja (INF) – telr (PRT) – tal�i 

(PT) – talt (PTC,‘count’), spyrja (INF) – spyrr (PRT) – spur�i (PT) – spurt (PTC, ‘ask’). 

The PRT forms in this class are monosyllabic, which is similar to the strong verbs but unlike 

the two other classes of weak verbs.79 The structural resemblance of PRT forms in the telja 

class and the strong verbs is an argument in favour of similar phonological developments in 

these two categories.  

A list of possible telja verbs with the alternation [Q-A] in NG based on Venås (1974) and 

Faarlund et. al. (1997: 484, 499–500) is given in the Appendix: A5. To see how many of 

these are in use as telja verbs in NG, I have checked the inflections given in Dagsgard 

(2006) and elicited from a 30-year-old Lom speaker in 2005.80 Dagsgard (2006) provides 

data from speakers born prior to 1955, so the Lom speaker may give us insights into the use 

                                                 
79 Similarly to strong verbs in Bokmål, the PRT forms of telja verbs are often bisyllabic and have accent 1 

as opposed to the bisyllabic weak PRT forms with accent 2. 
80 The Lom speaker is a 30-year-old female who was brought up in Lom but who moved to Oslo to study 

and subsequently work. 
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of these forms among younger speakers of NG. This list shows that there are 15 telja verbs 

with the alternation [Q-A] in NG in Dagsgard (2006), but only 5 in Contemporary Lom. 

These figures indicate that there may be resistance to vowel lengthening in PRT forms of 

the telja class with [e] similar to that found for PRT forms of strong verbs in NG, although 

the low number of telja verbs elicited from the Contemporary Lom speaker makes this 

claim weaker for modern NG. 

 The Appendix: A4 also contains a list of possible telja verbs in ON with the alternation  

[e-A] based on Venås (1974: 144, 145). This list is supplemented with verbs from Spurkland 

(1989: 103) and Norrøn ordbok giving a total of 46 telja verbs with the alternation [e-A] in 

ON, a figure that suggests that PRT forms of this class might have resisted vowel 

lengthening in East Norwegian dialects other than NG, too, after the ON period.  

To conclude, I suggest that there may be a tendency among PRT forms of strong verbs 

and the telja class with [e] to resist vowel lengthening in NG in a similar way to PT forms 

of strong verbs with [A]. The type frequency figures for the categories of verbs with [e] in 

PRT are higher for ON than for NG, which suggests that a similar resistance to lengthening 

of [e] may have taken place in other East Norwegian dialects following the ON period, too. 

8.5.4 Summary 

This section has explained the resistance to vowel lengthenings in NG short monosyllables 

of certain morphological classes as a kind of morphologization of phonological change. The 

morphological category of PT forms of strong verbs with short [A] has high type frequency, 

and the phonological characteristic of short [A] may have become associated to this morpho-

logical category so that short monosyllables within this category are resistant to a vowel 

lengthening that occurs in other short monosyllables. A similar resistance can be found in 

PRT forms of strong verbs with [e]. Similar frequency patterns are found for ON, which 

means that it is possible that a similar resistance may have found place in other East 

Norwegian dialects following the ON period. 

8.6 Productivity of Short Accented Syllables 

In 8.5.2.2, I remarked that some NG equivalents of ON PT forms have undergone vowel 

shortening and formed a separate subclass 5 of strong verbs in NG. This vowel shortening is 

an effect of the productivity of short accented syllables in NG. In the following, I will 
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discuss this phenomenon in more detail before I turn to other data that may show evidence 

of the productivity of short accented syllables in NG.  

Table 8.6.1 compares the members of subclass 5 of strong verbs in NG with their ON 

equivalents: 

 

Table 8.6.1 Strong verbs in NG class 5 

organized according to their classification in ON 

NG ON 
ON verb class 

INF PT INF PT 
English 

[2eka] [1uk] aka ók ‘slide’ 
[2o}o] [1u}] ala ól ‘raise’ 
[2Mo}o] [1mu}] mala mól ‘grind’ 
[2go}o] [1gu}, 1gu˘}] gala gól ‘crow’ 
[2gRoVo] [1gRuV, 1gRu˘V] grafa gróf ‘dig’ 
[2skoko] [1skuk] skaka skók ‘shake’ 
[1S}o, 1S}o˘] [1S}u, 1S}u˘] slá sló ‘hit’ 
[1S}os>t] [1S}us>t] slást slóst ‘fight’ 
[2sVQR>je]/ -[A] [1sVur] sverja sór ‘swear’ 

Strong 4 

[2vQk>se] [1Vuk>s] vaxa (v)óx ‘grow’ 
[2soVo] [1suV, 1sVA˘V, 

1sVAV, 1soV, 
1so˘V] 

sofa svaf ‘sleep’ 

[2sVQl>te] [1sVul>t, 1sVol>t] svelta svalt ‘starve’ 
[1tro] [1tru] tro�a   tra� ‘tread’ 
[2VQl>te] [1Vult] velta valt ‘turn over’ 
[2VQr>pe] [1VuR>p, 1VoR>p] verpa varp ‘lay eggs’ 

Strong 1 

[2VQVA] [1VuV, 1Vu˘V] vefa vaf, vóf ‘weave’ 

The Rest [2VQgA] [1Vug] vega vá ‘weigh’ 

Weak 1 [2gnogo] [1gnug] gnaga gnaga�i ‘gnaw’ 

Table 8.6.1 Members of subclass 5 of strong verbs in NG and their ON equivalents.  

Table 8.6.1 shows how subclass 5 of strong verbs in NG forms a new class which has 

attracted members from ON subclasses 1 and 4 of strong verbs, The Rest-group, and one 

weak class called ‘kasta verbs’. It may be the case that some PT forms from subclass 4 of 

ON strong verbs acquired a short vowel: [u˘] > [u], based on the schema [_1V_ $#] which 

can be abstracted from the PT schema for ON subclass 1: [_1A_ $#].  

The last schema means that the PT forms end in an accented syllable with short [A], 

which may be preceded by one, two or three consonants, and may be followed by one or 

two consonants. If one or two consonants follow the vowel, they may be one short 

consonant, one single semi-long consonant or a cluster with one semi-long consonant 

followed by one short consonant. The accented syllable is synchronized with the L in tone 
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accent 1, and may be preceded by an unaccented prefix, but normally, the PT form consists 

of only one accented syllable. This schema covers ON PT forms like: [1As] (as, PT esa, 

‘rise’), [1lAs] (las, PT lesa, ‘read’), [1dAt>] (datt, PT detta, ‘fall’), [1vAl>t] (valt, PT velta, 

‘turn over’), [1drAp] (drap, PT drepa, ‘kill’), [1drAk>] (drakk, PT drikka, ‘drink’), [1brAs>t] 

(brast, PT brista, ‘break’), [1sprAt>] (spratt, PT spretta, ‘jump’). It may also cover prefixed 

PT forms like fyr(ir)nam (PT fyr(ir)nema, ‘take away from somebody’). 

The results of this change formed the schema [_1u_ $#], which may subsequently have 

become productive. In Cognitive Grammar terms, the PT schema [_1u_ $#] is an extension 

of the PT schema [_1A_ $#]. This development can be illustrated as in figure 8.6.2: 

 

[_1V_ $#] 

 

 

[_1A_ $#]  [_1u_ $#] 

Figure 8.6.2 Schemas of short monosyllabic PT forms of strong verbs in NG.  

Storm (1920) and Grøsland (1976) also provide some more general data on the productivity 

of short accented syllables in NG, and table 8.6.3 gives an overview of the NG words with a 

short accented syllable whose ON equivalents have a long accented syllable. English glosses 

are given in the Appendix: A7: table 8 & A8: table 8’. I have omitted the word dyr(r) ( n.pl./ 

f. pl., ‘door’) > NG [1døR, 1dOR, 1dø˘R], because the NG forms probably descend from 

their common stem dyr-, which makes it an example of no change in a short accented 

syllable.  
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Table 8.6.3 NG words with a short accented syllable  

that have ON equivalents with a long accented syllable 

Change NG ON GC 
1bRQV, 1bReV bréf n. 
1dÅ}, 1dø}, 1dø˘} dêl/dêll f. /m. 
2li.tu˘} lítill m. nom., acc. sg. litill (a.) 
2li.tn`, 2li.te˘n lítin f. nom. sg. litill (a.) 
2li.te˘ lítit n. nom., acc. sg. litill (a.) 
2rO.Var reyfari m. 
2si.´ sí�a f. 
1skug, 1sku˘g skógr m.  

Short V 

1Sug, 1snug,1Su˘g snjór m.  

 
1Su.g´n, 1Su˘.g´n snjóinn def. acc. sg. snjór (m.) 

Short C 
1bO} byr�r f. 

 
2kA.rom, 2kA˘.rom karlum dat. pl. karl (m.) 

 
2kA.rEI¯> karlaina def. acc. pl. karl (m.) 

 
2ki.liN ki�lingr m. 

 
1mQR merr f. 

 
1moR mor�r m. 

Vowel epenthesis & 
1f¨.g´} fugl m. 

resyllabification 
1hA.}´.se˘ halsi dat. sg. hals (m.) 

Table 8.6.3 ON words with a long accented syllable that have become words with a short accented syllable 
in NG. 

The data from Storm (1920) and Grøsland (1976) give 18 examples of words with a long 

accented syllable in ON which have a short accented syllable in NG. If we count each 

lexeme as one type, 7 types have a shortened vowel, 5 a shortened consonant, and 2 have 

undergone vowel epenthesis and resyllabification (cf. 4.4.5). 

In addition to these examples, one word has changed from having an overlong accented 

syllable in ON, hrátt (n. sg. hrár (a.), ’raw’), to having a short accented syllable in NG, 

[1Rot], cf. A7: table 11.  

The change from a long to a short accented syllable that is displayed in table 8.6.3 and 

the change from an overlong to a long accented syllable in ON hrátt > NG [1Rot] indicate 

that short accented syllables have been a productive category in NG since ON in a wider 

range of words than PT forms of strong verbs. This productivity in PT forms as well as in 

other words illustrates the well-known fact that NG has not (yet) gone through a Quantity 

Shift where the productivity of long accented syllables has become (almost) general. The 

productivity of short accented syllables does not, however, exclude the possibility that long 

accented syllables also are productive in NG, which is illustrated by the vowel lengthenings 

in ON short monosyllables (cf. 8.4). It is not possible to say whether the category of short 

accented syllables is still productive in modern NG, but this dialect, at least earlier NG, is an 
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example of a dialect where two competing syllable quantity categories are productive at the 

same time. 

8.7 Short Monosyllables Lengthen Earlier than Level Stress Words 

8.7.1 Introduction 

In section 8.4, I have shown that NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables seem to 

lengthen the vowel due to the productivity of long accented syllables. In this section, I will 

present earlier assumptions about the relative chronology of lengthening for ON short 

monosyllables and ON level stress words, as well as about the phonology of changes, and 

analyze one of these earlier assumptions in NG: Short monosyllables lengthen earlier than 

level stress words.  

Riad (1992) presents three assumptions related to the chronology of lengthening of ON 

words with a short accented syllable in so-called balance dialects, and two connected to the 

phonology of lengthening. As mentioned in 2.4.2, the group of balance dialects consists of 

the Central Nordic dialects (including East Norwegian), as opposed to the non-balance 

dialects that may be labelled Peripheral Nordic dialects. Hence, NG is a ‘balance dialect’ 

which is assumed in Riad (1992) to undergo the following processes: 

 

1. Short monosyllables lengthen earlier than level stress words. 

2. Short monosyllables that lengthen the vowel lengthen earlier than those that lengthen 

the consonant. 

3. Level stress words that lengthen the postvocalic consonant lengthen earlier than 

those that lengthen the vowel. 

 

In addition, the account in Riad (1992) presents some generalizations connected to the 

phonology of lengthening: 

 

4. Short monosyllables with the postvocalic consonants [p, t, k, s], and sometimes [r], 

lengthen the consonant. Short monosyllables with other postvocalic consonants 

lengthen the vowel.  

5. Level stress words lengthen the consonant or the vowel depending on the gesture 

that has been lengthened in morphologically related monsyllables with a long 

accented syllable. 
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In this section, I will analyze assumption 1 concerning whether short monosyllables 

lengthen earlier than level stress words in NG and if so, why. The other assumptions have 

proven difficult to study in the NG data: Assumption 2 states that short monosyllables that 

lengthen the vowel lengthen earlier than those that lengthen the consonant. The NG data 

provide more examples of vowel lengthening than consonant lengthening in these words (cf. 

table 8.7.3). This may support the idea that vowel lengthening occurs prior to consonant 

lengthening in short monosyllables. On the other hand, the data may be interpreted other-

wise: They might just show that there are relatively more NG equivalents of ON short 

monosyllables that lengthen the vowel rather than the consonant.  

Overall, there are not many examples of lengthening in level stress words in NG, and the 

data are too sparse to form any conclusions as to assumptions 3 and 5 concerning level 

stress words. When it comes to the phonology of consonant lengthening in short mono-

syllables in assumption 4, I have not found any clear phonological patterns in NG. However, 

the examples of consonant lengthenings that exist do not support the patterns assumed for 

Swedish in Riad (1992). The patterns of consonant lengthening deserve further research, but 

this must be carried out on other data sets.  

The results of the analysis of the NG data are given in 8.7.2, which is followed by a 

discussion of why short monosyllables lengthen earlier than level stress words in 8.7.3. The 

section is summarized in 8.7.4. 

8.7.2 Analysis 

Table 8.7.1 shows the number of examples of vowel or consonant lengthening in short 

monosyllables and level stress words in Storm (1920), table 8.7.2 shows the same for 

Grøsland (1976), and table 8.7.3 show the total number of examples in Storm (1920) and 

Grøsland (1976): Within each group, each stem is counted only once, and only nouns, 

adjectives and verbs are counted.  

One word from Storm (1920) is taken out of the count because the ethymology is 

uncertain: NG [1svA˘] < ON sva�?(n., ‘slippery rock). Two words are listed with alternates 

with vowel and consonant lengthening in Storm (1920): NG [1sP˘, 1sçÔ>] < ON so� (n., 

‘meat soup’) is considered to have a long vowel as it is listed in Grøsland (1976): [1sO˘], and 

NG [1kvE˘k, 1kvQ˘k, 1kve˘k, 1kvEk, 1kviHk>] < ON kvikr (a., ‘quick’, ‘alive’, ‘well’) is 

considered to have a long vowel as listed in Dagsgard (2006): [1kvQ˘k]. 

The total numbers in table 8.7.3 are lower than the sum of the numbers in tables 8.7.1 

Storm (1920) and 8.7.2 Grøsland (1976) because some words appear in both lists. 
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 Table 8.7.1 Storm (1920) 

 Short monosyllables Level stress words A7 

Vowel 

lengthening 
69     8 81 2a/2b 

Consonant 

lengthening 
 5  1 3a/3b 

Total 74 9   

Table 8.7.1 Number of examples of vowel or consonant lengthening in short monosyllables and level stress 
words in Storm (1920). The column A7 refers to the tables in the Appendix where the examples are listed.  

 

 Table 8.7.2 Grøsland (1976) 

 Short monosyllables Level stress words A8 

Vowel 

lengthening 
25 382 2a’/2b’ 

Consonant 

lengthening 
2  583  3a’/3b’ 

Total 27  8  

Table 8.7.2 Number of examples of vowel or consonant lengthening in short monosyllables and level stress 
words in Grøsland (1976). The column A8 refers to the tables in the Appendix where the examples are 
listed.  

 

 Table 8.7.3 Total Storm (1920) & Grøsland (1976) 

 Short monosyllables Level stress words Total 

Vowel 

lengthening 
79 11 90 

Consonant 

lengthening 
 6 6 12 

Total 85 17 102 

Table 8.7.3 Number of examples of vowel or consonant lengthening in short monosyllables and level stress 
words in Storm (1920) and Grøsland (1976).  

 

These tables show that in total there are 85 examples of lengthening in short monosyllables 

and 17 examples of lengthening in level stress words in NG. These figures indicate that a 

number of short monosyllables have lengthened in NG, whereas only a few level stress 

words have lengthened. This implies that short monosyllables lengthen earlier than level 

                                                 
81 The NG word forms of ON opinn (a., ‘open’) and opit (n. nom. sg. opinn (a.)) are considered to be forms 

of the same stem and is only counted as one example of vowel lengthening in level stress words.  
82 Three inflectional forms of ON s†k (f., ‘thing’, ‘case’) is counted as one example. 
83 Two inflectional forms of ON son (m., ‘son’) is counted as one example. 
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stress words in NG. It is uncertain whether NG level stress words will undergo any general 

lengthening, i.e. whether NG will ever go through a full Quantity Shift.  

The figures from Storm (1920) in isolation as well as the figures from Grøsland (1920) 

taken by themselves show similar patterns: Storm (1920) has 74 examples of lengthening of 

short monosyllables vs. 9 examples of lengthening in level stress words and Grøsland 

(1976) 27 examples of lengthening in short monosyllables vs. 8 examples of lengthening in 

level stress words. Hence, the tendency for short monosyllables to lengthen earlier than 

level stress words has been stable since ca. 1885 when the Storm (1920) data were 

compiled.   

8.7.3 Why do Short Monosyllables Lengthen Earlier than Level Stress Words? 

The question, then, is why level stress words lengthen later than short monosyllables. Riad 

(1992) gives a theoretical explanation of why “balance blocks lengthening”. This was 

presented in section 2.4.2, and I will rephrase the most important aspects of this explanation 

here. Thereafter I will make an attempt at giving this explanation a phonetic content by 

referring to the account of level stress words in NG by Kristoffersen (2007, cf. 5.7).  

Riad (1992, cf. 2.4.2) assumes that ‘balance blocks lengthening’ as long as the bimoraic 

condition is connected to main stress, which may be placed over more than one syllable. 

Hence, the bimoraic condition in balance words is satisfied because of the particular 

placement of main stress in these words. When main stress retracts to the first syllable in 

level stress words, the syllable will be lengthened. This can be illustrated as in fig. 8.7.4, 

which is a copy of parts of fig. 2.6: 

 

Main stress positioned over two syllables: >   Main stress retraction: 

Foot     X           X      . 

Mora  μ   μ           μ μ 

Segments       [2f A . rA ]  (INF, ‘go’)         >  [2f A˘ .  rA ]  

Figure 8.7.4 Change of the positioning of main stress in level stress words according to Riad (1992).  

The explanation in Riad (1992) is abstract. What does it mean phonetically that main stress 

is placed over two syllables? In NG, both of the syllables in level stress words have the 

potential to be perceived as prominent, and Kristoffersen (2007) describes this amiguity of 

prominence in level stress words as being related to their particular tone accent 

synchronization (cf. 5.7): The first syllable in level stress words in NG may be perceived as 
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prominent because it can be associated with accented long root syllables in accent 2-words 

due to their common tone accent synchronization as well as being root syllables. On the 

other hand, the second syllable can be perceived as prominent because it can be associated 

with short monosyllables and the accented syllable in accent 1-words due to their common 

tone accent synchronization, as well as to the second syllable in words with a long accented 

syllable and a non-prominent prefix, e.g. [b´1no˘d] benåd (IMP benåde, ‘pardon’). 

If we compare the theoretical proposal in Riad (1992) that the two short syllables in a 

level stress word share one stress position with the phonetic account in Kristoffersen (2007), 

the particular tone accent synchronization in level stress words where both syllables have 

the tonal characteristics of accented syllables may be the phonetic equivalent of the shared 

stress position that is assumed in Riad (1992). It is possible, then, that as long as both of the 

syllables in level stress words have strong associations to accented syllables in words with 

long accented syllables, they do not lengthen.  

The interpretation of the account of level stress words in Kristoffersen (2007) in 

combination with the idea that balance blocks lengthening in Riad (1992) can provide clues 

as to why level stress words in NG, and possibly in older low-tone dialects, lengthen later 

than short monosyllables. Provided that Old East Norwegian was a low-tone dialect, the 

analysis that is given here for NG is also valid for Old East Norwegian.  

It is still unclear, however, why the first syllable in some originally level stress words 

lengthen in NG, and even more so why the first syllable in all level stress words in Old East 

Norwegian were lengthened prior to MN. Riad (1992: 316–17) assumes that the main stress 

was withdrawn to the first syllable, whereby the first syllable was lengthened, but does not 

explain why the main stress would become withdrawn. Within a usage-based theory, I will 

assume that as more and more accented syllables (in originally short monosyllables and 

words with an overlong accented syllable) become long due to the productivity of long 

accented syllables, the category of long accented syllables becomes stronger and the 

productivity of long accented syllables may increase until it eventually affects level stress 

words. This development is not inevitable, however, and the dialect of Mid Gudbrandsdal 

has kept level stress words even though it does no longer have short monosyllables 

(Langleite 1974: 80).  

8.7.4 Summary 

In this section, I have shown that short monosyllables lengthen earlier than level stress 

words, and I have argued that the same might have been the case for other East Norwegian 
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dialects subsequent to ON. I have also explained how the particular tone accent 

synchronization as described by Kristoffersen (2007) may be the reason why level stress 

words do not lengthen when short monosyllables do. I have argued, however, that the 

productivity of long accented syllables may increase when short monosyllables lengthen, 

and that this increased productivity eventually may affect level stress words too. This is not 

inevitable, however, because there is one dialect that has kept level stress words even 

though all the short monosyllables are lengthened. 

8.8 Vowel Lengthening in ON Long Accented Syllables  

8.8.1 Introduction 

The NG data show vowel lengthening in ON words with a long accented syllable (A7: 4 & 

A8: 4’) as well as in ON words with a short accented syllable (cf. 8.4). Some of these 

lengthenings have been labelled ‘spontaneous a-lengthenings’ in Riad (1992) for two 

reasons: (1) Most of the examples of vowel lengthening in long accented syllables, 

according to Riad (1992), show lengthening of [A] (and some other low vowels), and (2) 

since vowel lengthening according to the traditional understanding of the Quantity Shift is 

expected only in words with a short accented syllable, the lengthenings have been 

considered spontaneous rather than systematic.  

However, since the NG data show quite a few instances of vowel lengthening in ON 

words with a long accented syllable, I will analyze these data here. Interestingly, the ON 

words with a long accented syllable that undergo vowel lengthening also seem to undergo 

other phonological changes which in themselves would have resulted in words with a short 

accented syllable unless the vowel is lengthened. I will therefore consider the vowel 

lengthenings in these words as being part of the Quantity Shift understood as a result of the 

productivity of long accented syllables.  

The first analysis of vowel lengthening in NG equivalents of ON words with a long 

accented syllable involves which vowels lengthen in this position, and the question is 

whether only [A] lengthens or whether other vowels lengthen too, cf. 8.8.2. In the second 

analysis, the data are organized with respect to the phonological changes in the postvocalic 

consonants, cf. 8.8.3. Thirdly, I will analyze the VC>C patterns that change in 8.8.4 to see 

whether there are any such combinations that seem to be more prone than others to 

consonant changes in combination with vowel lengthening, and whether these reflect the 

earlier assumptions about a-lengthenings in Riad (1992, cf. 8.2.3), as well as Seip (1955) 
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and Indrebø (1951, cf. 8.2.2). The analysis of vowel lengthening in ON words with a long 

accented syllable is discussed and summarized in 8.8.5. 

8.8.2 Vowel Lengthenings 

Table 8.8.1 lists the ON words that have lengthened the vowel in NG even though the 

accented syllables of the ON words originally were long. The words are organized 

according to the accented vowel in ON, and the shading is there to keep the vowels apart. 

For English glosses, cf. A7: 4 & A8: 4’ in the Appendix. 
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Table 8.8.1 Vowel lengthening in ON words with a long accented syllable  

V NG ON GC 

[A] 
1A˘} ar�r/ ár�r m. 

 
1bA˘} bar� n. 

 
1bo˘n barn n. 

 
1gA˘.V´} gafl m. 

 
1gA˘} gar�r m. 

 
1gA˘.A˜ gar�inn def. acc. sg. gar�r (m.) 

 
1go˘n garn n.  

 
2hA˘.VRe˘ hafri m. 

 
1hA˘.g´} hagl n. 

 
1hA˘S, 1hAS, 1hA.}´s  hals m. 

 
1hA˘}, 1hA˘l har�r a. 

 
2hA˘.}´ har�i a. 

 
1kA˘l kaldr  a. 

 
1kA˘hlt kaldt  n. sg. kaldr (a.) 

 
1kA˘R karl m.  

 
2kA˘.R´ karlar  pl. karl (m.) 

 
2kA˘.Rom, 2kA.Rom karlum  dat. pl. karl (m.) 

 
1nA˘.g´} nagl m. 

 
1SÅ˘l, 1Sø˘} sjalfr a. 

 
1skA˘} skar� n. 

 
1skA˘.}´ skar�it n. def. skar� 

 
2tA˘.V}´ tafla m. 

 
1tA˘.g´} tagl n. 

 
2VA˘.}´, 2VA˘.}e˘, 2VA˘.}e var�i m.  

[A,  ç˘ ]  
1o˘.k´R akr, ákr m. 

[e ] 
1fQ˘.} fer� f. 

 
1jQ˘.} ger� f. 

 
2jQ˘.˜iN gerningr (m.) f. 

 
1nQ˘.g´} negl  pl. nagl (m.) 

 
1nQ˘.g´˜ neglinir  def. pl. nagl (m.) 

 1re˘.g}´, 2re˘.g}´ reglar, regular  indef. pl. regla, regula (f.) 
 1re˘.g´l regla, regula  f. 

 
1sE˘.t´R, 1sQ˘.t´R, 1sQ˘.t´R  setr, sætr n.  

 
2sQ˘.tRe setr, sætr pl. setr, sætr (n.)  

 
2VQ˘.Ío.go ver�ug- m. 

[i]  
1le˘.V´R lifr f. 

 
2le˘.VRe lifrar  pl. lifr (f.) 

 
1stÅ˘}, 1stø˘} stir�r a. 

 
1VÅ˘}, 1VO˘} vir� f. 

 
1Vø˘.}´ vir�u/vir�ing f. 

[o] 
1bu˘} bor� n. 

 
1u˘} or� n. 
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Table 8.8.1 ctd.  

V NG ON GC 

[u] 
2du˘.nA dugna�r m. 

[y] 
2bO˘.}´ byr�a f.  

 
2fy˘.Í´ fylgdi PT 3rd p. sg. fylgja 

 
 

2jO˘.˜A 
hyrna n. 

 
2jO˘.˜A hyrna n. 

 
1ty˘t tylft f. 

[ç] 
1A˘˜,1A˜>,1EI˜> alin, †ln f. 

 
1bu˘n, 1bo˘n b†rn pl. barn (n.) 

 
1fjO˘R fj†�r f. 

 
1fju˘} fj†r�r m.  

 
1ju˘} hj†r� f. 

 
1O˘˜, 1O˘Rn  †rn (m.) f. 

Table 8.8.1 Vowel lengthening in NG equivalents of ON words with a long accented syllable. The words 
are organized with respect to the ON accented vowel, and the shading separates the vowels. 

If we only count one word type for each lexeme within each vowel group, table 8.8.1 

contains 19 examples of lengthening of accented [A] in ON words with a long accented 

syllable (of which one might already have had a lengthened vowel in ON, cf. akr, ákr (m.)). 

Moreover, there are 7 examples of [e]-lengthening, 6 of [ç]-lengthening, 5 of [y]-

lengthening, 4 of [i]-lengthening, 2 of [o]-lengthening and 1 of [u]-lengthening. Although 

most examples involve lengthening of [A] in these words, many other vowels lengthen too. 

Hence, the term a-lengthening does not seem appropriate for this phenomenon in NG. 

Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951) include the back low vowels [o, ç] among vowel 

lengthenings that are comparable to the so-called a-lengthenings (cf. 8.2.2). Even with this 

addition, the term still does not cover the changes in NG since there are quite a few 

examples of lengthening of high front vowels, too, e.g. [e, y, i]. Riad (1992, cf. 8.2.3) 

includes the vowels [Q, o] in a-lengthenings in Swedish, but this set does not cover the 

vowels [u, ç, y, i] which also show lengthening in NG. 

The vowel lengthenings and consonant changes in the words in table 8.8.1 may also be 

accompanied by a change in the quality of the vowel. In ON [1bAr>n] > NG [1bo˘n] (n., 

‘child’), for instance, the vowel is raised and rounded in addition to being lengthened. This 

change can probably be linked to the Quality Shift (cf. 8.2.2), but I will not comment upon 

these qualitative changes any further here. 
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To conclude, the NG data show vowel lengthening in a variety of vowels in ON words 

with a long accented syllable, and the term a-lengthenings does not seem to be an 

appropriate label for these vowel lengthenings. 

8.8.3 Consonant Changes 

8.8.3.1 Introduction 

The vowel lengthenings are accompanied by other phonological changes mainly concerning 

the postvocalic consonants. There are deletions as in kaldr > [1kA˘l] (a., ‘cold’), gestural 

blending as in hals > [1hA˘S] (m., ‘throat’), gestural misparsing as in gar�r > [1gA˘}] (m., 

‘farm’), retiming of gestures resulting in an epenthetic vowel as in akr, ákr > [1o˘.k´R] (m., 

‘field’) and resyllabification as in tafla [2tAv>.lA] > [2tA˘.V}´] (f., ‘altar piece’) (for all 

changes, cf. 4.4.). In the following subsections, I will analyze the words in table 8.8.1 with 

respect to the changes that concern the postvocalic consonants.  

Some of the changes that have occurred, however, cannot be analyzed in one step but 

involve several steps. Quite a few of them can be called apicalizations of laminal gestures. 

To be able to reconstruct the path of development that the NG equivalents of ON words 

with a long accented syllable have gone through, I will start by presenting a chronology of 

apicalizations. 

8.8.3.2 Chronology of Apicalizations  

The relative chronology of apicalizations that I will present here is laid out by Molde (2005) 

and is illustrated in figure 8.8.2. Each bundle of changes that are assumed to start working at 

the same time are put in the same box, and it is assumed that the changes on the left started 

prior to one in the middle, which started prior to those on the right. Molde (2005: 73) 

assumes that the apicals were introduced between 1200 and 1500, i.e. during Later ON or 

during the end of ON and in the period of Middle Norwegian (cf. 1.3). Most of the 

assimilatory processes on the left and right are still productive changes today, both within 

words, e.g. inflections, derivations, loan words and compounds, as well as between words 

(Kristoffersen 2000: 98). As MN does not have the fricative [D], the change [rD] > [}], 

however, is no longer productive. I have noted the ON [r] as a trill, but in a representation of 

the synchronic productive changes, the trill should be replaced with a tap [R]. It is uncertain 

whether this sound was a tap or a trill in ON (cf. Molde 2005: 66–8). Since both the tap and 

the trill are apical, the accurate quality of this sound in ON is not crucial to my argument, 
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and gestural blending or misparsing including one of these sounds resulting in apicals can 

be labelled apicalizations. The change [l] > [}] is also productive in the sense that loan 

words can get [}], but it is not, and has never been, a completely general process like the 

apicalizations to the right and the left in figure 8.8.2.  

 

  [t]  [ˇ] 

  [D]  [}]     [t]  [ˇ] 

 [r]  + [n] � [˜] >     [l] � [}]          >  [} ]  + [d] � [Í] 

  [l]  [Ò]     [n] � [˜] 

  [s]  [S]     [s]    [S] 

Figure 8.8.2 The assimilatory processes between ON and MN leading to MN apicals (retroflexes).84  

All of the changes that are illustrated here are basically apicalizations through gestural 

blending (cf. 4.4.6), except [RD] > [}], which is a case of gestural misparsing (cf. 4.4.6), and 

[l] > [}], which cannot easily be explained articulatorily (cf. below). Within the first box, the 

trill is followed by consonants that are produced with the tongue blade (lamina), and these 

laminals turn into apicals (which are produced with the tongue tip). Hence, the apicality of 

[r] is blended with the gestures used in the production of the following sound, making them 

apical. The gestural blending process is illustrated in fig. 4.7, section 4.4.6. In the third box 

above, the apical flap is blended with laminals into apicals. The changes within the first and 

the third box, then, are articulatorily comparable apicalization processes. 

The change in the second box may also be labelled apicalization; the starting point [l] is 

laminal, whereas the result [}] is apical. However, even though the result of the change [l] > 

[}] is an apicalization, the articulatory motivation behind this apicalization is difficult to find 

(cf. 4.4.7). If it is possible to establish some associative connection between [l] and [}], 

however, one may consider the change of [l] > [}] to be a spreading of the occurrence of the 

flap due to associations between [l] and [}]. Within the framework of Bybee (2001), such 

spreading would be most similar to analogical change. 

                                                 
84 The traditional term for the sounds [ˇ, Í, ˜, Ò. ß, }]  is retroflexes, but Moen & Simonsen (1998) suggest 

that they should be called apicals instead. The reason is that these sounds are produced with the tongue tip, but 
it varies whether the speaker bends back the tongue tip during the production of all of these sounds.  
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It has been suggested that the [}] is associated with [l] on the ground that both are laterals 

(Molde 2005: 52 note 34). This is controversial, and although the flap is named tjukk l 

(‘thick l’) in Nordic studies, it is normally not considered to be a lateral (cf. Molde 2005: 

52). Even so, Molde (2005: 52 note 34) argues that the [}] may be categorized as a lateral 

because she believes that air is let out over the sides of the tongue simultaneously with a 

central tongue tip closure during the production of both [}] and [l]. According to Molde 

(2005: 51), the characterization of the flap as a lateral may also be supported by acoustic 

evidence. According to Knutsen (2006: 52), articulatory studies of the sounds [l], [Ò ], [}], 

and [R] in MN have not succeeded in measuring whether air is let out of the sides of the 

tongue or not for any of these sounds but [l]. She argues that this may be due to inaccuracies 

in the technical equipment (electropalatography).  

 Even though the change [l] > [}] is difficult to explain articualtorily or otherwise at this 

point, it is well attested and must be included. I will leave the question of how this change 

may have come about and turn to the different types of consonant changes that are 

exemplified by the NG data. 

8.8.3.3 Deletion 

Table 8.8.3 contains the words in table 8.8.1 that have undergone consonant deletion in 

addition to vowel lengthening.  

 

Table 8.8.3 Vowel lengthening and consonant deletion  

in ON words with a long accented syllable 

V NG ON GC 

[[A] 
1bo˘n barn n. 

 
1go˘n garn n.  

 
1kA˘l kaldr  a. 

 
1kA˘hlt kaldt  n. sg. kaldr (a.) 

 
1kA˘R karl m.  

 
2kA˘.R´ karlar  pl. karl (m.) 

 
2kA˘.Rom, 2kA.Rom karlum  dat. pl. karl (m.) 

 
1SÅ˘l, 1Sø˘} sjalfr a. 

[u] 
2du˘.nA dugna�r m. 

[y] 
2fy˘.Í´ fylgdi PT 3rd p. sg. fylgja 

 
1ty˘t tylft f. 

[ç] 
1bu˘n, 1bo˘n b†rn pl. barn (n.) 

 
1fjO˘R fj†�r f. 

Table 8.8.3 Vowel lengthening accompanied by consonant deletion in ON words with a long accented 
syllable. The data are organized with respect to the accented vowel. The shading separates the vowels. 
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The examples barn > [1bo˘n] (n., ‘child’), garn > [1go˘n] (n., ‘net’), kaldr > [1kA˘l] (a. 

‘cold’), kaldt > [1kA˘hlt] (n. kald (a.)), karl > [1kA˘R] (m., ‘man’),  karlar > [2kA˘.R´] (pl. 

karl (m.)), karlum > [2kA˘.Rom, 2kA.Rom] (dat. pl. karl (m.)), dugna�r > [2du˘.nA] (m. 

‘voluntary community work’), tylft > [1ty˘t] (f., ‘dozen’), b†rn > [1bu˘n, 1bo˘n] (pl. barn 

(n.)), and fj†�r > [1fjO˘R] (f., ‘feather’) display rather straightforward consonant deletions 

as a result of the reduction in time of certain gestures (cf. 4.4.4). 

The changes in sjalfr > [1SÅ˘l, 1Sø˘}] (a., ‘oneself’) involve deletion of [v], and in the 

second alternate, the apicalization of  [l] > [}].  

The consonant changes in fylgdi > [2fy˘.Í´] (3rd p. sg. PT fylgja, ‘follow’) can be 

reconstructed as [l>gd] > *[l>d] > *[}>d] > [Í]; the first step involves the deletion of [g], the 

second involves the apicalization [l>] > [}>], and the third is apicalization through gestural 

blending. Note that the intermediate steps in this path of development are reconstructed 

without direct evidence in the NG data. 

8.8.3.4 Gestural Blending 

Gestural blending is the result of a synchronic increase in the overlap of gestures that belong 

to the same tier (cf. 4.4.6). The examples of gestural blending in table 8.8.1 are listed in 

table 8.8.4. The postvocalic consonant clusters in the ON words start with an apical tap or a 

laminal lateral [r, l] that is followed by a laminal, all of which belong to the tongue-tip tier. 

Even though the [l] is also produced by a tongue-body gesture, the sound does require a full 

laminal closure, i.e. a closure on the tongue-tip tier, which is important here. When [l] is 

apicalized to [}], all of these consonant clusters start with an apical followed by a laminal. 

 

Table 8.8.4 Vowel lengthening and gestural blending in ON words with a long accented syllable 

V NG ON GC 

[A] 
1gA˘.A˜ gar�inn acc. def. sg. gar�r (m.) 

 
1hA˘S, 1hAS, 1hA.}´s  hals m. 

[e ] 
2jQ˘.˜iN gerningr (m.) f. 

 
1nQ˘.g´˜ neglinir  def. pl. nagl (m.) 

 
2VQ˘.Ío.go ver�ug- m. 

[y] 
2jO˘.˜A hyrna n. 

[ç]  
1A˘˜,1A˜>,1EI˜> alin, †ln f. 

 
1O˘˜, 1O˘Rn  †rn (m.) f. 

Table 8.8.4 Vowel lengthening accompanied by gestural blending in ON words with a long accented 
syllable. The data are organized with respect to the accented vowel. The shading separates the vowels. 
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There are three examples of the apicalization [r>n] > [˜]: ON gerningr > NG [2jQ˘.˜iN] (m., 

‘deed’), ON hyrna > NG [2jO˘.˜A] (n., ‘corner’), and ON †rn > NG [1O˘˜] (m. > f., ‘eagle’). 

For the changes [r>D] > [Í], [l>s] > [S] and [l>n] > [˜], we have to postulate intermediate 

stages, although these changes, like the change [r>n] > [˜], may all be basically understood 

as apicalizations.  

The change [r>D] > [Í] in ON ver�ug- > NG [2VQ˘.Ío.go] (m., ‘value’) involves both the 

gestural misparsing [r>D] > [}] (cf. 4.4.6) and a strengthening of [D] > [d] (cf. 4.4.6), 

resulting in [Í], and the path of change can be reconstructed as [r>D] >*[}>d] > [Í]. Whether 

the intermediate stage *[}>d] actually occurred, however, is not attested the NG data. It 

might be the case that the blending process started at the same time that the cluster [r>D] 

changed to [}>].   

The change [l>s] > [S] in ON hals > NG [1hA˘S, 1hAS] (m., ‘throat’) can be reconstructed 

as [l>s] > *[}>s] > [S]. Hence, the path of change involves the apicalization [l] > [}], and then 

apicalization through gestural blending with the [s]. It is unknown whether the intermediate 

stage *[}>s] occurred. It might be the case that the [s] became apicalized, at the same time 

that the [l] changed to [}]. 

The change from [l>n] > [˜] in ON †ln, alin > NG [1A˘˜,1A˜>,1EI˜>] (m., ‘ell’) seems to 

involve the apicalization of [l>] > [}>] and a following gestural blending. The path of changes 

can be reconstructed as [l>n] > *[}>n] >  [˜]. The intermediate step *[}>n] is not attested in 

the data, and may not actually have occurred.  

The words [1gA˘.A˜] and [1nQ˘.g´˜] are probably synchronic morphological derivations 

of [1gA˘}] (m., ‘farm’) and [1nQ˘.g´}] (m., ‘nail’) + def. suffix -[n]. The [˜] in these words is 

a product of the gestural blending of [}] + [n].  

8.8.3.5 Gestural Misparsing  

There is only one change among the NG data in table 8.8.1 that is considered to be gestural 

misparsing, i.e. where a non-discrete (in this case transitional) gesture turns into a discrete 

gesture, and that is [r>D] > [}]. A hypothesized gestural score of this change can be found in 

figure 4.10, subsection 4.4.6. There are many examples of this change in the data, and they 

are listed in table 8.8.5:  
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Table 8.8.5 Vowel lengthening and gestural misparsing  

in ON words with a long accented syllable 

V NG ON GC 

[[A]  
1A˘} ar�r/ ár�r m. 

 
1bA˘} bar� n. 

 
1gA˘} gar�r m. 

 
1hA˘}, 1hA˘l har�r a. 

 
1skA˘.}´ skar�it n. def. skar� 

 
1skA˘} skar� n. 

 
2hA˘.}´ har�i a. 

 
2VA˘.}´, 2VA˘.}e˘, 2VA˘.}e var�i m.  

[e ] 
1fQ˘.} fer� f. 

 
1jQ˘.} ger� f. 

[i]  
1stÅ˘}, 1stø˘} stir�r a. 

 
1VÅ˘}, 1VO˘} vir� f. 

 
1Vø˘.}´ vir�a/vir�ing f. 

[o] 
1bu˘} bor� n. 

 
1u˘} or� n. 

[y] 
2bO˘.}´ byr�a f.  

[ç] 
1ju˘} hj†r� f. 

Table 8.8.5 Vowel lengthening accompanied by gestural misparsing in ON words with a long accented 
syllable. The data are organized with respect to the accented vowel, and the shading separates the vowels. 

All of these changes follow the same pattern, except the ON word har�r (a., ‘solid’), which 

has two NG equivalents: [1hA˘}, 1hA˘l]. Dagsgard (2006: 262) lists only the [1hA˘}] variant. 

The second form [1hA˘l] is unexpected, but it is possible that [}] has reverted to [l]. How-

ever, reversions are not accepted in either Articulatory Phonology or by Bybee (2001), and 

the most probable explanation of this alternation is that there is something wrong in the 

transcription.  

8.8.3.6 Retiming of Gestures 

There are eight examples of the altered organization of gestures which has resulted in an 

epenthetic vowel and resyllabification. The examples of retiming of gestures in table 8.8.6 

concern changes to consonant clusters in which the consonant gestures belong to different 

tiers: The clusters start with a labial [V] or a velar [ƒ, k], and the second consonant is a 

laminal lateral or a trill [l, r]. The first consonant gestures, then, belong to the lip and 

tongue-body tier respectively, whereas the second consonant gestures belong to the tongue-

tip tier. (The lateral also involves a tongue-body gesture, but the tongue-tip gesture is 

nevertheless present in the lateral and makes it different from the velars.) There is one 
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exception to this pattern, however: In setr (m.), the postvocalic consonants are both 

produced by the tongue tip.85 

  

Table 8.8.6 Vowel lengthening and retiming of gestures  

in ON words with a long accented syllable 

V NG ON GC 

[[A]  
1gA˘.V´} gafl m. 

 
1hA˘.g´} hagl n. 

 
1nA˘.g´} nagl m. 

 
1tA˘.g´} tagl n. 

[A,  ç˘ ]  
1o˘.k´R akr, ákr m. 

[e ] 
1nQ˘.g´} negl  pl. nagl (m.) 

 
1sE˘.t´R, 1sQ˘.t´R setr, sætr n.  

[i]  
1le˘.V´R lifr f. 

Table 8.8.6 Vowel lengthening accompanied by gestural retiming in ON words with a long accented 
syllable. The data are organized with respect to the accented vowel. The shading separates the vowels. 

The altered organization of gestures that result in an epenthetic vowel and resyllabification 

is described in 4.4.5: The [l] or [r] is timed later in relation to the previous consonant, and 

the intermediate gap is filled with a schwa, which is the result of a neutral tongue position.  

These words must originally have been monosyllabic in ON because they have accent 1, 

which was assigned to monosyllables. Subsequently, the final consonant may have become 

syllabic (cf. Riad 1998: 65), which could provide motivation for the expansion of the sylla-

bic consonant to a syllable with a vowel. If the only change were altered organization of the 

consonants, this would have resulted in short accented syllables like *[2hA.g´}] (n., ‘hail’). 

The vowel lengthening in these syllables may therefore be the result of the productivity of 

long accented syllables. 

8.8.3.7 Resyllabification – Retiming of Gestures? 

There may be five examples of vowel lengthening due to resyllabification of gestures in 

table 8.8.1. These examples are repeated in 8.8.7:  

 

                                                 
85 The consonant cluster in setr (n.) is similar to the consonant clusters that blend in 8.8.3.4 in that both of 

the consonant gestures belong to the same tier. It is different from them, however, in that the consonant 
clusters that blend start with [r, l], whereas the [r] comes second in the cluster in setr. 
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Table 8.8.7 Vowel lengthening and resyllabification  

in ON words with a long accented syllable 

V NG ON GC 

[[A]  
2hA˘.VRe˘ hafri m. 

  
2tA˘.V}´ tafla f. 

[[e ]  
1re˘.g}´, 2re˘.g}´ reglar, regular  indef. pl. regla, regula (f.) 

  
1re˘.g´l regla, regula  f. 

[[y]  
2hO˘.VRe hyfri n. 

Table 8.8.7 Vowel lengthening accompanied by resyllabification in ON words with a long accented 
syllable. The data are organized with respect to the accented vowel. The shading separates the vowels. 

If the ON words are syllabified following the principle that the accented syllable is long if 

possible (cf. 4.2.5), it seems that these five words have resyllabified: ON [2hAv>.ri] > NG 

[2hA˘.VRe˘] (m., ‘oat’), ON [2tAv>.lA] > NG [2tA˘.V}´] (f., ‘altar piece’), ON [2reg>.lAr] > 

NG [1,2re˘.g}´] (pl. regla (f.), ‘rule’), ON [2reg>.lA] > NG [1re˘.g´}] (regla (f.)),86 and ON 

[2hyv>.ri] > NG [2hO˘.VRe] (n., ‘iron or wood part of harness for horses’). The vowel leng-

thening can then be understood as a result of the productivity of long accented syllables, i.e., 

as related to the Quantity Shift. Another possibility is that these words have not resyllabified 

at all but had short accented syllables in ON, in which case the vowel lengthening clearly is 

due to the Quantity Shift.  

If these words did have a long accented syllable in ON, Articulatory Phonology or the 

model in Bybee (2001) cannot, however, explain why resyllabification has happened in 

these cases. On the other hand, there are few examples of this kind of vowel lengthening 

combined with resyllabification, so these examples might represent more unsystematic and 

isolated cases.  

8.8.3.8 Uncategorized Cases 

There are two examples of vowel lengthening in NG equivalents of ON long accented 

syllables that have not yet been discussed. These words seem to be synchronic 

morphological derivations and are listed in table 8.8.8. 

 

                                                 
86 Two words may also be examples of vowel lengthenings in ON words with a short accented syllable and 

accent 1: ON regula > [1re˘.g´}] (f. , ‘rule’) & regular > [1re˘.g}´] (pl.). 
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Table 8.8.8 Uncategorized cases of vowel lengthening and consonant changes  

in ON words with a long accented syllable 

Change V NG ON GC 

Derived? [e] 
2sQ˘.tRe setr, sætr pl. setr, sætr (n.)  

 [i] 
2le˘.VRe lifrar  pl. lifr (f.) 

Table 8.8.8 Uncategorized cases of vowel lengthening accompanied by consonant changes. The data are 
organized with respect to the accented vowel. The shading separates the vowels.  

The -[e] in [2sQ˘.tRe] does not have any corresponding gesture in the ON forms setr or sætr 

(pl. setr, sætr (n.), ‘pasture’). The -[e] in [2le˘.VRe], however, may derive from -ar in lifrar 

(pl. lifr (f.), ‘liver’). Even so, these words are probably synchronic morphological deriva-

tions, i.e. plurals of [1sQ˘.t´r] and [1le˘.v´R] respectively. The vowel lengthening may there-

fore be connected to the vowel lengthening in the singular forms, which itself is connected 

to vowel lengthening before consonant gestures that have been retimed (cf. 8.8.3.6). 

8.8.4 Phonological Patterns 

In table 8.8.9, I present the examples of vowel lengthening in ON words with a long 

accented syllable that are accompanied by other phonological changes, listed according to 

vowel quality and the type of consonant cluster. This table gives an overview of the 

frequency of change for each VC>C pattern. Only one form of each lexeme within each 

vowel group is included. Examples of synchronic morphological derivation in 8.8.3.4 

(gar�inn (def. sg. gar� (m.), ‘farm’) & neglina (def. pl. nagl (m.), ‘nail’)), resyllabification 

in 8.8.3.7 and the uncategorized changes in 8.8.3.8 are not included in this table because 

they are difficult to compare with the other types of change. Each example is shown with 

only one NG form for reasons of space. ON forms are written in italics, and NG forms in 

IPA. For grammatical identification and English glosses, cf. tables A7: 4 & A8: 4’ in the 

Appendix.  

In general terms, the overview in table 8.8.9 contains more examples of the changes 

[Ar>D] > [A˘}], [Vg>l] > [V˘g´}], and [Vr>D] > [V˘}] than of the other changes. The changes 

[Vr>n] > [V˘˜] and [Vr>n] > [V˘n] are also represented by more than one example/lexeme. 

The more frequent changes are listed first in the table, and they resemble the ones that are 

mentioned by Riad (1992), as well as by Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951). However, the 

table displays that the assumptions in this literature do not cover all of the ON words with a 

long accented syllable that have lengthened the vowel in NG. 
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Table 8.8.9 Vowel lengthenings and consonant changes in ON words with a long accented syllable  

 [a] [ç] [e] [y] [i] [o] [u] 

[r>D] ar�r>1A˘} 
bar�>1bA˘} 
gar�r>1gA˘} 

har�r>1hA˘} 

skar�>1skA˘}  
var�i>2VA˘.}´ 

fj†r�r>1fju˘} 
hj†r�>1ju˘} 

fer�>1fQ˘} 
ger�>1jQ˘} 

byr�a> 
2bO˘.}´ 

stir�r>1stø˘} 

vir�>1VO˘} 

vir�u/-ing> 
1Vø˘.}´ 

bor�>1bu˘} 
or�>1u˘} 

 

[g>l] hagl>1hA˘.g´} 

nagl>1nA˘.g´} 

tagl>1tA˘.g´} 

 negl> 
1nQ˘.g´} 

    

[r>n]  †rn>1O˘˜ gerningr> 
2jQ˘.˜iN 

hyrna> 
2jO˘.˜A 

   

[r>n] barn>1bo˘n 
garn>1go˘n 

b†rn>1bu˘n      

[D>r]  fj†�r>1fjO˘R      

[r>l] karl>1kA˘R       

[l>dr]  kaldr>1kA˘l       

[l>ft]    tylft>1ty˘t    

[l>gd]     fylgdi> 
2fy˘.Í´ 

   

[l>n]  †ln>1A˘˜      

[l>s] hals>1hA˘S       

[l>fr] sjalfr>1Sø˘}       

[r>D]   ver�ug> 
2VQ˘.Ío.go 

    

[f>l] gafl>1gA˘.V´}       

[f>r]     lifr>1le˘.V´R   

[k>r] akr >1o˘.k´R       

[t>r]   sætr> 
1sQ˘.t´R 

    

[g>n]       dugna�> 
2du˘.nA 

Table 8.8.9 Vowel lengthenings and consonant changes in ON words with a long accented syllable 
organized according to the quality of the vowel and the consonant cluster. The shading separates the 
consonant clusters. 

8.8.5 Discussion and Conclusion  

In the previous accounts of so-called a-lengthenings in ON long accented syllables, the 

generalizations by Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951) capture the more frequent changes, e.g. 

vowel lengthening before [r>n] and [r>D] (cf. 8.2.2) The generalizations in Riad (1992, cf. 

8.2.3) seem to cover an even wider range of the examples but leave the changes unrelated to 

the Quantity Shift.   

The systematic compilation of data on vowel lengthening in NG equivalents of ON 

words with a long accented syllable in this chapter, has made it possible to analyze the 
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phenomenon from new perspectives. First, the analysis revealed that it is not only words 

with accented [A] that lengthen the vowel in ON words with a long accented syllable. Even 

if the vowels [o, u], as suggested by Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951), or [e/Q, o] as sugges-

ted by Riad (1992) for Swedish, are included under the term a-lengthenings, it still does not 

cover all of the examples of vowel lengthening in ON words with a long accented syllable.  

Second, the analysis uncovered that all of these words have two things in common; in 

addition to vowel lengthening they have also undergone other phonological changes, mostly 

concerning the postvocalic consonant(s). These phonological changes may be described by 

means of Articulatory Phonology, and the framework of Bybee (2001) may explain why 

these consonant changes are accompanied by vowel lengthenings. These consonant changes 

would by themselves result in words with a short accented syllable, and the vowel 

lengthening can thus be interpreted as consequences of the Quantity Shift understood as the 

productivity of long accented syllables. Hence, the vowel lengthening in ON words with a 

long accented syllable is neither spontaneous nor unsystematic (i.e. unrelated to the 

Quantity Shift), as claimed in earlier accounts of the phenomenon (cf. 8.2.2 & 8.2.3); rather, 

they are consequences of articulatory processes on the postvocalic consonantal gestures in 

combination with the productivity of long accented syllables, i.e., the Quantity Shift.  

However, this process of vowel lengthening in combination with consonant changes is 

not a general process. Although there has been vowel lengthening in e.g. ON byr�a (f., 

‘chest for grain’) > NG [2bO˘.}´], the vowel is still short in ON byr�r (f., ‘burden’) > NG 

[1bO}] even though both the monosyllable and the bisyllable have undergone the same 

gestural misparsing process [r>D] > [}]. This example additionally confirms that in NG, both 

long and short accented syllables are productive at the same time, cf. 8.4 & 8.6. 

8.9 Changes in Overlong Syllables 

8.9.1 Introduction 

In this section I will look at the development of ON words with an overlong syllable by 

studying the NG equivalents of these words. Seip (1955: 108) suggests that the vowel in 

originally overlong accented syllables was already shortened in some ON words, i.e. before 

the lengthening of short accented syllables. He gives quite a few examples (Seip 1955: 108, 

112), such as nátt > natt (f., ‘night’), gótt > godt (n. nom. sg. gó�r (a.)), dróttning > 

dronning (f., ‘queen’), and sókn > sogn (f., ‘area’). Indrebø (1951: 221–2) does not diverge 

from Seip in this chronology. 
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Riad (1992: 244), on the other hand, points out that the overlong accented syllables in 

Swedish seem to have shortened at a late stage in the Quantity Shift, i.e. after the 

lengthening of (most of the) short accented syllables. This chronology is the opposite of the 

one suggested in Seip (1955) and Indrebø (1951). As for balance dialects like NG, Riad 

(1992: 341–2) suggests that the most common development for overlong accented syllables 

is vowel shortening, although he notes that in some dialects, some of these words have 

undergone consonant shortening. Since Riad (1992) only considers words with a long vowel 

followed by a single semilong [t>] as having an overlong accented syllable (cf. 2.4.2), his 

description is only valid for this word type. 

In the discussion on overlong accented syllables in 5.6, I indicated that the ON overlong 

accented syllables have become long in MN in different ways. Although the majority of 

these words have undergone shortening of the accented vowel, others have undergone 

consonant assimilation including shortening, and resyllabification. In subsection 8.9.2, I will 

present and analyze NG equivalents of ON words with an overlong accented syllable to see 

what kind of changes there have been in these words. The section is summarized in 8.9.3.  

8.9.2 Analysis 

Grøsland (1976) has no examples of overlong accented syllables in NG, and Storm (1920) 

gives three examples, two of which are nominals: [1su˘(h)t>] (sótt (f.), ‘disease’), and 

[1sVQ˘ˇ>]  (svárt, n. sg. nom./acc. of svárr (a.), ‘big’).  

The first example is a prototypical example of overlength. The second example is a 

neuter singular form of an adjective, which is one of the few types of words that may be 

considered to have an overlong accented syllable in MN. Since the grammatical categoriza-

tion and phonological characteristics of these syllables are limited in MN, I suggested in 5.6 

that these syllables should be analyzed as only long in MN. The third example is the neuter 

singular form of the ON determiner einn: eitt [1Eit>] (det., ‘a’). 

There are no examples of long or short accented syllables becoming overlong, which 

suggests that overlong accented syllables do not constitute a productive phonological 

category in NG.  

Although NG has one example of a word with an overlong accented syllable, this is too 

little data to prove that NG has kept overlong accented syllables. Moreover, the ON word 

sótt (f.), ‘disease’ is reported as having a short vowel (and thereby a long accented syllable) 

in Dagsgard (2006: 407): [1sut>]. NG is therefore deemed to be a dialect in which overlong 
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accented syllables are lost before short accented syllables. This suggests that Seip’s 

assumption about the relative timing of the quantitative changes in overlong and short 

syllables holds for NG, in contrast to the one in Riad (1992) for Swedish and Norwegian. 

I will now move on to investigate the types of quantitative change we find in overlong 

accented syllables which have taken place between ON and NG to see whether we might 

find some patterns. Table 8.9.1 contains the NG equivalents of ON words with overlong 

accented syllables, cf. tables A7: 10, 11 & A8: 10’ in the Appendix. 
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Tabell 8.9.1 NG equivalents of ON words with an overlong accented syllable 

Change NG  ON GC 

Vowel shortening 
1b}ot> blátt n. sg.  blár  (a.) 

 1b}um>.stre blómstrar pl. blómstr (m.) 
 2bon>.dA bónda dat. sg. bóndi (m.) 
 2bon>.de bóndi m. 
 2bon>.din> bóndinn def. sg. bóndi (m.) 
 2bOn>.d´R b�ndr pl. bóndi (m.) 
 2bOn>.dEI¯>, 2bOn>.d´.REI¯> b�ndrninr def. pl. bóndi (m.) 
 2bOn>.dom, 2bOn>.d´.Rom bóndum dat. pl. bóndi (m.) 
 1dRon>.niN dróttning f. 
 1dOht> d�tr pl. dóttir (f.) 
 2dçt>.t´R, 2dçht>.t´R dóttir f. 
 1got>, 1gçht> gótt n. sg.  gó�rr  (a.) 
 1gRçt>, 1gRoht> grátt n. sg.  grár  (a.) 
 2jQl•>.l•´ gæzla f. 
 1REIdt> hræddr a. 
 1jø˜>, 1jçI¯>, 1jøI¯> járn jarn n. 
 1k}QIdt> klædd PTC klæ�a 
 1lEht>, 1let>, 1leht> léttr a. 
 1nAht> nátt  f. 
 2oht>.tA˘ Ótta (f.) place name 
 1Reht>, 1RQt>, 1RQht> réttr a. 
 1sç¥> sáld n. 
 2seht>.te sétti, sexti a. 
 1sleht>, 1ßlet> sléttr a. 
 1Sleht> sléttr f. 
 2Sleht>.t´ slétta f. 
 1smçht> smátt n. sg.  smár  (a.) 
 1steht> stétt m. 
 1søht>, 1søhc>, 1sPht>, 1sOht> s�tt n. sg.  s�tr  (a.) 
 1teht>, 1tet> �éttr a. 
 1tRçht> �ráttr n. sg.  �rár  (a.) 
 1t¨s>t �ústr m. 
 1vid> vídd f. 
 1Qt> ætt f. 

V & C shortening 
1Rot hrátt n. sg. hrár (a.) 

V/C shortening 
1stuˇ>, 1stu˘ˇ stórt n. sg. stórr (a.) 

Resyll. and V 

shortening 

1bek>.s´l beizl n. 
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Table 8.9.1 ctd. 

Change NG ON Grammatical categorization 

Consonant shortening 
1dy˘ˇ d�rt n. sg. d�rr (a.) 

 
2fA˘.le fárligr a.  

 
2fju˘.}uN fjór�ungr m.  

 
1jQ˘s gæss  pl. gás (f.)  

 
1ly˘s, 1lY˘s l�ss pl. lús (f.) 

 
1my˘s m�ss  pl. mús (f.)  

 
1ne˘t nætr  pl. nátt (f.)  

 
1o˘r æ�r f.  

Resyllabification 
1dO˘.g´r d�gr n.  

 
1o˘.k´r ákr, akr m. 

 1nQ˘.v´r næfr  f.  
 2nQ˘.vre næfrar, næfrir  pl. næfr (f.)  
 2sQ˘.tre setr, sætr pl. setr, sætr (n. > m.)  
 1sQ˘.t´r setr, sætr  n. > m.  

Table 8.9.1 The NG equivalents of ON words with an overlong accented syllable. The words are organized 
with respect to the change they have undergone. 

Table 8.9.1 contains 50 ON words with an overlong accented syllable that have become NG 

words with a long accented syllable, and one that has become an NG word with a short 

accented syllable: ON hrátt > NG [1Rot] (n. sg. hrár (a.), ‘raw’). The example [1Rot] is an 

effect of the productivity of short accented syllables that was described in 8.6.  

Of the 50 examples of ON words with an overlong accented syllable becoming words 

with a long accented syllable, most have undergone vowel shortening (34 examples/ 2987 

stems). Additionally, there is 1 example of alternate forms with either vowel or consonant 

shortening and 1 with resyllabifcation and vowel shortening. On the other hand, there are 8 

examples of consonant shortening, and 6 examples (of which 4 are stems) of resyllabifi-

cation. The consonant shortenings include deletion, shortening, gestural blending and 

gestural misparsing (cf. 4.4.4 & 4.4.6). 

All of the examples in table 8.9.1 can be seen as the result of the Quantity Shift inter-

preted as the effect of the productivity of long accented syllables, and the major process is 

vowel shortening. 

As for the development of the ON words with a long vowel followed by a single semi-

long [t>] into MN described in 5.6, all of these words show vowel shortening. There are two 

other consonants that appear as a single semilong postvocalic consonant in ON words with 

an overlong accented syllable, namely [d>] in vídd (f., ‘size’), klædd (PTC klæ�a, ‘dress’), 

                                                 
87 The ON word slétta has one monosyllabic and one bisyllabic NG equivalent: [1Sleht>, 2Sleht>.t´]. I 

consider these to be two forms of the same stem. 
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hræddr (a., ‘afraid’), and [s>] in l�ss (pl. lús (f.), ‘louse’), m�ss (pl. mús (f.), ‘mouse’), gæss 

(pl. gás (f.), ‘goose’). Like the words with [t>], those with [d>] show vowel shortening, 

whereas the words with [s>] show consonant shortening. 

The variation, then, between vowel and consonant shortening is mainly found among the 

words with a long vowel followed by a consonant cluster. This shows that the selection of 

data may guide our conclusions to a certain extent. If only words with a long vowel 

followed by a single semi-long [t>] are considered as having overlong accented syllables, as 

in Riad (1992), the data will show that words with an overlong accented syllable undergo 

vowel shortening. However, if words with other single semilong postvocalic consonants and 

consonant clusters are included as having an overlong accented syllable, the data will show 

other kinds of development as well.  

8.9.3 Summary 

The data from Storm (1920) and Grøsland (1976) indicate that NG in general does not have 

words with an overlong accented syllable. The development in NG suggests that Seip 

(1955) and Indrebø (1951) are correct in assuming that words with an overlong accented 

syllable are shortened prior to lengthening of short accented syllables in Norwegian.  

The ON overlong accented syllables result in long accented syllables in NG due to the 

Quantity Shift, seen as a change based on the productivity of long accented syllables. The 

main path of development in these words is vowel shortening, but there are also cases of 

consonant shortening including deletion, and resyllabification.  

8.10 Summary of the Analysis of the NG Data 

In the analyses of the Quantity Shift as a lexically gradual change based on the productivity 

of long accented syllables, I have studied NG data from mainly two sources: Storm (1920) 

and Grøsland (1976), with the addition of data from Dagsgard (2006). 

The analyses have shown that a number of NG equivalents of ON short monosyllables 

have lengthened the vowel due to the Quantity Shift. There are many ON short mono-

syllables with the vowels [A] and [e] compared to few with other vowels, and this imbalance 

in the data may have been misinterpreted earlier as indicating that short monosyllables with 

these vowels are prone to lengthening. I have also shown that PT forms of strong verbs with 

[A] and PRT forms of strong verbs and the in-between class of telja verbs with [e] seem to 

resist vowel lengthening. I analyzed these instances of resistance to change as a kind of 

morphologization of a change, or rather, the morphologization of a phonological 
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characteristic, namely short [A] and [e] respectively. The morphological category of PT 

forms of strong verbs with [A] has high type frequency, which means that the schema for 

these is strong and may resist phonological change. The morphological categories of PRT 

forms with [e] are also of high type frequency and may resist vowel lengthening in the same 

way as PT forms with [A] do. 

The data cannot tell us whether East Norwegian dialects other than NG may have shown 

similar resistance to vowel lengthening in short monosyllables, but the type frequencies in 

ON are similar to NG, which opens up the possibility that certain morphological categories 

in other East Norwegian dialects also may have resisted vowel lengthening.  

The analyses of NG equivalents of ON short accented syllables also revealed that the 

category of NG short accented syllables has been productive since ON. NG has a class 5 of 

strong verbs whose PT forms have short monosyllables with the vowel [u], which did not 

exist in ON. This class has attracted members from ON class 4 with [u˘] as well as other 

classes, e.g. class 1 with PT vowel [A]. The existence of NG class 5 indicates that the sche-

ma for PT forms with short [A], which is [_1A_$#], has been generalized to [_1V_$#] and 

extended to [_1u_$#]. The analysis also showed that the productivity of short accented 

syllables has affected other words like nouns and adjectives. 

Some types of words with a short accented syllable seem to lengthen earlier than others 

in NG: ON short monosyllables seem to lengthen earlier than level stress words. It might be 

the case that level stress words resist lengthening because both syllables in level stress 

words can be associated with other prominent syllables due to their particular tone accent 

synchronization.  

I assume that in East Norwegian dialects where ON level stress words have been affected 

by the productivity of long accented syllables, this is due to the increased productivity of 

this category when short monosyllables lengthen. Lengthening in level stress words is not 

inevitable, however, and there is one dialect (Mid Gudbrandsdal) that has kept level stress 

words even though all ON short monosyllables have lengthened. Based on this, I do not 

think that NG necessarily will go through a full Quantity Shift at a later point in time.  

Some ON words with a long accented syllable have lengthened the vowel in NG. All of 

these words have undergone consonant changes, such as gestural blending or misparsing, 

that would have resulted in ON words with a short accented syllable unless the vowel is 
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lengthened. I therefore assume that the vowel in these words was lengthened due to the 

Quantity Shift, interpreted as a change based on the productivity of long accented syllables. 

NG does not have words with an overlong accented syllable; they have become long due 

to the Quantity Shift. The fact that NG has kept short but not overlong accented syllables 

suggests that ON words with an overlong accented syllable changed earlier than ON words 

with a short accented syllable in this dialect. This chronology can probably be extended to 

all East Norwegian dialects. Most of the NG equivalents of ON words with an overlong 

accented syllable seem to have shortened the vowel, but a few words have undergone 

changes such as consonant shortening or resyllabification. 

To conclude, NG is a pre-Quantity Shift dialect where the categories of both short and 

long accented syllables have been productive since ON. Overlong accented syllables, on the 

other hand, are non-existent in this dialect. ON had short, long and overlong accented 

syllables, but it is unknown whether the category of overlong accented syllables was 

productive at the time due to its low type frequency (8 %). It is possible, but not proven, that 

the first effects of the Quantity Shift in East Norwegian dialects other than NG may have 

been similar to those that I have shown for NG. 
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9 Discussion and Conclusion 
The choice of what I will call the cognitive usage-based theory in Bybee (2001) combined 

with Articulatory Phonology as the theoretical frameworks for this analysis of the Quantity 

Shift is based on the view that language change is the result of language users dynamically 

categorizing and recategorizing words as well as altering their articulation gradually. This 

usage-based approach to the Quantity Shift has shown that it is possible to describe the 

change in these terms, and that categorization processes in memory as well as articulatorily 

motivated changes eventually result in a unified syllable quantity type in accented position. 

Hence, it is not necessary to assume that it is language itself (cf. Torp & Vikør 2003, cf. 2.2) 

or the grammar, interpreted as the way in which language users analyze language (cf. Riad 

1992, cf. 2.4.2), that change in order to understand this diachronic change in Norwegian. 

The type frequency count in chapter 7 indicates that the Quantity Shift is an analogical 

change based on productivity of the phonological class of long accented syllables. The 

productivity of long accented syllables is characterized as a Quantity Shift once it has 

become almost general and other syllable quantity types are no longer productive. Although 

this definition of the Quantity Shift is articulated as if only one schema is productive, I 

assume that three schemas are productive at the same time: the schema of long accented 

syllables, as well as its subschemas of long accented syllables with a long vowel, and long 

accented syllables with a short vowel followed by a semi-long consonant.  

The schema of long accented syllables with a long vowel may be more productive than 

that of a short vowel followed by a semi-long consonant, because more words seem to 

lengthen the vowel than the consonant in NG (cf. 8.7.2). Even if specific schemas are 

assumed to be more accessible to the speaker than more abstract and general schemas 

(Langacker 2000: 106, 118), it is probable that there is an abstract general schema covering 

words with a long accented syllable because all stressed words in MN conform to one of 

these patterns.  

In dialects or languages that have not gone through the Quantity Shift, namely ON and 

NG, more than one syllable quantity type in accented position can form a productive 

category. Hence, in NG, short and long accented syllables have been productive categories 

since ON, and I have shown that words from one of these categories, as well as words with 

an overlong accented syllable, can change to become members of another productive cate-

gory. In ON, overlong accented syllables might also have been productive, although the low 

type frequency of this category makes this less probable. 
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In MN, only long accented syllables are productive: In loan words and new words the 

accented syllable is long. The Quantity Shift, then, can be described as a change in produc-

tivity: words with short and overlong accented syllables lost their productivity due to low 

type frequency, whereas long accented syllables became more productive due to high type 

frequency.  

A situation where more than one competing category is productive at the same time is 

successfully handled in Bybee (2001). In generative theory it is normally assumed that word 

forms within a specific category are either generated in a regular fashion by a set of rules or 

are listed in the lexicon as ‘irregular’. Applied to NG syllable quantity types, this would 

imply that words are generated with a long accented syllable unless they are listed in the 

lexicon a having a short (or an overlong) accented syllable. Verb studies by Bybee (e.g. 

1995, cf. 2001: 26) and by e.g. Ragnarsdóttir, Simonsen & Plunkett (1999: 607) for 

Icelandic and Norwegian, show that more than one verb class may be productive at the same 

time, and that so-called ‘irregular’ forms are categorized in the same way as ‘regular’ forms. 

These competing verb classes will be productive to a varying degree. In this way, the 

exemplar network model in Bybee (2001) is able to describe pre-Quantity Shift dialects like 

the (older) dialect of NG as well as Old East Norwegian as having more than one category 

based on syllable quantity that is productive at the same time.   

If the Quantity Shift is an analogical change based on the productivity of long accented 

syllables, it is an example of a purely phonological analogical change. Bybee (2001) gives 

some phonological examples of analogical change, but the majority of examples are 

morphological in nature. It is therefore interesting that phonological changes may behave in 

a similar way to morphological changes, and that our memories may treat phonological 

categories in the same way as morphological ones. 

Bybee (2001) draws on three major types of language change: articulatorily, analogically 

and acoustically motivated changes, and they can be diagnosed through frequency studies. 

This type of study demands the compilation of large data sets rather than drawing conclu-

sions based on a few individual examples. This method has confirmed older assumptions 

that the high type frequency of long accented syllables may be involved in the Quantity 

Shift. Additionally, and unlike other theories, Bybee’s theory has been able to explain why 

frequency matters and how the high type frequency of a category results in analogical 

changes in words with a low token and type frequency, gradually affecting words of higher 

token frequency.  
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This method has also resulted in the discovery some new patterns, such as vowel 

lengthening in ON words with a long accented syllable. The literature has not previously 

connected this pattern to changes in postvocalic consonants, a connection which makes it 

possible to relate these changes to the Quantity Shift.  

Bybee’s (2001) approach has also resulted in the discovery of an imbalance in data 

concerning vowel lengthening in short monosyllables, which led to a reinterpretation of 

vowel lengthening in these words from involving a-lengthening to reflecting the initial 

consequences of the productivity of long accented syllables. The method has confirmed the 

better known patterns of resistance to vowel lengthening in PT forms of strong verbs with 

accented [A]. What is less well known is that PRT forms of strong verbs with [e] are also 

probably resistant to this vowel lengthening for the same reason. 

The resistance of PT forms of strong verbs with an accented [A] and PRT forms of strong 

verbs with an accented [e] to an otherwise (nearly) general phonological change may be 

morphologically based. Bybee (2001) discusses how phonological changes may become 

morphologized, i.e., that some morphological categories are affected by a phonological 

change whereas others are not. The resistance to vowel lengthening in certain words seems 

to be the opposite of morphologization of a change, because in this case a phonological 

change affects words of all morphological categories but one. The underlying process is the 

same, however: A certain phonological characteristic, either ‘old’ or ‘new’, becomes 

associated with a morphological category, and if the morphological category has high type 

frequency, the category may have lost, or retains only weak, associations with words that 

are phonologically similar. In this way, a phonological change may either affect only a 

specific morphological category or, the opposite, all words except members of the frequent 

category. 

The product-oriented classification of strong verbs based on the PT vowel disclosed how 

short accented syllables have been productive in NG since ON and produced a new class of 

strong verbs with short accented [u] in PT. In combination with a study of a larger data set, 

this resulted in a broader analysis of the productivity of short accented syllables in NG since 

ON. These were unexpected results, and it is interesting to note that the category of words 

with a short accented syllable has been productive in NG since ON. Hence, this dialect not 

only has kept ‘old’ words with a short accented syllable, but additionally, words from other 

categories have changed into words with a short accented syllable.  
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The assumption that the Quantity Shift in some way is related to frequency is not new, 

but the actual frequency count itself has not been carried out before. This exercise required 

coming up with definitions of syllable quantity types and syllabification rules for ON in 

order to categorize any possibly stressed word in my database. The use of Articulatory 

Phonology made it possible to have a consistent, usage-based approach to the Quantity 

Shift. The literature only provides partial definitions and rules for this, and my suggestions 

here are meant to provide a full set for practical purposes. This set, however, may possibly 

be further adjusted and refined. Even though the syllable model that I developed in chapter 

5 does not provide clear-cut definitions of the syllable or its constituents, it reflects the 

nature of syllables as they occur in language: We can count them but not easily define their 

borders. This model may also be subject to further refinement. 

The choice of Articulatory Phonology as the basis for the phonetic analyses of changes as 

well as for a model of the syllable follows from the view that phonological changes are 

partly the result of how language users gradually change their articulation. The analyses of 

consonant changes illustrated in chapter 4 and section 8.8 show how changes that were 

previously considered to be unmotivated segmentations or insertions may be analyzed as 

particular instances of reduced or retimed gestures, which are finer adjustments to the 

articulation as opposed to discrete changes in an abstract language system or grammatical 

rules. I think that Articulatory Phonology has proven to be a useful tool in the analyses of 

diachronic phonological changes in Norwegian, and that it would be interesting to analyze 

more data within this framework.  

Through the analysis of diachronic phonological changes in Norwegian using 

Articulatory Phonology, I have also shown that the theory needs to include instances of 

strengthening, understood as an increase in gestural magnitude. Some diachronic changes, 

like gestural misparsing, where a transitional movement or secondary articulation becomes 

discrete, seem to involve the strengthening of gestures. Other changes, like the lengthening 

of nasalization in ON [1nAv>n] > South West Norwegian [1nAm>n], represents strengthening 

because when one gesture is changed, the speaker replaces an uncommon or impossible 

combination of gestures with a familiar one in its articulatory proximity.  

There is also assumed to have been a kind of Quantity Shift in unaccented syllables that 

has not been treated here (cf. Torp  & Vikør 2003: 54 and section 1.1). In ON, unaccented 

syllables could be short or long, with the quantity structures V/ VC or VC>: [2le.ssA] (lesa 

INF, ‘read’), [2dA.ggAr] (dagar nom. pl. dagr (m.), ‘day’) and [1dA.ggin>] (daginn acc. def. 
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sg. dagr (m.), unaccented syllables in bold). In MN, however, all unaccented syllables are 

short and have the quantity structures V, VC or C ̀(syllabic consonant): [2le˘.ss´], [2dA˘.gg´r] 

and [1dA.ggn ]̀. If the Quantity Shift in accented syllables is an analogical change based on 

the productivity of long syllables until this syllable type becomes general in accented 

position, it might be the case that the Quantity Shift in unaccented syllables is an analogical 

change based on the productivity of short syllables. If so, we would expect short unaccented 

syllables to be more frequent than long ones in ON; such a frequency study is left for future 

research. 
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10 Summary in Norwegian, Sammendrag på norsk 

10.1 Innledning 

Ved hjelp av bruksbaserte teorier om fonologisk endring (Bybee 2001 og Artikulatorisk 

fonologi, Browman & Goldstein f.eks. 1992) har jeg funnet ut at kvantitetsomleggingen i 

norsk er en analogisk endring basert på produktiviteten til lange aksentuerte stavelser. I 

tillegg har jeg oppdaget at flere lydendringer som tidligere har vært behandlet som egne 

endringer, f. eks. gammelnorsk (gn.) barn > nordgudbrandsdalsk (ng.) [1bo˘n] (n.) og gn. 

gar�r > ng. [1gA˘}] (m.) kan knyttes til produktiviteten til lange aksentuerte stavelser. 

Hvorfor er det interessant å analysere lydendringer i norsk på grunnlag av bruksbaserte 

teorier om språkendring? Bruksbaserte teorier om språkendring antar at språkendring 

skyldes språkbruk, det vil si hvordan språkbrukerne kategoriserer og rekategoriserer ord i 

språkminnet og hvordan de gradvis forandrer artikulasjonen av enkelte ord. Disse teoriene 

har altså en realistisk tilnærming til språk og språkendring.  

Det foreligger allerede noen kognitive, bruksbaserte analyser av historiske endringer i 

norsk der frekvens brukes som en årsak til endring: Bakken (1998) skriver om leksikali-

sering av sammensetninger og Wetås (2008) skriver om morfologisk kasusbortfall. Dessuten 

har Torp (2003) skrevet om fonologisk reduksjon i frekvente ord siden gammelnorsk og 

Enger (2007) om morfologisk analogi i en type substantiv i nordgudbrandsdalsk, og 

Gundersen (1995) dreier seg om analogisk morfologisk omtolkning av infrekvente ord. Når 

det gjelder større, synkrone arbeider vil jeg nevne Enger (1998) som klassifiserer sterke 

verb i norsk ut fra et bruksbasert perspektiv, og studien om verbtilegnelse i norsk og 

islandsk (jf. Ragnarsdóttir, Simonsen & Plunkett 1999), som har en rekke tilstøtende verb-

studier (bl. a. Bjerkan & Simonsen 1996, Simonsen & Bjerkan 1998, og Lind, Moen & 

Simonsen 2007). Siden det er skrevet en del kognitiv bruksbaserte studier av norsk, er det 

interessant å analysere flere språklige fenomener i dette perspektivet. Blant de bruksbaserte 

arbeidene, er det likevel bare én artikkel som behandler fonologiske endringer (Torp 2003), 

og slike teorier er ikke blitt brukt på kvantitetsomleggingen før (men se Garmann 2003 for 

et tidlig forsøk). Min analyse kan dermed tilføre litteraturen noe nytt. 

Bybee (2001) antar at det finnes tre typer språkinterne fonologiske endringer: analogisk, 

artikulatorisk og akustisk motiverte endringer. Disse endringstypene har ulike egenskaper 

som er knyttet til frekvens, og man kan finne ut hva slags endring man står overfor ved hjelp 

av frekvensanalyser. Slike undersøkelser må gjøres i relativt store datasett. Jeg har kategori-
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sert substantiv, adjektiv og verb fra 25 diplomer fra 1390 for å undersøke hvorvidt ord med 

lange aksentuerte stavelser har høy typefrekvens i gammelnorsk.  

I tillegg har jeg har satt sammen en database av ord i nordgudbrandsdalsk på grunnlag av 

to ordsamlinger (Storm 1920 og Grøsland 1976), for å undersøke hvilke kvantitative end-

ringer denne dialekten har gått gjennom til tross for at den enda ikke har gjennomgått noen 

full kvantitetsomlegging. Kategoriseringen av de nordgudbrandsdalske dataene på grunnlag 

av kvantitative endringer siden gammelnorsk har gitt nye funn: Vokalforlengelser i ord som 

hadde lang aksentuert stavelse i gammelnorsk, f.eks. gn. barn > ng. [1bo˘n] (n.) og gn. 

gar�r > ng. [1gA˘}] (m.) kan knyttes til produktiviteten til lange aksentuerte stavelser. 

Vokalforlengelser i énstavelsesord med kort vokal og konsonant som tidligere har vært 

antatt å være spesielle for ord med [A], f.eks. gn. dagr > ng. [1dA˘g] er relevant for flere 

vokaler og kan ses i sammenheng med kvantitetsomleggingen. Korte aksentuerte stavelser 

har vært produktive i nordgudbrandsdalsk siden gammelnorsk, og nordgudbrandsdalsk har 

fått en ny klasse med sterke verb på grunnlag av denne produktiviteten.  

I resten av dette sammendraget skal jeg først gå litt mer inn på teorien og metoden som 

jeg har brukt i avhandlingen i 10.2. Deretter skal jeg presentere stavelsesmodellen min som 

jeg har utviklet på grunnlag av teorien i Bybee (2001) og Artikulatorisk fonologi i 10.3. I 

10.4 legger jeg frem funnene mine, og sammendraget avsluttes med en kort diskusjon i 10.5.  

10.2 Teori og metode 

Bybee (2001) karakteriserer analogiske endringer som endringer i ord med lav tegnfrekvens 

på grunnlag av en ord-kategori med høy typefrekvens, det vil si en kategori med mange 

medlemmer. Dersom en analogisk endring blir helt generell, det vil si at den har endret alle 

ord som oppfyller de fonologiske kriteriene til endringen, er det ikke alltid mulig å finne ut 

hvilke ord som endret seg først. Da kan man bare identifisere endringen ved hjelp av type-

frekvensen til mønsteret på et tidspunkt før eller under endringen.  

Når det gjelder kvantitetsomleggingen, står vi nettopp overfor et slikt tilfelle: Unormali-

serte gammelnorske tekster markerer ikke vokal og konsonantkvantitet på en systematisk 

måte. Det er derfor ikke mulig å finne ut når vokalen forlenget seg i f.eks. ordet dagr (m.). 

Men det er mulig å finne ut hvilken stavelseskvantitetstype som var mest frekvent i 

gammelnorsk, nemlig lange aksentuerte stavelser. 

På den annen side er det én norsk dialekt som ikke har gjennomgått kvantitetsomlegg-

ingen enda, men som likevel har hatt kvantitative endringer i noen ord siden gammelnorsk. 

Min sammenstilling av disse ordene viser at nordgudbrandsdalsk har gjennomgått systema-
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tiske kvantitative endringer som kan knyttes til produktiviteten til lange aksentuerte stav-

elser. Dersom gammelnorsk har utviklet seg som nordgudbrandsdalsk, kan slike endringer 

ses som de første utslagene av en kvantitetsomlegging. For hver av de språklige undersøk-

elsene som jeg har gjort i nordgudbrandsdalsk, har jeg undersøkt om gammelnorsk hadde de 

samme frekvens-forholdene som nordgudbrandsdalsk, for å sannsynliggjøre hvorvidt de 

endringene som jeg finner i nordgudbrandsdalsk kan ha forekommet i gammelnorsk. 

En del av de kvantitative endringene i nordgudbrandsdalsk er fulgt av artikulatoriske 

endringer. Vokalen i ord som gn. barn > ng. [1bo˘n] (n.) og gn. gar�r > ng. [1gA˘}] (m.) 

forlenges fordi de også gjennomgår endringer i konsonantismen.  

Konsonantendringene i gammelnorske ord med lang aksentuert stavelse er analysert ved 

hjelp av Artikulatorisk fonologi (Browman & Goldstein, f.eks. 1992). Artikulatorisk fono-

logi analyserer ord i gester, det vil si abstraksjoner over hendelser i taleorganene når vi 

snakker. Gester kan noen ganger sammenlignes med trekk, og andre ganger med segmenter. 

Nasalisering er et produkt av at velum senkes, og denne senkningen kan kalles en gest. I 

dette tilfellet kan altså gesten senket velum sammelignes med trekket nasal. Når vi uttaler en 

[p], lukker vi leppene helt før vi slipper ut luft. Denne gesten, lukkete lepper, kan sammen-

lignes med et segment, labial, ustemt plosiv.  

Når man analyserer ytringer i gester, er det vanlig å lage illustrasjoner over hvor det fore-

kommer innsnevringer i taleorganene for hver lyd i ordene. Innsnevringene foregår på tre 

forskjellige nivåer: glottis-nivået angir stemming, velum-nivået angir nasalisering og det 

orale nivået angir innsnevringen i munnhulen. Det orale nivået er delt inn i tre steder: 

lepper, tunge-spiss og tunge-kropp. Det kan forekomme innsnevring på flere av disse 

nivåene samtidig: Innsnevring av glottis og lepper gir en [b], senkning av velum kombinert 

med innsnevring av tunge-spissen mot ganen kan gi en [n]. Jeg har analysert flere konso-

nantendringer ved hjelp av slike illustrasjoner, og de har vist at assimilasjoner, segmenta-

sjoner, innskudd og ukategoriserte endringer som [r�D] > [}] kan forklares som relativt små 

endringer i gester som allerede er til stede i artikulasjonen. Innskudd, som i gn. ákr > ng. 

[1o˘k´R], kan analyseres som forskyvning av gester i tid. 

På denne måten har jeg ved hjelp av teorien og metoden i Bybee (2001) og Artikulatorisk 

fonologi gjort rede for en rekke endringer mellom gammelnorsk og nordgudbrandsdalsk/ 

moderne norsk i et helhetlig, bruksbasert perspektiv.  

For å kunne lage en typefrekvensundersøkelse over stavelseskvantitetstyper i gammel-

norsk har jeg måttet kategorisere ord etter stavelseskvantitetstyper. For å kunne gjøre det, 
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måtte jeg syllabifisere alle ordene i den gammelnorske databasen. Til dette formålet har jeg 

utviklet en stavelsesmodell på grunnlag av antagelser om fonotaktiske mønstre som frem-

voksende enheter i Bybee (2001) og målinger av timingen av stavelses-initiale og -finale 

orale gester i Artikulatorisk fonologi (Browman & Goldstein 1988, 1995).  

I figur 10.1 har jeg laget en norsk versjon av figur 5.1, som er en illustrasjon av stavelsen 

i generativ teori (a) sammenlignet med den stavelsesmodellen som jeg har utviklet på grunn-

lag av bruksbasert teori.  

 

a)      b) 

 stavelse      appendiks    stavelse 

          stavelses-final K 

 

    rim    stavelses-initial gruppe? 

 

opptakt  kjerne koda   opptakt kjerne      stav.-final K  etterfølgende K 

[1k     A    s>  t ] [ 1k     A     s>  t  ]  

Figur 10.1 (jf. fig. 5.1) Stavelsen i generativ teori (a) og i bruksbasert teori (b). I (b) er de artikulatoriske 
enhentene opptakt og stavelses-initial gruppe kursivert for å skille dem fra enheter som ikke er bekreftet av 
artikulatoriske målinger og derfor regnes som  beskrivende. Alle enhetene i (b) kan regnes for å være 
enheter som vokser frem fra kateogoriene i språkminnet. 

På grunnlag av denne stavelsesmodellen, kvantitative endringer mellom gammelnorsk og 

nordgudbrandsdalsk/moderne norsk og en generativ analyse av stavelsesinndeling i moderne 

norsk (Kristoffersen 2000), har jeg utviklet et sett med regler for stavelsesinndeling i 

gammelnorsk og nordgudbrandsdalsk.  

10.3 Kvantitetsomleggingen 

Typefrekvensundersøkelsen viser at det er 74 % ord med lang aksentuert stavelse i gammel-

norsk, 18 % med kort og bare 8 % med overlang (jf. tabell 7.1). Dette tyder på at ord med 

kort og overlang aksentuert stavelse har fått lang aksentuert stavelse som følge av at dette 

mønsteret var produktivt. Produktive kategorier er kategorier som danner grunnlag for 

nydannelser, omdanning av innlån og endringer i ord som allerede eksisterer i språket. Jeg 

antar at produktiviteten til de lange aksentuerte stavelsene økte mellom gammelnorsk og 

moderne norsk, helt til det bare er denne typen stavelser som er produktive i moderne norsk.  

En aksentuert stavelse er den stavelsen som er synkronisert med den distinktive delen av 

tone-aksenten. Østnorsk er en lavtonedialekt, og alle ord har enten tonem 1 (LH-melodi) 
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eller tonem 2 (HLH-melodi). L står for en lav tone, og H for en høy tone. I tonem 1-ord har 

den aksentuerte stavelsen en L, og i tonem 2-ord har den aksentuerte stavelsen den første 

høytonen i tonem 2-melodien. Det er bare én aksentuert stavelse i hvert ord, selv om flere 

stavelser kan ha trykk. Gammelnorsk hadde ord med kort, lang og overlang aksentuert 

stavelse, mens moderne norsk bare har ord med lang aksentuert stavelse. Nordgudbrands-

dalsk har både ord med kort og ord med lang aksentuert stavelse, men så å si ikke ord med 

overlang aksentuert stavelse.  

Stavelseskvantitetstypene beskrives fra vokalen og utover, og kort aksentuert stavelse 

karakteriseres av en kort vokal (V) som i gn. lesa [2le.sA] (INF, ‘lese’), eller en kort vokal 

etterfulgt av en kort konsonant (VK) som i gn.  dag [1dAg] (akk. sg. dagr (m.), ‘dag’). 

Lange aksentuerte stavelser er av to undertyper V˘ (lang vokal) og VK> (kort vokal etterfulgt 

av halvlang konsonant): gn. fé [1fe˘] (n., ‘eiendeler’) og gn. mann [1mAn>] (akk. sg. ma�r 

(m.), ‘mann’). Overlange aksentuerte stavelser har en lang vokal etterfulgt av en halvlang 

konsonant (V˘K>), f. eks. gn. rétt [1re˘t>] (n. akk. sg. réttr (a.), ‘rett’).  

Skillet mellom korte og lange vokaler er tradisjonelt og samsvarer med målinger i f.eks. 

Fintoft (1961). Skillet mellom korte og halvlange konsonanter er mer uvanlig, og bygger på 

målinger i Jensen (1962) bl. a. slik de er drøftet i Papazian (1998), og muligheten for å 

gradere språklige fenomener i flere kategorier enn to (f. eks. kort vs. lang) i Bybee (2001). 

Det er ikke bare individuelle, halvlange konsonanter som kan være halvlange, også den 

første konsonanten i en konsonantsekvens kan være halvlang: f. eks. gn. [1kAs>t] (IMP, 

kasta), jf. Jensen (1962) og Papazian (1998). Lange aksentuerte stavelser med kort vokal har 

dermed samme strukturen (VC>) enten den postvokaliske konsonanten er individuell eller 

del av en konsonantgruppe som i gn. falla [2fAl>.lA] (INF, ‘falle’) og gn. kasta 

[2kAs>.tA] (INF, ‘kaste’). Flere eksempler finnes i tabell 1.1. 

Kvantitetsomleggingen kan sees på to måter: både som en økning i produktiviteten til 

lange aksentuerte stavelser til denne stavelseskvantitetstypen blir generell, og som en endr-

ing i antall produktive stavelseskvantitetstyper: Gammelnorsk har to–tre produktive stav-

elseskvantitetstyper: korte, lange og muligens overlange. Moderne norsk har bare én: lange.  

10.4 Andre endringer som kan relateres til kvantitetsomleggingen 

Undersøkelsene av nordgudbrandsdalske data viser at det er mange énstavelsesord med kort 

vokal og kort konsonant (heretter korte énstavelsesord) som har forlenget vokalen i nord-

gudbrandsdalsk. Tidligere er det antatt at ord med kort [A], og for svensk kort [Q] (gn. [e]), 
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er blitt forlenget først i korte énstavelsesord (jf. Riad 1992). Min undersøkelse viser at det er 

en ubalanse i de gammelnorske dataene: De inneholder mange flere ord med kort [A] og 

[e] enn med andre vokaler. Det kan være at det er ubalansen i dataene som har ført til de 

tidligere slutningene om at korte énstavelsesord med [A] og [e] endrer seg tidligere enn 

tilsvarende ord med andre vokaler. Når jeg analyserer vokalendringene i korte énstavelses-

ord som de første utslagene av produktiviteten til lange aksentuerte stavelser, kan endring-

ene ses i sammenheng med kvantitetsomleggingen. 

Interessant nok er det én gruppe med korte énstavelsesord med [A] i nordgudbrandsdalsk 

som beholder kvantiteten, og det er preteritumsformer av sterke verb (jf. Langleite 1974). 

Også presensformer av sterke verb og telja-verb med [e] ser ut til å motsette seg vokal-

forlengelse i gammelnorske korte énstavelsesord.  

I den bruksbaserte modellen i Bybee (2001) blir det antatt at fonologiske endringer kan 

forekomme i noen morfologiske kategorier men ikke i andre. Av dette følger det at én 

fonologisk karakteristikk kan assosieres med én morfologisk kategori, men ikke med andre, 

og at noen morfologiske kategorier dermed kan motstå seg endringer i andre kategorier.  

Preteritumsformene med [A] tilhører klasser av sterke verb i nordgudbrandsdalsk og 

gammelnorsk med høy typefrekvens jf. tabell 8.5.1 og 8.5.2. Presensformene med [e] 

tilhører også klasser av sterke verb i nordgudbrandsdalsk og gammelnorsk med høy type-

frekvens, og i tillegg telja-klassen som har høy typefrekvens i gammelnorsk, men ikke i 

nordgudbrandsdalsk, jf. tabell 8.5.3 og 8.5.4. Jeg antar at kort [A] er forbundet med 

preteritumsformer av sterke verb klasse 1a i nordgudbrandsdalsk/klasse 1 i gammelnorsk, 

og at denne forbindelsen er så sterk at ordene i denne kategorien ikke forlenger vokalen til 

tross for at andre korte énstavelsesord med [A] gjør det. På samme måte antar jeg at presens-

former av sterke verb og telja-klassen med vokalen [e] også kan motsette seg en ellers 

utbredt vokalforlengelse i korte énstavelsesord. Det er mulig at disse ordene motsatte seg en 

ellers omfattende vokalforlengelse i korte énstavelsesord også i andre østnorske dialekter 

etter gammelnorsk. 

Typefrekvensundersøkelsen av sterke verb i nordgudbrandsdalsk viser at det er kommet 

til en ny klasse med sterke verb i denne dialekten som har kort [u] i preteritum. Verbene 

som tilhører denne klassen, kommer blant annet fra klasse 4 i gammelnorsk, hvor medlem-

mene har lang [o˘] i preteritum (jf. tabell 8.6.1). Vokalforkortelsen i preteritumsformene av 

verb som var klasse 4-verb i gammelnorsk, men som er klasse 5-verb i nordgudbrandsdalsk, 
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er ikke fulgt av endringer i konsonantkvantiteten, og preteritumsformene er dermed korte 

énstavelsesord. Dette viser at korte énstavelsesord har vært produktive i nordgudbrandsdalsk 

siden gammelnorsk. Jeg antar at preteritumsformene i klasse 5 er dannet etter mønster fra 

preteritumsformene i klasse 1, jf. figur 8.6.2. 

Kategorien av ord med kort aksentuert stavelse har også vært produktiv i forhold til andre 

ord enn preteritumsformer, noe som kan leses av tabell 8.6.3. Dette betyr at både lange og 

korte aksentuerte stavelser har vært produktive i nordgudbrandsdalsk siden gammelnorsk, jf. 

10.5, og det bekrefter at nordgudbrandsdalsk er en dialekt som ikke har gjennomgått noen 

full kvantitetsomlegging.  

Det har tidligere vært antatt at korte énstavelsesord forlenges før jamvektsord. Dette er 

tilfellet for nordgudbrandsdalsk, og det er mulig at utviklingen i andre østnorske dialekter 

har fulgt samme mønster etter gammelnorsk.  

Riad (1992) antar at korte énstavelsesord som forlenger vokalen, blir forlenget tidligere 

enn dem som forlenger konsonanten. Det er flere eksempler på vokalforlengelse enn 

konsonantforlengelse i korte énstavelsesord i mitt materiale, men det trenger ikke bekrefte 

denne kronologien. Det er mulig at dette bare avspeiler at det stort sett er vokalen som 

forlenges i korte énstavelsesord, også i østnorsk. Materialet mitt er for lite til å si noe om 

hvilke jamvektsord som forlenges først; de som forlenger vokalen, eller de som forlenger 

konsonanten. Det er heller ikke mulig å si om det er noen fonologiske mønstre når det 

gjelder vokalforlengelse eller konsonantforlengelse i korte énstavelsesord eller jamvektsord.  

Vokalforlengelse i gammelnorske ord med lang aksentuert stavelse, f.eks. barn > [1bo˘n] 

(n.), har tidligere blitt forklart som enkelttilfeller, f.eks. som forlengelse før [rn], eller som 

en del av a-forlengelsene, som Riad (1992) opererer med. Det er en rekke eksempler på 

vokalforlengelse i gammelnorske ord med lang aksentuert stavelse i mitt materiale (jf. tabell 

8.8.1) og felles for dem er at de er fulgt av endringer i de etterfølgende konsonantene, som 

konsonantreduksjoner, sammensmeltning (to gester på samme rekke overlapper hverandre 

slik at den ene gesten overtar egenskaper fra den andre, ‘gestural blending’), eller resyllabi-

fisering. Dersom vokalen ikke hadde blitt forlenget i disse ordene, så hadde de hatt kort 

aksentuert stavelse. Det er derfor grunnlag for å analysere disse vokalforlengelsene som 

resultater av produktiviteten til lange aksentuerte stavelser. Disse endringene kan dermed 

relateres til kvantitetsomleggingen. 

Overlange aksentuerte stavelser i gammelnorsk er redusert til lange i nordgudbrandsdalsk 

gjennom f. eks. vokalreduksjon (i tid) eller endringer i de etterfølgende konsonantene, f. 

eks. konsonantreduksjoner, sammensmeltning, eller resyllabifisering. Endringene i over-
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lange aksentuerte stavelser blir analysert som utslag av produktiviteten til lange aksentuerte 

stavelser og knyttes til kvantitetsomleggingen. 

10.5 Diskusjon 

Det har vært nyttig å analysere kvantitetsomleggingen på grunnlag av det teoretiske 

rammeverket i Bybee (2001) og Artikulatorisk fonologi av flere grunner: 

1) Endringen kan regnes for å være en analogisk motivert endring, og teorien i Bybee 

(2001) kan forklare hvorfor og hvordan slike endringer skjer: Når vi skal bruke lavfrekvente 

ord, finner vi dem ikke direkte i språkminnet, men danner dem på grunnlag av produktive 

mønstre med høy typefrekvens. Dersom et mønster får svært høy typefrekvens, kan det bli 

svært produktivt, og effekten kan være at vi omdanner også kjente ord etter dette mønsteret 

selv om de opprinnelig ikke følger dette mønsteret. 

2) Ifølge Bybee (2001) kan fonologiske endringer være gradvise på den måten at de kan 

ramme noen få ord som oppfyller de fonologiske kriteriene for endring, alle ordene med de 

samme fonologiske kriteriene, eller noe midt i mellom; en del eller mange ord. Dette gjør at 

vi kan se resultatene av produktiviteten til lange aksentuerte stavelser i nordgudbrandsdalsk 

og moderne norsk i sammenheng; i nordgudbrandsdalsk har denne produktiviteten mindre 

omfang; i moderne norsk har produktiviteten et større omfang. Det er likevel de samme 

kreftene som ligger bak, nemlig analogisk motivert endring på grunnlag av produktiviteten 

til én og samme kategori.  

3) Teorien i Bybee (2001) aksepterer at flere konkurrerende skjemaer kan være produk-

tive samtidig. Dette gjør det mulig å beskrive nordgudbrandsdalsk som en dialekt der to 

stavelseskvantitetskategorier har vært produktive siden gammelnorsk: korte og lange 

aksentuerte stavelser. 

4) Bybee (2001) antar at fonologisk endring kan bli morfologisert, det vil si at noen 

morfologiske kategorier treffes av en endring, mens andre ikke gjør det, eller noen morfo-

logiske kategorier kan endre seg i et høyere tempo enn andre. Det kan også bety at noen 

morfologiske kategorier kan motsette seg en endring. Denne antagelsen har vært nyttig i 

analysen av hvorfor preteritumsformer av sterke verb med [A] og presensformer av sterke 

verb og telja-verb med [e] synes å motstå vokalforlengelse i korte énstavelsesord i nord-

gudbrandsdalsk. 

4) Metoden i Bybee (2001) er å samle større datasett for å undersøke om det finnes fono-

logiske, morfologiske eller frekvens-mønstre som er felles for de ordene som endrer seg, 

eller for de som ikke endrer seg, og som kan forklare hvorfor noen ord endrer seg, eller mot-
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setter seg endring. Bruken av denne metoden i min analyse av kvantitetsomleggingen har 

ført til at flere endringer som tidligere ikke er sett i sammenheng med kvantitetsomlegg-

ingen, f. eks. de første vokalforlengelsene i korte énstavelsesord og vokalforlengelse i lange 

aksentuerte stavelser, kan ses i sammenheng med omleggingen. Metoden har også vært 

nyttig i identifiseringen av hvilke korte énstavelsesord som ikke endrer seg som følge av 

produktiviteten til lange aksentuerte stavelser. De ordene som ikke endrer seg, ser ut til å 

være medlemmer i morfologiske kategorier med høy typefrekvens, og slike ord kan følge 

andre endringsmønstre enn ord som ikke er del av slike kategorier.  
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A1 Charters

Charters that form part of the data basis 

DN number Place Date  

(Vågslid 1989) 

Writer  

(Vågslid 1989) 

DN I 513 Oslo 22.05.1390 Particular hand 
DN I 524 Tønsberg 09.07.1390 Brother Aslak, keeper for all 

Norwegian Fransiscan monastries 
DN I 525 [Tønsberg] 26.03.1390 Particular hand 
DN II 517 Oslo 31.01.1390 Particular hand 
DN II 519 Tønsberg 28.04.1390 Torgeir Asleson, priest in Naverstad 

parish, Bullaren, Bohuslän 
DN II 520 Oslo 10.08.1390 Arne Sigurdson, (rural) dean at 

Mariakirken in Oslo and chancellor  
DN II 521 Istre (Tjølling) 10.08.1390 Particular hand 
DN III 486 Skulstad, Romerike 23.02.1390 Particular hand 
DN III 488 Lillehammer  15.05.1390 Priest at Lillehammer  
DN III 489 Oslo 12.06.1390 Arne Sigurdson  
DN IV 577 Oslo 09.04.1390 Hallvard Gudleivson, munk and high 

priest in Oslo and Eidsberg 
DN IV 579 Oslo 20.04.1390 Skjaldulv Helgeson, teacher and 

munk in Oslo 
DN IV 581 Oslo 16.07.1390 Particular hand 
DN IV 582 Oslo 24.08.1390 Arne Sigurdson 
DN IV 583 Oslo  20.09.1390 Arne Sigurdson 
DN V 342 Oslo 08.02.1390 Brother Berg, Hovedøya monastery 
DN V 343 Nidaros 16.03.1390 Bishop in Nidaros 
DN V 345 Løken (Stange) 22.11.1390 Particular hand 
DN V 346 Oslo           1390 Particular hand 
DN IX 183 [Valdres] 15.05.1390 Particular hand 
DN X 84 Bringåker (Botne) 26.03.1390 Hallvard Tordson, munk in Oslo and 

priest in Haug parish at Eiker 
DN XI 75 Tønsberg 03.07.1390 Torgeir Asleson 
DN XI 76a Teie  31.08.1390 Particular hand 
DN XI 77 Tunsberg 19.11.1390 Particular hand (in this survey) 
DN XII 120 Oslo 13.10.1390 Particular hand 

    

Charters that are left out of the material 

DN number Place Date  

(Vågslid 1989) 

Writer  

(Vågslid 1989) 

DN I 522 Øie, Hjelmeland 04.02.1390 Erling Jonson, priest in Hjelmeland, 
Rogaland 

DN I 526 Unknown  17.02.1390 Particular hand 
DN I 527 Bergen 18.10.1390 Particular hand in this survey 
DN II 518 Vossevangen 13.03.1390 Nikolas Sigkvatson, munk at 

Kristkirken in Bergen 
DN III 490 Sogge (Grytten) 20.07.1390 Particular hand 
DN IV 586 Lødøse 11.11.1390 Particular hand 
DN VII 323 Å (Lygnedal) 11.08.1390 Particular hand 



iv 

A2 Strong verbs in NG  

The lists are based on data from Storm (1920), 

Venås (1967) & Dagsgard (2006). 

Table 1 Strong verbs NG, class 1(a): PTV [AA] 

INF PRT PT English  

binde bind/bitt batt ‘bind’ 
bræste bræst brast ‘break’ 
bæra bær bar, ba:r ‘carry’ 
dræpa dræp drap ‘kill’ 
drikke drikk drakk ‘drink’ 
dætte dætt datt ‘fall’ 
glæppe glæpp glapp ‘slip away’ 
glætte glætt glatt ‘shine’ 
jaillde jail(ld) jahlt ‘concern’ 
jeta jet gat ‘guess’ 
klinge kling klang ‘sound’ 
klæsse klæss klass ‘splash’ 
knætte knætt knatt ‘squeak’ 
kværve kværv kvarv (å)  ‘whirl’ 
læka læk lak ‘leak’ 
læsa læs las ‘read’ 
sitja sit sat ‘sit’ 
skjæra skjær skar ‘cut’ 
skvætte skvætt skvatt ‘jump’ 
slæppe slæpp slapp ‘let go’ 
smætte smætt smatt ‘slip’ 

snærta snært snart 
‘happen 
abruptly’ 

sprætte sprætt spratt ‘jump’ 
sprikke sprikk sprakk ‘crack’ 
springe spring sprang ‘run’ 
stæla stæl stal, sta:l ‘steal’ 
sting(j)e  stikk stakk ‘stick’ 
vinde vind vatt ‘wind’ 

 

 
 

Table 2 Strong verbs in NG, class 1(b): PTV [aI
] 

INF PRT PT English  

brainne (i) brainn brainn ‘burn’ 

faille faill failt ‘fall’ 

finne finn fainn/fant ‘find’ 

gnaille gnaill gnaill ‘squeal’ 

rainne, (i, æ) rainn rainn ‘run’ 

skraille, (e) skraill skraill ‘roar’ 

smaille smaill smaill ‘bang’ 

spinne spinn spainn ‘spin’ 

svaille, (e) svaill svaill ‘swell’ 

vinne vinn vainn ‘win’ 
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Table 3 Strong verbs NG, class 2: PTV [AAi] 

INF PRT PT English  

bi:tast bi:st beist ‘quarrel’ 
bi:te bi:t beit ‘bite’ 
bli:ve bli:(v) bleiv ‘drown’ 
dri:ve dri:v dreiv ‘drift’ 
fi:se fi:s feis ‘fart’ 
fli:ne fli:n flein ‘laugh’ 
gli:(e) gli: glei(d) ‘slip’, ’glide’ 
gni: gni:r gnei ‘rub’ 
gri:ne gri:n grein ‘cry’ 
gri:pe gri:p greip ‘take hold of’ 
kli:ve kli:v kleiv ‘climb’ 
kni:pe kni:p kneip ‘pinch’ 
kvi:ne kvi:n kvein ‘shriek’ 
li:e li: lei(d) ‘let pass’ 
li:te li:t leit ‘trust’ 
mi:ge mi:g meig ‘pee’ 
pi:pe pi:p peip ‘squeak’ 
ri:(e) ri: rei(d) ‘ride’ 
ri:ne ri:n rein ‘squeal’ 
ri:se ri:s reis ‘rise’ 
ri:ve ri:v reiv ‘rip’ 
si:ge si:g seig ‘drift’ 
si:ve si:v seiv ‘seep’ 
ski:ne ski:n skein ‘shine’ 
ski:te ski:t skeit ‘shit’ 
skli: skli:r sklei ‘slide’ 
skri: skri:r skrei ‘glide’ 
skri:ke skri:k skreik ‘scream’ 
skri:ve skri:v skreiv ‘write’ 
sli:te sli:t sleit ‘rip’ 
sti:ge sti:g steig ‘rise’ 
svi:(e) svi:(r) svei(d) ‘burn’ 
svi:kje svi:k sveik(j) ‘betray’ 
svi:ve svi:v sveiv ‘spin’ 
tri:ve tri:v treiv ‘snatch’ 
trivast tri:v treiv ‘be happy’ 
vi:ke vi:k veik ‘give way’ 
vri:(e) vri: vrei(d) ‘twist’ 

 

 

Table 4 Strong verbs NG, class 3: PTV [AAu] 

INF PRT PT English  

bjo:e by: bau ‘invite’ 
bro:te bry:t braut ‘break 
dru:pe dry:p draup ‘drip’ 
flo:te fly:t flaut ‘float’ 
flu:ge fly:g flaug ‘run’ 
fro:se fry:s fraus ‘freeze’ 
fu:ke fy:k fauk ‘rush’ 
gu:ve/ jy:ve jy:v gauv ‘pounce’ 
ju:ge ly:g laug/løgst ‘lie’ 
jy:se jy:s gaus ‘spurt’ 
klu:ve kly:v (klauv) ‘cleave’ 
kru:pe kry:p kraup ‘creep’ 
lå:ta ly:t laut ‘have to’ 
n(j)o:se ny:s naus ‘sneeze’ 
n(j)o:te ny:t naut ‘enjoy’ 

r(j)ote ry:t raut 
‘roar’, 
‘snore’ 

ro:e ry: rau(d) ‘spread’ 
ru:k(j)e ry:k rauk ‘smoke’ 
råså ry:s? raus ‘shudder’ 
sjo:e sy: sau(d) ‘boil’ 
skjo:te, 
skjy:te 

skjy:t skaut ‘shoot’ 

smu:g(j)e smy:g smaug ‘sneak’ 
sny:te sny:t snaut ‘cheat’ 
stru:ke stry:k strauk ‘stroke’ 
su:ge sy:g saug ‘suck’ 
supe sy:p saup ‘drink’ 
trjo:te try:t traut ‘end’ 
ty:te ty:t taut ‘complain’ 

 



vi 

  

Table 5 Strong verbs NG, class 4:  

PTV [u ˘] 

INF PRT PT English  

drågå dræ:g (æ, e) dro:g ‘go’ 
dø, dåye dåyr (øy) do:, dø: ‘die’ 
fårå fæ:r fo:r ‘go’ 
klå: klæ: klo: ‘itch’ 
læ:je læ:g lo:g ‘laugh’ 
stå: stå:r sto: ‘stand’ 
tå:(kå) tæ:(k), (æ, ø, e:)  to:(k) ‘take’ 

 

Table 6 Strong verbs NG, class 5: [u] 

INF PRT PT English  

eka æk ok ‘slide’ 
gålå jæl gol, go:l ‘crow’ 
gnågå gnæg gnog ‘gnaw’ 
gråvå græv grov, gro:v ‘dig’ 
målå mæl mol ‘grind’ 
skåkå sjæk skok ‘shake’ 

slå, slå: 
slæ (e, 
æ:) 

slo, slo: ‘hit’ 

slåst slæst slost ‘fight’ 
svælte svælt svolt, svålt ‘starve’ 
sværje/ -a svær svor ‘swear’ 

såvå søv 
sov (å, å:), 
svav (a:) 

‘sleep’ 

trå træ tro ‘tread’ 
væga væg vog ‘weigh’ 
vækse væks voks ‘grow’ 
vælte vælt volt ‘turn over’ 
værpe værp vorp, vårp ‘lay eggs’ 
væva væv vov, vo:v ‘weave’ 
ålå æl ol ‘raise’ 

 

 

Table 7 Strong verbs NG, class 6: PTV [o] 

INF PRT PT English  

nøkkje nøkk nåkk ‘tug’  
røkkje røkk råkk ‘catch’ 
skrøkkje skrøkk skråkk ‘shrink’ 

slønje (åy) sløng (åy) slång 
‘throw 
away’ 

støkkje støkk ståkk ‘be startled’ 
strøkkje strøkk stråkk ‘stretch’ 
syn(g)je syng sång ‘sing’ 
søkkje søkk såkk ‘sink’ 
tråynje (ø, 
e) 

tråyng (ø, 
e) 

trång ‘need’ 

tyggje tygg tågg (au) ‘chew’ 

 

Table 8 Strong verbs NG, The Rest 

INF PRT PT English  PTV 

liggje ligg lå:(g) ‘lie’ o˘ 

æ:ta æ:t å:t ‘eat’ o˘ 

blå:se blæ:s, (e:) ble:s ‘blow’ e˘ 

grå:te græ:t, (e:) gre:t ‘cry’ e˘ 

låte læ:t, (e:) le:t ‘sound’ e˘ 

få fæ:, (e:) fækk ‘get’ e 

gå gå:r jekk ‘go’ e 

haillde haillt, heill helt ‘hold’ e 

hainnje, 
hængje 

haing, (æ) hekk ‘hang’ e 

be, beia, 
bea 

be, (e:) ba:(d) ‘ask’ A˘ 

laiddje laigg la: ‘lay’ A˘ 

jæ(va), (e) 
jæ:, (e:), 
je(v) 

ga:(v) ‘give’ A˘ 

kvæ:e kvæ: kva(:)) ‘sing’ A˘ 

læ, lata læ, læ: 
læ, le:t, 
(latte. æ) 

‘let’ 
NSC, 
e˘ 

læst læst læst ‘pretend’ NSC 

kåma 
kjøm, 
køm(m) 

kåm(m) ‘come’ NSC 

sjå: se:r, (æ:) så:g ‘see’ NSC 
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A3 Strong verbs in ON  

The lists are based on data from Venås (1967), 
Norrøn ordbok (1993), & Spurkland (1989). 
Table 1 provides a key to the classes based on the 
PTV as compared to the classes in Spurkland 
(1989, S 1989). 

 

Table 1 Key to classes of strong verbs in ON 

S 1989 INF V  PTV Here  

1 í ei 2 
2 jú, jó, ú au 3 
3 e, ja, i, y, ø a, † 1, The rest 
4 e a 1 
5 e a 1 
6a a ó 4 
6b ei é The rest 
6c au jó 4 
6d a e The rest 
6e á é The rest 

 

Table 2 Strong verbs ON, class 1 

INF PT English  

bera bar ‘carry’ 
bi�ja ba� ‘ask’ 
binda batt ‘bind’ 
bjarga barg ‘save’ 
bresta brast ‘break’ 
brinna brann ‘burn’ 
detta datt  ‘fall’ 
drekka drakk ‘drink’ 
drepa drap ‘kill’ 
fela fal ‘hide’ 
feta fat ‘find the way’ 
finna fann ‘find’ 
gefa gaf ‘give’ 
geta gat ‘get’ 
gjalda galt ‘pay’ 
gjalla gall ‘ring’  
gnelle gnall ‘squeal’ 
gnesta gnast ‘creak’ 
hjalpa halp ‘help’ 
hrinda hratt ‘push away’ 
hverfa hvarf ‘turn’ 
kve�a kva� ‘resite, sing’ 
leka lak ‘leak’ 
lesa las ‘read’ 
meta mat ‘measure’ 
nema nam ‘take’ 

reka rak ‘drive’ 
rinna rann ‘run’ 
sitja sat ‘sit’ 
skera skar ‘cut’ 
skjalfa skalf ‘shiver’ 
skjalla skall ‘yell’ 
sleppa slapp ‘drop’ 
snerta snart ‘brush’ 
sofa svaf ‘sleep’ 
spinna spann ‘spin’ 
spretta spratt ‘jump’ 
springa sprakk ‘burst’ 
stela stal ‘steal’ 
stinga stakk ‘stick’ 
svelga svalg ‘swallow’ 
svella svall ‘swell’ 
svelta svalt ‘starve’ 
sverfa svarf ‘file’ 
svim(m)a svam ‘swim’ 
tro�a tra� ‘tread’ 
�verra �varr ‘decrease’ 
vefa vaf/óf ‘weave’ 
vella vall ‘boil’ 
velta valt ‘turn over’ 
verpa varp ‘throw’ 
vinda vatt ‘plait’ 
vinna vann ‘win’ 
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Table 3 Strong verbs ON, class 2 

INF PT English  

bí�a bei� ‘wait’ 
bíta beit ‘bite’ 
drífa dreif ‘drift’ 
dríta dreit ‘shit’ 
físa feis ‘fart’ 
gína gein ‘gape’ 
grípa greip ‘take hold of’ 
hnita hneit ‘hit’ 
hrína hrein ‘scream’ 
hrífa hreif ‘take hold of’ 
hvína hvein ‘squeal’ 
klífa kleif ‘climb’ 
lí�a lei� ‘suffer’ 
líta leit ‘see’ 
míga meig ‘pee’ 
rí�a rei� ‘ride’ 
rífa reif ‘rip’ 
rísa reis ‘rise’ 
rísta reist ‘carve’ 
ríta reit ‘write’ 
skína skein ‘shine’ 
skrí�a skrei� ‘stride’ 
slíta sleit ‘tear’ 
sní�a snei� ‘cut’ 
sví�a svei� ‘burn’ 
svífa sveif ‘glide’ 
svíkja sveik ‘betray’ 
�rífa �reif ‘take hold of’ 
víkja  veik ‘move’ 

 

 

Table 4 Strong verbs ON, class 3 

INF PT English  

*hrjósa hraus ‘shiver’ 
bjó�a bau� ‘offer’ 
brjóta braut ‘break’ 
drjúpa draup ‘drip’ 
fjúka fauk ‘rush’ 
fljóta flaut ‘float’ 
fljúga flaug ‘run’ 
frjósa fraus ‘freeze’ 
gjósa gaus ‘spurt’ 
gjóta gaut ‘spawn’ 

hljóta hlaut 
‘win by drawing 
lots’ 

hnjósa hnaus ‘sneeze’ 
(h)rjó�a (h)rau� ‘clear up’ 
hrjóta hraut ‘snore’, ‘roar’ 
kjósa kaus ‘choose’ 
kljúfa klauf ‘cleave’ 
krjúpa kraup ‘creep’ 
ljósta laust ‘hit’ 
ljúga laug ‘lie’ 
lúka lauk ‘open’, ‘close’ 
lúta laut ‘bow’ 
njóta naut ‘enjoy’ 
rjó�a rau� ‘make red’ 
rjúfa rauf ‘tear’ 
rjúka rauk ‘smoke’ 
sjó�a sau� ‘seethe’ 
skjóta skaut ‘shoot’ 
strjúka strauk ‘stroke’ 
súpa saup ‘drink’ 
�jóta �aut ‘howl’ 
�rjóta �raut ‘end’ 
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Table 5 Strong verbs ON, class 4 

INF PT English  

aka ók ‘edge forward’ 
ala ól ‘breed’ 
auka jók ‘increase’ 
ausa jós ‘bail’ 
búa bó ‘live’ 
deyja dó ‘die’ 
draga dró               ‘draw’, ‘drag’ 
fara fór ‘go’ 
flá fló ‘skin’ 
fl�ja fló ‘run away’ 
�vá �vó ‘clean’ 
gala gól ‘crow’ 
geyja gó ‘bark’ 
grafa gróf ‘dig’ 
hefja hóf ‘heave’ 
h†ggva hjó ‘chop’ 
hla�a hló� ‘load’ 
hlaupa hljóp ‘jump’ 
hlæja hló ‘laugh’ 
kala kól ‘cool’ 
kefja kóf ‘cow’ 
klá kló ‘scratch’ 
mala mól ‘grind’ 
skafa skóf ‘scrape’, ‘strip’ 
skaka skók ‘shake’ 
skepja   skóp ‘create’ 
slá sló ‘hit’ 
smjúga smó ‘sneak’ 
sp�ja spjó ‘vomit’ 
standa stó� ‘stand’ 
súga só ‘suck’ 
sverja sór ‘swear’ 
taka tók ‘take’ 
va�a (v)ó� ‘wade’ 
vaxa (v)óx ‘grow’ 

 

 

Table 6 Strong verbs ON, The Rest 

INF PT English  PTV 

blása blés ‘blow’ e˘ 

blóta blét ‘sacrify’ e˘ 

gráta grét ‘cry’ e˘ 

heita hét ‘be called’ e˘ 

hniga hné ‘bend over’ e˘ 

láta lét ‘let, sound’  e˘  

leika lék ‘play’ e˘ 

rá�a ré� ‘consult’ e˘ 

síga sé ‘drift’ e˘ 

stíga sté ‘rise’ e˘ 

*hnøggva hn†gg ‘hit’ ç 

hrøkkva hr†kk ‘twist’ ç 

kløkkva kl†kk ‘be touched’ ç 

slyngva sl†ng ‘throw’ ç 

søkkva s†kk ‘sink’ ç 

støkkva st†kk ‘break’ ç 

syngva s†ng ‘sing’ ç 

tyggva t†gg ‘chew’ ç 

�ryngva �r†ng ‘need’ ç 

breg�a brá ‘move swiftly’ ç˘ 

eta át ‘eat’ ç˘  

liggja lá ‘lie’ ç˘  

sjá sá ‘see’  ç˘ 

�iggja �á ‘receive’ ç˘  

vega vá ‘lift’ ç˘  

blanda blett ‘mix’ e 

fá fekk ‘get’ e 

falda felt 
‘put on a 
headdress’ 

e 

ganga gekk ‘walk’ e 

halda helt ‘hold’ e 

hanga hekk ‘hang’ e 

koma kom ‘come’ o 
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A4 Telja-verbs in ON  

ON English  

berja ‘carve runes’ 
ble�ja ‘gather’ 
dvelja ‘delay’ 
erja ‘plough’ 
ferja ‘ship’ 
�efja ‘make porridge’ 
�ekja ‘roof’ 
�enja ‘stretch' 
fletja ‘flatten’ 
fremja ‘put forward’ 
fyrirnema ‘remove’ 
gle�ja ‘please’ 
glepja ‘make slip away’ 
gremja ‘fret’ 
hemja ‘hinder’ 
hrekja ‘chase away’ 
hvetja ‘sharpen’ 
k(v)efja ‘drown’ 
klekja ‘hatch’ 
krefja ‘demand’ 
kremja ‘hug’ 
kve�ja ‘speak to’  
kvelja ‘torment’ 
lemja ‘beat up’ 
letja ‘hinder’ 
melja ‘grind’ 
merja ‘hit’ 
metja ‘lap’ 
rekja ‘reach out’ 
se�ja ‘feed’ 
selja1 ‘sell’ 
semja ‘agree’ 
setja2 ‘put’ 
ske�ja ‘touch’, ‘cut’ 
skepja ‘create’ 
spenja ‘call’ 
ste�ja ‘make stand’, ‘support’ 
sve�ja ‘swerve’ 
svefja ‘calm’, ‘stop’ 
sverja ‘swear’ 
te�ja ‘fertilize’ 
telja ‘count’ 
temja ‘tame’ 
vefja ‘wind’ 
vekja ‘cut to bleed’ 
velja ‘choose’ 
venja ‘get used to’ 
verja ‘protect’ 

                                                 
1 Umlaut in all forms: selja – selr – seldi – selt. 
2 Umlaut in all forms: setja – setr – setti – sett. 
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A5 Telja-verbs in NG 

 

 Table 1 TTelja-verbs in NG with the alternation [e ]  – [A]  

  INF PT Pre-1955 

L/S 

Contemp. 

Lom 

English  

NG  Dagsgard kreka   krakte [Q–A] [æ-A] ‘creep’ 

[Q- A]  (2006) & leka  lakte [Q–A] [Q-A] ‘leak’ 

 Contemp reka   rakte [Q–A] [Q-Q /A] ‘hunt down’ 

  teia tagde [ai–A] [i-A]  (tie–) ‘be quiet’ 

 Dagsgard fortelja fortalde [Q–A] [Q-Q] ‘tell’ 

 (2006) krevja kravde [Q–A] [Q-Q] ‘demand’ 

  semje(st)  samde(st) [Q–A] [Q-Q] ‘agree’ 

  telje talde [Q–A] [Q-Q] ‘count’ 

  temje/temme tamte/temte [Q–A] [Q-Q] ‘tame’ 

  velja valde [Q–A] [Q-Q] ‘choose’ 

  venja vande [Q–A] [Q-Q] ‘get used to’ 

  eka  akte [Q–A] NA ‘edge forward’ 

  lave (PRT: læv) lavde [a/Q–A] NA ‘snow heavily’  

  kvetja kvatte [Q–A] ? ‘sharpen’ 

  metja matta [Q–A] ? ‘lap’ 

  tenja tande [Q–A] ? ‘run, stretch’ 

 Contemp  bledja/blæa bladde ? blodo–bladde ‘gather’ 

Not [Q- A] in NG dvelje/dvele  dvalde/dvelte ? ? ‘wait’ 

  fornemja fornamde ? [Q–Q] ‘feel’ 

  fremja  framde ? [Q–Q] ‘put forward’ 

  gremje/gremme gramde/gremde ? ? ‘fret’ 

  kve�ja kvadde ? ? ‘sing’ 

  kvele kvalte/kvelte [Q˘–Q] [Q˘–Q] ‘strangle’ 
  leggje/legge  lagde/la [ai–A˘] [Q-A˘] ‘lay’ 

  lemje lamde ? ? ‘paralyze’ 

  nækja  nakte ? ? ‘undress’ 

  nemja namde ? ? ‘take’ 

  sette satte ? [Q–Q] ‘put’ 

  skedja skadde ? ? ‘touch’ 

  stedja stadde stea - 
stea/stedde 

? ‘support’ > 
‘hire for work’ 

  strekke strakte/strekte ? [Q–Q] ‘stretch’ 

  vemja  vamde ? ? ‘disgust’ 

  verje  varde/verja ? ? ‘protect’ 

  vevje  vavde væva-vov væva-væiv ‘weave’ 

 
Possible telja-verbs in NG taken from Venås (1974), Storm (1920), Faarlund et. al. (1997: 484, 499–500) and 

Dagsgard (2006) listed together with the reported Pre-1955 pronunciation of Lom and Skjåk (from Dagsgard 

2006) as well as the pronunciation of Contemporary Lom reported by a 30 year old woman born and raised in 

Lom, now (2005) living and working in Oslo. A question mark indicates that the verb is not listed as telja-verb 

in Dagsgard (2006) or that it is unknown to the Lom 2005 speaker. The verbs marked NA have not been 

presented to the Lom speaker. 
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A6 Keys to Norvegia-IPA & IPA-Norvegia 

Norvegia IPA 

a A 

a A 

a6 a 

a8 a 

å o 

å Å 

e6 I 

e e 

¶ E 

3 ´ 

labial 3 P 

i i 

I I 

o u 

† ç 

Ô ç 

u ¨ 

u o 

æ Q 

ø O 

ö ø 

ö ø 

non-prom. ö ´ 

œ Ø 

b b 

d d 

d9 Ô 

f f 

g g 

ª Ô 

j j 

k k 

k9 c 

K C 

J cÉC 

l l 

L l 

l• l• 

q } 

l9 ¥ 

m m 

n n 

N ˜ 

n9 ¯ 

M N 

p p 

r r 

r¶ r 

s s 

S ß 

Z S 

sx S 

t t 

t9 c 

r¶D Í(>) 
r¶L Ò(>) 

r¶T ˇ(>) 

r¶N ˜(>) 

r¶S S(>) 
n9n ¯> 

d9d Ô> 

l9l ¥> 

t9t c> 

bp, bb
c bb8 

gk gg8 

 
Preaspiration, examples of 
Norvegia [t, t9]: 

htt, ht, 
h
t9t Ht>, Hc> 

 

IPA Norvegia 
A a, a 

a a6, a8 
o å 
Å å 

I e6, I 

e e 
E ¶ 
´ 3, non-

prom. ö 
P labial 3 

i i 
u o 
ç †, Ô 
¨ u 
o u 

Q æ 
O ø 

ø ö, ö 
Ø œ 
b b 
d d 
Ô d9 

f f 
g g 
Ô ª 

j j 
k k 
c k9, t9 

C K 
cÉC J 

l l, L 

l• l• 

} q 

¥ l9 

m m 
n n 
˜ N 

¯ n9 

N M 

p p 
r r¶, r 

s s 
ß S 

S ß, sx 

t t 

Í(>) r¶D 
Ò(>) r¶L 

ˇ(>) r¶T 

˜(>) r¶N 

S(>) r¶S 
¯> n9n 

Ô> d9d 

¥> l9l 

c> t9t 

bb8 bp, bb
c 

gg8 gk 

 

Preaspiration, examples of 
Norvegia [t, t9]: 

Ht>, Hc> htt, ht, 
h
t9t 
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A7 NG Data: Storm 1920 

1a No change in short monosyllables 

V NG ON GC English  

A 1ç at prep. (INF marker) ‘to’  

A 1bAr  bar PT bera ‘carry’ 

A 1drAg drag IMP, draga ‘pull’ 

A 1drAp drap PT drepa ‘kill’ 

A 1dø, 1dQ, 
1dE �at n. sg. sá (det.). ‘that’ 

A 1gAt gat PT geta ‘get’ 

A 1kvAr, 1kvQr hvar pron. ‘where’ 

A 1lAs las PT lesa ‘read’ 

A 1sAt sat PT sitja ‘sit’ 

A 1skA skal PRT skulu ‘be going to’ 

A 1skAr skar PT skera ‘cut’ 

A 1stA}, 1stA˘} stal PT stela ‘steal’ 

A 1tA}, 1tA˘} tal n. ‘number’ 

A 1tAm, 1tAm> tamr a. ‘tame’ 

A 1tru tra� PT tro�a ‘tread’ 

  A 1vA var/vas PT vera ‘be’ 

e 1bQr berr PRT bera ‘carry’ 

e 1b}Ek blek n.  ‘ink’ 

e 
1
net

 net n.  ‘net’ 

e 1drEp, 1drQp drepr PRT drepa ‘kill’ 

e 1e, 1e˘ ek pron. 1. p. sg. ‘I’ 

e 1E˘, 1E er  PRT vera ‘be’ 

e 1føt fet n.  ‘step’ 

e 1trev �ref n. ‘loft’ 

e 1jE gefr PRT gefa ‘give’ 

e 1grev gref n.  ‘pickaxe’ 

e 1lQk lekr PRT leka  ‘leak’ 

e 1lEs, 1lQs lesr PRT lesa ‘read’ 

e 
1
nes nes n. ‘headland’ 

e 
1
net  net n.  ‘net’ 

e 1rQv, 1røv, 1rQ˘v refr m. ‘fox’ 

e 1sel Sel (n.) place name 

e 1sQ} selr PRT selja ‘sell’ 

e 1som sem, som, sum subjunction ‘as’ 

e 1sQt set IMP setja ‘put’ 

e 1sEt, 1sQt   setr PRT setja ‘put’ 

e 1SQr skerr PRT skjera ‘cut’ 

e 1skrev skref n.  ‘crotch’ 

e 1stQ} stelr PRT stela ‘steal’ 

e 1vev, 1vQv vefr PRT vefa ‘weave’ 

e 1vEg vegr PRT vega ‘weigh’ 

ei 1en, 1e˜ einn det.  ‘one’ 

i 
1bEk, 1bek bik n. ‘pitch’ 
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i 1bel bil n. ‘while’ 

i 1fet fit f. ‘foot on a piece of 
animal leather’  

i 1kvEk, 1kvE˘k, 
1kviHk>, 1kvQ˘k, 
1kve˘k 

kvikr a.  ‘quick’ (‘alive’, ‘well’) 

i 1lEt, 1let lit n.  ‘vision’ (‘look’) 

i 1mi min f. nom. minn (det. 
pos. 1st p. sg.) 

‘my’ 

i 1rev rif n. ‘reef’ 

i 1seg sig n.  ‘drift’ 

i 1se sik pron. ‘oneself’ 

i 1sit sitr PRT sitja ‘sit’ 

i 1Sep skip n. ‘ship’ 

i 1steg stig n.  ‘step’ 

i    1ten   tin   n.   ‘tin’ 

i 1vEt, 1vet vit n., (Lesja m.?)  ‘common sense’ 

o 1bu, 1bu˘, 1bo˘, 1bç bo� n.  ‘invitation’/’party’ 

o 1bor, 1bçr borr m.  ‘drill’ 

o 1brot brot n. ‘break’ 

o 1for for f. ‘plough furrow’ 

o 1gor gor n.  ‘half digested food in 
intestines’ 

o 1hç}, 1ho}, 1hu} hol n.  ‘hole’ 

o 1kç}, 1ko}, 1ku} kol n.  ‘coal’ 

o 1lov, 1lo˘v lof n.  ‘praise’ 

o 1luk lok n. ‘lid’ 

o 1o  ok conj. ‘and’ 

o 1skÅt, 1skot, 1skut skot n. ‘shot’  

o 1sçn, 1son, 1sçn> sonr m.  ‘son’ 

o 1trçg, 1trog 
, 

1tr´¨g, 
1tru˘ 

trog n. ‘through’ 

u 1lot hlutr m.  ‘share’ 

u 1hug, 1huk, 1hu˘g hugr m.  ‘mind’ 

u 1rug, 1ru˘g rugr m. ‘rye’ 

u 1¨m, 1¨m>, 1um um prep.  ‘in’ 

y 1dør, 1dOr, 1dø˘r dyr(r) n. pl. /f. pl. ‘door’ 

y 1
fø}, 1

fø˘}, 1
fÅ} fyl n. ‘foal’ 

y 1k}øv, 1k}Ø˘v, 
1k}ø˘v,  

klyf f. ‘horse’s load’ 

y 1møk, 
1mø˘k mykr m. ‘dirt’ 

y 1spør, 1spOr, 1spø˘r spyrr  PRT, spyrja ‘ask’ 

O 1smør, 1smø˘r smør n. ‘butter’ 

O 1søv søfr PRT, sofa ‘sleep’ 

ç 1gron gr†n f.  ‘spruce’ 

ç 1Cøt, 1CO˘t kj†t n. ‘meat’ 

ç 1lçv, 1lov, 1lo˘v l†g NG f., ON n. pl.  ‘law’ 

ç 1nov n†f f.  ‘cog joint’ 

ç 1nos n†s f.  ‘nostril’ 
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1b No change in level stress words 

V NG ON GC English  

A 2da.}e dali dat. sg. dalr (m.) ‘valley’ 

A 2go.mE¥ gamall a. ‘old’ 

A 2ga.}in, 2ga.}I˘n, 2gA.}In,  
2gA.}e˘n, 2gA.}e, 2gA.}e˘, 
2gA.}in 

galinn a. ‘crazy’ 

A 2ho.mo˘r hamarr m.  ‘hammer’ 

A 2hu.k¨˘ haka f. ‘chin’ 

A 2so.go saga INF ‘saw’ 

A 2so.ko  sakar pl. s†k (f.) ‘thing’ 

A 2skA.E˘, 2skA˘.E ska�i m. ‘injury’ 

e   2bE.rE   bera   f.   ‘female bear’ 

e 2je.re˘ gerir PRT, gera ‘do’ 

e 2rø.vø˘ refir pl. refr (m.) ‘fox’ 

e 2sQ.}A sela INF ‘harness’ 

e 2sØ.}j°̈ , 2sO.}j°̈  selja INF ‘sell’ 

e 2si.ti˘ setit PTC sitja ‘sit’ 

e 2vQ.rA vera INF  ‘be’ 

i 2be.tA˘ biti m.  ‘bite’ 

i 2li.vi˘ lifir PRT lifa  ‘live’ 

i 2SØ.}jA skilja INF ‘part’ 

i 2sve.pu˘ svipa f.  ‘whip’ 

i 2vi.sI˘n, 2vi.sI˘, 2vi.si˘n, 2vi.si˘, 
2vi.sin 

visinn a. ‘dead’ 

i 2vi.tu˘g vitugr a.   ‘sensible’ 

o 2bo.ro bora INF  ‘drill’ 

o 2dÅ.vI˘n, 2do.ve˘n, 2do.ve˘, 
2du.ve˘n, 2du.ve˘ 

dofinn a. ‘lazy’ 

o 2ko.mo koma INF  ‘come’ 

o 2lÅ.I˘n, 2lu.e˘, 2lu.I˘n, 2lo.e, 
2lo.i˘n, 2lo.e˘n 

lo�inn a. ‘wooly’ 

o 2rÅ.tI˘n, 2ro.tI˘n, 2ro.te˘, 
2ro.tin, 2ro.te˘n 

rotinn a. ‘rotten’ 

o 2sku.te˘ skotit PTC skota  ‘shoot’ 

u 2hu.gA˘ huga�r a. ‘brave’ 

u 2so.mo˘˜ sumarinn def. dat. sg. sumarr 
(m.) 

‘summer’ 

y 2dØ.}jA, 2dO.}jA dylja INF ‘hide’ 

y 2my.Cy mykit n. sg. mykill (a.) ‘big’ 

y 2o.v´r yfir prep.  ‘over’ 

y 2sY. nY˘ synir pl. sonr (m.) ‘son’ 
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2a Lengthened vowel in short monosyllables 

V NG ON GC English  

A 1b}A˘ bla� n. ‘leaf’ 

A 1bA˘ ba� PT bi�ja ‘ask’ 

A 1bA˘k bak n. ‘back’ 

A 1dA˘}  dalr m.  ‘valley’ 

A 1dA˘g dagr m. ‘day’ 

A 1f}A˘t flatr a. ‘flat’ 

A 1fA˘t fat n. ‘plate’ 

A 1g}A˘ gla�r a. ‘glad’ 

A 1gA˘(v) gaf PT gefa ‘give’ 

A 1gA˘p gap n. ‘gape’ 

A 1grA˘s gras n. ‘grass’ 

A 1grA˘v gr†f f. ‘grave’ 

A 1hA˘t hatr n. ‘hate’ 

A 1kvA˘ hvat pron. ‘what’ 

A 1lA˘g lag n. ‘layer’ 

A 1lA˘t latr a. ‘lazy’ 

A 1mA˘t matr m. ‘food’ 

A 1rA˘k rakr a ‘straight’ 

A 1sA˘g  s†g f.  ‘saw’ 

A 1sA˘k s†k f. ‘case’ 

A 1sA˘l salr m. ‘room’ 

A 1skvA˘} skval n. ‘chatter’ 

A 1slA˘g slag n. ‘strike’ 

A 1smA˘l smalr a ‘small’, ‘narrow’ 

A 1snA˘r snarr a. ‘quick’ 

A 1spA˘k spakr a. ‘quiet’, ‘wise’ 

A 1stA˘}, 1stA} stal PT stela ‘steal’ 

A 1stA˘v stafr m. ‘stick’ 

A 1svA˘ sva�? n.? ‘slippery rock’ 

A 1svA˘r svar n. ‘answer’ 

A 1tA˘}, 1tA} tal n. ‘number’ 

A 1tA˘k �ak n. ‘roof’ 

A 1tA˘k tak n.  ‘grip’ 

A 1vA˘ va� n. ‘wading place’ 

A 1vA˘r varr a. ‘careful’ 

A 1dQ˘r �ar adverb ‘there’ 

A 1dQ˘ �at pron. ‘that’ 

A, ç˘ 1o˘v af, áf prep.  ‘of’ 

A, ç˘ 1o˘t at, át prep. ‘to’ 

e 1bQ˘r ber n.  ‘berry’ 

e 1drQ˘g dregr PRT draga ‘draw’ 

e 1e˘, 1e ek pron.  ‘I’ 

e 1E˘, 1E er PRT vera ‘be’ 

e 1frQ˘k frekr a. ‘hard’ > ‘rancid’, ‘grim’ 
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e 1CQ˘r ker n.  ‘container’ 

e 1rQ˘v 
, 

1rQv, 1røv refr m. ‘fox’ 

e 1sEIg seg IMP segja ‘say’ 

e 1vQ˘r ve�r n.  ‘weather’ 

e 1vE˘v, 1vQ˘v vefr m.  ‘loom’, ‘woven piece’ 

e 1vQI˘g, 1va˘Ig, 1vE˘Ig vegr m. ‘road’ 

e 1vQ˘} velr PRT velja ‘choose’ 

i 1kvE˘k, 1kvQ˘k, 1kve˘k, 
1kvEk, 1kviHk> 

kvikr a.  ‘quick’ (‘alive’, ‘well’) 

i 1sme˘ smi�r m. ‘smith’ 

i 1strQ˘k strik ON n., NG m.  ‘stripy silk’ > ‘line’ 

i 1ve˘ vi�r m. ‘wood’ 

i, e˘ 1de˘ �ik, �ér acc., dat. �ú (2nd p. 
sg. pron.)  

‘you’ 

i, e˘ 1me˘, 1me mik, mér acc., dat. ek (1st p. 
sg. pron.) 

‘me’ 

i, e˘ 1se˘ sik, sér acc., dat. reflexive 
pron. 

‘oneself’ 

o 1bu˘, 1bo˘, 1bu, 1bç bo� n.  ‘invitation’/’party’ 

o 1lo˘v, 1lov  lof n.  ‘praise’ 

o 1sP˘, 1sçÔ> so� n. ‘meat soup’ 

o 1trçg, 1trog 
, 

1tr´¨g, 1tru˘ trog n. ‘through’ 

u 1g¨˘} gulr a. ‘yellow’ 

u 1hu˘g, 1hug, 1huk hugr m.  ‘mind’ 

u 1ru˘g, 1rug rugr m. ‘rye’ 

y 1dør, 1dOr, 1dø˘r dyr(r) n. pl. /f. pl. ‘door’ 

y 1
fø}, 1

fø˘}, 1
fÅ}  fyl n. ‘foal’ 

y 1hø˘}, 1hO˘}, 1hÅ˘} hylr m.  ‘hole in river’ 

y 1k}Ø˘v, 1k}ø˘v, 1k}øv klyf f. ‘horse’s load’ 

y 1mø˘k, 1møk mykr m. ‘dirt’ 

y 1spør, 1spOr, 1spø˘r spyrr  PRT spyrja ‘ask’ 

y 1Å˘}, 1O˘} ylr m.  ‘heat’ (weather) 

O 1smør, 1smø˘r smør n. ‘butter’ 

ç 1fjø˘} fj†l f. ‘board’ 

ç 1O˘l †l n. ‘ale’ 

ç 1Cøt, 1CO˘t kj†t n. ‘meat’ 

ç 1lo˘v, 1lçv, 1lov l†g NG f., ON n. pl.  ‘law’ 

ç 1mjÅ˘}, 1mjø˘} mj†l n. ‘flour’ 

ç 1vo˘k, 1vu˘k v†k f.  ‘hole’ 
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2b Lengthened vowel in level stress words 

V NG ON GC English  

A 2nA˘.Cin, 2nA˘.Cen, 2nA˘.Ce˘, 
2nA˘.Ce 

nakinn a. ‘naked’ 

A 2skA˘.E, 2skA.E˘ ska�i m. ‘injury’ 

A 2spA˘.e˘ spa�i m. ‘spade’ 

A 2vA˘.Cin, 2vA˘.Cen, 2vA˘.Ce˘, 
2vA˘.Ce, 2vA˘.Ci˘n 

vakinn a. ‘awake’ 

e 2e˘.tA  eta INF ‘eat’ 

o 2u˘.pe, 2u˘.pe˘n, 2u˘.pe˘, 2u˘.pin opinn a. ‘open’ 

o 2u˘.pe opit n. nom. sg. opinn (a.) ‘open’ 

y 2Y˘.}´, 2y˘.}´ ylja INF ‘heat’ (weather) 

y 2Sy˘.}´ skylja INF  ‘pour’, ’rince’ 

 

3a Lengthened consonant in short monosyllables 

V NG ON GC English  

A 1tAm, 1tAm> tamr a. ‘tame’ 

i 1fQm> fim, fimm det.  ‘five’ 
i 1kviHk>, 1kvE˘k, 1kvQ˘k, 1kve˘k, 1kvEk  kvikr a.  ‘quick’ (‘alive’, ‘well’) 

i 1lQm> limr m.  ‘limb’ 

i 1van> vinr m.  ‘friend’ 

o 1sçÔ>, 1sO˘ so� n. ‘meat soup’  

o 1sçn>, 1sçn, 1son sonr m.  ‘son’ 

u 1¨m>, 1¨m um prep.  ‘in’ 

ç 1spçr>v sp†rr m. ‘sparrow’ 

 

3b Lengthened consonant in level stress words 

V NG ON GC English  

A 1sAm>.m´n saman adv. ‘together’ 

u 2s¨m>.mE, 2s¨m>.m´, 2s¨m>.mø sumir  pl. sumr (pron.) ‘some’ 

y 2Søn>.nE, 2Søn>.n´ skynja INF ‘understand’ 

 

4 Lengthened vowel in words with a long accented syllable 

V NG ON GC English 

A, ç˘ 1o˘.k´r akr, ákr m. ‘field’ 

A 1bo˘n barn n. ‘child’ 

A 1gA˘} gar�r m. ‘farm’ 

A 1gA˘.A˜ gar�inn def. acc. sg. gar�r (m.) ‘farm’ 

A 1go˘n garn n.  ‘net’ 

A 2hA˘.vre˘ hafri m. ‘oat’ 

A 1hA˘S, 1hAS, 1hA.}´s  hals m. ‘throat’, ‘neck’ 

A 1hA˘}, 1hA˘l har�r a. ‘solid’ 

A 2hA˘.}´ har�i a. ‘solid’ 
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A 1kA˘l kaldr  a. ‘cold’ 

A 1kA˘hlt kaldt  n. sg. kaldr (a.) ‘cold’ 

A 1kA˘r karl m.  ‘man’ 

A 1SÅ˘l, 1Sø˘} sjalfr a. ‘oneself’ 

A 1skA˘}  skar� n. ‘cleft’ 

A 1skA˘.}´ skar�it def. sg. skar� (n.) ‘cleft’ 

A 2vA˘.}´, 2vA˘.}e˘ var�i m.  ‘cairn’  

e 1sE˘.t´r, 1sQ˘.t´r setr n.  ‘pasture’ 

i 1stÅ˘}, 1stø˘} stir�r a. ‘stiff’ 

i 1vÅ˘}, 1vO˘} vir� f. ‘honour’ 

i 1vø˘.}´ vir�a/vir�ing f. ‘honour’ 

i 2nI(˘).I, 2ni(˘).i 2ne(˘).I  ni�r í prep. ‘(down) in’ 

u 2du˘.nA dugna�r m. ‘voluntary 
community work’ 

y 2fy˘.Í´ fylgdi PT 3rd p. sg., fylgja ‘follow’ 

ç, A 1A˘˜,1A˜>,1EI˜> alin, †ln f. ‘ell’ (two feet) 

ç 1O˘rn (O˘˜?) †rn f. ‘eagle’ 

ç 1bu˘n b†rn pl. barn (n.) ‘child’ 

 

8 From long accented syllable to short 

V NG ON GC English  

A 1hA.}´.se˘ halsi dat. sg. hals (m.) ‘throat’, ‘neck’ 

e 2dis>.sE, 2de.se �essi det. ‘these’ 

e˘ 1brQv, 1brev bréf n. ‘letter’ 

i˘ 1i í prep. ‘in’ 

i 2li.tn`, 2li.te˘n lítin f.. sg., litill (a.) ‘small’ 

i 2li.te˘ lítit n. sg., litill (a.) ‘small’ 

i 2li.tu˘} lítill m. sg., litill (a.) ‘small’ 

i 2nI(˘).I, 2ni(˘).i 2ne(˘).I,  ni�r í prep. ‘(down) in’ 

o˘ 1skug, 1sku˘g skógr m.  ‘forrest’ 

o˘ 1Sug, 1snug,1Su˘g snjór m.  ‘snow’ 

o˘ 1Su.g´n, 1Su˘.g´n snjóinn def. acc. sg. snjór ‘snow’ 

y 1dør, 1dOr, 1dø˘r dyr(r) n. pl. /f. pl. ‘door’ 

Q˘ 1jev  gæfr a. ‘fine’ 

O˘ 1dÅ}, 1dø}, 1dø˘} d�l/d�ll f. /m. ‘small valley’/ 
‘person from 
valley’ 

ç 1mor m†r�r m. ‘marten’ 

ç˘
 1jA, 1jA˘ já answer word ‘yes’ 

ç˘ 1dA �á adverb ‘then’ 

 

9 No change: Kept overlong syllable 

V NG ON GC English  

ei 1Eht>, 1AI, 1Eit, 
1aIt>, 1Eit>, 1et 

eitt n. sg. einn (det.) ‘a’ 

o˘ 1su˘(h)t> sótt f. ‘disease’ 

ç˘ 1svQ˘ˇ> svárt, Low German schwer n. sg. svárr (a.) ‘big’ (‘heavy’) 
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10 From overlong accented syllable to long 

V NG ON GC English  

e˘ 1teht>, 1tet> �éttr a.  ‘tight’ 

e˘ 1lEht>, 1let>, 1leht> léttr a.  ‘easy’ 

e˘ 1
re

h
t>, 1rQt>, 1rQht> réttr a. ‘straight’ 

e˘ 1sleht>, 1ßlet> sléttr a.  ‘straight’ 

e˘, e 22seht>.te sétti, sexti a.  ‘sixth’ 

ei 1Eht>, 1AI, 1Eit, 1aIt>, 1Eit>, 1et eitt n. sg. einn (det.) ‘a’ 

i˘ 2in>.nA ínnar(r) adv.  ‘inside’ 

o, o˘ 1çs>, 1os> oss, óss acc., dat. vár (pron. 1st p. pl. 
pron.) 

‘we’ (‘us’) 

o˘ 1b}um>.stre blómstrar pl. blómstr  (m.) ‘flower’ 

o˘ 2dçt>.t´r, 2dçHt>.t´r dóttir f. ‘daughter’ 

o˘ 1got>, 1gçht> gótt n. sg. gó�r (a.) ‘good’ 

o˘ 2oHt>.tA˘ Ótta f.  ‘river name’ 

o˘ 1stuˇ>, 1stu˘ˇ stórt n. sg. stórr (a.) ‘big’ 

u˘ 1t¨s>t �ústr m.  ‘stick’ >‘tool for 
threshing’ 

y˘ 1dy˘ˇ d�rt n. sg. d�rr (a.) ‘expensive’ 

y˘ 1ly˘s, 1lY˘s l�ss pl. l�s (f.) ‘louse’ 

Q˘ 1rEIdt hræddr a.  ‘afraid’ 

Q˘ 1k}QIdt> klædd PTC klæ�a ‘dressed’ 

O˘ 1søht>, 1søhc>, 1sPt>, 1sOht> s�tt n. sg. s�tr (a.) ‘sweet’ 

ç˘, A 1o˘.k´r ákr, akr m. ‘field’ 

ç˘ 2çht>.t´, 2Åht>.t´  átta det. ‘eight’ 

ç˘ 1b}ot> blátt n. sg. blár (a.) ‘blue 

ç˘ 2fA˘.le fárligr a.  ‘dangerous’ 

ç˘ 1trçht> �rátt n. sg. �rár (a.) ‘slow’ 

ç˘ 1gRoht>, 1gRçt> grátt n. sg. grár (a.) ‘grey’ 

ç˘, A 1jø˜>, jçI¯>, jøI¯> járn, jarn n.  ‘iron’ 

ç˘ 1nAHt> nátt f. ‘night’ 

ç˘ 1sç¥> sáld n. ‘coarse sieve’ 

ç˘ 1smçht> smátt n. sg. smár (a.) ‘small’ 

 

11 From overlong accented syllable to short 

V NG ON GC English  

ei 1Eht>, 1AI, 1Eit, 1aIt>, 
1Eit>, 1et 

eitt n. sg. einn (det.) ‘a’ 

ç˘ 1Rot hrátt n. sg. hrár (a.) ‘raw’ 
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A8 NG Data: Grøsland 1976 

1a' No change in short monosyllables  

VV NG ON GC English 

e 1gren gren n.  ‘lair’ 

e 1grev gref n.  ‘pick’ 

e 1hes hes f.  ‘haydrying rack’ 

e 1nes nes n.  ‘headland’ 

e 1net net n.  ‘net’ 

e 1rOv refr m.  ‘fox’ 

e 1trev �ref n.  ‘loft’ 

i 1bel bil n. ‘while’ 

i 1jel gil n.  ‘gorge’ 

i 1lQm, 1lQm> limr m. ‘limb’ 

i 1seg sig n.  ‘drift’ 

i 1Sel skil n.  ‘division’ 

i 1Sep skip n.  ‘ship’ 

o 1bor borr m.  ‘drill’ 
o 1for for f.  ‘plough furrow’ 

o 1gron, 1gron> gron f.  ‘spruce’ 

o 1ho} hol n. ‘hole’ 

o 1lok lok n.  ‘lid’ 

o 1tog tog n. ‘rope’ 

o 1trog trog n. ‘trough’ 

y 1dOr dyr(r) f.  ‘door’ 

y 1k}Ov klyf f. ‘packsaddle’ 

ç 1log l†gr m.  ‘decoction’ 

ç 1nov n†f f.  ‘house corner’ 

ç 1nos n†s f.  ‘nose’ 

 

2a' Lengthened vowel in short monosyllables 

V NG ON G

C 

English 

A 1bA˘ bad n. ‘bath’ 

A 1brA˘k brak n. ‘bang’ 

A 1dA˘g dagr m. ‘day’ 

A 1dA˘} dalr m. ‘valley’ 

A 1tA˘k �ak n. ‘roof’ 

A 1hA˘v haf n. ‘sea’ 

A 1kA˘v kaf n. ‘fuss’ 

A 1lA˘ lad n. ‘low wall’ 

A 1lA˘g lag n. ‘layer’ 

A 1nA˘v n†f (f.) n.  ‘nave’ 

A 1rA˘ r†� f. ‘row’ 

A 1sA˘g s†g f. ‘saw’ 

A 1sA˘k s†k f. ‘thing’, ‘case’ 

A 1sA˘l salr m. ‘room’ 
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A 1skvA˘} skval n. ‘chatter’ 

A 1ste˘ sta�r (m.) n.  ‘place’ 

A 1stA˘v stafr m. ‘stick’ 

A 1svA˘r svar n. ‘answer’ 

A 1tA˘} tal n. ‘number’ 

e 1tQ˘v �efr m. ‘scent’ 

e 1sQ˘} sel n. ‘house on a 
mountain farm’ 

o 1u˘p op n.  ‘opening’ 

o 1sO˘ so� (n.) m. ‘soup’ 

y 1hO˘} hylr m.  ‘hole in a river’ 

ç 1vo˘k v†k f.  ‘hole’ 

 

2b' Lengthened vowel in level stress words 

V NG ON GC English 

A 2A˘.p´ api (m.) f.  ‘ape’ 

A 2tA˘.}´ tala f. ‘speech’ 

A 2sA˘.k´r sakar  pl. s†k (f.) ‘thing’, ‘case’ 

A 2sA˘.k´.rEI¯> sakarnar  def. pl. s†k (f.) ‘thing’, ‘case’ 

A 2sA˘.k´.rom s†kum  dat. pl. s†k (f.) ‘thing’, ‘case’ 

 

3a' Lengthened consonant in short monosyllables 

V NG ON GC English 

o 1gron>, 1gron gron f.  ‘spruce’ 

o 1son> sonr m. ‘son’ 

 

3b' Lengthened consonant in level stress words 

V NG ON GC English 

A 2hAm>.r´ hamarar  pl. hamarr (m.) ‘hammer’ 

A 2nAv>.r´, 2no.vo.r´ nafarar  pl. nafarr (m.) ‘drill’ 

e 2fQr>.j´3 ferja f. ‘ferry’ 
u 2ruS>.Se roti m.  ‘rode’ 

y, ø 2sOn>.n´, 2syn>.n´, 
2son>.n´ 

sønir, synir   pl. sonr (m.) ‘son’ 

y, ø 2syn.in, 2sOn>.nEI¯, 
2syn>.nEI¯, 2son>.nEI¯  

synirnir, sønirnir def. pl. sonr (m.) ‘son’ 

 

                                                 
3 ON words with the structure –[V.CjA] are normally considered to have a short accented vowel in ON. 

The unaccented vowel in [2fer>.jO] (f., 'ferry'), however, indicates that this word has a long accented syllable in 
NG. 
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4' Lengthened vowel in words with a long accented syllable 

V NG ON GC English 

A 1o˘.k´r akr, ákr m.  ‘field’ 

A 1A˘} ar�r/ ár�r m. ‘ridging plough’ 

A 1bA˘} bar� n. ‘edge’ 

A 1bo˘n barn n. ‘child’ 

ç 1bo˘n, 1bu˘n b†rn  pl. barn (n.) ‘child’ 

A 1gA˘.v´} gafl m. ‘gable (wall)’ 

A 1gA˘} gar�r m. ‘farm’ 

A 1hA˘.g´} hagl n. ‘hail’ 

A 1kA˘r karl m. ‘man’ 

A 2kA˘.R´ karlar  pl. karl (m.) ‘man’ 

A 2kA˘.Rom, 2kA.Rom karlum  dat. pl. karl (m.) ‘man’ 

A 1nA˘.g´} nagl  m. ‘nail’ 

A 1skA˘} skar� n. ‘cleft’ 

A 2tA˘.v}´ tafla f. ‘altar piece’  

A 1tA˘.g´} tagl n. ‘horsehair’ 

A 2vA˘.}e var�i m. ‘cairn’ 

e 1fQ˘} fer� f. ‘journey’ 

e 1jQ˘} ger� f. ‘deed’ 

e 2jQ˘.˜iN gerningr f. ‘deed’ 

e 1nQ˘.g´} negl  pl. nagl (m.) ‘nail’ 

e 1nQ˘.g´˜ neglinir  def. pl. nagl (m.) ‘nail’ 

e 1re˘.g}´, 2re˘.g}´ reglar, regular  pl. regla, regula (m.) ‘rule’ 

e 1re˘.g´l regla, regula (f.) m. ‘rule’ 

e, Q˘ 1sQ˘.t´r setr, sætr (n.) m.  ‘pasture’ 

e, Q˘ 2sQ˘.tre setr, sætr  pl. setr, sætr (m.)  ‘pasture’ 

e 2vQ˘.Ío.go ver�ug- m.  ‘value’ 

i 1le˘.v´r lifr f.  ‘liver’ 

i 2le˘.vre lifrar  pl. lifr (f.)  ‘liver’ 

o 1bu˘} bor� n. ‘table’ 

o 1u˘} or� n. ‘word’ 

u 2du˘.nA dugna�r m. ‘voluntary 
community work’ 

y 2bO˘.}´ byr�a f.  ‘chest for grain’ 

y 2hO˘.vre hyfri n.  ‘iron or wood part of 
harness for horses’ 

y 2jO˘.˜A hyrna n. ‘corner’ 

y 1ty˘t tylft f. ‘dozen’ 

ç 1fjO˘r fj†�r f. ‘feather’ 

ç 1fju˘} fj†r�r m.  ‘fjord’ 

ç 1ju˘} hj†r� f. ‘herd’ 

ç 1O˘˜ †rn (m.) f. ‘eagle’ 
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8' From long accented syllable to short 

V NG ON GC E 

A 2kA.rom, 2kA˘.rom karlum  dat. pl. karl (m.) ‘man’ 

A 2kA.rEI¯> karlarnir  def. pl. karl (m.) ‘man’ 

e 1mQr merr f. ‘female horse’ 

ey 2rO.vAr reyfari m. ‘thief’ 

i 2ki.liN ki�lingr m. ‘kid’ 

i˘ 2si.´ sí�a f. ‘side’ 

u 1f¨.g´} fugl m.  ‘bird’ 

y 1bO} byr�r f. ‘burden’ 

y 1dOr dyr(r) f. pl. ‘door’ 

 

10' From overlong accented syllable to long 

V NG ON GC E 
e˘ 1SleHt> slétta f. ‘open field’ 

e˘ 2SleHt>.t´ slétta f. ‘open field’ 

e˘ 1steHt> stétt (f.) m. ‘stem’ 

ei 1bek>.s´l beizl  n.  ‘bridle’ 

i˘ 1vid> vídd f. ‘size’ 

o˘, u˘ 2bon>.de bóndi m.  ‘farmer’ 

o˘, u˘ 2bon>.din> bóndinn  def. sg. bóndi (m.)  ‘farmer’ 

o˘, u˘ 2bon>.dA bónda  dat. sg. bóndi (m.) ‘farmer’ 

o˘, u˘ 1bOn>.d´r b�ndr  pl. bóndi (m.) ‘farmer’ 

o˘, u˘ 1bOn>.dEI¯>, 
1bOn>.d´.rEI¯> 

b�ndrnir def. pl. bóndi (m.) ‘farmer’ 

o˘, u˘ 1bOn>.dom, 
1bOn>.d´.rom 

bóndum  dat. pl. bóndi (m.) ‘farmer’ 

o˘ 2doHt>.t´r dóttir  f. ‘daughter’ 

o˘ 2dron>.niN dróttning f.  ‘queen’ 

o˘ 2fju˘.}uN fjór�ungr m.  ‘fourth’ 

y˘ 1my˘s m�ss  pl. mús (f.)  ‘mouse’ 

y˘ 1ly˘s l�ss  pl. lús (f.) ‘louse’ 

Q˘ 1jQ˘s gæss  pl. gás (f.) ‘goose’ 

Q˘ 2jQl•>.l•´ gæzla f. ‘herding’ 

Q˘ 1nQ˘.v´r næfr  f.  ‘birchbark’ 

Q˘ 2nQ˘.vre næfrar, næfrir  pl. næfr (f.)  ‘birchbark’ 

Q˘ 1ne˘t nætr  pl. nátt (f.)  ‘night’ 

Q˘ 1o˘r æ�r f.  ‘ore’ 

Q˘, e 1sQ˘.t´r setr, sætr (n.) m.  ‘pasture’ 

Q˘, e 2sQ˘.tre setr, sætr pl. setr, sætr (n. > 
m.)  

‘pasture’ 

Q˘ 1Qt> ætt f. ‘family’ 

O˘ 1dO˘.g´r d�gr n.  ‘24 hours’ 

O˘ 
1døhtt d�tr pl. dóttir f. ‘daughter’ 

ç˘ 1nAHt> nátt f.  ‘night’ 

ç˘ 1o˘.k´r ákr m.  ‘field’ 

 



   

xxv 

 

 

A9 NG equivalents ON short monosyllables organized according to the 
accented vowel (cf. 8.4.2) 

[i] 

Table 1 No vowel lengthening in short 

monosyllables with accented [i] 
  1bEk, 1bek   bik   n. 
  1bel   bil   n. 

1jel gil n.  
  1kVEk, 1kVE˘k,        

 1kViHk>, 1kVQ˘k,  

 1kVe˘k 

  kvikr   a.  

1lQm, 1lQm> limr m. 
  1lEt, 1let   lit   n.  
  1reV   rif   n. 
  1seg   sig   n.  
  1sit   sitr   PRT sitja 

1Sel skil n.  
  1Sep   skip   n. 
  1steg   stig   n.  
  1VEt, 1Vet   vit   n., Lesja m.? 

 
Table 2 Vowel lengthening in short 

monosyllables with  accented [i] 
  1kVE˘k, 1kVQ˘k, 1kVe˘k, 

 1kVEk, 1kViHk> 
  kvikr   a.  

  1sme˘   smi�r   m. 
  1strQ˘k   strik (n.)   m.  
  1Ve˘   vi�r   m. 

 

 

 

[o] 

Table 3 No vowel lengthening in short 

monosyllables with accented [o] 
1bu, 1bu˘, 1bo˘, 1bç bo� n.  
1bor, 1bçr?, 1bo˘r borr m.  
1brot brot n. 
1for for f. 
1gor gor n.  
1gron, 1gron> gron f.  
1hç}, 1ho}, 1hu} hol n.  
1kç}, 1ko}, 1ku} kol n.  
1loV, 1lo˘V lof n.  
1luk, 1lok lok n. 
1skÅt, 1skot, 1skut skot n. 
1sçn, 1son, 1sçn> sonr m.  
1tog tog n. 
1trç tro�a INF 
1trçg, 1trog , 1tr´¨g, 1tru˘ trog n. 

 

 

Table 4 Vowel lengthening in short 

monosyllables with accented [o] 
1bu˘, 1bo˘, 1bu, 1bç bo� n.  
1bo˘r, 1bor, 1bçr? borr m.  
1lo˘V, 1loV  lof n.  
1u˘p op n.  
1sP˘ so� n. 
1trçg, 1trog , 1tr´¨g, 1tru˘ trog n. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



xxvi 

[u] 

Table 5 No vowel lengthening in 

short monosyllables with accented 

[u] 
1lot hlutr m.  
1hug, 1huk, 1hu˘g hugr m.  
1rug, 1ru˘g rugr m. 

 
 

[y] 

Table 7 No vowel lengthening in short 

monosyllables with accented [y] 
1dør, 1dOr, 1dø˘r dyr(r) n. /f. 
1fø}, 1fø˘}, 1fÅ} fyl n. 
1k}øV, 1k}Ø˘V, 
1k}ø˘V 

klyf f. 

1møk, 1mø˘k mykr m. 
1spør, 1spOr, 
1spø˘r 

spyrr  PRT, spyrja 

 

 

 
[O] 
 

Table 9 No vowel lengthening in short 

monosyllables with accented [ø] 
1smør, 1smø˘r smør n. 
1søV søfr PRT sofa 

 

[ç] 

Table 11 No vowel lengthening in short 

monosyllables with accented [çç] 
1gron gr†n f.  
1Cøt, 1CO˘t kj†t n. 
1lçV, 1loV, 1lo˘V l†g (n. pl.) f.  
1noV n†f f.  
1nos n†s f.  

 

 
 

Table 6 Vowel lengthening in short 

monosyllables with accented [u] 
1g¨˘} gulr a. 
1hu˘g, 1hug, 1huk hugr m.  
1ru˘g, 1rug rugr m. 

 

 

 Table 8 Vowel lengthening in short 

monosyllables with accented [y] 
1dø˘r, 1dør, 1dOr dyr(r) n. /f.  
1fø˘}, 1fø}, 1fÅ}  fyl n. 
1hø˘}, 1hO˘}, 1hÅ˘} hylr m.  
1k}Ø˘V, 1k}ø˘V, 1k}øV, 
1k}O˘V 

klyf f. 

1mø˘k, 1møk mykr m. 
1spø˘r , 1spør, 1spOr spyrr PRT, spyrja  
1Å˘}, 1O˘} ylr m.  

 

 

 

Table 10 Vowel lengthening in short 

monosyllables with accented [ø] 
1smør, 1smø˘r smør n. 

 

 

 
Table 12 Vowel lengthening in short 

monosyllables with accented [ç]  
1O˘l †l n. 
1Cøt, 1CO˘t kj†t n. 
1lo˘V, 1lçV, 1loV l†g (n. pl.) f.  
1lo˘g l†gr m.  
1mjÅ˘}, 1mjø˘} mj†l n. 
1no˘V n†f f.  
1no˘s n†s f.  
1tro˘ tr†� m.  
1Vo˘k, 1Vu˘k v†k f.  
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